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ABSTRACT 
This lhesis presents II research study that investigated student learning in a 
mentor supported design office situation, using n cognitive apprcntic:cship learning, 
nppronch that utilised nuthentic design project tasks. In thi� study, 29 final year 
Technical And Further Education (TAFE) building design students undertook authentic 
building design projects with expert building designers, who acted a'! mentors, in 
commercial design office situations. 
The mentors guided student lenming by using a cognilivc apprenticeship 
approach to learning, implemented with authentic design projects designed lo replicate 
the everyday culture of practice activities typical or commercial design office 
operations. This study follows the progress or these students as they worked in 
collaboration with their mentors in the design and presentation of design solutions 
developed for the projects, Data about the students' learning experiences in this setting 
were collected and analysed to determine their learning outcomes, the kinds of 
knowledge acquired and the means through which knowledge was transferred in the 
study situation. 
A holistic interpretivistic approach was used to collect data, in three phases. The 
first of these was a pilot-study with the other two phases providing the mnin data 
gathering parts or the study. Much orthe focus or the third phase of this study was on 
verifying findings emergent from analysis or data collected in the first two phnscs, as 
well as seeking greater understanding of the study phenomena. Throughout each of the 
three phases, data were collected from multiple sources, which included interviews, 
direct observations, personal journals and drawings. 
Analysis of the data showed that using cognitive apprenticeship learning 
methods organised around mentor supported authentic projects implemcntt.:d in 
authentic commercial design office situations provided successful transfer of 
declarative, tacit and procedural knowledge from the mentor lo the students. This the-sis 
concludes with recommendations for the classroom application of cognitive 
apprenticeship leurnlng methods, as used by the expert building designers who 
participated in this research. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
This thesis documents u study that investigated learning oulcomes und 
knowledge trnnsrcr for students working in collaborotion with mentors on authentic 
projects, in commercial building design offices. In this Chapter, the organisation of this 
thesis is presented first, followed by a discussion ofthe background to the study. Then 
the purpose, significance nnd aim ofthe study are presented, with the research 
questions. The Chapter concludes by presenting !he context in which the research was 
conducted, along with definitions used for interpretation of the research data. 
Chapter Two presents a review oflhe related literature and research pertinent to 
the study. The literature review begins with an overview of cognitive apprenticeship 
methods and the role of expert practice in the learning environment. Specific research 
studies in which cognitive apprenticeship teaching strategies are explored then 
discussed wiUt reference to the learning situation studied in this research. 
Chapter Three begins with an overview of the research methodology and 
structure developed over three phases of data collection and analysis used here. The 
study sample is also described. This is followed by a discussion of how the 
trustworthiness of the study, including validity and reliability issues, were addressed 
using data triangulation and other methods. Chapter Three concludes with a discussion 
of the situational uniqueness in this research. 
Chapter Four details the data collection methods used for each oft he three 
phases ofthis research. The manner in which data from multiple sources, including 
interviews, direct observation, video recordings and drawings, were gathered is also 
discussed. 
The methods used for coding and analysis of the study d;ita are dclailcd in 
Chapter Five, along with the processes used to refine and extend the analysis procedures 
in response to emergent themes and findings. This Chapter also details the development 
of coding categories and index tree structures used to organise and an;ilyse datu 
collected during each of the three phases of this research. 
Chapter Six presents findings that emerged from analysis of data by coding in 
categories developed as detailed in Chapter Five. Findings from analysis of data coded 
about four main emergent themes are presented using coding categories developed to 
represent multiple aspects ofench theme. Each category used for the final coding of the 
research duta is included in this Chapter, along with examples of datu from which 
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findings were developed during 11nalysis. A summary or fimlings is presented 
nt the end oft he Chnptcr. Assertions about learning outcomes arc also presented wilh 
reference to the research questions. 
Chapter Seven begins by presenting an.�wcrs to the rcscurch questions of this 
study, Then, the overall study findings arc discussed in terms of the six key teaching 
strategics ofa cognitive apprenticeship (Collins, Brown, Newman, 1989) [coming 
approach llS used in the theoretical framework thnt underpins this research. The Chapter 
concludes with a discussion of ways for implementing the study findings in classrooms 
nnd authentic settings organised using cognitive apprenticeship methods. 
Chapter Eight concludes this thesis with a discussion oft he limitations oft he 
study, as well as making recommendations for further research based on the study 
findings. 
Background To The Study 
Until the introduction offonnal courses by the Deportment ofTechnico.J And 
Further Education (TAFE) in 1964, training for building designers in Western Australia 
took place using traditional apprenticeship methods in architectural design office 
situations. Graduates from the first fonnal building design training courses were 
regarded ns architectural drafters, a role that mostly saw them operating as assistants to 
architects. In response to changes in industry practice, which saw the demand for more 
highly trained, design-competent architectural drafters, T AFE courses .,,,,ere developed 
to provide students with more ofa design focus, while maintaining dralling �kills. 
Further development ofTAFE training courses for building designers became necessary 
when in 1985 Computer Aided Design (CAD) methods were introduced to commercial 
design office practices in Perth Western Australia (Baird, 1996). 
The introduction of CAD based design practices to  T AFE building design 
courses changed the focus of teaching methods from using mostly traditional hand-skill­
based design and drawing documentation methods, to using compuler-hnscd methods 
for building projects, This change brought with it new ways for problem solving and 
developing design solutions t!.iough the use of computer assisted drawing methods and 
three dimensional visualisation tools. It also shifted the focus from mostly learning 
physical skills for drawing production, to learning cognitive ways for resolving design 
problems. Building design students were now also required to incorporate aspects of 
other associated construction disciplines that also use computer technology, into their 
CAD based drawings. This necessitated new elements being introduced into training 
courses for building designers to address aspects of their work that changed because of 
-
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the blurring of traditional boundaries between ussocia!CIJ d��ciplines, brought 
about by their use of computer methods. 
New learning approaches for tcuching building design in Western Australia 
being trinled nt the time of this study bciny commenced have CAD technology and 
practical experience 11s key components. This study examines learning outcomes for 
students undertaking authentic design projects under the direction of expert building 
designers acting ns mentors, us part of those new learning approaches. The projects used 
for this study used real {authentic) client generated building design briefs for housing 
projeds. They were conducted in commcrcinl design office settings, with the mentors 
using teaching elements based on II cognitive apprenticeship (Brown, Collins, Duguid, 
1989; Collins, et nl., 1989) 11pproach to learning, but not explicitly modelled on this 
theory. 
The authentic design projects undertaken by the students under the direction of 
expert building designers acting as mentors provided opportunities for a highly detailed 
studyofstudent/mcrtor irteraction in the design office settings used for this research 
study. The aulhentic situations embedded in the design projects used were planned to 
replicate problems typically faced by building designers in their evcryd11y culture of 
practice activities. The use ofauthentic lcwning experiences (Knufm�n. 1996; Pieters 
and de Bruijin 1992) developed through real life type situations in which strategies for 
solving problems are embedded in the context of the task, arc considered hy many to be 
the cornerstone of cognitive apprenticeship learning (Duncan, 1996; Choi, & l lannafin, 
1996; Jarveln, 1995; Hennessy, 1993; Berrym11n, 1991; Brown, et nl., 1989; Collins, et 
111., 1989). 
This research was conducted in three phases. It bcgnn with II pilot study, referred 
to as Phase One, results from which were used to reline data collection and analysis 
methods used In Phase Two llfld Phase Three, which together formed the principal part 
of the study. Phase Two mostly used open ended interviews to collect data about what 
the study participants said took place during their collaborative design office activities, 
Phase Three mostly involved data collection by direct observation and video recording 
of student mentor collaborative work sessions. 
All three phases ofthis study centred on the events and outcomes experienced 
by students when working on real work design projects with the support of expert 
building designers acting as mentors. E11ch student was nssigned to a mentor by II lonery 
ballot with numbers picked from a hat by one ofthe coordinating TAFE lecturers. Three 
different authentic design projects were used to provide the students with learning 
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experiences in the context and culture of professional design office practices. 
The design projects were implemented by the mentors lL�ing cognitive apprenticeship 
teaching strategics including modelling, conching. scalfolding, urticulotion, reflection 
and exploration, us presented in the learning model proposed by Collins, Brown, 
Newmnn(\989). 
This approach differed from the uslllll hypothetical exercises lrnditionally used 
in T AFE building design classroom based learning situations. The design projects used 
provided students with authentic, task focussed, problem solving situations in which 
they applied theoretical knvwledgc acquired through their TAFE studies, with the 
support ofindustcy mentors using their everyday culture of practice methods. This 
format, using industry experts as mentors, is similar to that reported by I lenncS5y (1993) 
who contended that such an approach provided students with opportunities to acquire 
multiple problem- s olving method s  as used by the mentors in the resolution of real 
projects. 
Tix:- main focus oft his study wns to investigate the learning outcomes for 
students in authentic cognitive apprenticeship styled learning situations. The study also 
sought to understand how the students acquired knowledge and skills used by experts to 
solve complex problems. Building designers, through years of practice, develop their 
knowledge, skills and abilities beyond the scope oftheir original formal training. This 
special knowledge is sometimes referred to as tacit knowledge (Collins, et al., 1989). 
The manner in which this knowledge is communicated to learners also fonned the basis 
ofone ofthe research questions. 
Leaming building design In Wcslem Australia 
The development and delivery of the first formal building design courses in 
Western Australia in 1964 was undertaken by building design/drafters who had 
formerly been involved in on-the-job apprenticeship type training of building designers 
(lhcn called archite.-:tuml drafters). 
Training exercises in those courses were designed to resemble tasks faced by 
practicing building designers, however it was soon found that the rich experiences of 
actual real life projects could not readily be replicated in classroom activities. 
Consequently, new courses were introduced in 1968 incorporating a requirement for 
stu dents to also undertake work experience on real project s  in a building design office 
over a two-year pe;-iud, following their initial two-year full-time classroom based 
training course. 
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When the structure oft he full time building design courses was changed 
lo include additional theory based subjects in 1982, the requirement for workphlcc 
experience wt1s dropped from the courses. This OOppcm.'ll 111 n time when the building 
design industry wa.� undergoing changes to respond to the introduction of CAD methods 
for the production of drawings tmd other documcntotion for design commissions. 
Pindings from II i.1udy of the building design industry (Baird, 1996) indicotcd 11 
need for building design graduates to have experience in 1111\hcntic projects and CAD 
methods to mnke their training relevant to industry requirements. Competency in using 
computer technology emerge d ns an essential part ortraining courses for building 
design students. In response to industry demands for building design graduates to hnvc 
11i1thentie experience in design nnd CAD use, T AFE introduced mentor supported 
authentic design projects us part of I heir award courses. Prior to this study, no research 
or evaluation hnd been conducted to t.letenninc student learning outcomes from using 
mentor supported authentic building design projects. The authentic projects used here 
aim incorporated CAD based building design nod documentation methods and this 
provided opportunities to study knowledge transfer in technology based learning 
situations ns explored by Jarvela, (1995). For this reason, 11mongst others, this study was 
regarded with interest by the T AFE stnff11nd building designers who ncted as mentors. 
Findings about how CAD based methods used by the study participants led to 
knowledge transfer are regarded as important to this rese11rch because most commerci:11 
building design office practices in Western Australia are organised using CAD for the 
design and documentation ofbuilding projects (Baird, 1996). 
New building design courses lo uddress computer lcchnolagy 
The role ofthi: building designer in the period from 1960 to 1979 wns 
principally concerned with the documentation of designs created by architects. From 
early 1980 building de.;igners expanded their roles into are11s once seen as the domain of 
Architects only. In response to these changes in the role oft he building designer, new 
TAFE courses were developed to reflect the demnnd for a greater and more diverse 
range of subjects focussed more on design than drafting. These courses included the use 
of personal computer based (CAD) packages for drawing presentation ns part of 
le11rning advanced design and construction theory. This led to course formats that m11de 
less use oftraditionnl hand skill methods and increased use of computer technology for 
design/construction practices. 
The use of CAD technology by building designers and olhcr related 
disciplines led to overlapping of roles and responsibilities for building designers, 
engineers, surveyors and numy other consultant practices within the construction 
industry domain, This in tum let.I to the need for !ruining ofbuilding designers to 
include nspccts of consultant disciplines that in the pas\ woul<l have not been part of 
their usual culture ofproc:ice activities. Problem solving methods and heuristic d�sign 
strategies used by building designers to re51?lve problems in their everyday practices 
now incorporate additional elements that require advanced cognitive skills. Training 
courses developed for building designers in 1996 as part ofn National curriculum 
addressed many of these issues and have computer technologies incorporated into 
almost every subject area, 
Traditional building design and drafting methods that use hand skills to 
document design idens are being replaced with CAD methods (Baird, 1996). CAD has 
changed the nature of design and drawing by replacing paper-based exploration and 
representation of ideas with manipulation ofa database ofinfonnntion from which 
complex forms can be explored � ;mergenl problems resolved, With liule 
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manipulation, the CAD drawing database can be replicated, modified and presented in a 
multitude of different fonns to suit vnrious discipline applications such as electrical 
services, structural details and bills of quantities. The content and delivery strategies of 
TAFE building design training courses have evolved to reflect this shift in building 
design practices. 
A change In thinking 
The fine hand movements and tactile feedback of drawing board-based methods 
is not present in computer based drafting. CAD requires the user lo construct II model by 
interpreting mental concepts into computer operations and digitiser input. The emphasis 
in drawing production has shifted from mostly hand skills to more cognilive ways for 
resolving solutions by using computer technologies across multiple associated 
disciplines. Building designers now use II database of design information and elements 
to develop design solutions and drawings. 
CAD use in this way allows designers to cross traditional discipline boundaries. 
It has given building designers control over structural documentation (previously the 
do11U1in of the engineer), quantities and estimates (previously the domain of the quantity 
surveyor), artistic presentations with walk through three-dimensional capabilities and 
civil survey documents. Using CAD methods mcans that the drawing is now II database 
-
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consisting or vector coordinates for line construction, and other data about 
dimensions. notes nnd textures. A model is no longer a miniature slructurc made from 
cnrdboord wld plastic, but 11 computer representation ofn thrcc•dimcn.�iotwl shape that 
represents the virtual structure ofu design. 
The 1mthcntk: design office situation uml real projects experienced by the 
students provided many experiences that embraced difTerent uspccts of design practice 
that the students may not have otherwise encountered in their classroo_m-based learning. 
Here, the design office situation is considered lo embrace the physical environment and 
the organisation ofbuilding designer working relationships with associated professions. 
Design office practices arc concerned with the ways in which building design problems 
nre resolved using different strategies und procedures that typify the culture of practice. 
For the mentors, working ncross discipline boundaries is part of their everyday 
design office practice, but for the sll1dents this was another aspect of their involvement 
in an authentic design project that extended their learning experiences. The manner in 
which the mentors shared their knowledge with students through design activities that 
included other disciplines nssociatcd with their usual practices was a key part of this 
research. CAD based design practices provided the means for integrating multiple 
discipline activities into the authentic design tasks undertaken by building designers in 
their everyday practices (Baird, 1996). For this reason findings about the use of CAD 
methods for knowledge transfer in the study situation used in this research are regarded 
OS being important. 
The study environment 
This study investigated the learning outcomes for building design students 
working under the direction of expert building designers acting as mentors in 
commercial design office situations. For many students this was their first experience 
working in a design office situation. being treated in ways similar to that used for the 
design office staff. They also experienced some of the working pressures and 
expectations typical of the design office environment. The design project collaboration 
was constructed to provide experiences typical ofa design office team-based approach 
to problem solving so that the students could experience first hand the development ofa 
design for an authentic project. In elTcct, lhc students worked in the induslry for which 
they arc training but in II monitored environment with the support of11 mentor who wns 
expert in the field ofbuilding design. 
' 
Significance oftbe study 
This is the first study to be reported in which cognitive npprenticCllhip methods 
have been implemented using uuthentic building design projccls in commercial design 
office settings. No other study has yet been conducted in Australia to cvahmte the 
effectiveness of11 cognitive apprenticeship based uuthcntic work program for students 
ofbuilding design. Some studies hnvc been conducted elsewhere in which II cognitive 
apprenticeship learning approach bus been used in classroom situations (Jarvcla, 1995; 
Hennessy, 1993) nod workshop situations (Cash, Behrmann, Stadt, & Daniels, 1997), 
but not in authentic design office settings as used here. 
Findings from this research study may have relevance to training courses offered 
by TAFE. Particular emphasis has been given here to detennining how students acquire 
the kinds of tacit knowledge that the mentors develop over years of professional 
practice, as well as heuristic design strategics and procedures used by them to resolve 
design problems. Application of such information to formal courses may potentially 
assist in the development of richer, more effective learning approaches for future 
students. 
Outcomes from this study may also have implications for other similar 
industry/institution based collulx>rntive projects working with a cognitive apprenticeship 
styled learning environment. Mnny University and T AFE courses hnve practical 
components. Disciplines such as engineering, architecture, multimedia, surveying, 
medicine, dentistry and the arts require students to under lake one-on-one practical 
experiern:c components to achieve graduation. Findings from this study contribute 
knowledge about learning in authentic situations thnt may be applicable across many 
disciplines. 
PURPOSE OF TIIESTUDY 
1be aim of this study was lo investigate how students learn in a cognitive 
apprenticeship learning situation, implemented in a building design office. This study 
sought broadly tu investigate "the content taught, the pedagogical methods employed, 
the sequencing of the learning activities and the sociology of the learning" (Collins, 
Brown, Newman, 1989, p. 454). 
Research Questions 
The study focussed on: 
/, Whal kind of declarative knowledge and procedural knowledge /.f acquired by 
students In the building design profession in a cognitive apprenticeship 
learning situation?; 
2. Whal fcind, uf pracrd11ruf und declliratil'c knm1,1edge ttre transferred, 
In 1h/s learning s/111111/un?; 
J. /low is tacit knoll'ledge m·q11ired In u cui:nltivc apprentlce!1hlp learning 
sftualian?; 
4. If problem saMng, heuristic ,r/rategic:., are 11.\"ed, huwure they picked up by 
the :rtmlent?; mid 
5. Whatfea/11res rif lh/s learning sltuu/lun promoled .rtudent leaming? 
Context 
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This research study focussed on the events and experiences of students working 
in collaboration with expert building designers acting as mentors using authentic design 
projects, in commercial design office situntions. Data were collected from 29 students. 
19 mentors and 3 TAFE lecturers. 
Some activities needed for briefing the study participants and to initiate design 
work were conducted in classroom setting.�. These activities were however more 
focussed on the administration orthe student/mentor collaborative situations and were 
used mostly to organise nnd infonn students, rather thnn present learning activities. 
During these classroom sessions, T AFE lecturers provided the students with; 
• initial briefmgs about the authentic design project they were to undertoke with a 
mentor; 
• information and advice wi�h regard to oontncting ench student's allocated mentor; 
• information about codes of behaviour nnd protocols when in a design office 
shuation;and 
• guidelines concerning the role of the mentor and what the students may experience 
when working in a design office under the direction ofa mentor using practice· � thnt 
include cognitive apprenticeship teaching methods. 
During the introductory classroom sessions, the students participated in 
discussions with me involving the entire class group, small focus group sessions and 
individual problem solving and project development learning activities. As part ofthesc 
sessions, I briefed the students on: 
• the aims of this research project; 
• confidentiality safeguards nnd the use of pseudonyms for all participants; 
• voluntary participation nnd freedom to withdraw from the study at any time; nnd 
• interviews and observation methods I would use for datn gathering. 
As part oflhese briefing sessions, written pcnnission W!lS also 
obtnined from each orthc pnrlicipating �tu dents for audio and video recording of 
interviews and working sessions with the mentors. Their pcnnission wrui also uhlaincd 
for me to use nil doto collected for writing this thesis 11nd uny other con.,;cquent 
publications. 
Cogniti� apprenliceshlp In /his study situation. 
JO 
The k'lll'lling environment used here wns regunled ns being structured around the 
l
,cum
ing content, method, sequence and sociology, in uccordance with the framework 
which Collins, et nl., (1989) suggest provides the "characteristics of ideal learning 
environments" (Collins, et al., 1989, 456). 
The reasons for this contention nre: 
• the students worked on authentic projects, in a building design offices with expert 
building designers acting as mentors, a.�sisted by other people for whom this 
situation was their everyday working environment nnd culture {Brown, et nl., 1989); 
• the students had the opportunity to explore first hand working practices nnd problem 
solving activities used by the mentors to facilitate the resolution ofn building 
design, in the context and culture {Hennessy, 1993) ofnn actual design practice; 
• the students were guided and supported by the mentors who were expert in the 
building design profession and nble to model the techniques and skills required to 
resolve problems emergent from the tasks embedded in the authentic design 
projects; and 
• the students were exposed to mentor articulation oftheir problem solving 
approaches when presenting ways of dealing with building design problems. 
Jn this study situation, the mentors provided the students with knowledge of 
their usual design practices and the tacit knowledge developed by them over years of 
experience and expert practice (Hennessy, 1993; Pieters and de Bruijin, 1992). 
Throughout each ofthe authentic design projects all ofthe students had the 
support ofa mentor. As will be demonstrated, the students were encouraged to develop 
and apply metacognitive problem solving approaches when extending their learning 
beyond the boundaries of the tasks used in the study and in their exploration and 
development of advanced design solutions. Although the mentors may not have been 
fully aware of cognitive apprenticeship constructs. for the reasons demonstrated above 
their methods when working with the students were regarded by me to fit well with the 
theory and contain many or its elements. Results presented lotcr in the study 
conlinn this. 
Definitions Ustd In Thi! Study 
I I  
Cognitive apprenticeship is considered to be a process in which students acquire 
knowledge nnd learn the processes thllt experts use to handle complex tasks, situated in 
the context oftheir use. It involves lenrning through guided experience on "cognitive 
and melucognitive levels not just physical skills and processes", but seeks the 
externalisation of processes in bringing tncil knowledge into the open for students to 
learn with hdp (Collins, et al., 1989, p. 457). 
The Collins et al. (1989) cognitive apprenticeship approach used here has six 
teaching strategies. Each of these is presented next, as defined by Collins, et al. (1989), 
along with the manner in which their use here has been interpreted. 
Sb Teaching Strategle5 or cognitive Apprenticeship 
L Modellfng 
Modelling is defined as follows: 
Involves an expert's cmrying out of a task so that students can observe 
and build a conceptual model of the processes that are required to 
accomplish the task. In cognitive domains, this requires the 
externalisation of usually internal (cognitive) processes and activities; 
specifically, the heuristics and control processes by which experts make 
use of basic conceptual and procedural knowledge, (Collins, et al., 1989, 
p.481) 
In this study modelling also included activities used to support learning through 
personal demonstration of processes or procedures used to create building designs and 
to resolve problems emerging from the exploration, development and assessment of 
possible solutions. Of particular interest was the manner in which building designers, 
when working one•on-one with a student, conveyed their knowledge and skills by 
modelling their approach to the identification and solving of design problems emergent 
from the authentic tasks of the design project. Modelling also included the 
demonstration of design strategies that affected personal style in building design. 
2. Coaching 
Collins, et al., (1989, p. 481) defined coaching as: 
Consists of observing students while they carry out a task and offering 
hints, scaffolding, feedback, modelling, reminders and new tasks aimed 
at bringing their performance closer to expert pcrfomumcc. Couching 
may serve to dln.-ct students' attention to u previously unnoticed n.�pcct of 
the 111.'lk or simply to remind the student of some ll!lJ)CCI of the tusk that is 
known but has been temporarily overlooked. Coaching focusses on the 
enactment and integration of skills in the service of a well understood 
goal through highly interactive and highly situated focdback and 
suggestions; that is, the content of the conching interaction is 
immediately refuted lo specific events or problems that arise as the 
student attempts to carry out the target task. 
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Carver, (1995, p, 206) contends that coaching occurs when ''the teacher observes 
nnd fllcilitntes while students perform a task". Coaching also involved activities or 
situations where 11 mentor 11SSisted students by working collaboratively with them to 
resolve design problems. The use of coaching is considered here to include mentors 
guiding students in the use of heuristic design strategies and problem solving methods 
by articulating the reasons behind design decisions, procedures and individual style 
elemenls that are typical of their usual design office culture of practice methods. 
3. Scaffolding 
Scaffolding is defined as follows: 
Refers to the supports the teacher provides lo help the student carry out 11 
task. (Collins, et al., 1989, p. 482) 
Another feature of using scaffolding lo assi� learning in II cognitive 
appreaticeship approach is the gradual withdrawal or "fading" of the help provided by 
scaffolding. Collins, et al., (1989, p. 482) defme fading as: 
Fading consists of the gradual removal of supports until students are on 
their own. 
In this study, scaffolding is regarded as including tips and tricks such as 
heuristic design strategies, problem solving mc:thods and resource materials provided by 
the mentor to assist student learning or problem resolution activities in design. It also 
included techniques, explanations or partial solutions that enabled students to progress 
beyond points of difficulty. 
4. Artfculatlon 
Articulation is defmed as follows: 
Includes any method of getting students to articulate their knowledge, 
reasoning, or problem-solving processes in a domain. (Collins, et al., 
1989, p. 482) 
In this study, articulation has been regarded as more than just talking or having 
discussions with others; here it is thought ofas verbalising: 
• personal thoughts nnd opinions when thinking obout design idea�; 
• rcosons for using par1icul11r heuristic design strotcgies; 
• ways for using problem solving strategics based on personal experience of similar 
problem si1uations; 
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• explaining personal interpretations of design problem situations, the underlying 
rensons for using particular design strategies and possible solution.� or decisions; and 
• sketching to show personal ideas, design strntcgies nod problems solving methods. 
5, Reflection 
Reflcction is defined by Collins, et ol., (1989, p. 482) as follows: 
... enables students to compare their own problem-solving processes 
with those of an expert, another student and ultimately, an internal 
cognitive model of expertise. Reflection is enhanced by the use of 
various techniques for reproducing or "replaying" the performances of 
both expert and novice for comparison. 
In this thesis, reflection means re-examination ofideas, concepts and design 
solutions al a metacognitive level when exploring the pathways taken in the 
development of building designs for the purpose of branching into other lines of 
exploration or to evaluate design solutions or elements for inclusion in final design 
presentations. 
6. Exploration 
Exploration is defined by Collins, et al., (1989, p. 483) as follows: 
Involves pushing students into a mode of problem solving on their own. 
Forcing them to do exploration is critical, if they arc to learn how to 
frame questions or problems that are interesting and that they can solve. 
Exploration is the natural culmination of the fading of supports. It 
involves not only fuding in problem solving but fading in problem setting 
as well. 
Exploration as a method of teaching sets general goals for students and 
then encourages them to focus on particular sub-goals of interest to them 
or even to revise the general goals as they come upon something more 
interesting to pursue, 
In this thesis, the tenn "exploration" is also used to describe �tudcnt and mentor 
activities in which design variations and multiple design solutions were developed using 
melaeognitive design methods. JI also applies to using sketching of design forms to 
determine relationships with other design elements or their suitability to include in final 
design solutions, ns well as for discovering new aspects or elements of the 
design situ11tio11 that affect the emerging design solutions. 
Cult1ire of practice. 
In this thesis, the culture of practice fCfcrs to the physical nod intellectual 
cnVironmCnt in which the i=xpcrt bllilding ·dcsigilcrs, actirig as mentors, conduct their 
evcI'Yday pniciices it1 thC conicxt ofthe building dc:sign discipline. 
1 4  
SiUdetlts studied here u·Odertook aUihenlic projccis under the direction of expert 
bi.Lilding designers working in their ilsual design office culture. For this reason, the 
stude�ts were Iloi siml)ly ilnderiaking tasks in a convenient selling, but were operating 
within IUl expert designer's culture ofpl'actice, with one-on-one mentor support to assist 
them iii inte'rp't'eting the tasks at hand in the context and culture of expert practice. 
Conducting this research study in auihentic design office settings, with expert building 
designers acting us mentors, provided ways lo investigate student learning in 
circumstances in which they were actively engaged in the ''the practice of solving 
problems and carrying out tasks in a domoin" (Collins, et al., 1989, p. 459). Brown et 
al., (1989, p. 40) argue that: 
PeoJ}!e enteririg lhe culture (learning) Oeed to observe how practitioners 
al various levels behave and talk to get a sense of how expertise is 
Il1llnifesi in conversation and other activities. 
BY, using authentic dl!sign office situations, the students studied here undertook 
their .leariiillg}n a c·u11ure of practice based on the cognitive domain of expert building 
designers, irit{}!ementing their usual ways of solving problems and carrying out tasks. 
' ,C'- ' 
Th'e "office st:i". 
',\ 
The "office set" is a bound VOiume of sketches, drawings, notes lllld oi'her 
milierials sllch aii trade liiemiure, photographs and the like that togdher represent thii' 
progressive deve[opllle�t of a design project, It docllinerits all of the design elements 
cxplcir'eci by haVing every sketch and drawing produced during the design process 
amxed iii their order ofprodll'ciion with riotes and references linking coitcepts or 
Jlos�ible solrii,ions. The. ;,ciffice.sei" prcivides ways for refleciing on the progress ofn 
design task and an audit tniil of design variations explored during the creation mxl 
refining Of emerging solutiohs. The tenn "office set" is a design industry recognised 
description of not just a bod)' of drawings and ihe like, but also describes a manner of 
wo�king ti.�td by mcist building desigl'lei-s to coordinate information and design concepts 
together iri a single working tool. For this reason, the term "office set" has been 11dopted 
ror use ln this thcsls when describing building design mclhods n.� npplied in 
runny different contexts rcgnrdcd by me lo be pnrt of the design office culture of 
practice used for this rescnrch situation. 
Work Sm/on. 
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The most common design office nctivity referred to in this thesis is the "work 
session". The term "work session" is used here to describe inti:mctive exchanges 
between students and mentors ns they work collabomtively to resolve a real work d'esign 
problem in the context ofthe everyday culture of practice for that design mentor. 
Conclusion lo lhls Chapter 
This Chapter begllll with n brief description of the content of each oft he 
Chapters. Following this the study background wns presented nlong with a discussion of 
the study purpose nnd the research questions upon which it was constructed. After 
discussion of the study aims, the context in which data were collected was described, 
with some important terms used throughout this thesis nlso being defined. 
Jn the next Chapter a review of the related literature and :'Csean:h pertinent to 
this study are presented. 
CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introdudlon 
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This Chapter presents u review of the related literature ond research pertinent lo 
this study. It begins by discussing nspccts of the context nnd culture oft he ]corning 
situation regarded by Brown, Collins. Duguid (1989) ns important to knowledge 
transfer. The role of concepts and knowledge as cognitive tools in the cognitive 
apprenticeship approach to learning suggested by Collins, et al., (1989) is also discussed 
with reference lo the commerdnl design offices learning situations and authentic tasks 
undertaken by the study participants. Following this, several studies based on o 
cognitive apprenticeship approach to learning arc presented along with findings 
pertinent to this research. The Chapter concludes with the theoretical framework 
underpinning this research. 
Learning in context 
Brown, Collins, Duguid (1989) contend that traditional teaching methods tend to 
promote the acquisition oflncrl knowledge not linked to the context of its application. 
They also suggest that such knowledge is not readily transferred or applied by students 
in other contexts and support instead a learning approach that embeds learning in 
activities that make deliberate use ofthe social and physical context in which the 
knowledge and skills apply. This they say supports the situated nature of knowledge 
(Brown, et. al, 1989}. It is from this perspective that this study is structured and for 
these reasons that commercial design offices and expert building designers were used to 
construct the learning situation. 
Knowledge as tools 
In a situated learning environment many researchers (Cash, Behrmann, Stadt, 
Daniels, 1997; Brown, et al., 1989) contend that concepts and knowledge should be 
seen as cognitive tools for further teaming. Brown et al. (1989) contended that students 
make best use ofthose tools when they are applied in a learning situation that replicates 
the ordinary practices of the culture through authentic activities realb1ically presented 
as in the culture of application. Student use of cognitive tools is regarded by Brown et 
al. (1989) to be within the context ofa culture and leads to learning values and 
contextual features linked to the original purpose, rather than assimilating knowledge 
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nnd skills in isolation as inert knowledge. Such n process, is described by 
Drown et al. ( 1989), us one of cnculturation, where activity, context and culture are 
interdependent. The use oflenrning tools in this way is snid to allow students to build an 
"increasingly rich understanding ofthc world in which they use the tools and of the 
tools themselves" (Brown, cl al., 1989, p. 33). 
Authentic activities in learning nre those, that replicate the types of problems 
likely to be encountered in real life experiences. The use of authentic experiences in 
realistic learning situations supported by expert practitioners facilitates a cognitive 
apprenticeship styled learning approach. 
Cognitive appr�nticcship learning situations seek to involve students actively in 
the exploration and problem solving strategies of real life, authentic, situations in which 
they are required to develop solutions based on the needs ofthc problems faced 
(Jarvcla, 1995; Brandt, Farmer & Buckmaster, 1993). 
The learning culture 
In this study, students worked with expert building designers as mentors in 
commercial building design offices that were for the mentors their usual culture of 
practice setiings, which were adopted by the students. Having such II setting provided a 
working culture for cooperative interaction between mentor and student, using mutual 
problem solving activities based on authentic experiences. The collaborative nature of 
working in this way emulates the manner in which traditionally a master (expert) 
worked with an apprentice in a coaching, supportive fashion, providing tips of the trade 
or tacit knowledge through verbal articulation of thoughts in the development of 
solutions (Jarvela, 1995; Hennessy, 1993). 
The expert Mentor - Modelllng 
In a cognitive apprenticeship learning situation students nre supported in their 
learning by a model, or expert mentor, who coaches them in the application of problem 
solving strategies. The mentor also assists the students to overcome problems that 
present as barriers to their progress by providing timely scaffolding in the fonn of 
advice, hints, tips, learning materials and the like. In a study by Cash et al. (1997), 
involving automotive students working in a cognitive apprenticeship situation, findings 
reported indicated that working coltaboratively with mentors and other students, led 
learners into a culture of practice in which they developed confidence and articulated 
their learning into individualised pursuits. In a different study, Brandt et al., (1993, p. 
75) contended that mentor modelling of problem solving methods form powerful 
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instructional tools that can be used in wnys thnl nllow: "knowledgenble 
proficient people to show learners how to do something by slnting aloud what they arc 
thinking while doing the uctivity". They olso suggested that mentor guided learning in n 
cognitive apprenticeship situation is e!Tectivc when authentic tasks nrc presented in 11 
realistic context and the mentor models the "who! how and wh)"' of the methods used to 
resolve problems emergent from those authentic tasks (Brandt cl ol., 1993, p. 77). 
Working in o mentor supported cognitive apprenticeship situution provides 
students with opportunities to acquire learning skills, using them ns tools in other 
opplicntions outside of the culture 1111d context in which they were first experienced 
(Jarvela, 1995; Bmndt et al., 1993; Hennessy, 1993). The task focussed, mentor 
supPOrted real work projects used here are appropriate for use in a cognitive 
apprenticeship approach because they provided students with authentic learning 
experiences. They also provide ways for mentors to model methods, typical ortheir 
usual culture ofpraetiee activities, for resolving problems faced by students when 
developing solutions for design problems that emerged from the proj�ts untakcn by the 
study participants. 
Social con1lrudlon of knowledge 
Brown, et al. (1989) contend that cognitive npprenticcship attempts lo promote 
learning within the nexus of activity, tools and culture, Similarly, Vygotsky (1978) 
contended that learning takes place in situations through collaborative social interaction 
and the social construction of knowledge. 
As a social activity, learning is seen to be very much a group centred activity. A 
cooperative society of learning drawers upon the knowledge, skills and collaborative 
value of people working together to achieve their goals (Brown, e t  al., 1989). The 
emphasis on social interaction (Schoenfeld, 1987) nnd a collaborative approach to 
learning is fundamental to the implementation ofa cognitive apprenticeshi;i learning 
approach. 
Application ofknowledge developed in isolation from its contextu11.l meaning 
may result in students being unable to make the connections between knowledge and its 
use in other situations other than its learned example (Abbott, 1998; Berryman, 1991 ). 
This study placed the student in a learning situation where the context and c111tun:: of 
practice was part of the everyday working conditions of those surrounding tl,,;m 
(Collins et al., 1989). 
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Metacognltlve stralegles 
The development of cognitive ond metncognitivc strategics and processes is 
considered by Collins, et al. (1989, p. 455), to be more important than "low level sub­
skills or fnctuu\ knowledge". Brandt cl al., (1993, p. 70) contended thnt the use ofa 
cognitive apprenticeship approach "builds on existing knowledge Wld problem solving 
strategies, avoids reinventing the wheel, exPlJnds awareness, highlights otherwise 
overlooked aspects". They also contended that in II learning environment organised 
using cognitive apprenticeship methods, students learn to resolve problems emergent 
from authentic tasks nnd problematic situations by making use of tacit knowledge 
constructed from real world experiencc:s, They also contend that students, having 
experienced conceptunl models developed by mentors nre able to apply such models as 
an advance organiser, or as an interpretive struclure for making sense of hints during 
interactive coaching sessions and to act as an internalised guide for successive 
approximation and reflection. Using reflection, students compare their own perfonnance 
against that ofa mentor and apply standards modelled by mentors in the development of 
their 0,..,11 metacognitive practices (Berryman, 1991; Collins, et al., 1989). 
Reflection nod multiple points ohlew 
Collins, et al. (1989) regard student use of reflective practices provides them 
with ways to compare their own perfonnance with that of the expert mentors guiding 
them. When, as in the case of this study, several mentors are available to the student, 
then multiple points of view can be �xplored as reported by Janda, ( 1995) leading to 
other possible problem solving strategies, enhanced pcrfonnance, outcomes or solutions 
(Hennessy, 1993). 
As students develop their expertise they can take over the teachers role during 
sessions of collaborative problem solving. In so doing, they participate in a culture of 
expert practice both as n recipient, and as n practitioner, having meaningful benchmarks 
and incentives as modelled by their mentors (Hennessy, 1993; Collins et al., 1989). 
In a cognitive apprenticeship learning approach, the teacher or mentor attempts 
to articulate as completely as possible the abstract principles underlying the application 
of knowledge and skills into diverse situations or contexts. In so doing students may 
successfully transfer knowledge, skills and principles across discipline or task 
boundaries. The building design profession demands of its exponents, highly developed 
communication skills centred on verbal and visual articulation ofnbstract concepts and 
the visualisation of three dimensional fonns involving diverse situations and 
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problematic forms. Mentor nrticulntion nnd the transfer oflheir Inc it 
knowledge, heuristic design strategics und problem- solving procedures is fundnm1mtnl 
to student learning in this context. 
In support ofthelr argument for cognitive apprenticeship, Collins et nl. (!'J89J 
examined three tcnching models using the principles of cognitive apprenticeship. They 
nre, Reciprocal Teaching, Procedural Fncilitnlion and Authentic Leaming Experiences. 
RcclpruCal teaching 
The discussion of the Reciprocal Teaching-in-Leaming model proposed by 
Collins, et al. (1989) is based on studies by Palinscnr & Brown (1984) which centre on 
modelling and coaching students in fbur strategic skills and make use of role reversal 
where students and teachers take turns at being the teacher. 
Initially the teacher provides scaffolding to wisist and encourage the student to 
achieve the learning goals. As the students develop their knowledge and skills, the 
scaffolding is slowly withdrawn or faded, leaving the student to extend their knowledge 
and develop their own resources from the base they have been assisted to build. Critical 
to the success of such activities is the modelling by the teacher of"cxpert strategies in a 
problem context shared directly and immediately with the students" (Collins. et al., 
1989, p. 463), 
Procedural Facilitation 
The second learning approach considered by Brown et al. (1989) in the 
development of their cognitive apprenticeship learning model, was Procedural 
Facilitation (Scardamalia, & Bereiter, 1985; Scardamalla, Bereitcr, & Steinbach, 1984). 
This approach provides explicit procedural supports in the form of prompts to assist 
students in developing expert writing strategies. Once again what is sought here is a 
leading and supportive role by the teacher or mentor. Their role is to provide expert, 
explicit modelling (Hennessy, 1993) ofthe problem solving strategics needed for the 
given tasks and to assist the development ofmetacognitive skills through scaffolding 
that provides the tools to elevate student performance (Din more, 1997). Building 
design, with its creative/artistic elements requires high level thinking and problem 
solving and with its technical elements demands precise use of information and 
procedures that can be defined through scaffolding and modelling. 
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Authentic learning eiperfenccs 
The third learning nppronch considen:d by Collins et nl. (1989) was that of 
Schoenfeld (1987) who conducted a stixly of smoll group problem solving sessions in n 
cognitive apprenticeship learning environment with authentic learning experiences. 
Schoenfeld (1987) sought to identify what the students were doing, why were they 
doing it, lllld how would success in what they are doing help them find a solution to the 
problem (Collins, cl al., 1989). 
The aim wllS for students to reflect upon their activities nnd thus self-monitor 
their progress towards solutions and diagnose their skills by articulating the reasons for 
decisions taken in the same fashion that experts express aloud their thoughts during 
modelling sessions in problem solving In the learning environment. Collins, et al., 
(1989) contended when working in this way students develop control over reflective 1111d 
metacognitive processes in their problem solving. 
EJ.pert practice Jn the  learning environment 
Collins et al. (1989) developed a four part learning framework based on content, 
melhod, sequence and sociology. Of particular interest to Collins et al. (1989, p. 477) 
was stmlegic knowledge, being part of the tacit knowledge that underlies an expert's 
ability to "make use of concepts facts and procedures as necessary to solve problems 
and to carry out tasks". Colllns et al. (1989) also contended that strategic knowledge 
involves problem solving strategies and heuristics. Choi, & Hannafin, (1996) contended 
that experts in various disciplines or fields of study use such knowledge as a vehicle for 
learning how to learn and to acquire new knowledge. This is recognised as a foundation 
stone in the learning framework used adopted for the rescarcy (Abbott, 1998; Collins, et 
al., 1989). 
Jn seeking to differentiate between factual and procedural knowledge, Collins et 
al. (1989, p. 477) used thetenn strategic knowledge to refer to tacit knowledge that 
''underlies an expert's ability lo make use of concepts, facts and procedures as necessary 
to solve problems and carry out tasks". Findings reported by Choi & Hannafm, (1996) 
and by Jarvela, (1995) suggest that by grounding the learning in authentic tasks, 
eonceptua� factual and procedural knowledge was less likely to become inert, and thus 
applied inappropriately by students in situations removed from the contextual domain of 
learning 
The study situation used for this research is in keeping with the cognitive 
apprenticeship learning environment suggested by Abbott, (1998, p. 18) who contends 
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thnl "The process or learning has passed from simple self-orgnnisntion lo n 
collnbomtive, social, problem solving activity much dependent on talk, practical 
involvement nnd experimentation". A colhtbomtivc learning environment is considered 
by Abbott (1998) to be one in which people work together in solving problems using 11 
leo.m approach in sharing knowledge and skills to achieve commonly supported goals. 
Mezirow (1996, p. 1 1 9) similarly supports the view that learning takes place in 
cotlnborative learning environments in which students' need to bccorpe "critically 
reflective nnd to participate in critical discvL11se. From this perspective, Mezirow (1996, 
p. 119) contends that "learning is n process of using a prior interpretation of the 
meaning of one's experience to guide future action". This approach to learning also 
involves the use of reflection, a process in which the learner reviews their own 
performance in problem solving and then compares this to the performance of the 
mentor, with a view to making modifications to enhance future actions (Dinmore, 
1997). 
A Cognitive Apprcntlwshlp learn Ing approach 
In proposing their cognitive apprenticeship learning approach, Collins et at. 
(1989, pp. 481-483) listed the following teaching strategics: modelling, conching, 
scnlfolding, articulation, reflection and exploration, Many other theorists hove explored 
this structure and added their own interpretations and sub categories (Duncan & 
Rohorer, 1996; Choi, & Hannafin, 1996; Jorvcla, 1995; Cnrver, 1995; Hennessy, 1993; 
Berrymnn, 1991; Brown, et al., 1989), 
Implementing such a learning approach can effectively take pfocc by developing 
a learning sequence for tasks and context environments, progressively increasing in 
complexity lo promote higher learning (Love, 1988, 1990). This may begin with a 
conceptual map or cognitive model of the overall task or situation which may provide 
students with a more diverse range of tools for problem solving than if they learn only 
task specific skills (Mumford, 1993; The cognition and technology group at Vanderbilt, 
1990; Collins et al., 1989). In this study, group discussions outlining the project learning 
sequences were used as 011 advance organiser for students, their mentor and TAFE staff 
managing the project, 
Culture or expert practlet:: Mentor/Student Collaboration 
Having mentor/student collaborative activities situated in a culture of expert 
practice provides opportunities for students to develop a sense of ownership of the 
learning and become intrinsically motivated to continue, for more so than in a traditional 
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classroom using didnctic methods (Collins, cl nl., 1989), Collaboration 
between all parties to the learning is thought to "roster the situated articulation or 
processes and concepts" (Collins, et at., 1989, p. 490). Such colluborutions arc thought 
to help students lo develop cognitive nnd mdacognitive processes over which they have 
control and make conscious use of i n  problem solving in  other contexts or domains, 
Leaming In ronte1t 
The importance of learning in context and the value of authentic learning 
environments lo the acquisition of tacit knowledge, that is knowledge and skills 
developed through life experiences and professional practice, was noted by Duncan 
( 1996). In a study focused on mathematics, language and problem solving, Duncan 
(1996) found that students benefited from a cognitive apprenticeship classroom culture 
and improved their understanding and work on application type problems. 
Instructors who used modelling found "increased student attention and 
enthusiasm during modelling based lessons" (Duncan, 1996, p. 76). It was also noted 
that students quickly recovered from errors in this style of learning and were able lo 
transfer knowledge well. 
Slmulallons and auibenlle actlvllies In the lenrnlng situation 
Computer technology has become an important learning tool. Jarvcla, (1995) 
explored the use ofa cognitive apprenticeship approach with students who invcsligated 
and modelled the control technology principles ofan automatic washing muchinc using 
Lego Logo (Papert, 1980). Data were analysed in temis of scaffolding, modelling and 
reflection, using video recordings of four pairs of students working for nine hours, In 
her findings, Jarvela, (1995, p. 243) contended that "situation-specific modeJling" has 
the potential to promote spontaneous, more advanced exploratory activities among 
students. The use of simulated learning experiences in this way provides interactive task 
focused activities that replicate authentic real world tasks, problems and scenarios 
students are likely to face in the workplace. This approach can permit students to test a 
variety of effective problem solving methods in a vnricty ofsituations designed to 
enhanct: learning (Brandt et al., 1993). Communication between students and expert 
mentors is now theoretically possible from any pince on the globe with computer access 
and this opens the way for social interaction between individual or large numbers of 
people who may learn from each other in a vast multi-cultural setting. 
This study used authentic design office situations, with authentic projects to 
create realistic experiences for the students. Dewey (1938) spoke of learning through 
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experience, while Knowles ( 1980) saw me11ningful learning as associated with 
everyday problems in the social world, as did Vygotsky (1978) Wld Schon ( 1983). 
Rogoff & Gardner (1984) contend thnt thinking is intricotely inter.woven with the 
context orthc problem to be solved and explored a learning paradigm based on the 
cognitive practices ofhumnns.. located in authentic activity. Resnick, (1987) suggested 
that authentic activity has to involve situatiol1.'l where the actual cognitive processes arc 
required ruther that simulated, us sometimes done in schools. The use of thinking aloud 
by experts when orticulating their tips nod tricks as they work through situated tasks 
with students i s  a concept well supported in the literature about situated cognition and 
cognitive apprenticeship learning. 
Work by researchers in the cognitive apprenticeship field has often been 
focussed on the organisation and manipulation of the learning environment (Lave & 
Wegner, 1991; Rogoff 1984). Brown et al. (1989) regarded learning and development to 
be a dynamic process that results from the active participation of individuals in 
culturally organised activities. Jarvela, (1995) contends that the learning environment 
should provide opportunities for social interaction for exchanging of ideas and 
knowledge in ways that support reciprocal understanding between the students and the 
mentors. Collaborative interaction between the mentors and the students assists 
individual students to negotiate meaning in their learning experiences and to develop a 
frame of reference for working with the mentors with enhanced reciprocity in their 
interaction (Voight, 1 987; Nystrnnd, 1986). 
Situated Leaming 
Lave (1990) argues that learning is a function of the context ofan activity and 
culture in which it occurs and can thus be seen as situated. This follows on from an 
earlier social learning theory proposed by Bandura ( 1977) who suggested a form of 
learning which integrates behaviourist ideas about reinforcement with cognitive 
processes of understanding the behaviour ofothcrs and identifying with it. This theory 
has the key elements of experience and expectations. From experience we learn the 
consequences of our responses and expectations derive from the anticipated 
consequences of our responses. From this, there derives a major role for reflection in 
learning, a characteristic seen in later learning approaches using situated learning and 
cognitive apprenticeship. 
Situating learning is considered to take place when using autlH:ntic activities that 
develop understanding through social interaction and collaboration, in the culture of 
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authentic domain activity with modelling, scaffolding and reflection. Its 
pmctice is based on observation, guidc<l and supported pmclicc and on reed back for lhc 
development of cognitive and metacognitive skills (Collins et al., 1989). 
In a study by Jnrvclu (1995), these principles were used in the cvoluntion of 
studenVteacher interaction in a technologically rich learning environment. Jn that study 
it was shown that in scaffolding sessions some students interacted well with the teacher 
and in so doing, received reciprocal and self directed social interaction. Some students 
saw the teacher as interrupting their work just ns they were getting to a solution, thus 
taking 11 more individual heuristic approach (Jnrvela, 1995). 
One possible downfall of this type of learning according to Jarvcla (1995) occurs 
when learners become overly dependent on the mentor for scaffolding in the tasks at 
hand and does not then take responsibility for their own learning. It is fundamental to 
the success ofthe student becoming self supporting in the learning that scaffolding 
support is gradually faded out by the expert or mentor as the student develops skills and 
confidence. 
Using authentic silualions to develop Cognitive Understanding 
The application ofa cognitive apprenticeship approach to this study situation has 
some similarities to a study by Casey (1996) who used multimedia technology in the 
construction of authentic learning tasks. In his study, Casey ( 1996) sought to 
incorporate a framework for analysing and sequencing conlent and to drn:lop 
appropriate strategies for learning in a distributed and diverse environment. Using a 
cognitive apprenticeship approach to training weather forecasters, C.1sey (1996) sought 
to provide a mechanism for incorporating communities of practice in multimedia 
solutions that would provide a method for building and reinforcing cognitive 
understanding. In fonnulnting his multimedia approach, Casey (1996, p. 76) reported 
"Cognitive flexibility develops transfer of skills by iocorporating a multi-perspective 
approach to expertise that enables the learner to traverse or criss-cross the knowledge in 
numerous ways. This viewpoint is of special importance here because the traditional 
role of the building designer has changed with the introduction of computer technology 
to encompass a range of professional disciplines that fonnerly were the domain of 
separate but related professional practitioners. 
Casey ( 1996) placed special emphasis on auditory coaching from experts. 
making it more thorough by addressing complex issues surrounding the case presented 
in the learning. Through articulation, students were encouraged to demonstrate their 
-
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mastery orrn:w tools and knowledge and to participute in open discussion 
forums with collcngues. By grounding the learning in an authentic environment or real 
world situation, studenls may better understand why and whllt they are learning 11ml 
learn through doing more than through listening. Jn so doing students explore what 
strategies work for given sit uni ions nnd what strategies do not work in a real world 
context, The aim is to learn to problem solve in multiple contexts (Casey, 1996). 
Working with n mentor provides learners with the opportunity to observe their 
problem solving strategies and applie11tion of expert knowledge and experience. Hearing 
an expert articulate thoughts as they problem-solve or demonstrate work practices and 
procedures is regarded by many researchers to assist in setting standards of practice. It 
aJso allows students to test I heir expertise against others inn forum where mentor 
support is gradually withdrawn ns student skills improve. Modelling aod coaching work 
well with multimedia but ore most effective when used in co-operative learning 
environments or communities of practice in which there is interaction between nll 
parties to the learning. These teaching strategies also require well developed verbal 
communication exchanges throughout the learning processes (CC1Sey, 1996; Collins, e t  
al., 1989). 
Other studies using Cognilive Apprenticeship methods 
Cash et al., (1997) studied the effectiveness of cognitive apprenticeship 
instructional methods in college automotive technology classrooms. They used 
traditional classroom teaching methods with one group of students and a cognitive 
apprenticeship approach with II different group learning automotive technology. The 
cognitive apprenticeship group had an emphasis on modelling, coaching, fuding and 
verbalisation of thoughts by expert mentors. 
In reflective debriefing sessions, students were encouraged to use problem 
solving to assist in the development oftheir diagnostic skills, with the instructor fading 
support ns their skills emerged. This particular hand-skills/cognitive skill study makes 
an interesting comparison with the multimedia format Casey (1996) study because the 
same fundamental learning model is applied through very diflerent learning contexts. 
Findings from the Cash et al. (1997) study indicate that the cognitive 
apprenticeship model proved to be more effective than traditional methods of 
instruction in the development and acquisition ofinforrnation, knowledge of 
troubleshooting procedures. II also proved to be an effective method for students to 
learn to apply diagnostic skills in the context ofteaching air-conditioning in 
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1mtomobiles. Although the long-term effects of this were colL'iidercd to be 
inconclusive, the writers saw the emphasis on instructional constructivist practices of 
significant value in o cognitive apprenticeship model. In p11rticul11r, the sequencing 
aspect of cognitive apprenticeship in conjunction with the use ofo starting approach that 
uses n broad undershmding orsystems ns n base for exploring and learning was seen as 
preferable to the tmditionnl npproach centred on fact uni knowledge of components 
t�ry. 
Tacit knowledge and Rencctlon in Cognitive Apprentke:ihlp learn Ing 
Explicit knowledge and problem solving methods developed through practical 
experience fonn the basis of expert practitioners' tacit knowledge of their domain of 
professional practice (Collins, et al., 1989). The use of modelling, articulation and 
reflective practices by mentors in this study, to reify for students their tacit knowledge, 
is discussed later with reference to findings from studies by other researchers as 
presented in this section. Mentor and student use of reflective practices (Abbott, 1998; 
Mezirow, 1996) to make visible tacit knowledge was also studied. This use of this 
approach was based on the ideas of Schein (1983), who explored the concept of the 
rellective practitioner. An important aspect ofa cognitive apprenticeship approach to 
learning, is the key feature ofrellection by students and teachers in the learning process. 
Schlln (1983) supports the notion of reflection in action, which is viewed as the exercise 
of interactive, interpretative skills, in the analysis and solution of complex and 
ambiguous problems (Calderhead, 1989). The rellcctive processes ofan individual may 
be considered as an internal evaluative dialogue and self focussed (Butler, 1992), or 
external and used as II research fonn in evaluating how learning may take place 
(Schratz, 1992). In a cognitive apprenticeship approach to learning, all of the 
participants in the learning situation should employ reflective practices to understand 
and evaluate their learning events, then apply what they may learn from it to their future 
actions. This may be considered as II fonn of knowledge that Schon (I 983, p. 54) 
descnbcd as "knowing in action" which is ''the chnmcteristic mode ofordi111ll')' 
knowledge", ScMn (1983) also contended that this is tacit knowledge, in the sense that 
we are usually unable to describe the knowing that our action reveals. He also suggested 
that reflective practices in learning are only stimulated by certain puzzling situations. In 
a cognitive apprenticeship learning situation, it may become the role of the expert 
mentor or teacher to stimulate the learner to reflect upon events and processes that affect 
their learning and promote its application in developing their tacit knowledge. 
In II study ofthe use ofrcTicction•in-nction by adult educntors, Ferry & 
Ross-Gordon {I 998, p. 98) found that "reflecting educntors whether novice or 
experienced, use refl�ting-in-action, or reflecting-on-action as a means to develop 
expertise". They nlso noted that reflecting prnctitioncrs use n constructivist decision 
making pcrs·pt:ctivc, an approach supporting SchOn's (1983) theory, 
The ·manner in which students ncquircd_explicit or factual information about 
how experts tackle Jlroblcm t!tat emerge from design situations and why they used 
particlll1fr inethOUs for different situations, was closely studied as part oflhis research. 
Selr-dil"l?Ctcdncss 
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-Where Abboti (1998) takes the view that learners need to become self starters 
who clin prOblcm soiVe in c'ooperative, collaborative, diverse situations, Mezirow 
(1996) looks to learning strategies tlwt explore intentions, purposes, feelings, values and 
moral decisiotlS. It is ability to think for oneself and to negotiate one's own purposes, 
values and meanings tlwt he sees as communicative competence and a possible 
definition ofself-directedness in learning. The !earning tasks created r-:,r this research 
were based on work centred purposeful atithentic projects that required decision making 
involving peoples lifestyles and therefore involved purposes feelings and values, as 
suggested by MCZirow (1996). In this regard, the students were considered to be self­
directed. 
Srimmllry __ 
Throtiflhout the literature thC're appears to be a widely held view that it is 
impo_i1ant to bridge the learning ii.ctivities of the classroom, with the expectations that 
the applicatiori Ofthiit learning may bring in the wOrk environment for which _the 
studeiits are trairiing. Liriking the practical aspects ofplllbiem solving in real life 
situatioris Presenil:d as learning experiences, directed and supported by a teacher or 
mentor is the cilrnl:fstone of the cognitive apprenticeship (B«!wn, et al., 1989) approach 
to ieaming. The cognitive apprenticeship approach seeks to embed the learning in 
activities that make deliberate use Ofthe sociiil and physical conteKl in which the 
knowledge and skills apply. It is suggested that coitcepts and knowledge be seen as 
tools for furiher learning (Brown et al., 1989) and that they are best applied in a learning 
situation thii.t replicates the ordinary practices of the culture through authentic activities 
realistically Presented in the culture of application. 
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Cognitive Apprenllceshlp In Jhis sludy aUualion 
The students in this study undertook authentic design projects in commercial 
design office situo1ions alongside other stalTopcroting in a range or disciplines 
necessary for the successful practice of building design. The study situation and mentor 
supported uuthentic projects undertaken arc, in keeping with the principles of cognitive 
apprenticeship ns explored throughout this chapter, The study situation from the 
beginning incorporated all of the vitol elements ofo cognitive apprenticeship styled 
approach to lenming and Included: 
• use of real lifo nuthcntic learning tasks situated in lhe culture and the context of their 
usual application; 
• mentor use of modelling, coaching, scaffolding, articulation, exploration and 
reflection to assist students to acquire knowledge anti skills necessary to 
successfully resolve building design problems in the context and domain of 
professional culture of practice activities; 
• support of mentors, expert in building design, who articulate their problem solving 
strategies as they arc implemented in the development ofa building design solution 
for an authentic project; 
• modelling of heuristic strategies, design strategies anti presentation (drawing) 
techniques by mentors. to affect transfer of procedural, declarative and tacit 
knowledge developed by the mentors over years of experience; 
• articulation of problem solving approaches and metaeognitive learning strategies 
used by experts when developing solutions to complex problems in the building 
design domain of practice, including multiple other disciplines required for 
resolving authentic design tosks; and 
• collaboration with other experts, in the design office setting, who provide multiple 
perspectives, design ideas and heuristic design slrategies that assist student learning, 
The Tbeorctlcal Framework 
Figure I (p. 30) shows diagrammatically the theoretical framework used by me 
to investigate student learning in a design office situation organised around authentic 
projects under the direction of mentors using cognitive apprenticeship teaching 
methods. 
Figure I. Theoretical Framework For This Study 
The Study Situation 
Authentic Design 
Projects Undertaken 
With Expert 
Building Designers 
Acting As Mentors 
Cognitive 
Apprenticeship 
Teaching Methods: 
• Modelling 
• Coaching 
• Scaffolding and 
Fading 
• Articulation 
• Exploration 
• Reflection 
Domain of practice 
·.' < ,·  
Artistic/Creative 
Skills 
Knowledge 
and Skills in 
Associated 
Disciplines 
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In order to invcstignlc how knowledge nnd skills ore acquired by building design 
students when working under the direction of11 mentor in II cognilivc apprenticeship 
learning situolion, it is important to first understand the nature of the building design 
discipline. There nrc three uspe1:ts of building design practice that Cllch present dif ferent 
denumds for student learning. These arc shown in Figure I ns three boxes that together 
represent the domain ofprnctice, 
The first aspect ofthc domain ofpmcticc in building design requires students to 
develop technical knowledge and skills necessary for resolving nnd documenting design 
solutions nt n procedural level, a rote position regarded in the design industry as 
technician or dmfling assistant (Baird, 1996), The second aspect ofbuilding design 
practice requires students to acquire knowledge and skills in using creative, innovative 
practices to develop new design concepts, The development of creative design skills i s  
regarded by some researchers to  occur only when designers can visualise and refine 
ideas in metocognitive ways and to then be able to communicate these by using verbal 
articulation of personal thoughts supported by graphical images to convey complex 
three dimensional forms. 
The third aspect ofthe building design domain of practice involves the 
development of knowledge and skills necessary for incorporating assoeiated discipline 
elements into design solutions. Building designers must integrate information and 
structural content from other disciplines such as engineering, electrical, hydraulics and 
many others Into every design. Stmlenl learning in the broad practice oft he building 
design domain must include elements from these associated other disciplines in order to 
replicate authentic practices, 
The theoretical framework developed for this study links each of these three 
elements ofthe building design domain ofprnclice to an authentic situation (see Figure 
I, p. 30), The three elements shown in "The Study Situation" box of Figure I are 
designed to represent the usual practices of expert building designers in an authentic 
learning situation based on a cognitive apprenticeship (Collins, et al., 1989) approach 10 
]earning, using authentic tasks with discipline experts acting as mentors. 
In order to study how knowledge transfer takes place and how students acquire 
skills needed to resolve complex problems in  the manner used by experts, the study 
situation and the tasks undertaken must replicate the mentors' usual culture of practice 
activities and be implemented in lhe context of their everyday practice. 
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This study was cornluctcd in commcrcio\ design office settings, with 
expert building designers ns mentors and studcms undertaking authentic building design 
projects. These conditions arc based on what !he litcruturc reviewed for this study 
suggest is appropriate authentic cornJiHons in which to apply methods Umt situate 
learning in the context ofrenl experience. The cogni!ivc apprenticeship approach to 
learning that underpin� /his study has six lenching �lrntcgics thot con be readily op plied 
in the study situation use<i,'hcrc. They arc, Model/Ing, Coai•hing, Scuffo!Jing (and 
Fading), Articulation, Exf}!oratlan and Reflection. Throughout lhis study, the manner in 
which each of these was used to assist st.udcnt Jcuming was closely studied, along with 
many other aspects of mentor practice and sit. .ional factors that emerged. Findings 
about all aspects of student ]earning thllt 1-· .rn:r ;ed from analysis oft he study data arc 
presented later in Chllpter Six ofthis tbi:s1: 
The theoretical f a;nework GtJo.vn in Figure I (p, 30) was developed to address 
each of the factors reg!lrded by n,e tu constitute the building design domain of practice 
and the elements ofa cognitive apprenticeship approach to learning. 
Conclusion to Ibis Chapter 
This chapter had three parts. The first part presented a review ofthe related 
litcmture and research pertinent to the study. The literature review began with an 
overview of many different aspecls ofa cognitive apprenticeship approach to learning 
including such things as learning in context, social construction ofknowledgc, reflective 
learning practices and authentic experiences. Some nspccts of the role of tacit 
knowledge used by experts in the learning environment were also explored. 
In the second part of this Chapter, some specific research studies in which 
cognitive apprenticeship teaching strategies are explored, were discussed with reference 
lo lhe learning situation studied in this research. In the final part of this Chapter, the 
theoretical ftanrework upon which this study is based was presented dingmmmatically 
in Figure I, along with a brief discussion of how each oft he elements in that framework 
were used in conducting this research. 
CHAPTER THREE 
METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
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This Chapter begins With un overview of the research methodology. The 
methods used to ensure rigour in all three phases of dnta collection nrc then described. 
This is followed by a discussion of issues to do with entry to the field of research nnd 
the study sample, In,the latter lwlf of this Chapter, issues oftrustworthiness arc 
addressed with reference to the data collettion and analysis methods used. More 
deiniled information about the data collection methods and data analysis methods used 
here is provided in Chapter Four and Chapter Five of this thesis. 
This Chapter concludes by addressing aspects of situational uniqueness in this 
study. 
Methodology 
This is essentially an interpretivistic study based on qualitative data that sought 
to provide "detailed, thick description; direct quotations capturing people's personal 
perspectives and experiences" (Patton, 1990, p. 40). The study used 11 1U1luralistic 
inquiry approach structured to have design flexibility in that it WIIS: 
Open to adapting the inquiry as understanding deepens and/or situations 
change; avoids getting locked into rigid designs that eliminate 
responsiveness; pursues new p11ths of discovery as they emerge. (Patton, 
1990,p.41) 
An intel]Jretivistie approach has been chosen because it pennits great flexibility 
in follow1ng new pathways revealed in the data as it presents through fieldwork inquiry 
(Patton, 1990). Patton (1990) also contends that using this approach allows the 
researcher to work close to the subjects end to explore in depth 1100 detail the study 
situation, while remaining open and flexible when interpreting the study phenomena. 
This study was eonclueted in three phases, with emergent findings from the first 
two phases being used to develop nnd refine subsequent phases. This approach also 
allowed reflection on early findings when new data and findings led to different aspects 
of student learning emerging through analysis, Reflection on earlier findings and 
retracing of themes during analysis helped to add rigour to the study methods and 
provided ways for exploring in greater detail aspects of student learning thus revealed, 
Methods used to gather data in this research are listed below as part of the description of 
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the three phases of this study. Each of these is discussed in delnil in the next 
Chapter of this thesis. 
Development ofthe study structure wos undertaken in ways to ensure the 
reliability nnd validity of the reseorch through an analytically rigorous, replicable, 
systematic approach with cross checking ofdaln to entertain rival alternative 
expla11Dtions for encounten:d phenomenon (Eisenhardt, 1989). These aspects nre 
explored in n later section of this Chapter dealing with the trustworthiness of this study, 
I have sought to ensure that data were systematically recorded and studied, by 
having multiple data collection and analysis methods. Information collected included 
interview data, observational data about student/mentor interactive experiences, 
inipressions and statements emergent from informal discussions with the study 
participants, student diary journals, sketches and drawings. Using these methods made it 
possible to study in detail the real world situations encountered by students undertaking 
authentic tasks in commercial design office practices. Data gathering sought to be 
conducted in a "non•manipulative, non-controlling way with openness to whatever 
emerged and having no predetermined constraints on outcomes" (Patton, 1990, p. 40). 
Planning and preparation for this study 
Prior to each phase ofdal11 collection, individual interviews were conducted with 
the study participants lo ensure that: 
• each was a willing participant; 
• each would accept my presence as an observer during work sessions; 
• each was fully infonned of the ethical provisions I had made, particularly to ensure 
the anonymity of the their participation; and 
• I obtained written approval from each of the participants to use data collected 
during this study for writing of this thesis and any subsequent publications. 
During discussions with each of the study participants, 1 made brief notes about 
any aspects ofthe study that they identified as of special importance, or of concern, to 
them Information obtained in this manner was recorded in my personal journal as part 
of the study audit trail and was used to formulate and refme the study structure. 
Also, during such discussions, I sought the students' cooperation in keeping a 
personal journal of their design office experiences, thoughts and observations 
throughout their design project. Their written approval for my use of these journals as 
part of the overall data collected for this study was obtained at that time. 
The study structure 
This rcsenrch study had the following three phases of data collection: 
Phase One - Pilot study; 
Phase Two - Datu gnthcring using mostly interviews: and 
Phase Three -Data gathering using mostly direct observntion of work sessions. 
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Data were collected over a 14-month period. During this time, three different 
groups of students were studied vs they worked with expert buitdin11 desig111;rs 
(mentors) on three different authentic building design projects that formed the core of 
the three phases of this research study. Two of the mentors, who had participated in the 
pilot study project, also par1icipated in the project undertaken for (main data collcclion) 
in Phase Two. All five mentors, who participated in the project used for Phase Three of 
the main data collection, hnd participated earlier in Phase Two of the main data 
gathering, 'This focililate<l comparison of data concerning similar events, from two main 
phases of data collection, each using different methods of data collection. 
In all three phases of this research I was the principal instrument of data 
collection (Pal\on, 1990) and ns such became engaged with the study situation nnd 
participants as a participant observer and inquiry agent. As ench new data were 
collected, I transcribed and coded them using an index tree structure developed with the 
aid ofNUD•IST (Non-numerical Unstructured Data Indexing Searching & Theorising) 
(1998) software. The index tree structure wus progressively refined as new dala were 
collected and analysed, with emergent findings being used to create additional coding 
categories in response to developing themes (Richards & Richards, 1995). This aspect 
of data collection arnl analysis is discussed in detail i n  Chapter Four and Chapter Five of 
this thesis. 
Phase One - The PIiot Study 
Phase One of this study was a pilot study designed to trial the suitability oft he 
study situation, authentic projects and data collection methods. It was planned to 
determine the broad picture of student learning experiences when working with a 
mentor on an authentic project and lo confirm that cognitive apprenticeship principles 
did indeed apply. 
Planning of Phase One began with informal discussions with three TAPE 
building design lecturers and two ofthe five mentors who worked with the 22 students 
who participated in this phase. All those involved in these discussions had previous 
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experience of working with students on authentic projects and in design office 
situalions, Having this bnckground experience Cll!lblcd the discussion group to comment 
from nn informed position on: 
• the kinds of projects that were suited to student/mentor collaborative learning; 
• the time frame nectled for npplying typical design office procedures to a simple 
project while allowing time for the students to acquire lhe necessary knowledge and 
processes typically used in the mentors' everyday culture of practice activities; and 
• appropriate ways for collecting information from the participants and timing of that 
collection to get the most informative data, with the least disruption to the mentors' 
office practices and the students' work/study schedules. 
Findings from Phase One were used to refine the proposed main data gathering 
parts of this study "with respect lo both the content of the data and the procedures to be 
followed" (Yin, 1994, p. 74), 
Phase One of this study examined the learning experiences ofa group of22 
students working under the direction of five mentors, on the design and presentation of 
an authentic project in a real workplace situation. 
Data were collected using the following methods: 
• interviews; 
• observation of classroom briefing/discussion sessions: 
• student diary journals; 
• design presentation dmwings: and 
• personal journal notes of student design critique and assessment sessions. 
At the completion of Phase One, data collected using these methods, along with 
my own journal which sought to tnlce a holistic view of the project phenomenon (Patton, 
1990), were then analysed. Findings, emergent from analysis of Phase One data were 
used lo develop the main study structure and lo fonnulate inquiry methods and 
interview guide questions used for data collection during Phase Two and Phase Three of 
this research. 
Phase Two - Data collecllon using mostly interviews 
The main data gathering method used in Phase Two of this study was face-lo· 
face interviews. Interviews were conducted with 1 0  students and 1 1  mentors who 
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worked in 10 different profcssionul design offices. Other data were also 
collectl:d during Phnse Two using the following methods: 
• discussions with TAF'E k'Cturcrs; 
• observation ofclnssroom briefing sessions; 
• observation of classroom design planning sessions; 
• sketches and drawings; 
• infomw.l discussions with students; and 
• telephone conversations. 
Each ofthesc data collection methods is discussed in detail in Chapter 4 of this 
thesis. 
Phase Three -Dala coll«tlon using mostly observations 
PhDse Three of this study was conducted In order to further investigate and 
confirm Phase One and Phase Two fmdings, as well as to explore other aspects of 
student learning by direct observation of student/mentor collaborative work sessions. 
The main data collection method used in Phase Three of this study wus 
observation of student/mentor collaborative work sessions in the design offices ofeaeh 
of the mentors, Each of these work sessions was also video recorded for later analysis, 
Although most oflhe Phase Three data were collected using video recordings, other 
data regarded by me to provide important insights into the overall learning situation, 
were also collected during this phase ofthe study using the following methods. 
• interviews; 
• infonnal discussions; 
• telephone discussions; 
• sketches and drawings; and 
• student diary journals. 
Each of these data collection methods is discussed in detail in Chapter Four of 
this thesis. 
Table I 
Data Collection Phases and Participant Numbers 
Participant Phase One Phase Two 
Students 22 (7 of whom also 10 
participated in Phase 
Mentors 
Lecturers 
D,ta 
collected 
Situation 
for students 
Two) 
5 {nil go on to participate 
in Phase Two) 
J 
interviews; 
obsel'\llltion of classroom 
briefmg/discussion 
sessions; 
student diary journals; 
design presentation 
drawings; and 
personal journal notes of 
student design critique 
and assessment sessions 
Study at a country camp 
location with work 
undertaken in multiple 
design offices and 
workshops 
Entry Into the field or this study 
1 1  (5 of whom also 
participated in Phnse 
Three ) 
J 
discussions with TAFE 
k-eturers; 
observation of classroom 
briefing sessions; 
observation of classroom 
design planning sessions; 
sketches and drawings; 
informal discussions 
with students; and 
telephone conversations. 
Ten different 
commercial design office 
situations with each 
student onc•on-one with 
11 mentor or multiple 
mentors 
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Phase 'Ibree 
4 
s 
3 
video recording 
ofobserved 
design office 
work sessions; 
interviews; 
informal 
discussions; 
telephone 
discussions; 
sketches and 
drawings; and 
student diary 
journals. 
Four di!Tcrcnt 
commercial 
design office 
situations with 
each student 
one-on-one with 
11 mentor or 
multiple 
mentors 
Patton (1990), when discussing research methods involving fieldwork, 
suggested two necessary parts for entry in!o the field for research. The first, negotiation 
with the intended participants of the research assists the researcher in determining 
appropriate behaviours and activities of the researcher in the field setting. This may 
ensure that the presence of the researcher minimises a negative innuence on the course 
of events for participants. From my work as a TAFE lecturer and professional designer, 
I was well known to the participants. My presence in the vnrious design office settings 
took take place following negotiations with each of the study participants and with their 
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written approval having first been secured prior to conducting any data 
collection procedures. 
The second aspect orflcldwork noted by Putton {1990, p. 251) is that orthc 
"octunl physical entry to the field setting to colkct data", I undertaking this research I 
had many roles involving data collection including informal anti semi-structured 
interviews with participants, telephone conversations and observation or student/mentor 
coltnborntive work sessions, My experience ns a building designer, TAFE building 
design lecturer, CAD trainer and university lecturer ensured my nppropriutcncss as the 
instrument of data gathering in the building design domain of practice used for this 
research, 
The Researcher in this study 
I hElve thirty ycnrs experience working as n building designer including 23 us a 
lecturer in building design in training colleges and with industry based training 
providers. I have considerable depth of experience in the building design industry and 
an aWlll'Cness of the content and delivery methods employed in building design courses 
available in Australill. In two earlier research studies (Baird, 1997. 1996) I examined 
other aspects of the building design industry linked to training for building design 
students, Findings from these have been well received by the building design 
profession, including those building designers who participated here as mentors, and 
this assisted me in making entry to the field of this research study. 
Throughout this study, I remained conscious of any bias that my experience in 
the building design profession might bring to data collection and analysis and addressed 
any skewing effect that this may hove had by using replicable structured methods for 
collecting, recording and analysing dnlo, During analysis of the study data., I discussed 
preliminary emergent findings in member check interviews with other building 
designers, buildir.g design trainers and students in order to confirm my interpretation of 
the study phenomena. 
Investigator prediledlons 
In recognition  of the possibility that my closeness to the study participants might 
have skewed my perception of events in recording data, I have taken great care in the 
design ofqucstions used in interview guides used when conducting interviews and 
observations to ovoid bias my findings. A key characteristic o f  qualitative research is 
the involvement of the researcher in the study (Patton, 1990), working close to the 
events and often participating in the study experiences alongside lhc other players. I 
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took II reflexive approach by documenting an audit trail to cll.'lurc where 
possible the confirmability or Wl111, free from invcsligator bias (Guba, 1981 ). 
The study �11mple 
Data in this rese:irch study were collected in totul from 29 students, 19  expert 
building designers (acting as mentors) and three TAFE staff, all of who volunteered to 
participate in the design projects and all three phases orthis research study, The 
students were volunteers (tom four class groups completing their fimil-ycur Diploma in 
Building Design T AFE courses. All of the mentors were practicing commcrcfol building 
designers who volunteered their services. A team of three T AfE lecturers collaborated 
with five (ofthe 19) building designers (mentors) in the development aml execution of 
the authentic design projects used in this research study. All three T AFE lecturers also 
contributed da:a and participated in member check interviews involving preliminary 
findings, as the study progressed and following the final data aruilysis. 
At the commencement ofthe research study, each of the study participants wns 
assigned a numbered pseudonym so as to ensure anonymity and confidentiality of data 
collected. In this thesis, students are identified by Student #, mentors as Mentor# and 
TAFE lecturing �ta ff are shown as Lecturer#, where "#" represents the participant's 
assigned pseudonym number. Numbers were assigned to each participant at !he time of 
interview. A single numerical sequence has been used for the overall group of 
participants, but with status being defined by the title of"Student", "Mentor", or 
"Lecturer". Where quotations from interview data have included various persons' 
names, these have been replaced with other pseudonyms. 
Of the 22 students who participated in the Phase One (the pilot study) of this 
research study, nine went on to participate in Phase Two of the study, each working 
one-on-one with a mentor, All five mentors, who participated in Phase Three of this 
study had participated earlier in Phase Two also. By colkcting data from some students 
and mentors who participated in both Phase Two and Phase Three ofthe study, it was 
possible to obtain information using different collection methods, about learning events 
in those two Phases, as viewed by the same participants with their individual 
perspectives. This added to the trustworthiness of data collected. 
In Phase Three of this study, I observed 12 work sessions in which collaborative 
interactions of five mentors in four different design offices who worked with four 
students, were closely studied. Each ofthcse work sessions wns video-recorded ror later 
analysis. 
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Mentor selection for Phnse Three was based on preliminary finding.� 
from Phase Two, thot suggested their work practices and mcntoring methods were 
representative oft he overall group of mentors and was most likely to be able to confirm 
or deny emerging findings. 
Dntn for this research study were coltccted over a 14-month period, 
encompassing three TAFE semesters. 
The Menlor.i in this study 
All nineteen oft he mentors who participated in this study were practicing expert 
building designers. They each participated in this research on a voluntary basis. Many 
oflhe mentors had at some time been students in the building design courses being 
undertaken by the students in this study. Many had also worked as part time teaching 
staff in those same building design courses and had persona[ experience orthe teaching 
approaches currently used in TAFE. Having had first hand experience of the T AFE 
building design courses provided the mentors with opportunities to develop awareness 
of the sorts oflearning situations and the tYPe of training that the students were 
accustomed to at T AFE. 
Prior to the commencement of the student/mentor collaborative work sessions 
used for data collection, the mentors were briefed by the TAFE lecturers who 
coordinated the building design projects used in this study to ensure a uniform approach 
to dealing with the students and the design brief. I also interviewed each of the mentors 
at the start of the study to confirm broadly that they did indeed use a cognitive 
apprenticeship approach when working with the students in the design office situation. 
The building design profession has two main discipline aspects in its domain of 
practice. The flfst, an artistic discipline, demands ofthe designer creative, innovative 
interpretation ofelicnt needs. The second disciplinary aspect involves the 
implementation of technical knowledge and procedures for developing construction 
solutions. Different building designers working from the same brief will almost 
certainly develop individualised designs, using design processes developed to suit their 
philosophy or preferences. For these reasons, it was anticipated that the expert building 
designers, who worked as mentors, would operate differently with each oflhc students. 
It was also thought likely that the designs produced by each student/mentor 
collaboration would present individualised building design solutions. The final form of 
the design solutions thus developed was therefore not considered as part oflhe data used 
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for this study, us lhcy were relatively unimportnnt to the research questions, 
although aspects of how the design solutions were developed were of prime impotlancc. 
The Stut.lents In this study 
All ofthc studcrii participanls were in their linal year ofn two-yeur full time 
Oiplomn in Buiiding Design course 111 TAFE. Student participation was on n volunteer 
biisis with in'rormcd cotisent. The students were made aware that they could withdraw nt 
uny time without peruilty. The study total of29 students who participiitcd in this 
research were dra\Vn (in lottery style using name tags picked from a hat) from a pool of 
60 students who voluniccred from four dilTcrent class groups. The authentic projects 
undertaken by participants represented for the students a major part oftheir final 
training becatise the design solutions they developed were used by their TAFE lecturers 
to evaluate the,ir perfonnance in several subject lll'Cas. In addition to design and drafting 
skilis,-aspectS ofprOfessional practice, knowledge of codes ofpraetice, business ethics 
aiid design office protocols were included ns elements of the building design project 
undertaken. These elements, when viewed collectively, represent the core activities 
required of building design students in the broad scope of their field of study and 
formed the basis ·orfhe student/mentor collaborative work sessions used in this research 
study. 
Trustworthiness Of lhe Study 
Validity 
Patton (1990, p. JI)  ci:>mments that " the validity and reliability of qualitative 
data dcpetid to a gl"eat extent on the mCthodologica[ skill, sensitivity and integrity of the 
researcher;'. As the instrtimerii Or data collection in this study I mri.de use of rigorous, 
replicable data col!eciion and analysis in.et hods to ensure the validity of the study 
firici'ings. This irianner Of working riisci draws upOn an approach recommended by Goelz 
& Lecompte, (1984) who contend that the researcher must demonstrate the credibility 
o"rtheir firidings in order to confirrri.the rcliability·and validity of their research. 
All ofthe participants who conlributed data became in some way co-researchers 
by prese�ing persorial views of their experiences throughout the course oflhe project. 
By ndciptirig this approach, ihe reliability nnd validity of this stlldy were addressed 
throughotit the design ofthe study structllre, data coUection and dntn analysis. The 
meib'ods used for the colleCtion, ·coding and analysis of data in this study were 
consistently applied in a manner that wns replicable in ihe context of their application to 
' 
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similar situations and the culture of design practice prcscnl in the situation of 
this research study. These methods ore described in the m:xt chapter, 
Findings !hut emerged from analysis ofd11t11 collected ut d ifferent times 
throughout the prolonged engagement data collection period were presented by me to 
the study pnrticipunts in order lo confirm interpretations, This provided oppor1unities to 
confirm the internal wlidity of <lain by comparing what I recorded, with what the 
p_nrticipants considered us their experiences. In this wuy, the validity ofdatn nbout the 
conditions affecting learning events present in the study situation were examined al the 
level of the participanls' first hand experiences (LcComp\c & Goelz, 1982). Over the 
duration of the study, this approach assisted i n  minimising the observer effect 
(McMillan & Schumacher, 1989) in which the researcher may have some impact on the 
study participants' knowledge in the study situation. To avoid possible negative 
innuences that might be seen as a threat lo internal validity as brought about the 
presence of the researcher in the design office situations of this study, multiple data 
collection methods including interviews and observatioo sessions were used. 
Using multiple data collection methods provided opportunities to compare data 
from different sources about the study phenomena. Having a lengthy data collection 
period provided me with opportunities to be renective in my continual data coding and 
analysis. It also assisted me to refine and implement ways ofconfinning or 
corroborating constructs used when developing other coding categories for the study 
data. Overall, this led to the development ofa replicable structure for recording and 
interpreting the study data and provided the means to add rigour to the study methods. 
Having multiple data sources enabled me to construct my knowledge of the 
study phenomenon by keeping detailed records of every event observed and interview 
conducted which collectively formed a "chain of evidence" (Yin, 1994, p. 33) ofmy 
invcstigatioi1s. Following analysis of data recorded in this way, I presented preliminary 
findings to students and mentors in member check post observation session interviews 
to obtain their views on my interpretation of the study events. By comparing my 
understnnding of the study events with that orthc participants, I was able to constantly 
refine and implement replicable procedures for data collection in II bid to ensure the 
overall validity of the study. During Phase Three, when seeking to examine the internal 
validity of findings emergent from analysis of the study data, I engaged in informal 
interviews with the study participants during which I presented my preliminary 
emergent fmdings, along with: 
• samples of sketches and drawings produced in studenVmentor 
collnborative work sessions; 
• video vignettes ofstudcnlimcntor collnbomtive work sessions; and 
• S11mples of frequently occurring quotes from the study participants. 
Information obtained from informal interviews ofthis kind helped to reveal 
ospcets ofthe study situation where activities or interactions involving causal 
relationships that needed to.l>e explored cautiously, or distinguished from spurious 
relationships. This assisted me in examining the internal validity of the study by 
providing information that explained the study participants' learning experiences and 
progressively built upon my understanding of the overall study phenomenon. 
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Face validity of the study data was established through discussions with the 
coordinating TAFE lecturers and other study participants, during which preliminary 
emergent findings were presented for their consideration and evaluation (House, 1977). 
Critical evaluation of emergent findings by the study participants provided insights into 
their personal and situational interpretation of the study phenomena when examining the 
authenticity (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) of the study. Feedback provided by the study 
participants assisted me in constructing my knowledge of the students' learning 
experiences and the factors that supported their acquisition of knowledge and 
procedures typically used in the design office culture of practice. Using ciata 
triangulation based on multiple data sources including interviews, direct observation in 
lhe design office and student outcomes as shown in actual sketches and drawings 
assisted me in validating emergent findings. 
Reliability 
LeCompte & Goetz (1982, p. 211) contend that ''reliability refers to the extent to 
which studies can be replicated", This study utilised aspects ofan ethnographic 
approach to research in that it involved ''participant observation and intensive 
fieldwork" for data collection, while interpreting and applying its fmdings from the 
"cultural perspective" of the building design profession (Patton, 1990, p. 68). 
Interpretation of data collected using multiple methods, detailed in the next chapter took 
place as a naturalistic inquiry in that it used ''real world situations as they unfold 
naturally" (Patton, 1990, p. 40). For this reason, many aspects of the research settings 
used in conducting this research runnot be precisely replicated because of the dynamic 
nature of each mentor's working methods and the changing circumstances of the design 
office environment as detennined by everyday events. The circumstances of this 
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research involved rcnl-world situ11tions that emerged from authentic design 
activities undertaken by students with the guidance of expert building designers ncting 
us mentors, The studcnl/mentor collnbomtivc exchanges Omt look place throughout the 
study provided numerous opportunities for �,illccting dntn about the events nctivitics 
experienced by the study participants. The validity of data coltcctcd concerning these 
events was supported through the use ofa variety of data collection methods, over tile 
14 month dala collection period (LcComp\c & Goct1 .. ,1982). All orthe data collection 
methods that I hllvc used for this research arc discussed in the next chapter of this thesis. 
Patton (1990, p. 40) contends that a naturalistic inquiry is  characterised by methods 
that nre "non-manipulative, unobtrusive nnd non-controlling; with an openness lo 
whatever emerges nnd a lack ofpre-detennined constraints on outcomes". In order to as 
much as possible make findings from this study replicable and to ensure the reliability 
of data collected, rigorous and replicable methods for data collection, data recording and 
data analysis were consistently applied throughout this study. This approach was guided 
by methods suggested by McMillan & Schumacher (1989) who conterxl that reliability 
in qualitative research is linked to the researcher's internctive style, the data recording 
and data analysis processes, as well as the interpretation orthe participant meaning in 
the data. 
As the researcher and the principal instrument of data collection (Pntton, 1990), I 
maintained control over every aspect of data collection, coding nnd analysis by 
recording, transcribing, coding and analysing the study data. To avoid possible skewing 
of the data or biased interpretation, I used member che<:k interviews during Phase Two 
and Phase Three to confirm my understanding of the study events by presenting to 
students and mentors emergent findings for comment. Feedback obtained in this way 
throughout the study and when using methods that facilitated close involvement with 
every aspect of data colleciion, coding and analysis, assisted me in obtaining 
consistency in the description of the participants experierK:1,s and the events studied in 
this research. This approach also guided my interpretation of meaning of the study 
phenomena as expressed by the participants. Such an approach McMillan & 
Schumacher, (1989) contend supports the individualistic and pcrsonalistic nature of 
qualitative research methods. 
Methods used to enhance Rcllablllly of the study data 
McMillan & Schumacher (1989) contend that reliability in qualitative research is 
linked to the consistency shown by the researcher when interacting with the study 
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purticipnnls ond in the dntn recording and nnu]ysis processes used. Throughout 
this research I hnvc maintained II highly interactive role with ull oft he participants by 
conducting lbcc-to-face interviews during Phase Two of this 11tudy und by being a 
pnrticipnnl observer in student/mentor colluborntive work sessions conducted during 
Phase Thi1:c of this study. Working in the field, close to the study events with the 
participants, provided me with opportunities to study and observe first hand the 
relationships and working practices, experienced by them, in the culture of the �ntor.i' 
usu:il design office practices. Consistency of data collection, coding and analysis wns 
enhanc,:d by using the same open ended interview guide questions for all of the 
interviews and by video recording the student mentor work sessions for later analysis 
with the aid or coding categories emergent from preliminnry data analysis. A 
description ormy interactive style or working wilh the study participants, the data 
collection methods used, the development and application orthe study data coding and 
indexing structure and the analysis methods used, is presented in the next two Chapters 
ofthis thesis. 
Three types or problems, that could threaten the reliability or data collected using 
naturalistic inquiry methods, were identified by Guba (1978) as boundary problems, 
focussing problems and authenticity problems. Boundary problems arc said to occur 
(Guba, 1978) when there exists an absence or clear selection criteria for the s!udy 
sample. In this study, boundnry problems were avoided by having the entire sample 
drawn from four undergraduate level class groups of building design students, each of 
similar academic level and all clearly defined, hence bounded, volunteers. Having an 
all-volunteer sample also avoided focussing problems that occur when the researcher is 
not confident that all ofthe participants are willingly taking part in the study events, All 
ofthc participating mentors here were volunteers who had actively sought to work with 
the students and had made available the resources of their commercial design practices 
ror the prirpose of this study, Throughout the study, all of the participants were 
reminded at each new P.hasc of data collection that they could withdraw their 
participation at any time. The reminders were provided verbally and using forms with 
which the participants gave their writte n  pcnnission for the recording and publication of 
information they provided. Since none oft he participants chose to withdraw from the 
study at any time, it is reasonable to assume that they were all willing contributors and 
therefore it was unlikely that focussing problems affected data collection, Some orthe 
students participated in both Phase One and Phase Two because of their continuation in 
the building design course over two semesters in the one year. The four students who 
' 
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pnrticipatcd in Phase Three did so during their finnl semester in the building 
design course. 
The third potenti11I problem noted by Guba ( 1978) that may be encountered in 11 
Mlumlistic inquiry is thot orthe reli11bi/ily or the authenticity of the sources of 
information. It is difficult to determine ff11lt sources ofinfbrmution in II naturalistic 
study nre authentic and therefore worthy of trust. In this study, nll of the mentors were 
practicing commercial building designers, qualified ond registered with the Building 
Designers Association of Western Australia. Work practices und ethical slandnnls, used 
by the building design mentors in this research, were governed by the industry standards 
nnd constitution of their professional body. All of the mentors ore known to me through 
my professional design practice and through contact I have had with them as part-time 
lecturers in TAFE. For these reasons, I consider that data collected from them i� likely 
to be authentie. 
The students all chose to participate in the mentor supported authentic design 
projects and 1n the researeh study. Throughout the study they showed a great 
willingness to contribute information and copies of their design works, giving their 
pennission for publication of all such materials. The enthusiasm and openness 
demonstrated by the students suggested that they were confident with their contributions 
being open to scrutiny by others. From this, I consider it likely that data collected from 
the students was a reasonable record of their experiences in the events of this study. 
To ensure that as much as possible the data collected represented the study 
phenomena, I have detailed in the following chapters lhe processes that J used for the 
examination and synthesis of the overall data collected. 
Goetz & LeCompte (1984, p. 210) argue that reliability in ethnographic research 
is "dependellt on the resolution of both external and internal desi gn problems". This 
applies here also because this study has some ethnographie aspects due to lhc prolonged 
and intense data collection, They contend that external reliability addresses the issue of 
whether independent researchers would "discover the same phenomena or generate the 
same constructs in the same or similar settings" and that internal reliability refers the 
"degree ihat other researchers, given a set of previously generated constructs, would 
match them in the same way as did the original researcher" (Goetz & Lecompte 1984, 
p. 210). 
External Reliability in Ibis study 
Goetz & LeCompte (1984, p. 213) argue that "no interprcti vistic study attains 
perfect external reliability" in the tmditioMl positivislic sense, however the cxterruil 
refiability ofu study muy be enhanced by the researcher addressing five aspects oflhc 
design oflhe study us follows: 
• reseurcher status position: 
• informunt choices; 
• sociaJ situations and conditions; 
• unulytic constructs and premises; and 
• methods ofdnta collection ond analysis. 
How euch ofthese was addressed in this research is now discussed, 
Researcher slat us position 
The status, and role played by the researcher within the study group, must be 
clearly identified us part of the descriptlon of the study phenomena (Goetz & 
LeCompte, 1984). My role and status in conducting this research bus been described 
earlier in  this Chapter. As the researcher in this study, I olso have a long history of 
working ns 11 building designer and as 11 teacher ofhuilding design, with close links lo 
all of the participants. My personal insights into the practice ofbuilding design and 
learning building design is grounded in pcrsomil experience of working both as a 
designer and teacher of design. Having this background nssisted me in exploring the 
learning situation of this study from on informed perspective from both the students' 
point ofview and that of the mentors' role when guiding the students through authentic 
design tasks. By conducting all ofthe interviews, observation sessions, transcription and 
interpretation of data personally, I was able to remain fully informed of every aspctt of 
this study at all times anl receptive to firxlings emergent from analysis of those data. In 
this way, I wns able to maintain a global view of the study and to refine my research 
methods in response to emergent findings. 
Informant selection 
Goelz & LeComple (1984, p. 215) argue that "no single informant can provide 
universal information". They contend that in a naturalistic study, each participant has 
unique and idiosyncratic information that cannot be readily replicated by others in a 
similar study, To address this issue, Goetz & LeComple (1984) recommend careful 
description ofthe study participants and the process used for their selection. Earlier in 
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this Chapter the study participants and the circumstances of their voluntary 
involvement with this rcscnrch, have been described. The study group was made up of 
students from a very specific discipline urea and tbt.l mentors from a profes.�ional body 
governed by nntionnl standards of professional practice. 
Soda I situations and eondlllons 
In order to reduce the threut to the external validity of data in a study such as 
this, Goetz & LeCompte (1984) urguc that the researcher should provide descriptions 
that include function. structure nnd specification of features pertinent to the context of 
data collection. Such fuctors nrc subject to change over time, or from one study to 
another. The design office settings and the socinl settings developed through interaction 
between the researcher Wld the study participants, nre described as part oftlx: data 
collection procedures nnd data analysis in the next two chapters of this thesis. 
Ana)ytle constructs and premises 
Replication of the study informant group, the relationships and social contexts of 
their interactions is said to be difficult if not impossible if the constructs, definitions, or 
uoits ofllfllllysis that informed the original research are ''idiosyncratic or poorly 
delineated" Goetz & Lecompte ( 1984, p. 215). This study has been structured using 
constructs founded on a cognitive apprenticeship (Collins, et  al., 1989) approach to 
learning. Categories used for coding data throughout this study, have been derived from 
key elements ofa cognitive apprenticeship (Collins, et al., 1989) approach and refined 
OS findings emergent from analysis of each new data collected. In this way the 
categories used for the indexing structure developed for the final coding and amdysis of 
the overall study data, were thought to reliably represent the constructs upon which the 
study is based and consistent with findings emergent from analysis methods applied to 
all data collected. 
Detail of methods of data collection and analysis 
The replicobility of any research study is influenced by the level of detail given 
by a researcher to the documentation used for data collection and analysis. Goetz & 
Goetz & LeComplc, (1984, p. 217) contend that a study description must identify and 
detail: 
. . .  the stmtegics used for data collectioo, the varieties of observational 
and interviewing strategies, the range of non-interactive methods and the 
strategies used in amplifying, modifying and refining data during early 
stages of analysis while the researcher is slili operating in the field". 
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The data collection strategics used in this study on: described in detail in Chapter 
Four. Aiwlysis oft he study dnln is described in Chapter flivc. Throughout this study, the 
strntegics used for dnto collection and doto analysis were opp lied consistently and 
informed by field notes tlult describe the circumstances of the interviews and 
observations used to record events nnd information about the situations under study, 
Threats to the cxtemnl reliability ofdala due lo incomplete llcscription oft he llatn 
collection nod nnnlysis strategies huve been addressed in Chapter 4 and Chapter S of this 
study, where detailed description orthe collection. coding and analysis ofdatn is 
documented, 
Internal Reliability 
When considering the internal reliability ofa qunlitntive study, the researcher 
must determine to what degree other researchers, given II set of previously generated 
constructs, might arrive at similar conclusions. In studies where multiple research sites 
or multiple researchers are involved in data collection. it is necessary to have uniformity 
in the "description or composition of events. rather than the frequency of events (Goetz 
& LeCompte, 1984, p. 218). Being the only researcher allowed me to collect, code and 
analyse all data by using the same methods throughout. This included the use of low 
inference descriptors in verbatim accounts of conversations, interviews and 
observations, with personal impressions and situational factors being recorded in field 
notes being used to guide analysis and synthesis of multiple factors in the study events. 
Information recorded using data collection methods detailed in the next chap1cr of this 
thesis, was transcribed by me into text files for coding and analysis. Throughout this 
process, I presented my verbatim transcription o f  interviews and video taped records of 
observed student/mentor work sessions to the study participants for their scrutiny. In 
addition, I presented to the study participants my interpretation of the events and 
meaning ofthe study data to obtain their views and to confirm preliminary emergent 
findings. 
Information obtained in this manner assisted in structural corroboration of data 
collected throughout the study and enhanced its credibility through plausible findings as 
confmned by researcher observations (Guba, 1981). Retarded observations of design 
office events throughout the course of the study were reviewed with member checks at 
the time of data collection and later, tluough data triangulation. This also enhanced the 
study credibility and reduced the likelihood ornon-interpretability effects due to factor 
SI 
patterning (Gulxl, 1981). Documcnt11tion recorded from interviews am.I 
joumnls contributed to the establishment nnd mainlennnce ofnn audit trail for lhis 
research. An audit trait may permit later researchers to revisit events similar to those 
encountered as part oflhis research, and lo implement uctivitics that us nl.'tlr ns possible 
replicate those used here, wilh the potential to gencmle similar lindings. 
Data Triang_ulatlon And C�dibillty 
The credibility orthis research was underpinned by the use of data triangulation. 
I have extensive experience as a lecturer in building design and as a pmcticing building 
designer nnd as such bring specialist knowledge and perspectives to under gird the study 
(Patton. 1990; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 
Multiple sources of data have been used here to ensure the reliability and 
validity of the research by establishing converging lines of inquiry, corroborating the 
same fact or phenomenon. Yin (1994, P. 92) contends that this may allow researchers to 
address a "broader range of historical, attitudinal and behavioural issues". 
Data triangulation involves comparing and cross checking the consistency of 
information derived at different times by different means within qualitative methods. 
Patton (1990, p. 244) contends that: 
Multiple sources of information arc sought and used because no single 
source of infonnation can be trusted to provide a comprehensive 
perspective. By using a combination of observations, interviewing and 
docwnent analysis, the fieldworker is able to use different sources of data 
to validate and cross check findings. 
In this study, data triangulation was achieved by comparing: 
• data about particular learning events obtained from the participants when 
interviewed; 
• data pertaining to the same events as recorded in student journals; 
• data derived from analysis of sketches and drawings created during work sessions; 
Md 
• data obtained from observation of student/mentor collaborative work sessions and 
analysis ofvidC(j recording ofthose events. 
This approach facilitated comparison of multiple data obtained using various 
collection methods, all concerning the same or similar events as detennincd to be 
frequently occurring or common activities in the study do1T1E1in. Multiple interviews with 
some of the study participants pennitted: 
, •  
• comparison of the consistency of comments made by study parlicipants in 
" 
the early singes of the study, with their comments at the end of the study concerning 
the snme issues and events; nrnl 
• comparing the perspective's of people over points of view from both within and 
from outside oflhc study program (l'nllon, 1990). 
Data triangulation wus cnhnno:ed by comparing information obtained through 
interviews, with entries mt1dc by students in their joumnls when recording their thoughts 
about design office experiences nnd by cxnmining sketches and drawings produced by 
the participants in the work sessions. How dala of these kinds was corroborated by other 
data derived from student and mentor drawings is described in Chapter Six, with 
emergent findings being discussed and reported in Chapter Seven of this thesis. 
In this research, multiple data sources were used to study how students acquired 
design strategics and problem solving methods used by expert building designers when 
m,olving design solutions. Data collcctcd also focussed on procedures that emerged as 
learning elements for lhe students. Analysis ofthe study data documented in Chapter 
Five of this thesis includes procedures used to examine these data for consistency in 
overall patterns of occurrence in the different information or divergent data sources. 
Having data from multiple sources about the same events and learning experiences 
assisted me in developing n holistic view (Patton, 1990) ofthe study situation and an 
awareness of specific aspects of student/mentor collaborative practices that facilitated 
learning. 
To minimise errors and biases in collecting and recording the study data, 
procedures for data coUcction were consistently applied using a prc-dctennined 
structure, which was further refined in response to emergent findings. The structure 
developed for this purpose was based on broad categories derived from a cognitive 
apprenticeship (Collins, et al., 1989) approach to learning and findings emergent from 
Phase One (the pilot study) and Phase Two of this research. Chapter Five of this thesis 
details the coding and analysis of the study data nnd explains how categories used to 
construct the indexing structure for coding the study data, were refined, added 10 and 
collapsed as the study progressed and new data were collected. This indexing and 
coding structure developed over the duration of this study was designed to ensure as 
complete as possible a true and correct record of events. The coding and indexing 
software NUD•IST (1998) was used for this purpose. 
The use ofa study structure shaped by the key elements ofa cognitive 
apprenticeship (Collins, cl al., 1989) approach to learning and a staged data collection 
·. 
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strategy involving multiple methods assisted in nwldng us many steps as 
possible in this research operational. This providetl opportunities for many aspects of 
the study methods to be repcntnbte in by another researcher 111 11 loter time. Data 
obtained in this way were appropriate to the goals oflhis study in thnl they provided 
depth and detail and were "sufficicnlly descriptive lhnl lhe reader cnn undcrsltmd what 
nnd how it occurred" (Patton, 1990, p. 26). 
Situational Uniqueness 
Another aspect considered in the naturalistic treatment oftrustworthincss ofthe 
study data n.� suggested by Guba (1981) is that of situational uniqueness, which may 
produce non-compnmbility of data. There are many aspects ofthis study that are ur.lque. 
Training in building design and drafting is provided in Western Australia at just 
one suburban TAFE college. Many of the mentors involved in this study were initially 
trained at that centre. To avoid possible skewing of data due to this situational 
uniqueness, I ensured the collection of thick descriptive data by using multiple data 
collection methods and extensive field notes in support ofmy observations. I did this 
with a view to developing findings that were conle:d relevant to the study. Where 
possible, I corroborated interview and student journal based data by comparison of these 
with other data obtained by observation of the events under study and from the students' 
drawings produced as part of the collaborative work sessions !hat were the main subject 
ofthe study interviews, 
IMPLEMENTATION OF TIIJS STUDY 
Tnble 2, below, shows the ovcmll 1ime line used for dnta collection during the 
three phnses or the study, along with the data collection methods used in each phase. 
Table 2 
Data Collection Time-line 
Year or du111 collection 
Study Phose nndDatn 1998 1999 2000 
Collection Method 
Phase One 
Discussions ... • 
Interviews .. • 
Observations .. 
Journals .. • 
Sketches/Drawings ... 
Telephone .. • 
Phase Two 
Discussions .. .. 
Interviews ...... 
Observations • •••• 
Journals .. 
Sketches/Drawings •••••• 
Telephone ...... 
Phase Three 
Distussions *"" " 
Interviews •••• 
Observations *''"'' 
Journals ••• 
Sketches/Drawings •n••u 
Telephone •"" 
Nole: Each asteri5k (') indicates one month 
Conclusion To This Chapter 
•••• .. 
.. .. .. 
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This Chapter described the ovcmll research study structure, the study sample and 
role of the researcher. Although described in detail in the next Chllpter of this thesis, 
mention was also made in this Chllpter ofthe data collection methods used in order to 
assist in the discussion ofthc reliability and validity of the techniques used to collect 
and analyse the study data. The framework for the research descrihed is based on a 
naturalistic approach. 
CHAPTER POUR 
METHODS USED FOR DATA COLLECTION 
Introduction 
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This study sought to find answers to five research questions as shown earlier on 
page 8 ofthis thesis, In this Chapter, the methods used to collect data over the three 
phases or this research are detailed. Phase One was a pilot study and l'hnsc Two nod 
Phase Three together formed the mElin data gathering parts of this study. 
Data were collected by investigating i n  detail many aspects ofthc interaction 
between students 11ml mentors working together in collaborative design teams on 
authentic design projects in 10 different building design offices. In each design office, 
activities undertaken by the student/mentor collaborative design teams were organised 
to reflect the mentors' usual working practices, as implemented in the context and 
culture ofn professional commercial situation. 
This Chapter begins by describing the methods used in each of the three phases 
of data collection. It then goes on to detail each of those data collection methods with 
reference to the kinds of data obtained and the lllllnner ofrecording them for analysis. 
The purpose of presenting the study data collection methods in this manner is to provide 
3 clear picture of the replicable structure applied during each phase of data collection 
and analysis. 
The Chapter concludes with comments about how the deta collection and 
rcco'rding methods helped to ensure trustworthiness and rigour in the analysis of the 
study data. 
Data Collection Phases In This Study 
Data collection Phase One - Pilot Study 
Phase One of this research involved 22 students working under the direction of 
seven.mentors and three TAFE staff on an authentic design project. This first phase of 
the research was cOnducted as a pilot study in order to begin to address the overarching 
re�h questions, lo provide the researcher with entry to the field of study and to trial 
proposed data collection methods, interview guide questions and ways for coding ond 
analysing data. 
Phase One was not intended to be an in-depth study, but sought just to explore 
the kinds oflearning situations and outcomes likely to be experienced by students 
undertaking authentic design tasks under the direction of expert building designers in a 
-
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cognitive apprenticeship !coming siluution. This section documcnls un 
overview of the methods used to collect, record nnd lllllllysc Phase One (ln\u for use in 
dcvelopiiig the study structure and main tla111 gathering methods used in Phase Two nml 
Phlllle Three of the study. 
Dntn were collected during J>husc One using the following methods: 
• iritervicws;-
• obScrvation_ofclassroom briefing/discUssion sessions; 
• Sttldcnt diary jourimls; 
• sketches nnd drawings; and 
• researcher journal riOtcs from observation of work sessions and critique or 
assessment 5essions. 
Data Collection during Phase One began with infonnal discussions between the 
three TAFE st�ffwho had organised ihe design project, two of the seven participating 
mentOrs nnd myself. During these discussions I made journal notes concerning the 
participants views, on how ihe organisation and implementation of Phase One might 
best be structured to address the overarching research questions. Data recorded during 
these sessions were Jnlcr transcTihed for analysis. 
Prior to the commencement of the design project u.�ed for Phase One, the 
sti.tdents were briefed by me 3bout using their daily journuls to record events and 
experiences ihey regarded as having assisted their learning about design when working 
with a menioron an autheiliic design project Ttie following aspects of their experiences 
were suggested as possible broad caiegories with which the studcrits could organise 
their diary jollmai elltries: 
• mentcir suppi:,rted desigll activities ihey had undertaken each day; 
• how the CxJ)erience of working with a mentor changed their approach to design; 
• what they re1t were iheir !barning outcomes ihat emerged from the experience of 
working with a mentor; and' 
• whni application did they see for ihe knowledge and skills acquired through working 
with the mentor. 
Da.ta collei:ted in Phase Oiie were initially coded using lhesc broad categories 
and others that emerged during data transcription and arialysis. Further development of 
the coding structure ihat rcstiltcd from analysis of Phusc One dnta is described in detail 
in Chapter 5 ciflhiS thesis. 
I " 
Dat11 collection Phase Two -Main research .�1udy 
Tile second plwsc ord11t11 collection mndc use of several data collection 
mcthods, os set out below in Table 3 (see page S8), In this phase of the research study, 
11 expert building designers operating in 10 separate design oflices acted u.� mentors to 
10 students for the design and presentation ofan authentic building design project. In 
nine ofthc design offices, the students worked one-on-one with their mentor am! in one 
office, one student worked with a two-mcolor team. Other stalTnlso assisted students in 
most of the design offices, Jn addition to fbce-to-focc interviews conducted with the 
students and the mentors who participated in Phase Two, data were alID coUccted using 
the following methods: 
• observalion of classroom briefing sessions; 
• observation of classroom design planning sessions; 
• infonnal interviews and discussions with T AFE lecturers; and 
• infonnal discussions with students, 
Each student/mentor collaborative team worked to create a building design 
based on an authentic project brief. When the cotlaborative work sessions began, three 
observation sessions were conducted with one oflhe student/mentor teams. Data were 
collected during these observation sessions using journal notes and audio-tape 
recordings, which were later transcribed verbatim for analysis. 
At the completion ofthe aulhentic building design projecl, face-to-fucc 
interviews were conducted with each of the 1 1  mentors and nine of the I O students. One 
student of the original group of 10 was unavailable for interview due to a country 
posting. The face•to•face interviews provided the main body of data coUccted in this 
phase ofthe study. The interviews were conducted in two stages during Semester one of 
1999. A two week break between the groups of interviews was used hy me to 
detennine trends emergent from analysis of the first round interview Jata that could be 
used to refine the study structure and the interview guide questions for the second round 
of interviews. 
All of the data collecting methods used for this research are described in delail 
later in this Chapter as they apply to Phase Two and Phase Three, of this study. Table 3 
(P. 58) sets out the various data collection methods used, the number of instances in 
which they were employed, the situations oftheir use and the manner in which data 
were recorded .. 
-
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Table 3. 
Data Collcdlon Phnse Two 
Dato Collection Number Context Jn Which How Recorded 
Method Conr.luctcd 
Jnfol'llllll 6 Prior to design project Notes 
interviews nnd 8 During the design project Noles/sketches 
discussions 18 Following the design Notes/sketches 
project 
Interviews 2J Al the end of Phase Two Audio-tape and notes 
Telephone 24 Arranging interviews and Noles 
discussions follow up with TAFE 
stoff7students 
Observations 2 Briefing sessions Audio-tape and notes 
2 Classroom work sessions Audio-tape nnd notes 
Design office work Audio-tape and notes 
sessions 
Sketches nod 52 When interviewed at the Photocopies and 
drawings completion of the design Photographs-scanned 
Models 2 project into computer files 
Journals 4 Students Notes/sketches 
I Researcher Notes 
Data colleclloo Phase Three -Main research study 
The third phase of data collection took place over several months during which 
four students worked with five mentors in fo.ir different design office situations to 
design and document nn authentic building project, Dvta collection in this phase was 
mainly based on my observation and videotape recording of twelve student/mentor 
collaborative work sessions. The work sessions varied in length from 15 minutes to 
three hours duration, with most being about one hour. 
For this phase of data collection, I chose 5 mcnlors from the group of 1 1  who 
had participated in Phase Two. Selection of these five mentors was based on three 
factors. The mentors were chosen for Phase Two on the basis of"rcputntional case 
selection" (McMillan & Schumacher, 1989, p. 184) which uses n strategy involving a 
knowledgnble person to make recommendations to lhc researcher. In this case, the 
infonnnnts making !he recommendations were the TAFE lecturers who were familiar 
3 
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with the working practices ofthe overall group of mentors, having seen them 
working with students over n long period ortime o.s scssio1utl lecturers or on other 
authentic projeds. lmportlllltly, oMlysis ofdatu gathered during Phase Two indic111ed 
that the 5 mentors selecti.-d used four different dcsign/mentoring styles, which 
colledivcly were t�ughl by me to be representative of the overall group of mentors. 
The two-mentor team in one of the design offices was chosen be co use those mentors 
used design nnd mentorif!g methods rcgart.led by me as being typical of the overall 
group of mentors, but with a lerun-bascd approach. The decision to use the two-person 
mentor team wrui in response lo emergent findings that indicated team-based methods in 
a design office setting enhanced learning, 
Preliminary findings, emergent from analysis of Phase One and Phase Two data 
were discussed with the mentors after the observation sessions. These discussions 
provided member checks on the study data. Feedback from the mentors during these 
discussions confirmed many aspects ofmy interpretation of data already gathered, This 
allowed the study focus to be further refined for data gathering using observation 
sessions I hat were the mairi data galhering method for Phase Three of the research 
study. 
Other data gathering methods USl.'CI during Phase Three nre detailed in Table 4 
(see page 60). Each of the data collecting methods used is then discussed in de111il 
following Table 4. 
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Table 4. 
Data Collection In Ph1mi Three 
Data Collection Number of Context In Which I low data Recorded 
Method contacts or Conducted 
items 
Informal 19  Prior to  dc�ign project Notes 
interviews nm.I 18 During the design project No!es.lskctchcs 
discussions 12 Following the desib'll Notcslskctchcs 
project 
Interviews 4 With mentors Audio-tape, notes 
4 With students and sketches 
2 With T AFE lecturers 
Telephone 18 Arranging interviews and Journal notes 
discussions follow up with TAFE 
stnl17students 
Observations 12 Design office work Videotape, notes, 
sessions sketches 
Sketches and 36 CoHccted throughout Photocopies and 
drawings PhllSe Three as the design Photographs� 
project progressed scanned into 
Models 2 computer files 
Journals 4 Students Notes/sketches 
1 Researcher Notes 
Data collection using informal interviews and diseusslons 
Data collection using informal discussions between myself, students, TAFE staff 
and the mentors, took place at various times throughout the entire study. Often, these 
informal interviews and discussions fr.volved students and mentors immediately 
following their collaborative work sessions and provided highly detailed accounts of 
how the participants felt about their interactions. Immediate feedback about the events 
and experiences obtained in this way I recorded as journal notes which were later 
transcribed verbatim for inelu.sion with other data. Comments made by study 
participants, during informal discussions about aspects of their design office 
experiences, assisted in developing my understanding of the diverse range oflearning 
events and methods used by the mentors when working with the students. Student 
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comments nlso provided insights into wlmt look place in the design office 
si!untion and how that alfccted their learning, D111a of these kinls assisted me in 
exploring different aspects ofthc study situntion by targeting activities or working 
methods said by the participants to be impor11111t to !earning and conlributcd lo the 
development orintcrvicw guide questions used Jntcr during formal interviews to extend 
my investigation, 
Informal discussions that took place between myself and each of the st�dcnts 
nnd mentors sometimes rcvcnlcd personal views about the working relationships that 
developed between the participants in the design office situation. 
In most ofmy informal discussions with the study participants, they expressed 
personal views, described learning experiences. their progress with the work and in 
some ins1nnees mentioned their concerns about particular ospccts of the situation. 
Concerns mostly were focussed on whether or not the students w�uld finish the set 
work within time. There were no instances of student/mentor conflict and thus 
informntion obtained during informal discussions did not precipitate changes in other 
data collection methods to accommodate expressed difficulties. Mention is only made 
here of this aspect oft he study because of the possible impuct that confidential 
revelations ofa negative kind, had there been any, might have had on the study structure 
given my role as the maiu instrument of data collection. 
Some o f  the time during Phase Two and Phase Three of this study, casual 
discussions and informal interviews took place in design office settings with both the 
student and the mentor present. On other occasions I conducted individual interviews in 
the design office, or in informal locations. At  a[] times the participants were aware that 
data were being recorded and that confidentiality ofnll infbrmation conectcd was 
assured, Data collected during informal interviews and discussions I recorded in note 
form using a journal which I later transcribed verbatim for analysis. 
Other informal discussions took place when I returned drawings and sketches 
borrowed for copying purposes from the study participants at the conclusion of Phase 
Two and Phase Three. During such discussions, J encouraged the participants to explain 
various aspects oftheir drawings in lent1S of the learning situations they had 
experienced in producing them in the design office student/mentor collnborntivc work 
sessions. Data thus gathered were recorded in detailed notes linking what the 
participants said about their work, with what could be seen in the sketches themselves. 
Such discussions also provided opportunities for me to discuss with the students the 
design processes used and the content of the drawings, with reference to the mentors' 
, .  
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use of cognitive npprenticcship tcnching strategics. Also dii;cussc d during 
these sessions were some of the relevant emergent findings 115 well ns my interpretation 
of how events in the design office student/mentor collaborative work sessions affected 
student learning. Such discussions provided member checks on the preliminary findings 
which were used by me to shape further d11tu collection question.� used in subsequent 
interviews nnd discussions. Notes recorded by me I.luring these interviews were used 
also as member checks to confinn ideas and themes emerging from data gathered using 
other methods. This is explored in  detail in Chapter Five orthis thesis. 
Data collection using fonnnl lnteTVlews 
Fonnal interviews were conducted with the study participants during all three 
phases of data collection. In Phase Two, they were used as the main means for data 
collection. The interview guide approach adopted gave focus to the investigation oft he 
mentors use ofeognitive apprenticeship teaching strategics, while keeping questions 
open ended so as to allow investigation of new avenues that emerged from the 
participants 1111Swcrs. 
Face-to-face interviews conducted were structured using an interview guide 
approach (Patton, 1990) that began with each oft he respondents first being informed of 
the issues being explored, followed by questions about lopics relevant to the research. 
The use of this approach is said by Patton {1990, p. 280) to allow the interviewer to 
"ad�p t  both the wording and the sequence of questions to specific respondents in the 
context of the actual interview". By working in this way, questions designed to address 
various topics and subject areas relevant lo the research questions were used to explore 
and probe in ways that "elucidate the subject area" {Patton, 1990, p. 283). 
Interview guide questions for data collection were developed using information 
based on: 
• discussions conducted with three TAFE lecturers, live building designers (mentors) 
and a group oflS students during Phase One; and 
• analysis of student journals-based Phase One (pilot study) data. 
Two rounds ofinterviews were conducted during Phase Two of this study. 
Findings, emergent from analysis of data collected in the first round of Phase Two 
interviews, were used to refine the interview guide questions used in the second round 
of Phase Two interviews. The use ofan interview guide approach in this manner 
facilitated "interviewing across a number of different people more systematic and 
I 
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comprehensive by delimiting in ndvnnce the issues to be explored" (Putton, 
1990, p. 283). 
Appendix A shows interview guide questions used for the first round of l'hasi.: 
Two interviews with the study mentors. Appendix '8' shows interview guide questions 
used for the first rouru.l of interviews with students. Findings that emerged from analy.�is 
ofdatn collected in the On.1 round of interviews were used to reline and extend the 
interview guide questions for use inn s�ond round of interviews. This Jed to the 
development ofthc supplementary interview guide shown in Appendix 'C', which was 
used along with the other two interview guides for the 51,.>cond round of Phase Two 
interviews with students und mentors. 
In all interviews, open-ended questioll.'l were used initially, then more probing 
questions were introduced to explon: specific aspects ofthe study situation that emerged 
from the participants' responses. Examples of some of those questions ore &!own here 
lo explain how data gathering methods were refined as the study progressed. Mo�1 of 
the questions � during each round of interviews evolved during the interviews as I 
responded to the interviewee answer.; and followed new lines of inquiry with questions 
to explore emergent themes. 
The following questions are typical of those developed during the second round 
of Phase Two interviews. 
On entry skills or competencies ot the start of mentor s11pported projecn: 
When asked: 
Whot do you look for first of all when students come to work with )'OU in 
the design office? 
In response lo this, some of the mentors said they sought particulnr skills such as 
CAD drafting or construction detailing, while others said that they just wanted the 
students to be able lo think, To follow up each ofthcsc diverse answers with questions 
that teased out the details of how the mentors determined student skills then shaped their 
activities to address these, I asked questions as folJows: 
What kinds of activities did you use to establish the level nt which che 
students were working in design and documentation (<lruwing, detailing 
and specification writing)? 
Questions like this provided opportunities for the mentors to discuss their ways 
for evaluating student skil!s, or for estublishing how they engaged the student� in 
activities that demonstmted their approach to design using cognitive tools (Brown et al., 
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1989) ml her thnnjust npplying replicable processes to crcutc solutions. 
Questions of this type also allowed me to explore in detail interaction between lhc 
mentors nnd the students, white remaining open to change according to how the mentors 
answered, 
On Jhe mentors' approach lo teaching: 
In the first round of interviews the students were asked: 
Can you tell me about how your mentor helped you to develop your 
project design? 
Some of the students responded to this question by describing how their mentor 
had detailed processes he used lo analyse a design brief and then implement defined 
procedures to resolve each design element to progressively develop a final solution. 
Other students indicated that their mentor had simply produced design ideas by using 
sketching and talking. In order to de,ermine what actually look place during design 
development sessions that led stlxients to acquire design knowledge and skills, other 
questions were developed as follows: 
Can you describe for me how you and your mentor worked together to 
develop a design solution? 
In what wnys did your mentor assist you in getting started with the 
design? 
Would you describe for me what you and your mentor did in the work 
sessions to resolve problems that emerged during the development of the 
design? 
In what way did your mentor assist you to come up with new ideas when 
you had become bogged down and lo incorporate them into your design? 
These questions and other similar ones helped me to explore the collaborative 
exchanges that took place in which the mentors introduced thdr design methods, 
applied heuristic design strategics and used scaffolding to assist student learning. 
Each oft he face-to-face interviews was arranged by telephone bcforeh::md with 
the participants. Some interviews were arranged following observation sessions in the 
design office situations where the student/mentor collaborations look pince as the study 
progressed. Written permission, for tape recording of interviews and work sessions, \\'llS 
obtained from each of the study participants. prior to each such event. All interviews 
were tape-recorded then transcribed verbatim for open coding in NUD•IST (1998). 
fnter1iew guide questions were refined to reflect trends emerging from preliminary 
analysis of data. 
-
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When interviewed, most ofthe study participants made comment� 
about their thoughts and feelings when describing their experiences in the 
studenVmcntor collnborntive work sessions. These data I regarded as important bccau� 
they provid\.-d r-crso11111.I insights into how they 511W o.spt.>tls of their learning 111kc place in 
the study siturition. Information obtained in this way I recorded in journal notes which I 
later trnnscri!led verb!ltim for nMlysis with other data. Findings that emergt'<I from 
nnalysis ofthesc data were used to refine interview guide questions and lo explore 
further other data regarded by me to provide multiple perspectives of the study 
phenomenon. Analysis ofthcse data is discussed in Chapter Five ofthis thesis. 
Formal lnlcn-lews lo Phase Two 
Two rounds of formal interviews were conducted during Phase Two of this 
study. Hoving two rounds ofinterviews enabled me to test for data saturation (Channaz, 
1990) nnd so that findings, emergent from preliminary coding and analysis of data from 
the first round of interviews, could be used to identify aspects of the study situation that 
warranted specific attention or further study. Findings from analysis of round one 
interview data also provided information that llS.'lislcd me to refine interview guide 
questions for the second round of interviews. 
For example, in the first round ofintervicws the following question was used to 
initiate mentor discussion of their use of sketching as a communication tool when 
working with students: 
In what ways did you use sketching when teaching students to 
communicate design ideas? 
Findings from analysis of data collected in the first round interviews led me to 
contend that the mentors made extensive use of sketching, but the students were not as 
adept i n  using it as the mentors would have liked. For this reason, I refined the question 
to detennine how the mentors used sketching when working with students ond to 
determine their views on how the students used it. The question was extended to cover 
several aspects of mentor and student use of sketching as follows: 
In what ways do you use hand sketching when working with students? 
In what ways do they use it effectively to communicate their ideas and 
coll'ltruction detailing? 
Can you tell me about how students respond when you use drawings to 
communicate your thoughts and ideas? 
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In the first round ofin1crviews conducted in l'h11se Two of this study, 
four students. five mentors 11nd three TAFE slnff, were interviewed. All oft he 
interviews were lnpcd then lmnscribcd verbatim for nn11lysis. During cnch oft he 
interviews I mode joumnl notes nbout nspccls of1he study situation said by the 
participants to hnvc been important learning experiences, us well ns other a.�peels of 
their interaction, These notes included descriptions of the students' work practices, the 
wuy they dr�sscd ond the manner in which they spoke. The reason for recording 
personal infonnntion of this kind wns in response to comments made by some of the 
students about changes they had made ns a result of their design office experiences and 
when seeking to be accepted by others in the design office. Notes mode when collecting 
these dnto were transcribed verbatim nnd included ns memo-notes in the NUD•IST 
(1998) index tree developed for coding Phase Two data. One example ofdntn collected 
during the first round of interviews used for developing new interview guide questions 
for exploring student dress and language use as part of their entry lo the design office 
culture of practice is as follows: 
When I first went to his office I felt II bit embarrassed because I hod gone 
there straight from T AFE and was in my old jeans and a I-shirt. The first 
thing I noticed was that all of the design office staff were re11lly we[] 
dressed and some were even in suits. When Jan introduced me to some of 
the st11JT it was quite foITT111l. Everyone was polite and a bit formal, not 
like at ''tcch" where 11nything goes. The next time I went there I put my 
best gear on and watched my p's-and-q's. (Student 20) 
In response to da111 of this kind, questions like the following were developed for 
use in the second round ofintervicws: 
Clln you tell me about the kinds ofthings thnt you did to fit in with the 
mentor and others in the design office? 
Cun you tell me about any changes that you made to your way of 
speaking or presenting yourself as a result of working in lhc design office 
setting? 
In wh11t wuys did making such changes help you to work there? 
At the completion of the first round of Phase Two interviews, data collected 
were transcribed verbatim for analysis to determine emerging themes. Analysis methods 
used with these dat11 and emergent findings are reported in the next three chapters of this 
thesis. 
During analysis of data collected in this first round of interviews, additional 
coding categories were created as new themes emerged from the data, Since new 
aspects of the study continued lo emerge ns data were transcribed and coded, I 
I 
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concluded that dnta suturation (Charma1� 1990) had not yet been achieved uOO 
thnt further data collL-ction was needed to explore other o.�pccts oft he study situation. 
Questions like those shown in the previous cxnmplc were used in the interview guides 
for the rcmuining Plmsc Two fonnal in!crvicws and were refined to rcfkct trcmls seen 
emerging from analysis of Phnse One data. This brought about several small but 
import11111 chnngcs in the study structure by moving the focus more towartls design 
exploration and creativity nspt- c\s oft�c stadcnt/mcntor collnboralion, rather than being 
centred on �1udcnt acquisition ofknowlL>dge and skills us first structured. For example, 
the following questions were used to collect data about how the mentors assisted 
students to ]cam heuristic design strategics: 
Can you describe for me any special approaches you haw developed that 
make use of techniques or prototype solutions lo address particular 
design problems or building types, that can be used by others or adapted 
to other design problems? 
How might you teach others to use these, perhaps over II range of 
altemat ive applications? 
The second round of formal interviews that took place during Phase Two of this 
study were conducted with five students and five mentors. During these interviews, in 
addition to the interview guide questions used for the first round of interviews, 
additional questions like those in the previous example and others designed to explore 
ways used by the mentors to encourage the students to develop creative and innovative 
design practices, were used, All of the interviews were recorded, then later transcribed 
verbatim for analysis, Coding of Phase Two data was regarded by me to reach 
"saturation" when 1111 new data introduced through verbatim transcription of the second 
round ofintcrvicws were readily coded using existing categories and no new aspects of 
the study situation were emerging (Charmaz, 1990, p. 520). 
Interview use In data collection Phase Three 
Data collection during Phase Three of this study was mostly achieved using 
observation of student/mentor work sessions, but some interviews were conducted 
following completion ofthc student design project used in Phase Three. Interviews were 
conducted with the 5 mentors and the 4 students who had participated in U1c Phase 
Three data collecting observation sessions. During these interviews many aspects of the 
student/mentor collaborativr. work team interactions were discussed in terms oft he 
events anl procedures undertaken by the participants. Some of the participants also 
commented on how their design office learning experiences had changed their outlook 
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on design ond how this had Jed to their development or n personal design 
style. Mention is made of this here bccouse I recorded comments such us these in my 
journnl. along with sketches to show student use of particular design elements. 'lbcsc 
were useful later when interpreting other data. 
All interviews were tape r�-cordcd nod later lrunscribcd verbatim for analysis. 
During some interviews I used sketches to n.-cortl aspects of the learning situation 
described by the participants when discussing their use ofhcurisdc design strategics and 
other elements of design used during the student/mentor collaborative work session�. 
Data collected in this manner assisted me when transcribing my journal notes and when 
interpreting student information including sketches that most of the students made 
available to me for duplication and inclusion as part of the overatJ study data. 
Data collection using telephone discussions 
Throughout this research study, telephone discussions with almost all of the 
study participants were used as part of the data collection process. lnfonnation obtained 
by me during telephone conversations with the participants was recortled in the fonn of 
journal notes which were lot er trnnscribed verbatim for analysis. Data recorded in this 
manner were also used II part oft he research audit trail to maintain rigour in the study. 
Initially I used telephone conversations to gain entry to the field of investigation by 
making contact with the participants and to arrange meeting times for interviews and 
observation sessions. As the study progressed, I made notes during telephone 
conversations with the study participants which I later used to confinn trends emerging 
from analysis of data collected during interviews, and observation sessions. This served 
as member checks. 
Jn some instances, telephone interviews were conducted when the study 
participants were not readily available for face-to-face talks. Where it was not possible 
for me attend work sessions (due to simultaneous sessions in multiple offices), I 
conducted telephone conversations with the student and the mentor involved following 
each session. This was usually followed up with face-to-face infonnal interviews to. 
confinn infonnation and expand on points noted earlier, Data collected during these 
interviews were recorded in note fonn and then transcribed verbatim for later analysis. 
Although the overall body of data obtained from telephone discussions was 
small when compared to that obtained using other data collection methods, it was useful 
when organising other data collection and when confirming other data. 
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Data collection using obscrv11tion of work sessions 
Observation and video recording of student/mentor colluhorutivc work sessions 
took pince ia Phase Three of this stu d y  in order lo confirm emergent findings nnd lo 
explore other aspects of the study situation nnd events that were thought to have 
influenced student learning. The direct observation sessions conducted in l'husc Three 
involved four students working under the guidance of five diOCrcnt mentors providc<l 
most of the <lnta collected in Phase Three of this study. Two oft he students worked with 
mentors who each held work sessions ofup to 3 hours duration. These mentors also 
made themselves uvuilnblc on 11s as-needed basis for consul!ation in the design office by 
the students. One student worked with a mentor who began with a 90 minute work 
sessioo, then a week later held a 45 minute session, followed by a 15 minute session a 
week after that. This mentor also made himself available during office hours. He also 
provided the student with his own office space alongside other designers in the design 
office. The fourth student in the Phase Three stu d y  sample worked with the two-person 
design team. In this situation, the mentors conducted six one-hour work sessions with 
the student. 
In Phase Three, I colle<:ted data as a participant observer in 1 2  student/mentor 
collaborative work sessions. It was not possible to attend every work session because 
some ran simultaneously with others. Wl1erc this occurred, I conducted informal 
interviews with the students and the mentors involved afier.Vllrds so that I had an 
understanding of what had taken place before I attended the next observation session 
with them. Every work session that I attended was video-recorded for later analysis. 
Video recordings ofthe work sessions were nnalysc d minute-by-minute using a 
check list based on key elements ofa cognitive apprenticeship approach and from 
findings that had emerged from analysis of Phase Two data. Table 9 (Chapter 5, p. 95) 
shows data codes used for the analysis of the video data. It shows the frequency of 
events observed to take place during each minute of the taped work sessions. Analysis 
of these data is dealt with in detail in the next Chapter of this thesis. 
In add ition to video recording ofthe student/mentor work sessions I also 
re<:orded journal notes about other factors thought to have influenced the learning 
situation being developed in the design office, for inclusion in the overall data gathered 
in Phase Tbrec of this study. These notes also included student comments about their 
overall work load and difficulties they faced in managing working in the design ollice at 
the same time as completing other stu dies, Data recorded in journal notes were 
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transcribed verbatim for analysis along with other r.111111 collected in J>lmsc Two 
nnd Phase Three of this study. 
Data collection using sketches and drnwini:1s 
Sketches and drawings provided hy the students aml the mentors were cnl!cctcd 
as part of the overall siudy datll because they provided Cvideiice of student learning 
outcomes in design and showed the progressive use of heuristic design strategies and 
problem solvirig procedures by students nnd mentors. lrifcreni::cs were drawn about 
student !earning outcomes by examining the development of the emerging student 
designs. Particular attention wns paid to the students' use of sketching multiple alternate 
design solu(ions (indicating exploration of, and reflection on various ideas) and 
evideni::e ofheuristic design strategies modelled by the mentors, such as CAD overlay 
elements and personal style characteristics. Sketches and drawings were used by all of 
the payticipants 11s communication tools in ihe student/mentor collaborative work 
sessions. In Some instances ihey represented the rough workings of the mentors, created 
dtirini work sessions. In other instances the)' showed ihe development of ideas by the 
students which were then iitirodUced into the col!aborative work sessions as their 
designs PrOgrcssed, All of the p11rticipants used sketeliing to express ideas, develop 
explanations,_ to exJ}lore concepts in design and for reflection On learning outcomes as 
sought by thi: _research questions of this sfudy. Por these reasons, I collected ccipies of 
sketches iind di-hwings produced by mentors and students as part of the overall data 
throughout this study. The sketches and drawings shci\Ved in graphical form the 
processes arid jir_ocedurcs followed by the participlints in developing design solutions 
for the Problems emerging from the authentic wol'k projects. 
Copies of student �d mentor sketches and drawings were Collected throughout 
all three phases ofihis stud)'. Figure 2 (p. 71) shows one such sketch. Sketches like this 
were used to confirm student learning outcomes as seen by what they produced as 
compared to what they said to have taken pla.ce in the work sessions. By comparing data 
fro in inte· views, observation sessions and drawings, I was able to follow the students' 
design development nnd develop an understanding of how that was influenced by their 
interaction with the mentors in the work sessions. U�ing this information, 1 was able to 
examine emerging trends in what the participants s1iid or demonstrated as their approach 
to the work; with _a view to understanding lcamiilg in the design oflice situation. 
In Phase One, more than 60 sketches and dr;iWings were coHected und 
exainined. Analysis of student sketches nssisted in the interprctn.tion ofother data about 
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student/mentor collaborative work sessions by providing visual evidence of 
design development and the use of heuristic design strategies and problem solving 
methods. An example of one such sketch is shown in Figure 2 (p. 7 1 )  to demonstrate 
the kinds of data about student/mentor design activities that were used to confirm what 
the students said had taken place in their collaborative work sessions. 
\ 
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urniture to 
divide space 
Figure 2. Example of Student/Mentor development sketch. 
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This sketch is typical of others used to explore ideas in work sessions. It shows 
how focus lines have been used to create the broad design concept, as well as outline 
detail of how spaces within that design might be organised using furniture (see bottom 
centre of sketch) or rooms to be created using partitions (see top centre of sketch). The 
methods used in this type of sketching I observed to be rapid and minimalist, allowing 
the designer to present and explore many different ideas quickly without being bounded 
to any particular solutions. The object of this form of sketching was said by the mentors 
to create forms open to reflection and exploration of multiple solutions that follow a 
central theme for the design as determined by the client brief The design is developed 
using minimal description and sketching to communicate ideas explored by the designer 
in metacognitive ways. 
From the outset of this study I was aware both from my own experience as a 
designer and from fmdings that emerged during transcription and analysis of student 
journals and interview data that sketches and drawings were important communication 
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tools for the study participants. For these reasons, I have nuide extensive use 
orsketches and drawings collected from the students and the mentors lo assist in my 
analysis ofothcr data colJcctcd. 
Having the students' and the mentors' sketches and drawings available during 
the interviews provided. opportunities to discuss the methods used by them to resolve 
design problems 11S shown in the developm�nt sketches m1d in the more relined design 
pre.sentation drawings, The 52 sketches and drawings collected during Phase Two 
proVided a visual means for confirming some student learning outcomes. They also 
provided confirmirig evidence ofthe students' application ofhcuristic design strategics 
'introduced by the mentors as part of their usual design office practices. When used as 
the basis of discussions in Phase Two and us part of observed work sessions in Phase 
1bree, the Sketches and drawings provided a means by which the participants could 
explain and demonstrate their design and mentoring methods and show physical 
evidence oflearning outcomes. The sketches and drawings also facilitated the collection 
of other data when used us a basis for discussion sessions and intl!rvicw questions 
fonnulated to explore particular aspects of the learning situation. In particular they were 
useful for initlating discussions in which the participants were �ked lo explain the 
processes ruid procedures they had used when develoPing the solutions depicted. During 
these diseussio_ns, in addition to the audio-taped record of events, I also m:idc notes 
linking the sketches to partieiparit crimments regarding how and why they did pariicular 
things in the designs, as depicted in those. sketches. I did this in order to record parts of 
their explanations that they Presented using miniinal line sketches that were that were in 
themselves insuffieienily comp_iCte or too abstract io warrant inclllsion as separate data. 
I observed tb� USC o{rough_sketChiog us part ofihe usual Jllnguage of communication 
used by ii.II of the sttidy participaritS for explanalicin bUilding and for visualisation arid 
reflection· Ori desigri ideas, during wcirk siiSSions. For this reason, I spedficnl!y recorded 
aspects of its use in.my jouiniil notes during interviews, and observation sessions. 
Data aboui student learning dcsigll methods were collected by Coinpnririg 
sketches they_produced at the beginning of the nutbentic work project with those they 
produced further into the student/mentor collaboi-ation. Using these sketches enabled me 
to develop niultiple j:)crspe�tives ofthe learning situation by comparing verbal 
descriptio·ns ofwhnt took plaCe With the grnphiciil record seell in ihe progressive 
sketch"es. This �j:iect dfusing sketchcS is Cxplorcd in detlli! as ))art ofdala analysis in 
Chapter Flve. 
\_i 
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Scale models 
Scale models of building designs or parts of buildings were used by most of the 
mentors to assist student learning. Photographs of student models were collected to 
confirm aspects of student learning outcomes based on their successful application of 
design knowledge and methods. This was also done because some mentors and students 
used scale models of buildings or building elements to explore concepts and to develop 
design ideas in a three-dimensional format. In Phase Three ofthis study, all of the 
student/mentor collaborative teams made use of models of existing design projects to 
demonstrate and explore design ideas. Two of the student/mentor teams produced 
models of the students' final designs. The students and the mentors used these models 
during work sessions as tools for exploring new ideas, design strategies, problem 
solving methods and for reflecting on pathways followed in the design process. The use 
of scale models to assist visualisation of design concepts and to assist students and 
mentors to communicate design ideas emerged as an important aspect of student 
learning in a design office. A photograph of one such model is shown here in Figure 3 
(p. 73). 
Figure 3. Photograph of a scale model. 
Data collection using journals 
Prior to the commencement of each phase of this study, I discussed with the 
student participants their use of journals to record events, circumstances and personal 
views relating to their design office/mentor experiences. The students were fully 
informed of the intended use of these journals as part of the overall study data and all 
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g11ve their written approval for the use ofnny information recorded in those 
journals to be used in this thesis nnd uny subsequent publications. 
By the end of Phnsc Three, 11 totul of32 journals were collected and transcribed 
for use as pnrt oft he overall study dotn. In Phase One, 22 students and one lecturer 
provided joumnls, in Phase Two live students did likewise and in Phase Three ull four 
participating students provided me with their journals. From these journuls I obtained 
useful data about what the students said were important [earning events and outcomes 
from !_heir work with the mentors. These data were lrnl1.'lcribed verbatim for analysis. 
Although the students' journals collected in Phase Two and Phnse Three were 
small in number and not comprehensive, they provided the students' perspective on the 
study situation and other information about what the students said were important 
ieaming experiences. These data assisted my understanding of the study phenomena and 
helped me to develop answers to the overarching research questions. 
Conclusion To This Chapter 
The use ofa diverse range of data gathering methods in this research study 
provided diitn nbout many different aspects of the overall study phenomena. Having 
multiple data sources for individual events allowed for triangulation of data. Member 
checks were Conducted using informal interviews following work sessions and at the 
conclusion of each of the three phases of the study. 
In -depth inVC5tigation of many features of the learning situation that emerged as 
part' Of findings from anal)'sis of the study data was made possible 1hrough the various 
sources of data available at different stages of the study. As new data were collected 
using various methods, it was possible to develop different perspectives on the 
situations under examination, This facilitated the integration of different data collection 
methOds and often led to confirmation findings that emerged from analysis of data 
collected earlier in the study. 
The diversity of data collection methods and the prolonged data collection 
period produced an extensive body ofdntn. In many instances similar or overlapping 
data, concerning various events in the study phenomena, were collec!cd from different 
sources and at different times throughout the study period. Jn my role as resenrcher and 
being the data collection instru�1ent in this study, helped me !o respond to trends 
emefgent from those diita. This·l�d me to modify collection methods and develop new 
ones to refine and enhance data gathering, as the study progressed. Using this approach 
Jed to more informed research methods, which enhanced the overall richness and 
relevance of the information gathered Over the durntion ofthc study, 
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This Chapter begnn by describing the dota collection methods used for 
each of the three phases of this study, Each ofthcsc data collection methods was then 
discussed in detail with reference to the kinds of data collected and the relevance of that 
material to the rcscnrch questions. Examples of typical data collected have been used to 
explain how the study structure and data co[]ection methods were relined in response lo 
themes that emerged as data transcription and proceeded as part of each new phase of 
the study, 
Finally, the relative impor tance of some data collected, using methods such as 
telephone conVersations and student journals, that were small in number but regarded by 
me to be important to understanding how student learning took place in the study 
situation, were discussed, 
In the ne:<t Chapter, the methods used for analysis of each different data 
collected for this research are discussed. 
Introduction 
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CIIAPTER FIVE 
ANALYSIS OF TIIE STUDY DATA 
In this chapter, methods used to analyse the study data are described. As analysis 
is inextricably entwined with results, relevant emergent findings and results arc also 
presented. The approach to analysis oft he study data used here is based on inductive 
analysis methods us described by Patton (1990, p. 40) who contends that inductive 
analysis is characterised by "immersion in the details and �pccifics of the data to 
discover impoI1nnl categories, dimensions and interrelationships". 
Analysis of the study data commenced with the first data collection and 
continued with each new set of data collected throughout the study, This Chapter begins 
with a discussion ofthc how the data were analysed and the reasons for using the 
methods chosen. The primary method ofda!a reduction was coding, with summaries 
and tables also being used to organise and refine the analysis. Phase One data consisted 
mostly of student journal entries. Phase Two data were mostly interview-based although 
other data from informal discussions, telephone conversations and sketches were also 
coded. Phase Three data were mostly collec!ed using direct observation and video 
n:cording of student/mentor work sessions. Other data were also collected during Phase 
' '  /i 
T,hree using interviews and sketches created by students and mentors as part of their 
design development mid as key communication tools in col!abomtive work sessions. 
This Chapter details the creation und development of coding categories used for 
analysis of data collected iri each of the three phases of  this research study. How 
emergent findings influenced the subsequent development of other data coding 
categories to represent common trends thought to affect student learning is also 
discussed. A reflexive ripproach was taken to data interpretation and the progressive 
deve!opmept ofindex tree structures by merging coding categories in response to 
emergent findings. The Chapter concl�des with discussion ofthc analysis mcthvds used 
for interpreting Phase Three observation-based data and ways for using this to confirm 
findings that emerged froin analysis of data from the first two phases of data collection. 
Coding 
Tiie �verall process o�_data analysis was one of coding from raw data to 
eventually geperate themes. The process of analysis began with coding, which involved 
creating catcgriries by assigning words or phrases to transcribed text units. For the 
purposes of data analysis, the text unit Used was the sentence. Using full sentences for 
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coding helped to maintnin context and meaning in themes that emerged when 
subsequently examining data for the frequency of occurrence, similarities, difTcrcnccs 
and associations about linked events und activities. 
Analysis began by first printing text files ill which every text unit, referred to 
hercnfier as a data unit, was numbered. Each numbered data unit was then coded using 
both manual and computer based metho ds, utilising categories established during da!a 
transcription, as we[] as others that emerged during analysis. Data coded, using 
categories developed throughout this process, were then compared and summarised to 
establish common themes eventually lending to fin dings about learning in the stu dy 
situation. 
The use of categories for coding data in this manner was based on methods 
suggested by Richards & Richards (1995), who contend that a category may be 
considered simply as part ofa hierarchical system for organising or coding data. Coding 
categories were arranged using index tree structures which provided a labelliog, 
retrieval and organising device for exploring the study data (Ho!sti, 1969). NUD•IST 
(1998) software was used lo arrange eoding categories and other code names developed 
"in-vivo" from words or phrases used by the participants when describing their !earning 
experiences (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 69; Richards & Richards, 1995). Bums (1995, 
p. 288) argues that this approach i s  ''part of the analytic induction method where the 
general statement about the toplc is constantly refined, expanded and modified as 
further data is obtained", Analysis oJ'data using cod ing metho ds  in !his way is based on 
the view that "coding i s  analysis" (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 56). 
Data were analysed using categories based on: 
• event codes for specific activities undertaken by the participants, such as 
studenl/mentor work sessions. For example, Index Tree Four category 1.4: Entry To 
The Culture Of Practice; 
• situation codes, that is how the students and the mentors in this study define settings 
in which their ,,ollaboration operates. For example, Index Tree Four category 2.2 
Team Based Leaming; 
• process codes, being the stages of the building design process in which mcntoring 
activities take pfoce. For example Index Tree Four category 3.1: Common Design 
Office Praclices; 
• strategic codes, relating to how the study participants carry out their tusks and roles. 
For example Index Tree Four category 3.2: Learning Methods Using Coaching; and 
.. 
• subject perspective codes, documenting how participants think about their 
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situation in this study (Bums. 1995, p, 290), For example Index Tree Four Category 
2. 1 Confidence. 
During transcription of studcntjounmls and interview recordings, I made use of 
codes and memos to describe frequently occurring data about events, learning 
situations, lenrning strategics and personal perspectives regarded by me to represent 
important nspects oft he study situation. I then used these codes and memos, n!ong with 
the research questions and the key elements of a cognitive apprenticeship learning 
approach to develop additional coding categories. 
Coding was an ongoing process in which each unit of data was classified using 
categories to represent emerging themes. In all, four index tree coding structures were 
developed for nnolysis of the study dnto. Index Tree One (see Tobie 5 and Appendix D) 
was used for Phase One (the pilot study) dnto. The other three index tree structures 
evolved during analysis of the main study data as new categories were created or 
merged with others in response to emergent themes, from which findings were 
developed. Index Tree Two (see Table 6 and Appendix E) was used for coding data 
from Phase Two, first round interviews. Index Tree Three (sec Tublc 7 and Appendix F) 
wns used for coding dota from Phase Two, round two interviews, as well as re•coding of 
round one interview data. Index Tree Four (see Table 8, p. 94 and Appendix G) was 
used for the final analysis and reduction of all Phase Two data, as well as for the 
exploration of themes and emergent findings through comparison of Phase Two data 
with Phase Three data. 
Following transcription of data from journals, notes and interview tapes, into 
computer te,ct fi!cs, each file was introduced into NUD•IST (1998) software for the 
initial purpose of generating reports having numbered text units for coding. Manual 
methods were first used to code data into categories. Manual coding took pince by 
assigning coloi.irs to each of the coding categories, then using coloured pens lo highlight 
numbered data units judged by me to lit into each category. This method provided a 
means for seeing at a glance the frequency and distribution of data uni ls coded in 
particular categories. Using these coloured text files, I wus able to compare similar datn 
from different sources about the same or similar events, us well as to examine !rends 
and emergent findings, This approach to analysis of!hc study data was nlso guided by 
the principles of content nnnlysis which Patton (1990, p. 381) nrgues i s"  ... the process 
ofidentifyiag, coding and categorising the primllf)' patterns in the data". 
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Hnving cstnblishcd preliminary coding categories based on theme� 
that emerged during manual coding of the data, the computer hascd coding tools in 
NUD•IST ( 1998) soflwnrc were then used to code the dalu in categories organised 
actording to Index Tree One (sec Table 5 nm! Appendix D). Furl her am1lysb oft he data 
then took place using "key-words-in-context" (KWIC) methods (Ryun & 13cmiml, 2000, 
p. 775) to determine the frequency of occurrence, similarities, or associations in dutn 
about pruticulnr events in the learning situation. This led to the emergence of''thcmcs" 
that described the study phenomena (Ryon & Bernard, 2000, p. 780). The KWIC 
analysis of the study data were used in conjunction with manual coding of the data. This 
approach was used because using KWIC searches alone was thought to be inappropriate 
due to their generating many returns that d id  not fully provide the context and rich 
description of events present in data units or groups of data units. Manual searching of 
category reports allowed me to embrace whole categories of d ata while examining the 
context that individual data units have within the coding categories of the index tree 
structure. Findings that emerged from analysis of Phase One data were used to develop 
a more comprehensive Index Tree structure for coding Plmsc Two data so that KWIC 
searches could be more effectively conducted. 
During analysis of the study d ata, themes were developed by grouping 
lrcquently occurring data regarded by me to be similar in content and about learning in 
the study situation. Using this approach, four main themes that togclher represented the 
overall learning situation were developed ,  along with others based on eatcgorb created 
to code data about multiple aspects of student learning that emerged during analysis. For 
example, KWIC searches showed that sketching and /a/king occurred together in data 
units 64% of the time and individim!!y a total of35% of the time. For this reason 
sketching was inclu ded in a theme about communication, along with discu.�sion and 
articulation resulting in Index Tree Four categories /. /, 1.2 and /.J. Other data about 
the use of sketching indicated its use as a design exploration tool, regarded as a usual 
office practice and as a method used by mentors during coaching sessions for reflecting 
on ideas or pathways followed in design development. In response to findings that 
emerged about the multiple applications to which sketching methods arc applied. data 
about these were coded in categories such as 3.1 Common design office practices and 
4.2 Reifying knowledge in design oflice learning, which reprcs�nt !hcmcs 1lmt emerged 
during coding. 
Grouping of categories having similar or related d ata to develop themes that 
represent different aspects of student learning allowed me to refine each ofthe four 
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index tree structures used to code datu. Analysis of data in this way nlluwcd 
comparison of interview-based data ubout what the studcn!s am! mentors said took 
place, with my observation ofactuul student/mentor work sessions. 
Throughout the da!a wmlysis process, new cntegories were defined as other da!a 
were collectL'<l or emerged during analysis (llolsti, 1969). With the development of 
Index Tree Four, I was confident that categories struclurcd around the four main themes 
that emerged during analysis, were capable of accommodating all dota collected in ways 
that " represented the purposes orthe research, were exhaustive and mutually exclusive" 
(Ho!sti, 1969, p. 95). 
Findings that emerged from analysis of each new data set collected were used to 
guide the development of new structures for coding subsequent data. This approach 
gave flexibility to the coding structure when responding lo emergent themes and 
findings. I t  nlso ensured that the coding structures I developed were appropriate to the 
overall study phenomena. The processes used to develop and refine each of the four 
index-tree coding structures used for analysis oft he study data is discussed next, in the 
context of each of the three data collec tion phases. 
How index tree structures evolved during data analysis 
There were four  index tree structures used for the final coding of the study data. 
These evolved by refining and merging index tree structures and categories developed 
during earlier analysis of data. In this section, the methods used to develop categories 
are discussed, along with examples of data from which some of the categories and index 
tree structures were created. 
Data collected during Phase One consisted mostly of verbatim transcription of 
student journal entries and researcher journal notes created during discussions !he 
mentors and lecturers. Analysis of these data took place by coding nod comparing data 
from each of the participants. Where codes were seen to be frequently occurring, the 
categories used to code them were grouped into themes representative of events or 
ac tivities regarded by me to affect student learning. 
For example, a theme that emerged from analysis of Phase One data suggested 
that the lecturers mostly focussed on the kinds of ac tivities that the students undertook 
and what potential learning outcomes they promoted. The following commcn! nmde by 
one oft he TAFE lecturers is typical of many similar comments made by mentors nm! 
other T AFE staff. 
The thing you really need to look at here is what nre they actually doing 
for themselves and what will they do as n team. You know, arc they 
working on rcul projects like you have to in an office, not just going 
for the ride, They need to be doing things all the time or they get hon:d 
and let others do the work, (Lecturer 2, Planning discussion) 
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From this and other similar data, the theme Activities (see Tub le 5) was 
established with categories for coding d a\11 ubout the kinds of activities that the 
participants said took place during their design project experiences, Much of the data 
collected from student journals in Phase One orthe research described a diverse range 
ofnctivities they had experienced, Some activities described by students in their 
journals as important ]earning experiences took place in the design office setting, while 
others occurred on the building site or during social contact with other students and 
mentors, The following extract from one student journal includes references to design 
activities in the social setting, the building site and the design office. 
We had a really top day tod ay. Our design group spent some time with 
Wally (mentor) and the client just having lunch and talking a bit about 
the design, but we  didn't do any real work. Later we went up to the site 
ruxl that was really inspiring, just seeing the view and having the client 
tell us what he wanted in the design. When we went back to Wally's 
design office we did some rough sketches of our ideas and each had a 
chance to shoot all the others' ideas down. We also had a few beers and 
that really helped get the whole thing going. (Student 18, personal diary 
journal entry) 
KWIC search methods were used when analysing these da!a to i dentify 
emergent themes. New categories were created for frequently occurring codes about 
different aspects of student experiences regarded by me !o influence learning. Working 
in this way allowed me to retain the meaning and context of the data units identified in 
the KWIC searches, by coding with these other data units that supported or 
d ifferentiated those data. For example, for the Aclivilies theme discussed here, I created 
sul,..categories that enabled coding ofnew data according to Group Activities, Design 
Activities and Site Visits, as shown in Table S (p. 84). 
A second theme to be developed during transcription and initial coding of 
frequently occurring data units found in Phase One data focussed on stimulation in the 
study situation. Findings that emerged from preliminary analysis of data coded in 
categories developed to represent this theme suggested that the mentors were mostly 
concerned with how the experience of working on authentic projects nlTcctcd student 
learning and how students might apply their knowledge nnd skills to other design 
projects. The following comments made by Mentor I a are typical of other similar ones 
made by mentors throughout the entire stud y: 
.
I think thnt what is really important here is what allCct docs tloing a 
rcnl design project, in n rcul design office setting hnVI! on them (the 
students)'? What I am looking to sec is whether or not they get fired up 
nnd enthusiastic. Are they pumped up by being creative, or just going 
through the motions of knocking out n design using the same tired old 
methods that we all know will give a design of some sort. I want them to 
be free thinking and innovative; anyone who comes to my oflicc won't 
survive if they can't think for themselves. (Mentor la) 
Comments such as these led to the development of Index Tree One categories, 
2.1 S1im11falion and 2.2 Freedom Jn Design for coding data about how the role of 
stimulation in student learning using mentor supported authentic design projects. These 
and other categories, established in  a similar manner, were combined to form Index 
Tre(' One (shown in Table 5), which was used for coding Phase One data. 
Student journal based data about learning events that took place in Phase One 
were compared with other data about the same events, obtained from informal 
discussions and post design project interviews with the students, mentors and TAFE 
staff. Examination of data thus coded included comparing the frequency of occurrence 
of data in  individual categories with the overall data to detennine common trends or 
themes in  participant responses regarding learning experiences. In addition, the intensity 
or passion (Strauss & Corbin, 1990) with which some participants expressed their views 
was recorded in my field notes which were included as part of the overall data ruialysed. 
The intensity of responses was considered to  be of importance because of the artistic 
disposition of the design discipline and the oil en highly charged presentation of points 
ofview observed being used by the participants throughout this study. 
Phase One, data analysis took place using progressively refined coding 
structures that provided ways for comparing data initially coded in broad categories, 
with data coded in other categories created to address specific elements thought to effect 
learning. Findings from this process were then used to further refine coding categories 
to represent emergent themes for analysing the study phenomena. Constunt comparison 
of data during coding made i t  possible lo gain new perspectives on the material itnd to 
differentiate between learning influences. This also enabled me to keep the meaning and 
context of data intact so as lo stay attuned to the respondents' views of their realities by 
developing inductively my interpretation of the overall study events (Strauss & Corbin, 
[990). 
As other data were collected throughout eaeh of the three phnscs of this study, 
they were t ranscribed and coded using categories developed as clcscribcd above. 
Sketches collected !IS part of the study data were used to compare what the participants 
!12 
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said they had used in their design solutions, with what was evident in the 
rough workings and refined presentations shown in their actual drawings. 
Generally, data were analysed by: 
• coding the frequency of occurrence of data units or participant responses and 
expressing this as a percentage of the overall data units coded; 
• comparing and contrasting data through KWIC searches to determine relationships 
between events and experiences thought to affect student learning; and 
• the intensity of responses. 
Detail of analysis of Phase One data 
Data collected using student diary journals in Phase One were coded in 
categories developed to represent the following four themes: 
1 Activities: 
Mentor supported design activities experienced by the students. 
2 Affect: 
The affect of design experiences with a mentor on student learning. 
3 Learning: 
Learning outcomes that emerged from student/mentor collaborative experiences; and 
4 Application: 
Students' perceptions of how newly acquired knowledge and skills could be applied. 
Phase One data were coded using categories to represent these themes, as 
structured in Index Tree 1, (Appendix D) shown here in Table 5 along with examples of 
typical data units coded in each category. Comments about how these were used to 
refine data collection in Phase Two and Phase Three of this study are also shown. Each 
of the four coding categories shown in Table 5 has the total number of data units coded 
(for that category) shown adjacent. Also shown is the average percentage distribution of 
data units for each sub-category. 
Table 5. 
Index Tree One Coding of Phase One data 
Categories Used Dntn Exnmple oftypicu] dntn 
For Coding Phase units units coded in this cntcgory 
One Datu coded 
I. Activities 290 
1.1 Group nctivities 47% Everything we did today we 
did as n team. we helped 
each other all the way (data 
unit 136) 
1.2 Design 13% We weren't restricted in any 
way; it was really great that 
we could design anything 
we liked (data unit 171) 
exercises 
1.3 Site visits 40% Visiting the site ofWnlly's 
house nnd having him talk 
nbout it mnde me think thnt 
nnything is possible if you 
arc inspired nnd dedicated 
(data unit 435) 
2. Affect 
2.1 Stimulation 
251 
65% The experience that I guincd 
from Bluff Knoll gave me 
the will power to push 
myself to do something that 
I thought wasn' t  possible; 
then seeing the dome house 
made me sec that nnything 
possible can be built even if 
it looks impossible (data 
unit 452) 
2.2 Freedom in 35% Becuuse we were given such 
design a free hand with the design, 
I am now more confident to 
do abstract designs and to 
express my ideas openly 
(data unit 476) 
Table 5 continued 0;1 next page 
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How these data were 
used lo develop Phase 
Two and Phase Three of 
this stud 
Developed interview 
questions to explore 
team activities. Selected 
a two designer team for 
six Phase Three office 
observation sessions 
Focussed part of each 
Phase Two interview on 
individual expression in 
the design projects used. 
Selected Mentor 5 (open 
creative approach) for 
study in Phase Three, 
based Phase Two 
interview and 
information from TAFE 
staff. 
Developed interview 
guide questions for 
Ph11Se Two to explore 
the use and value of site 
visits 
Developed interview 
questions aimed at 
exploring how mentors 
sought to stimulate 
students nnd how 
students considered the 
(mentor) experience 
stimulated them. Post 
observation session 
interviews Phase Three 
addresses this closely 
Collected design 
sketches and drawings to 
examine the diversity of 
ideas explored by each 
student/mentor team 
y 
I 
Cutcgotics Used Dato E:wmple oftypic11l 1Ititn unit 
For Coding Phase units coded in this category 
One Datu coded 
3. Leaming 240 
3.1 Situutionnl 26% IJcing in 1hat setting showed 
factors me hnw impor1nnt it wns t11 
gel the orientation right. 
Karri Mins individual 
housing had it wroug and 
was really uncomfortuble 10 
he in. (data unit 520) 
3.2 Mentor 42% Working with Wally 
innucnce in spired me, the experiences 
add up to the philosophy 
that you only design what 
you have seen, heard, fdt 
(data unit 694) 
3.3 Input by others 32% Talking to Cameron about 
my design was fantastic 
bee1rnse he gave me more of 
an insight into his views and 
design ideas like advantages 
and disadvantages and 
things to change to get it to 
work (data unit 342) 
4. Application 222 
4.1 Evaluating 79% Doing this gave me a new 
ideas way ofthinking about 
materials and fonn. I now 
have II greater insight on 
mud brick construction and 
solar design and how to best 
use windows and doors to 
create space (data unit 666) 
4.2 Self 21% 1 lenmcd that if! put my 
development mind to whatever challenge 
I have I can accomplish it. 
Working with the mentor 
opened up my mind to a 
completely different way of 
designing (data unit 426) 
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I low these dutu were 
USl.'d In develop Phase 
Two nnd Phase Three of 
this stud 
Compared interview 
dn1n and student 
drawings from IO 
t!ilTcrcnt design oflices 
to determine any major 
differences in design 
practice outcomes 
Developed interview 
questions to target the 
nature and degree of 
mentor innucncc over 
the student designs. 
During Phase Two 
interview questions were 
used to explore the role 
of others in the design 
office team. Jn Phase 
Three the two designer 
team in one office was 
observed working with a 
student in 6 work 
sessions 
Questioning of students 
on their use of self 
evaluation and renection 
on design methods 
acquired during the 
mentor supported 
project 
Questioning ofthe 
students about their 
views on how the 
experieru::e had changed 
their design practices 
and what they saw as the 
next stage of 
development and 
application ofthcir 
recent!}'. ucguired skills 
V 
I This coding structure WIL� refined as new data emerged from 
discussions between myself, TAFE lecturers, mentors un<l the students. Trends thnt 
emerged from unulysis of the Phusc One dutu nssistcd me to identify the kirl(h of 
nctivitics thnt students said hnd helped them to Jcnm. This led to the dcvc)()prncnt of 
other possible lines of inquiry to be explored in i'husc ·rwo und Phase Three of this 
study, These dntn provided the stem for interview guide questions developed for datn 
collection in Phase Two nnd were used to refine the research study structure und darn 
collection strategics. 
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Member check interviews which I cont!ucttd a�discu�s·1on� with three ·r AFE 
lecturers nnd lhrce mentors following the completion ofl'husc One ussistcd me in 
confinning emergent findings, 11s well us identifying other aspects oft he :;1udy situation 
that needed to be explored in subsequent phuscs of the study. 
Analysis or Phase Two data 
In this section, the methods used to analyse Phnsc Two data arc discussed. 
Firstly, the development ofthc index tree structures and coding categories used for 
nnalysis of Phn:;c Two data arc discussed in general. Then, a detailed explanation is 
given for the d,:velopmcnt of two Pha.,;e Two coding categories in order to make clear 
the processes used for interpreting data. The manner in which findings that emerged 
from analysis of Phase One were used to explore to develop nnd refine categories used 
for coding of Phase Two data is also discussed. 
In Phase Two annlysis began with coding data collec1cd in the first of two 
rounds of interviews. Categories used for analysis of Phase Two data were developed 
from the research questions, Phase One categories, as well as from preliminary findings 
emergent from analysis of Phase One data. Data collected during the first round of 
Phase Two interviews were analysed using Index Tree Two cntcgories, shown in Table 
6 (sec p. 88, and Appendix E). Following each Phase Two interview, data wer� 
transcribed verbatim, then coded. This approach allowed me to continuously analyse 
each new data for frequently occurring responses and emergent trends that guided the 
exploration of other aspects ofthc study phenomena. Introducing new cotegorics and 
refining coding using existing ones allowed analysis oft he overall study phenomena in 
categories that together represented the purposes oflhc research and provided a 
framework for coding all Phase Two data. Table 6 shows Index Tree Two, developed 
using this approach and used for analysis ofthc lirst round Phase Two interviews. 
Included in Table 6 arc comments (in the far right column) that indicate the derivation 
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of Index Tree Two coding categories, most of which have their rools in Index 
Tree One, as shown in Table 5 (p. 84). 
Data collected in the second round of Phase Two interviews were coded using 
categories developed from Index Tree Two, but orgnnis...-d into II new structure, lmlcx 
Tree Three (Appendix P). The development of new categories used in Index TrL'C Three 
were guidt-d by infonnntion obtained in mcmlx:r check interviews com.luctcd with 
students and mentors following each round of Phase Two interviews, during Phase 
Three observation sessions, Some categories used in Index Tree Three were then 
merged with others rcgardctl to have similar data and other new categories were 
developed to form Index Tree Four (Appendix G), which wus used for the final coding 
of Phase Two data, 
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Table 6, 
Indei: Tree Two Phase Two First Round Interview Data Coding Categories 
1 Personal I.I Authentic 
views & experience 
experiences 
2 Design 
office and 
mentor 
practices 
1.2 Collaboration 
1.3 Metacognition 
2.1 Cognitive 
apprenticeship 
elements 
I.I.I Dcsign stylc(6.7%) 
1.1.2 Design application (4.1%) 
1.1.3 Design concepts (6.1 %) 
1.1.4 Design s\rulcgics (4.5%) 
I .I j Innovation (S.4) 
l.1.6Acccssibitity (1.1%) 
I .I. 7 Locntionlsi!c (1.6%) 
1.1.8 Expcrienccs(J.7%) 
1.1.9 Office practices (3.6%) 
1.1.10 Resources (I%) 
1.2.2 Progress issues (2%) 
1.2.3 Negotiation (3.8%) 
1.2.4 Confidence (3.4%) 
1 2.S Confidence (I. 7"/o) 
l.2.l lnsecurity(2.2%) 
1.3.1 New ideas (3.5%) 
13.2 Shared knowledge (3.11°/o) 
1.3.3 Problem solving (6.5%} 
l .3.4 Tacit knowledge (2.7%) 
1.3.S Thinking (2%) 
2.1.1 Modcmng (3.5%) 
2.1.2 Coaching (3%) 
2.1.3 Reflection (1%) 
2.1.4 Scaffolding (3%) 
2.1.5 Articulation (4.8%) 
2.1.6 Exploring ideas (2.5%) 
22 Communlcation 2.2.1 Discussion (3.8%) 
2.2.2 Sketching (6.1%) 
2.3 Culture (3%) 
This group of 
categories 
were 
developed 
from tile 
Index Tree 
Oae 
"Activities" 
coding 
categories 
This group is 
developed 
from Index 
Tree One 
categories: 
3.2, 3.3, 4.2 
This group was dev-:lopcd 
from Index 
Tree One 
categories: 
2.1, 2.2, 3.3, 
4.1 
This group of 
categories is 
based on key 
elements ofa 
cognitive 
apprenticeship 
approach 
These 
categories -" 
developed in 
response to 
frequently 
occurring data 
Note: Categories shown in this index tree structure were used for analysis of Phase 
Two round one interview data. The fir.ures shown in pnrenthesis indicate the 
percentage of data unit retrievals for each category used for coding first round 
interview data. 
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At the conclusion of the first round of Phase Two interviews, nil tfotu collected 
up to thnt time were unnlyscd. Analysis took place 11s described cu rlier for Phase One 
data by u sing both mnnunl coding nnd KWIC text string searches of category reports 
gcnemlcd using NUD•IST (1998) soil ware. Cotling of J>husc Two, round two, interview 
data was conducted in the snmc wuy os that used earlier, but also guided by findings that 
emerged from unnlysis oftlmsc cu rlier dnta, as well as the ovcrnrching research 
questions of this study. 
For example, analysis of first round interview data showed a higher response 
rote, when compared to the average 4.54%, for the overall data coded by participants for 
data coded in Index Tree Two categories I. I. I Dc.Yign s,y/e (6. 7%), I. U De.1·ign 
concepts (6.1%), 2.1.5 Artic11/alio11 (4. 8%) and 2.2.2 Ske1ching (6.1%) (sec Table 6, p. 
88). When interpreting these results, I considered that !earning in the study situation was 
influenced by the particular dc5ign style oft he mentor and the manner in which design 
concepts were visualised and comrnunicntcd U$ing ar1ieu!alion und sketching. To 
investigate this fur1her in the second round interviews, I prepared new interview guide 
questions constructed to probe more deeply the use of these elements. Analysis of data 
collected in the second round interviews took place using coding categories developed 
from Index Tree Two, ns we!J ns many new Index Tree Three categories ns showli'in 
Tub/e 7 (p. 91). Using the example just described, the following new categories were 
created for Index Tree Three: 
• Category 2, 1.5 Mentor style - Derived from Index Tree Two category /. /. / 
Df!sign sly/e, but also intorporating data collected in second round interviews that 
focussed on aspects of how mentors design and their approach to working with n 
student in the design office. 
Merging existing enlegoi;cs with new Clltegories allowed the scope ofanalysis 
for particular aspects of the study situation to be redefined through reflective 
procedures, thus facilitating more exhaustive study of the phenomena For Example: 
• Category 2.3.6 Concept11a/isalion, was developed for Index Tree Three by 
merging some data previously coded in Index Tree Two category /. /. J Design 
concepts, with new data collected in round two interviews using questions 
intended to explore in greater detail the role of design concepts in student 
learning. 
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This process of u s ing new data to refine and extend the inquiry 
continued throughout the second round of interviews. Following each interview, dutu 
were transcribed verbatim from the in1crvicw tapes, These datu were coded using /mlcx 
Tree Three. Data collected in the second round of interviews embraced new uspccts of 
the study siluntion. Coding of Pliasc Two dntu wns thought by me to reach "saluration" 
when all new data introduced through verbatim tmnscription of1hc second round of 
interviews were readily coded using existing categories (Churmu1� 1990, p. 520). 
Table 7 (p. 91) shows Jmlex Tree Three, used for the initial unulysis of Phase 
Two d ata. Index Tree Three was developed using coding categories from Phase One 
Index Trei: One, Phase Two Index Tree Two 11ml frpm findings that emerged from 
analysis of those data. Categories shown wilh 11n asterisk (') ure those from which new 
categories were created for the fourth and final, index tree developed for analysis of 
Phase Two data, In this way Index Tree four was developed by redefining, merging and 
collapsing categories ,  then re-coding data to focus emergent findings to explore aspccls 
of the data thought to be significant to the overarching research questions. 
Table 6 and Table 7 show the Index Tree structures used for the initial coding of 
Phase Two data. Percentage figures shown alongside the coding categories  of Index 
Trees Two and Three indicate the level of data coded in each category as measured as 11 
percentage of the overall units of data coded. These figures provide an indication of the 
distribution or the overall data in each index tree. Inclu ded also in each Table is II list of 
the categories from which each index tree was developed, as well as some categories 
that were collapsed or merged in order to create new ones. Data coded in eliminated 
categories were re-coded into new ones, or merged with other similar ones. Analysis of 
data using some categories provided insights into the learning situation, but were not 
very significant to the overall understanding of the study as a whole. Cntegorics 
i dentified n.s contributing little to the overall study were merged with others. or deleted 
ifthought to be of little value. Mostly, categories showing less than I% coding of the 
overall data units were merged with others, or deleted. How this changed the coding 
structures used for analysis o f  the study data is shown below in Table 7 (p. 91 ). 
Table 7. 
Index Tree Tlarce - Categories usetl ror coding PhHe Two dala 
I People 
(Derived 
from J.0 in 
Index Tree 
Two ) 
M11in Categories 
I ,  I Communication 
(Derived from 2.2 
in Index Tree Two) 
1 2  Attitudes 
(Derived from 
l ,l/ l .2inlndex 
Tree Two) 
I .3 Collaboration 
(Derived from 1.2 
in Index Tree Two) 
1.4 Leaming 
(Derived from 2.1 
in Index Tree Two) 
J .5  Enculturation 
(Derived from I .I  
in Index Tree Two 
Table 7 continued on the next E!!!!C 
Sub cntcgorics % of 
• lndicntcs categories used overall 
for linnl Index Tree. Sec dnto 
Table 7, Index Tree Four units 
•1.1 . 1  Articululion 1.38% 
1.1,2 Others 1.15% 
1.1.3 TAFE 0.38% 
*I.I .4 Discussion 3.10% 
• 1.1.5 Sketching 4.02% 
1.1.6 Transfer 1.11% 
•t.1.7 Networking 0.19% 
•1.2.1 Expcctntions 1.26% 
1.2.2 S!udcnt Expectations 0.88% 
1.2.3 Mcnlor Expectations 0.99% 
1.2.4 Confinnntion 0.31% 
*I.2.5 Confidence 1.91% 
• J .2.6 Mindset 1.72% 
1.2.7 Bonding 0.15% 
• J .2.8 Satisfaction 1.07% 
1.2.9 Excitement 0.80% 
* 1.3.1 Negotintion 3.10% 
1.3.2 Accessibility 0.69"/o 
1.3.3 Balance 1 . 15% 
1.3.4 Res�t 0.80% 
1.3.5 Entry Skills 1.15% 
*1.4.1 Learning with mentor 1.99% 
1.4.2 Experience 4.55% 
*1.4.3 Modelling 2.26% 
*1.4.4 Coaching 4.63% 
* I .4.5 Senffolding 3.10% 
1.4.6 Skills 1.68% 
* 1.4.7 Preparation 1.42% 
1.5. 1 Entry to culture 0.65% 
1.5.2 Social Contact 0.96% 
1.5.3 Bonding 0.57% 
1.5.4 Behaviour OJI% 
* l .5.5 Office Expectations 1.87% 
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Derived 
from 
Index 
Tree Two 
Cal ' 
2.J .5 
I. I. 7 
2.2. 1 
2.2.2 
1.2.2 
1.2.4 
1.2.1 
1.2.3 
1.1.6 
1.1.8 
2.].1 
2.1.2 
2.1.4 
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Index Tree Three Used For Coding Phase Two data 
Main Conccptmil Sub calcgorics % of Derived 
Categories • Indicates categories used overall from 
for final Index Tree. Sec data Index 
Table 8 units Tr1.-eTwo 
Cnlc o 
2 Design 2. 1 Approach •2, I. [ Office Prncliccs 5.62% 1 . 1 .2 
Office and 2.1.2 Brief . 1.15% 
Mentor 2. J .3 Resources 2.49% I. I. IO 
Practices •2. 1. 4  Innovation 2.45% 1.1.5 
2.1.5 Mentor style 3.94% I. I. I 
•2. I .6 ldcas Justification 1.91% 
2. I. 7 Creativity 1.84% 
2.1.8 Aspiratit:_IS 0.38% 
•2.1.9 Support 0.99% 
2. 1 . JO Global 0.50% 
2.2 Experience •2.2.1 Standards 0.77% 
2.2.2 Tacit knowledge 3.02% 1.3.4 
•2.2.3 Strategies 5.70% 1.1.4 
2.3 Mctacognition •2.J.l Ideas 2.14% 1.3.1 
2.3.2 Shared Knowledge 2.41% 1.3.2 
•2.3.3 Reflection 1.34% 2. 1 .3 
2.3.4 Problem Solving 3.21% JJ.3 
*2.3.5 Explore apply 3.56% 2.1.6 
•2.J,6 Conceptualisation 2.03% 1.1 .3 
2.J,7Thinking 1.64% 1.3.5 
•2.J.8 Visualisation 1.61% 
Data transcribed from the second round of Phase Two interviews were coded 
along with all of the previously coded Phase Two data, using categories developed for 
Index Tree Four. This process involved re-coding earlier data, merging and 
differentiating categories ftom Index Tree 3 regarded by me lo hold similar data and this 
led to the development of hypotheses und preliminary findings that were explored 
further during Phase Three. The manner in which new categories were developed from 
Phase Two do.ta is now discnsscd with reference to the following example inlerview 
excerpt in which Student 18 talks of his design office enperiences: 
As the design got going a bit we spent n lot more time at her office 
working together refining things. She would give me some ideas about 
where things should go then I would sketch it out and oflcn she would 
want me lo change it again - there were lots of changes and design ideas 
that we tried out but ended up not using lbr one reason or another. While 
we were working she was always talking about why she did things in 
---------�---- ---------
pnrticulnr wnys nnd she wns always sketching 11nd sort of thinking out 
nloud ns she went through the reason.� for things not working or whether 
to include them or not in the design. That really helped me 1o undcrstnml 
how to design like she did. (Student 18) 
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Several aspects of student !corning using cognitive npprcnticcship methods ns 
dcfinL'<I in this thesis arc evident in this example, '!be lirst is the collaborative nature of 
the working relationship that developed !x:twccn student und mcnlor; "we Jpen/ a for 
more time al hrr oj]k-e worA:lng 1,1,.cther refininr. lhin/!,f". Oma about student/mentor 
collnbomlion were coded in Index 4 categories /.4, 2.2, J.2 nnd 4.2, Another clement in 
this example, ",fKetcl1ing unJ sort af thinking m,/ alo11d" Wa'l observed to be a proclicc 
common to nil oft he participating mentors. ror this reason the use or sketching logcthcr 
with articulation of the reasons for working in particular ways when problem solving in 
design was thought to be a significant construct when coding data and was represented 
in multiple categories. In Index Tree Four these included 1.2, 1.3, 3.1, 4.1 and 4.2. 
Coding data in this manner assisted me in understanding relationships between the 
various activities used by the mentors to make visible to the students their tacit 
knowledge, usual design procedures and problem solving methods. 
Data, about how students developed problem solving skills and how they used 
heuristic design strategics modelled by the mentors, were collected from examples like 
the one used here; ''she went through the reason:;for thing:; not l!'orking or whether lo 
include them or not in the design". Data such ns this were coded in Index Tree Four 
categories including 1.2, 3./, 3.2. J,J, 3 . ./ and ./.3. Again, data orthis type were useful 
in understanding how the mentors made visible their tacit knowledge and how they 
applied decision making procedures in design in the context or their everyday culture of 
practice activities. 
Table 8 (p. 94) shows Index Tree Four which was developed using new 
categories devised to code data units representative of emergent constructs, along with 
other categories developed in each of the earlier index trees, or from merging multiple 
categories in order analyse groups or data. Index Tree Four was used to focus analysis 
of all data collected up to the end of Phase Two, in ways thought suitable to provide the 
most detailed representation of the overall study phenomena. Jn particular, categories 
were developed to explore data about the events and to explore relationships between 
mentor design office procedures and mentoring methods thought to focilitatc student 
acquisition or knowledge and skills in design, 
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Table 8. 
Index Tree Four - Used for final coding of Pha�c Two data 
Coding Sub-categories for codiny dntn %of !kriv,:d Mcr1Jcd 
Cnlcgorics overall frmn with 
Used To dn1n lnde� Jndc?I 
unils Tree Trt:c Represent Thrc'll 'l'hrc'll 
Themes catc o cutci:ory 
I .  I Discussion 3.10% 1.1.4 
Communication 1.2 Articulation 5.311% I . I . I  
1 .3 Sketching 4.02% 1.1.S 
1.4 Entry To The Culture Of Practice 9.33% 1.1.7 1.1.2 
1.3.4 
1.5.1-4 
2 2.1 Confidence 6.39% 1.2.6 2.1.8 
Attitudes 1.2.5 1.2.4 
2.2 Team-based Learning 2.10% NEW 1.2.7 
1.2.9 
1.3.3 
2.3 Office expectations 5.38% 1 . 1 .2 1.1.1-3 
1.5.5 
J 3.1 Common Design Office Practices 12.6% 2. 1. 1 2.1.2 
Mentor 2.1.9 2.1.10 
Supported 1.4.7 1.2.1-3 
Design Office 2.2.1 1.4.6 
Practices 
Affecting 3.2 Leaming Methods Using Modelling 10.8% 2.2.3 1.3.3 
Learning 1.4.3 2.1.5 
3.3 Leaming Methods Using Coaching 10.2% 1.4.4 2.3.2 
2.3.l 2.1.6 
3.4 Leaming Methods Using 9.6% 1.4.5 1.3.2 
Scaffolding 2.1.3 
4 
Collaborative 4.1 Developing A Creative, Innovative 6.29% 2.1.4 1.3.5 
Design Office Approach To Design 2.1.7 
Experience 4.2 Reifying knowledge In 9.22% NEW 1.1.6 
And Leaming Design Office Learning 1.4.I 2.2.2 
1.2.3 
4.3 Visualisation, Exploration, 8.15% 2.3.3 1.3.5 
Reflection and Design Style 2.3.5 
2.3.8 
I! rv 
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Annly!ls or Phase Three data 
Following analysis of data collected during Phase Two of this research study, 
data collettion began in Phnsc Three using direct obscrvution nm! video recording of 
student/mentor work sessions. Direct observation of students intcructing with mentors in 
the design office wns conducted in order to: 
• confinn prcliminury lindings emergent from analysis of Phase Two <lata which was 
mostly based on wltat the mentors and the students said they did; and 
• explore the learning situation in other ways with II view to finding new 115pecls of 
student learning. 
Dato gathering in this part of the research centred on direct observation and 
video recording of design office based work sessions involving four students and five 
mentors working in four different design offices. The five mentors studied in this part of 
the research were selected because their working practices nnd approach lo mcntoring 
was considered by me to be representative of those oft he general group of mentors who 
participated in Phase Two of this study. 
Coding of Phase Three video data was based on II minute-by-minute analysis of 
the video recordings of 12 work sessions, using categories derived from Index Tree 
Four, shown in Table 8 (p. 94). Additional coding categories were introduced where it 
was thought that activities or events in the obscned work sessions needed to be 
lllllllyscd in greater detail. The complete list of categories used for coding Phase Three 
data is shown in Table 9 (p. 96). Data were analysed using methods based on content 
analysis (Holsti, 1969) by coding the frequency of occurrence of activities and events 
observed during analysis of the video data recorded for each calegory, expressed as a 
percentage of the overall work sessions times. 
Additional categories were introduced to the coding structure in response to new 
aspects of the leruning situation that emerged during analysis. This approach was used 
in order to maintain consistency in analysing data to ensure construct validity when 
recording observed behaviours and skills modelled by the study participants in the 
learning situation (Gonczi, Hager, & Anthanasou, 1994). It also assisted me to examine 
in detail aspects of the study situation that emerged during analysis and regarded by me 
to influence learning. Jn Table 9 (p. 96) the frequency of occurrence of events and 
activities observed for each of the four student/mentor teams is shown as II percentage 
ofthe overall data units coded in each category, Since multiple activities were observed 
lo occur within each minute ofthe video record oflhe work sessions, the percentage 
figures quoted in Table 9 (p. 96) and throughout this thesis represent the occurrence of 
I 96 each activity within each minute and 1hcrcforc the sum of these is greater thtm 
100%. The percentage figures provide o guide lo the fre<1ucncy ofuccurrcncc of 
octivitics or events in the overall dutu for each work session. These dnto were compared 
to the mostly interview based Phase Two dutn, with 11 view to confirming common 
themes in learning events und mcntoring practici:s. 
Table 9. 
Phase Three video �ton!ed work sessions data 
Mentor number 
Stem M4 M6 Ml Ml,la 
Coding Categories Tree 4 code %of %of %of %of Average 
Time Time Time Time 
Culture of practice 
Student/mentor bonding 1.4 7% 14% 89% 100% 53% 
Contact with others 1.4 [0% 70% 13% 87% 25% 
Access 3.2 0% 38% 18% 56% 28% 
mentor/fucilitics/others 
Office nrchives/resources 0% 5% 15% 5% 6% 
Interaction 1.4 10% 41% 89% 100% 60% 
Evaluntion (skills) 3 .1  10% 0% 22% 12% 11% 
Preparation 3.1 
Student -skelches 1.3 30% 28% 21% 82% 40% 
Menlor/sketchcs 1.3 1% 0% 21% 1% 6% 
Mentor/examples J J  10"/o 11% 26% 15% 16% 
Mentor/own works 1.3 9% 11% 31% 9% 15% 
Student materials 2% 0% 15% 62% 20% 
Planning/Job planning 27% 3% 30"/o 46% 27% 
Knowledge /rans.fer 4.2 
Declarative 3.1 31% 27% 59% 41% 40% 
Procedural 3.2 29% 51% 48% 62% 48% 
Tacit 3.1 28% 35% 79% 57% 50% 
Office practices 3.1 3.2 2(% 43% 35% 28% 32% 
Design 4.J 40% 59% 24% 21% 36% 
Associated/discipline related 7% 3% 13% 0% 6% 
Heuristic strategies 3.1 3.2 50% 46% 30% 26% 38% 
Problem solving 3.l 3.2 28% 51% 39% 37% 39% 
Style Development 4.1 15% 19% I I% 24% [7% 
Student presenting ideas 3.1 8% 24% 23% 26% 20% 
Mentor Analysis/ideas 3.2 27% 22% 50% 43% 36% 
Student Analysis/ideas 3.2 10% 16% 23% 25% 19% 
Discipline Content/facts 3.1 0% 41% 77% 32% 38% 
How is learning taking place 4.2 
Modelfing 3.3 29% 24% 14% 23% 23% 
Coaching 3.4 42% 57% 83% 60% 61% 
Scaf olding 3.5 22% 22% 32% 21% 24% 
Articulation 1.2 65% 46% 65% 73% 62% 
Discussion I.I 35% 70% 83% 59% 62% 
Sketching 1.3 65% 43% 47% 57% 53% 
Continued O!.l nexl n;me 
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Mentor number 
Stem M4 M6 Ml Ml,Ju 
Coding Categories Tree 4 co<lc %of %or %or %of Avcrngc 
Time Time Time Time 
Explanntion Building 4.2 42% 57% 60% 55% 54% 
Notes 3% 14% 19% 2% JO% 
Sketches -existing 1.3 1 1% 27% 23% 3% 16% 
Site visits 3.1 0% 5% 2% 1% 2% 
Questioning/Defending 3.1 12 26% 41% 40% 27% 34% 
Pattern matching 3.1 3.2 2% 8% 22% 9% I O"/o 
Multiple solutions 3.1 3.2 33% 32% 49% 41% 39% 
Reflection 4.6 13% 11% 22% 32% 20% 
Explorntion 4.6 52% 27% 38% 34% 38% 
Testing 4,6 10% 8% 20% 23% 15% 
Justify 4.6 6% 14% 10% 20% 13% 
Accept/Reject 4.6 9% 16% 9% 29% 16% 
Time management 3.1 10% 1 1% 12% 10% 1 1% 
Office set 3.1  21% 54% 68% 18% 40% 
Tips and techniques 4.2 49% 8% 40% 61% 40% 
Mentor reviewing work 3.1 18% 16% 34% 49% 29% 
Identifying Design Keys 3.2 18% 14% 28% JO% 18% 
(Briel) 
Inspiring new thought 4.1 44% 38% 33% 54% 42% 
Visualising Conceptualising 4.3 61% 32% 30% 51% 44% 
Confidence 2.1 
Mentor 2.2 14% 1 1% 99% 100% 56% 
Student 2.2 19% 11% 85% 100% 54% 
Student participant 2.3 37% 24% 70% 91% 56% 
Student as observer 2.3 68% 3% 35% 15% 30% 
Apprentice designer role 2.3 86% 38% 98% JOO% 81% 
Student desi�er role 2.3 14% 0% 0% 0% 4% 
Analysis of each minute orthc work sessions showed that at any one time many 
different activities and events were taking place, with overlapping conversations and 
sketching as each participant contributed to the design collaboration. This type of 
activity required a broad yet detailed recording structure in order to portray relationships 
between participants and individual contributions made by each that were regarded by 
me to influence learning. For these reasons, the coding structure uEed for Phase Three 
data is more detailed than that used for Phase Two and is mostly derived from Index 
Tree Four and fmdings emergent from analysis of data coded with that structure. Jn 
order to portray the· occurrence of events and activities observed throughout the work 
se:ssio1:�. the frequency oflhese has been shown as a percentage of the overall video 
recorded work sessions durotion. Data analysed in this way showed the time given to 
each event or activity as a measure oflhe overall observed study phenomena. This 
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allowed comparisons with Phase Two data about wlmt the purticipunts :ruid 
they did or what they said took place in other similar situation.�. 
For example, every participant s11id that articulation was one of the most 
importunt aspects of learning in the design onicc situation. Phase Two data coded in 
lndcx·Trcc Pour category 1.2 Arlir:11/a//on indicated that 5,311% of the overall d u ta  units 
coded in Phase Two were about the participants' use ofarticulation. This level of 
coding \s above the average for Phase Two categories, which was 4.54%. When 
comparing this to Phase Three dnlu, it can be seen that data about the purticipunts use of 
articulation was observed to occur during 65% of the work session time. In this way, 
data coded in each offndex Tree Four categories were compared to Phase Thri:c dat11 
coded in T11ble 8 (p. 94). This 11tlowcd confirm11tion of fin dings, emergent from Ph11se 
Two data and also assisted exploration ofother aspects of the study situation leading to 
new emergent findings. 
For example, Mentor I made the following comment: 
.. , we are very much a talk and on the bonrd office, talk and sketch. We 
find that from their point of view and from our point of view it is II lot 
easier to explain things when you have II pencil in your hand and you just 
talk and sketch as the ideas unfold. 
From this and other similar data I developed the Phase Two categories I.I 
Sketching, 1.2 Discussion and 1.3 Sketching. Phase Two data coded in each of these 
categories were close to the average (4.54%) when considering all categories used for 
Phase Two data. In Phllse_Three add itional coding categories were developed to explore 
in greater detail how the sttidy participants used discussion, artieula!ion and sketching 
were used by. The categories used and the frequency of data units coded using them, 
expressed as. a percentage of the overall work session times nre show in Table 10 (p. 
99). 
' 
Table 10. 
New Phase Thr« cod ing c11tegories 
Phase Two D0111 % 0f0vernll l'ha.�e l'hrcc Phase Three Doto Average 
Cutegory Data Units Data Sub-category % Of 
Calcgory Overall 
Time 
U""1 
1.1  Discussion 3.10% Discussion 62% 
Qucs1ion ing/Defending 34% 
Inspiring new thought 42% 
Mentor reviewing 29% 
=,k 
1.2 Articulation 5.38% Articulation 62% 
Explanation Building 54% 
Multiple solutions 39% 
1.3 Sketching 4.02% Sketching 53% 
Student sketching 40% 
Men tor sketching 6% 
Using existing 16% 
sketches 
Analysis of Phase Three data in this way al!owed exploration of elements within 
each coding category and this assisted me in understanding the overall study 
phenomena. Using the example shown in Table 10. data coded in the category 
Discussion, identified in Phase Two as an important part of the student/men tor 
collaborative work sessions, were explored in greater detail using three new Phase 
Three sub -categories. The first ofthese, Questioning und Defending, 1,vas observed to 
occur during 34% of the duration of the work sessions. Aspi.-cts of student/mentor 
discussions observed to be about inspiring new thought were coded in the second sub­
category, Inspiring new Jhought, which showed 42% of the duration oft he work 
sessions. The third sub-category of Discussion used for coding Phase Three data was 
Men/or reviewing work. Data coded in this category occurred during 29% oft he overall 
time for the work sessions. I concluded that these three aspects of discussion were 
important elements of student/mentor coJl9l>?ra1ion in the work sessions. In particular, 
the relatively high level of coding in the category Inspiring new Jho11gl11 confirmed what 
most ofthc mentors said during Phase Two was of vital importance to their working 
practices. For e,cample, Mentor 4 when commenting on his approach said: 
. . .  when a student comes in here I try to first of all inspire them and give 
then a structure to work with that may take them on that journey of 
discovery and lead them almost anywhere they want to go, you know, 
leave the destination open. 
\i9 
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Analysis oft he vidL-o recordings orthc obscrVL'd work sessions commenced 
immediately following the first observations. As the analysis 1:ontinucd and following 
every new obscrvution session, I discuSSL'tl preliminary findings from thc:;c data and 
from analysis of earlier work session dutn, with the study participants. The immcdia!c 
feedback provided by the study participants in these discussiotL� focilitaled mi;mbcr 
checks on my interpretation oft he study situation and guided the focus of further 
investigation ofthc study phenomena. 
This assisted me in maintaining rigour in the study methods and contributed lo 
the validity of the nndings when used in cross checks utilising information I had 
recorded in my research journal during video recording of the work sessions and during 
informal discussions throughout the study. Member checks, to confirm my 
interpretation of the participants' comments concerning learning events they had 
experienced, were also conducted during informal discussions with all of the Phase 
Three participants. The immediate feedback provided by the study participants assisted 
me to refine the inquiry techniques and to explore new or emerging themes noted as 
important lo the learning situation. Video recordings oft he work sessions were viewed 
multiple times in order to re-analyse and to confinn ideas, activities and themes 
emerging as important to the overall understanding of the dynamics of the 
student/mentor collaborative interactions. 
Findings that emerged from analysis of Phase Three data were used to refine 
Index Tree Four as used for the final coding of Phase Two data. Taking a reflexive 
upproaeh when dealing with Phase Three data allowed me lo confirm findings emergent 
from analysis of Phase Two data and to then go back and re-examine data coded in 
Index Tree Three categories fromdilTerent perspectives. Using this process, I collapsed 
or merged some Index Tree Three categories, as indicated in Table 6 (p. 88) and Tobie 7 
(p. 91), to develop the Index Tree Four coding structure shown in Table 8 (p. 94), as 
used for the final coding of Phase Two dat� In the next Chapter, each Index Tree Four 
category is discussed along with examples of data and findings that r:mcrgcd from 
analysis. 
Conclusion To This Chapter 
This Chapter began by presenting the methods used for the organisation and 
analysis of data in categories developed to reflect themes that emerged during data 
collection and transcription, Development of the Index Tree coding structures used for 
analysing the study data was also discussed. With each new phase of this study, the 
I IOI 
Index Tree coding structures cn.'tllCd using bro11d coding cutcgorics were 
progressively rclim.-d to pcnnit analysis or d11t11 in coJL�trucls that t:mcrgcd from the 
exploration of new nspccls oflhc study situntion. This led to four different Index Tree 
coding structures being tlcvelopcd using concept uni coding c111cgc1rics derived froni the 
overnn:hing research questions nm! shaped hy cognitive apprenticeship (Collins, et al., 
1989) lellTlling mclhods. The innuencc ofprclimimtry intcrpretution of the study data 
during transcription and initial coding was also described in relation to the development. 
ofconccptunl coding categories based on emergent themes nnd the evolution of new 
categories in response to emergent findings. 
The interpretation and analysis ofd11111 recorded during observation of design 
office student/mentor work ses�ions and the role that this played in the development of 
findings wos also discussed. 
In the next Chapter, findings have been presented along with examples ofdnto. 
units coded for each oft he categories developed for Index Tree Four (see Table 8, p. 
94), along with a discussion of how those data were interpreted am synthesised wllh 
other data. Interpretation of events and activities, observed in the study situation, Jed to 
the development of hypotheses nbout how learning occurs in a design office where a 
cognitive apprenticeship approach to learning was applied. 
lnlmtluctlon 
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CIIAIYl'EI{ SIX 
RllSUJ:rs 
This Chnptcr presents findings that emerged from inductive analysis of the s1mly 
dutu when scckiny to understand the "multiple intcrrclulionships umong dimensions that 
emerge from the d11111" lhrough "uctivitics und outcomes" from experiences in the study 
setting (Pauon. 1990, p. 44). Coding categories arranged according to Index Tree Four 
have been used here us headings to present themes that emerged and to present 
emergent findings, The prcscnllllion offindings is supported with examples ()[typical 
data coded for each category, along with explanations of how data were interpreted 
using inductive analysis methods to determine student knming tJulcomcs. At the cm.I of 
each category, 11 summary of findings that emerged from analysis ofd111a coded therein 
is presented. 
Findings presented in this Chapter arc grounded in direct experience oft he study 
sluation. They have been used to develop answers to lhc research questions, as detailed 
in the next Chapler ofthis thesis. At times, attempts to quantify propositions about the 
study events and learning outcomes for students arc made with the use oft he words 
some or most. The fonncr refers to findings emergent from the exhibited behaviour of 
less than 25% oft he sample and the latter to those that emerged from more 1han 75% of 
the sample. 
Findings from analysis of Phase Three data, when used, arc shown here as 
percentage times that represent the frequency ofoeeurrcnce ofvarious activities over 
the duration of the work sessions. Since multiple activities simultaneously took place 
during each minute of the work sessions, the percentage times quoted often indicate 
levels of occurrence, for several different aclivities throughout each work session, that 
collectively present as greater than 100%. This approach has been adopted to show the 
relative balance of events or activities observed to occur. 
Findings presented here emerged from analysis of the study data by coding in 
categories developed to represent four main themes about the study situa!ion. Final 
coding took place when the coding categories had been refined to a level regarded by 
me to be capable ofaccom•nodating oil data collected in ways that " represented the 
purposes of the research, were exlr,mstive and mutually exclusive" (Holsti, J 969, p. 95). 
I 
IOJ 
Organisation or tbl, Chnpler 
This Chapter is set out using each ofthc coding cnlcgorics of Index '1'11-'C Four !L� 
headings under which emergent findings arc discussed ulong with typical cxnmplcs of 
data coded in cnch category. Table 11 shows the nrrnngcmcnt of coding categories in 
Index Tree Four. 
Table 11. 
Index Tree four cntegories used for presentallon of findings 
Coding Categories Used Sub-categories for coding dnln 
To Represent Themes 
I Communication 1.1 Discussion 
1.2 Articulation 
1.3 Sketching 
2 Attitudes 
3 Mentor Supported 
Design Office Practices 
Affecting Learning 
4 Collaborative Design 
Office Experience And 
Learning 
1.4 Entry To The Culture Of Practice 
2.1 Confidence 
2.2 Team-based Learning 
2.J Office expectations 
3.1 Common Dcs(gn Office Practices 
3.2 Learning Methods Using Modelling 
3.3 Learning Methods Using Coaching 
3.4 Leaming Methods Using Scaffolding 
4.1 Development Of A Creative Innovative 
Approach To Design 
4.2 Rcifying knowledge In Design Office Learning 
4.3 Visualisation, Exploration, Reflection and 
Design Style 
The categories used to represent the four main themes are: 
I. Communication; 
2. Attitudes; 
3. Mentor supported design office practices affecting learning; and 
4. Collaborative design office experience and lenrning. 
Findings from analysis of data coded for all phases using this structure are now 
discussed. 
Theme One: Communicalion 
The fbur sub-categories established under this theme were: 
1 . 1  Discussion; 
1.2 Articulation: 
1.3 Sketching;and 
1 .4 Entry to the culture of practice. 
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Analysis of the study duln suggested that discussion, nrticulation und sketching, 
were used by the study participants ns u set of integrated communicution tools. In this 
sctting, /011{ mcun.� n cognitive tool tL,;ed hy experts in the discipline of their domain of 
practice (Drown et nl., 1989). Findings thut emerged uhoul the role of discussion, 
nrticulntion and sketching os communication tools for learning in u building design 
office nml how student entry to the design office culture of practice contributed to 
student ]coming is now discussed. 
Calcgory I.I Discussion 
In this thesis, discussion is rcgnrdcd to include any verbal exchange between the 
study participants intended to assist knowledge acquisition, to explore opinions or 
points of view, or to learn processes 11nd procedures necessary to lhe design process. 
Analysis of the video recordings of Phase Three work sessions showed that 
during 62% ofthe time. the mentors and 1he students were engaged in discussions in 
which technical tenns and descriptive language were used to communicate design ideas 
llOd methods typical of the mentors' usual culture of practice. Analysis of Phase Two 
da111 showed that most mentors used highly descriptive and jargon-rich language when 
discuS.'ling design office work practices and when providing explicit inform.1tion about 
design situations, or interpretations based on their tacit knowledge. This led me to 
contend that discuss ion was used as a key learning tool in the design office situation. It 
appeared to be used in delibcrnte ways by mentors to assist students to acquire design 
procedures 1111d declarative knowledge necessary to develop design solutions and to 
communicate them to others in ways typical of those ofa professional designer. 
Analysis of data like those presented in the following example suggested that 
much of what took place during student/mentor work sessions centred on the use of 
discussion for the purpose of introducing new information and design procedures for 
exploring emerging design concepts. lbe following comments made by Student 8 are 
typical of those made by most ofthe students wheu discussing changes they had made 
in their speech and behaviour as a result of working with a mentor. 
Having them (the mentors) just talk to you 11s though you are one oft he 
staff helps you to !earn all the right words to present yourselt: You learn 
to put your ideas across and how to communicate with people like th�y 
do in the design office, like a real designer. 
Student 1 6  described how she developed her technical vocabulary as follows: 
Wheu I first went in there I got a good idea of what their work 
involved by watching 11ml talking to Barry and some of the 01hcrs a.� 
they worked on a project thnl they were trying to get finished. They were 
really good at explaining to me design and construction 1enn<1 that I 
hadn't heanl before, or had heard of but didn't understand. Timi helped 
me get into their wny of doing things because ii was like learning a new 
langWlge, once I understood what they were S11ying I could get right into 
their way of doing lhings, 
Mentor 3 described this aspect of student learning as being: 
... part of1he working culture, just being in the office and learning to 
spenk and behave like a designer by talking lo the people working there 
nnd the clients or consultants who come in. That's how they pick up 
design langunge. 
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In Phase Two most of the mentors said that they used discussion methods to 
introduce new ideas nnd hellristic design strategies for resolving problems. Mentor use 
of discussion in this manner, as shown in the fo[]owing comments made by Student 1 6, 
emerged as an important aspect of student acquisition of declarative knowledge. l t  
appeared t o  assist learning by providing the information with which students developed 
declarative knowledge of design situations and 1acit knowledge developed through 
application of procedures modelled by the mentors when applying their design 
strntegies to the student project. Analysis of Phase Three data showed that discussions 
about new design ideas and methods for refining nn emerging design took place 
between students and mentors during 38% of the work session times. When 
commenting on the mentor's use of discussion, Student 16 snid: 
... they kepi talking to me about the design and usually suggested 
little changes or adding in things like verandah's and so on. They always 
gave me reasons for doing things in certain ways and little tricks for 
working out problems like traffic flow or design details that crorped up. 
They would get me to talk them through what I had done and then they 
would say have you thought about this or that and that usually meant 
working through some new stuff. 
From comments such as these and other similar data, l determined that 
purposeful discussion was used by the students and the mentors to progressively 
introduce new ideas and to explore other aspects of the design in progress. Mentor 6 
described his approach to working with Student 16 as fbllows: 
. . .  there were no great thunderbolts, it was mainly little clicks and 
penny drops along the way, you know, a process of building up one idea 
on top of another. We just try to introduce small new tasks for them to 
try whenever they look like they are ready to move up a level with the 
de.�ign, or to bring in some advanced elements that make it that bit 
special. You know, take it up a peg by talking it through first. 
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Working in this way, mo:.1 of the mentors scqucnccd lcnming activities using 
tnsks of increasing tlilliculty that nddrc=d new asJX.'Cts of the emerging design 
solutions. This wos evident in the sketches produced during the work sessions by the 
students and the mentors as they workL'tl through problems, emergent from the tlesign 
project. During work session discussions, sketching was also used lo assist cxplnnntion 
built.ling. Activities il_ivolving discussion and sketching for the purpose of explanation 
building took place during 54% of the work session times, Discussions aimed at 
identifying key design elements or influencing factors occurred during 18% of the work 
session times, When describing how Mentor 27 used discussion and sketching to 
introduce and explain design ideas, Student 14 said: 
The whole lime we just sketched and talked about the three sections and 
talked about what the relationships of each area would be lo the overall 
design and what the room sizes should be. That's how l learnt to design 
from him. 
Mcotor 15 used a similar approach. He said: 
Garry (the student) was very good at explaining his ideas, but needed a 
lot of help to implement them in n design. He was also a good listener 
and that made our working together easy because all the way through we 
used discussion and sketching to work through the design of each oft'1e 
rooms and how they should fit together in the final solution. I could talk 
him through by saying what was needed and why ruxl he was !hen able to 
put it all together in rough form, which we would then refine. 
Comments, such as these about the use of discussion aod sketching, were made 
by most of the study participants during Phase Two interviews. From this I developed 
the view that discussion used together with sketching was the principal means of 
communication for the transfer of declarative knowledge about design situations and 
about the procedures used to resolve design problems. For example, Mentor 3 spent 
83% of his work session times using discussion to provide explicit information about 
design and construction methods including incrpretation of codes nnd regulations, 
planning guidelines set by local council and common industry practices for dealing with 
particular design details or situations. 
Discussion and sketching were also used together during 62% of the work time 
to exchange information about design practices built on the mentor's tacit knowledge of 
building design facts and regulations and in lhe application of heuristic design strategies 
to resolve emergent problems. Here, tacit knowledge is regarded as the kinds of 
knowledge built from experience of multiple design situations in which problem solving 
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stmlcgics nnd explicit or declarative knowledge have been used lo resolve 
emergent problems. For cxumplc, Mentor In explained his use ofdiscus.�ion uml 
sketching for this purpose um.I us Ufl integrated tool fur communicuting design ideas or 
working methods in his collaboration with Stud,.mt 20 by saying: 
Talking und sketching nrc the communication tools of the trnde here, 
people cannot 1111k nnd communicnlc if their hm1ds arc tied. Some 
individuals just can'I seem lo link it aU  together. We find that by sitting 
down und talking through thl.l building sketching details wi we go is the 
best wuy t o  get them up and going. wC talked nlxiut every aspect of the 
design and sketched out ideus with him when we wantct.1 something done 
in a pur!icular way. 
When Student 20 was asked about how Mentor Ju used discussion and sketching 
during their collaboration on the design project, he said: 
I think that talking and sketching and writing down the notes of things 
that he was emphasising definitely helped the most, Then corning home 
to do the sketches nnd then taking it back and talking about it in front of 
him. Also doing little sketches to explain ideas on top of the sketches, he 
did that a lot and that gave me something to take away and think on, you 
know, you could see ii there on the sketch where we discussed it. 
In this excerpt, Student 20 h.'IS mentioned that talking, sketching and writing 
down notes assisted his learning. He also commented he used notes and sketches for 
independent development of the design, then later for reflection and exploration of other 
ideas with the mentor through sketching over the top when explanation building. This is 
an example of student use of declarative knowledge, acquired during discussions, along 
with mentor modelled procedures for design development, to establish his own tacit 
knowledge based on application of the procedures learned. 
Analysis of video recorded during Phase Three work sessions showed that 
sketching took pince during 53% of the overall work time and note taking occurred 
during JO% ofthe work time. A detailed explanation of the role of sketching in the 
learning situation is provided Inter in this Chapter because it is so important, but it is 
mentioned here because ofits relevance to the use of discussion. 
The combination of discussion and sketching emerged as the principal means by 
which information was exchanged and how working practices for dealing with complex 
design problems were rcified by the mentors. Student acquisition of explicit information 
about design methods and situations udded to their declarative knowledge needed for 
applying heuristic design strategics modelled by mentors. Some mentors used 
discussion, supported by sketching, to inspire students to visualise and communicate 
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how they imagined II design to tlcvdop. For example, during work session 
two in Phase Three, Mentor 4 discus.o;cd the setting for the design with Student 23 in the 
following wny: 
Just imagine yourself waking up in the morning in this valley with the 
mist rolling in around the house and sun breaking through. What is it Iha! 
you wnnt from that room you arc ill'/ Do you want the room to be 
invisible so that you can reach out to the day without being bourxlcd by 
walls? How about an overhanging balcony so that the house just touches 
the ground lightly like a Frank Lloyd Wright design. Try to visualise 
being there und imagine what you might feel when you experience that 
light and the smell ofthc morning in count ry air, away from all lhe shit 
that's in the city. 
Responding to this later when interviewed, Student 23 said that he now had a 
new approach to thinking about design that was inspired by the visualisation method 
modelled by Mentor 4. This is regarded by me lo signify the student's development of 
procedural knowledge based on methods modelled by the mentor. Commenting on this, 
Student 23 said: 
He (Mentor 4) just looked at the drawings thnt I had already done nnd 
said hnve you thought about what the client might experience living in 
this house? Then we put my drawings aside nnd just talked for ages 
about what it might be like being in that valley and the sort of lifestyle 
that people who want to build there might be after. That really made me 
think about things differently and to imagine a much more homely pince 
to design. 
Discussion used in this manner for visualisation of ideas and design 
development was obseaved to occur during 44% ofthe work session times. Mentor 6 
described his use of discussion when visualising design ideas as a ''verbal scribble" 
stage oft he design process, essential to his practice. Describing this as his usual 
approach, he said: 
We just wcrk our way into the design u�ing this quick approach which 
gives us a verbal scribble stage between sessions on the computer. Jack 
(partner) arxl I sit down with these sketches nnd talk it through as we 
draw, this is the way anyone coming to this office would have to do it 
here. In  this way we talk about the themes nnd where we want the d1:sign 
lo go. 
Student acquisition of ways for applying methods such as those described in the 
previous quote by Mentor 6 I reg!lfd as part of their development oftncit knowledge 
based on application ofreplieable procedures shown by mentors to be usual design 
office practices. Student appfication of design methods such as the "verbal scribble 
stage" described by Mentor 6 assisted them to work in autonomous wnys when 
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visuo[ising and relining design solution.�. This, I regard us in part the 
development oftheir procedural knowledge, us well as development ofrnctacognitivc 
ways for resolving emergent tlesign problems, 
Datu such us those shown in the previous quotes suggest that mentors 1md 
students used discussion methods to express ideas llmt lhcy had visuidiscd and refined 
before committing to fomwl d.::sign drawings. Analysis of Phase Three data showed !hat 
during student/mentor work sessions the mentors' use of discussion for explanation 
building occlll'l'Cd during 54% of the work times. This usually took place in conjunction 
wilh questioning nnd defending of ideas or design procedures, which were observed to 
occur during J4% of the work times. Student learning through lhesc kinds of 
experiences I regard as forming the basis oftheir tacit knowledge of design methods and 
procedures that utilise heuristic design strategics and declarative knowledge modelled 
by mentors. The main learning outcome for stixlents working in this way was their 
acquisition of ways for applying design knowledge and practices in the context and 
culture oflhe mentors' everyday methods. 
Most ofthe participants when interviewed during Phase Two said that 
discussion and sketching were used together at all stages ofa design development. In 
the first ofthe student/mentor work sessions, the mentors used discussion during 36% 
of the work session times for design activities, while the students similarly used 19% of 
the time. In the last of the work sessions, the balance had shifted such that the students 
were observed to be using discussion and sketching 55% oft he time and the mentors 
17% of the time. Working in this way, the mentors were regarded by me to bejading 
their use of scqffolding lo assist student learning as the students developed their 
knowledge and skills. As this occurred, the students appeared to be using their tacit 
knowledge, acquired through experience of using design information and strategies 
modelled by the mentors, in more autonomous ways to create innovative solutions to 
emergent design problems. Learning outcomes such as these were con finned by 
comparing Phase Three data with Phase Two data such as those shown below in the 
comments made by Student 16, which show how she developed design skills by 
working in ways modelled by her mentors. 
When I went there I didn't feel confident to talk about my ideas and 
wasn't sure about how they d id  things there. That changed pretty quickly 
because although they took the time to explain a lot lo me about their 
design methods, they also made me talk about mine and got me to 
explain every part of my design as it developed. Thal really helped me to 
be more relaxed about talking lo them and by the end I think I was doing 
most of the talking and they just helped when I needed it. 
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Analysis of Phnsc Three work sessions showed lhnt Mentor 3 kcp Student 22 
actively involved and contributing lo the discussion of each aspect of the design nt hand 
nnd 1hc design processes introduced for resolving it. Mentor 3 used 14% nfthe work 
session time to discuss design procc!!Ses und procedures for resolving problems 
emergent from the design process, with Student 22 similarly discussing methods he 
proposed to use, taking pince during 17% oft he work session time. 
Commenting on what he considered were valuable aspects of working with 
Mentor 3, Student 22 said: 
It was just great the way thnt he talked through everything, I le llllldc me 
explain my ideas for doing something, lhcn would come up with a couple 
of more ways of doing it Thal really blew me away btcausc I always 
then had choices for solving things. His explanations were really good 
bcc11use he talked about all sorts of design jobs of his own that were 
similar to mine. I learnt heaps just by talking with him about problems 
and ways of sorting them out. 
From comments such 11s these, I concluded that the students acquired dedarative 
and procedural knowledge by having mentors discuss and model their design practices. 
Mentor 6 used a similar approach when working with Student 24. I-le began by 
demonstrating his way of narrowing down the design options available to only those 
applicable to the situation at hand. This he did by first listing, then discussing, 
regulatoiy or  physical factors affecting the design situation. Then, using discussion and 
sketching together, he identified what he described as the main problem aspects of the 
design situation that needed to be resolved. Following this, he compared those problem 
design elements to other projects of his own that involved difficulties similar to those in 
the student project and discussed how he had resolved them in his own works. In 
addition to discussing the strategics and solutions that were appropriate to the student's 
design situation, Mentor 6 also explained the reasons why he thought the strategies 
would be suitable for decisions mode throughout that process. Throughout the work 
sessions, Mentor 6 used questioning to keep St Went 24 actively involved in the tlesign 
process and to ensure his understanding of what wns being presented. In this way, 
Student 24 acquired declarative knowledge of many different aspects oft he design 
situation and procedural knowledge of ways lo explore and resolve emergent design 
problems in the culture and context oft he mentor's usual practices. 
During 22% of the work session times, Mentor 6 established links between 
problems that emerged from the real work design project at hand, to his usual practices 
for dealing with similar situations. For example, he showed Student 24 drawings and 
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photographs ofhis current design commiS.'lions, while explaining in dctuil 
his reasons for using particular corl�truction methods or nrchitcctural features when 
detailing his solutions. This opprooch rc111:11lcd the mcn1or's tocit knowlt'tlgc of many 
complex nspccts oft he design situation in his own commission, as compared to the 
student project, ns well os procedures he considered lo be oppropri111c for resolving 
V11Iious ports ofi.'llch of those projects. Working in this woy, Mentor 6 rcificd his wcit 
knowledge of successful design procedures by matching problems that emerged from 
the student design project to those he  had encountered nnd resolved in his own 
commissions, 
In those same work sessions, Student 24 spent 70"/o of the time discussing his 
interpretation of the design problems and possible strategies that he might use in 
resolving them, thus articulating his tacit knowledge as well as the heuristic design 
strategies or procedures he regarded as appropriate for their application. The focus of 
such discussions was directed by Mentor 6 to understanding the many influencing 
factors found in any design problem and on exploring many different potential solutions 
before accepting any particular one for detailed development. In this way Mentor 6 
introduced multiple ways for resolving the design situation. He also guided Student 24 
through the exploration of multiple solutions to parts of the design project at hand by 
matching some elements ofthosc designs to similar design office commissions that 
Mentor 6 had presented in his discussion of usual design methods. For example, Mentor 
6 used pre-drawn CAD elements such as bathrooms and kitchen layouts to quickly 
demonstrate alternative solutions that could be used by Student 24 in his own design 
solutions. 
Mentor coaching of students, in the use of problem solving appr0aches in this 
way, was regarded by me to be an effective means by which the students acquired tacit 
knowledge of design situations and procedural knowledge of ways to deal with 
problems that emerge during design development, 
A summary of findings that emerged from analysis of data coded using Category 
I. I Discus.fion is as follows: 
• work session discussions helped students to acquire a technical vocabulary and ways 
of speaking used in the design office cnlture ofpractice; 
• discussions between students and mentors fucilitatcd transfer of dccforativc 
knowledge about design situations, codes, regulations and practices; 
• work session discussions facilitated student acquisition of ways for explaining 
design ideas and using processes, procedures and heuristic design stralcgics used by 
building designers to resolve complex problems; 
• work session discussions exposed students to the mentors' methods of questioning, 
evaluating and defending ideas; and 
. ·  
• work session discussions assisted students lo acquire ways of reflecting 
on design methods and creative idc!l..'l lending to exp lo rut ion of multiple concept 
forms nod design solutions. 
Category 1,2 Artkulalion 
1 12  
The second category used for analysis of the study data, Arrlcu/allon, is based on 
the Collins; et at. (1989) teaching strategy ofthnl name in which the "teacher 
encourages students to vcrbnlise their knowledge and thinking" (Carver, 1995, p. 206), 
Dato coded in this category also included mentor use· of articulation to explain ideas and 
to express personal thoughts about design methods or reasons for using particular 
stmtegies. In this study, artlc11lation i s  considered to be more tlumjust talking or having 
discussions with others; here it includes students and mentors verbalising: 
• personal thoughts and opinions when thinking about design ideas; 
• reasons for using particular heuristic design strategics; 
• ways for using problem solving strategies based on personal experience of similar 
problems or situations; and 
• explanaiions or interpretations of design problem situations, the underlying reasons 
for using particular design strategies and possible solutions or decisions taken. 
Most of the students and mentors when interviewed during Phase Two said that 
in building design it was important to express aloud personal points of view and reasons 
for using piirticular strategies when dealing with design problems. One reason for doing 
this was said to be so that others might readily understand why a design was being 
develoJ)ed in a given way. Many other aspects of student and mentor use of articulation 
during work sessions arose during analysis of Phase Two data and these were coded in 
four sub-categories os follows: 
• exp!itnation building; 
• quesiioning and defending ofideas; 
• identifying design criteria; and 
• development of multiple design solutions -this includes comparing emergent 
design concepts to commonly occurring situations and strategics IYPically used to 
resolve them. 
Findings that emerged from analysis of data coded using these categories are 
now discussed. 
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Calegory 1.2.l Explanation building. 
During Phose Three work sessions, all ofthc mentors used ruticulation to 
develop detailed explanations of design methods based on the mentors' authentic design 
experiences. This kind of exploratory knowledge expressed by mentors when explaining 
their working methods is regarded here to be tacit knowledge. Such knowledge is 
regurdetl ns having been built from personal experience in numy di!Tcrcnt building 
design situations. Most mentors used articulation to link their tacit knowledge of design 
situations nnd problem solving methods, to problems that emerged from the authentic 
projects undertaken by the students, Working in this way, the mentors reificd their 
typical design work practices in ways that helped students to understand how and why 
they tackled design problems in the ways they did. 
Mentor use of this process included their articulation of the reasons for using 
particular working practices and thinking aloud when working with students on design 
problems. For example, some mentors modelled their ways for developing solutions to 
parts ofa design by "sketching and talking through" (Mentor la) each stage ofa design 
just ns they would for any project of their own. For each design element explored, or 
method for resolving emergent problems applied, the mentors verbalised their thoughts 
about why they were using the methods modelled and how that impacted or affected 
other aspects ofthe design under development. This process usually al�o included 
anecdotes of successes and failures they had encountered. Working in this way, the 
mentors reificd their thought processes and the reasons for applying heuristic design 
strategies in the context oftheir usual practice. Having modeJted this approach to 
design, most of the mentors then encouraged the students to apply similar methods to 
their own design practices. 
Throughout Phase Three work sessions, most of the students were observed 
verbalising their thoughts as they worked through design problems. Analysis of Phase 
Three data showed that articulation was used in this manner during 54% ofthc work 
session times. 1bc following comment made by Student 14 is tJpical of other data 
coded in this category that indicated the use of articulation for explanation building by 
mentors and by students . 
. • •  he was good at picking up on ideas that I presented and talking them 
through with me. He would point out all the good and bad points that I 
perhaps hadn't seen and compare these lo jobs he had done. He always 
explained to me the reasons for doing things in different ways by telling 
me  about and how it had worked for him. That really helped me to 
explore new ideas a lot more than ifl had done it alone. (Student 14) 
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In this example, the mentor is using his tacit knowledge to identify 
problem aspects orthc student's design. Dy urticulating reasons for resolving emergent 
design problems in pnrticular ways, the mentors were thought lo rcify their tacit 
knowledge und to support it with authentic examples of successes and failures upon 
which they hnvc built knowledge nnd procedures for addressing commonly occurring 
design situutions. The manner in which this ns.�istcd student lcnming can be seen in the 
following comments mude by St1:1dcnt 13 who said: 
The best thing with Barry was he knew eXllctly what to do and just got 
on with it. I was really lucky be,:ause he just talked very directly and 
clearly, he used his experience to explain heaps of things that you just 
don't nol'tl11llJY see. 
Another example of how some mentors used articulation for explanation 
building when working with students comes from comments made by Mentor J. He 
described his approach as being based on providing detailed explanations ofhow 
something was done, along with personal reasons that detailed why it was done in a 
particular manner, Commenting on this, Mentor I said: 
I think what happens is you talk as you draw more, really explain 
yourselfnnd your thoughts as you nre drawing. When you arc doing it for 
a student you need to lalk it through so they know the reasons for what 
you are doing. Not just show them how to do it, but explain why for 
every step of the way using your experience of actual jobs to give real 
situations with real solutions. 
When commenting on how his mentor described the reasons for OOopting 
particular solutions to design problems encountered in his own design commissions in 
order to present wnys for dealing with similar problems in the student project, Student 9 
said: 
I had problems getting the roof to work so I suggested we use a valley 
gutter. He (the mentor) said that was a bit "iffy" because of leakage over 
the flashing. Then he pulled out the drawings of one of his designs to 
show me a detail that had worked for him. He talked me through all the 
reason why it worked nnd how in some situations it would not work, like 
where another valley gutter runs in at an angle and so on. I was then able 
to come up with a detail that avoided using a valley gutter and still 
looked OK on the elevation. It was not the same as his, but it had some 
ofhis ideas in it and it worked just as well. Listening to him talk about 
how he had sorted out simUar problems in his own jobs helped me to 
learn his approach to design detailing and to then work it out for myself. 
Data such as these led me to conclude that student and mentor use of articulation 
of personal design practices and the reasons for working in particular ways assisted in 
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the transfer oft11cit knowledge based on real design experiences. Examples 
such as the one shown ubovc (Student 9) suggested that using 11rticul11tion in this manner 
IL'lsisted students to acquire knowk'dgc or procedures used by experts when applying 
heuristic design strategics in the context of the building design domain culture of 
practice. 
Category 1.2.2 Questioning and Defending of Ideas. 
Analysis of Phase Three data showed that during 34% of the work session times, 
students verbalised their thoughts when expressing their reasons for using particular 
design strategies nnd to defend design decisions they has taken lo refine solutions lo 
problems that emerged throughout the design process, Fur example, moi.1 ofthe mentors 
used questioning early in each work session to encourage students to articulate the 
processes they had used to develop design solutions for the projects at hand and to 
verbalise how they had thought through emergent problems or applied strategies to 
resolve them. Student 13 said that he and his mentor made extensive use of questioning 
when exploring design ideas and when defending design strategies or solutions in this 
manner. Commenting on this, he said: 
••. he was great because he let me put up all sorts of ideas and we worked 
through them. He made me discuss and justify everything that I 
suggested, just as he did the same by always saying why he did things 
the way he did. We just kept asking each other why we each wanted to 
do things and then talked it through giving our reasons. (Student 13) 
From data �eh as these, I concluded that student learning was enhanced when 
the mentors encouraged the students lo articulate their thoughts about design and 
methods they employ in the development of solutions to problems that emerge from 
authentic tasks in design office situations, 
Some mentors also encouraged the students to articulate their design processes 
in order to structure and sequence further learning activities. This approach supports the 
sequencing oflenming activities as part ofthc design principles for a cognitive 
apprenticeship learning environment described by Carver (1995, p. 206). Mentor 4 said 
that he used questioning to encourage students to articulate their views as a means of 
identifying their level ofundcrstanding of design in order to  set tasks with achievable 
goals for them to advance their learning. Describing how he used this approach, Mentor 
4 said: 
I start by showing them some ideas and talking about my reasons for 
designing in the way that I do. Then f ask them what do you think? I 
make them get involved make them tell me their ideas. I get them to 
.. 
I 
explain why they want to do it in a particular way. I look to sec 
where they are in the big picture and if thcy arc having diflicu!ty in 
telling me how they got there, If their skills aren't there in pince yet and 
their knowledge and experience is not necessarily there, 1hcn I gel them 
going with little tasks thut they can achieve and make them inlk through 
every decision with me us they go. 
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This approach was obscrvctl being used during 34% oft he work session times 
by all five Phase Three mentors when working with students. I concluded that the use of 
articulation by stWcnts and m:ntors as part of design exploration and during 
questioning and defending of design solutions, provided a means for the transfer of tacit 
knowledge and design pmcedurcs. Articulation used in ways described above by 
Mentor 4 to encourage students to " ... make them tell me their ideas. I get them to 
explain why they want to do it in a particular way" assisted students to conceptualise 
and defend ideas and in .so doing helped them to develop metacognitive ways for using 
design procedures for rcfming and expressing design .solutions. 
Cattgory 1.2,J ldentflylng Design Criteria. 
Mo.st oft he students said that the first tasks set for them by their mentors was to 
identify key design criteria by interpreting the client design brief in terms of the 
functional requirements for the building. Analysis of Phase Three data showed that 
mentors and .students together spent 18% of the work session times verbalising their 
views about key design elements and style. The following Phase Two interview excerpt 
is typical of comments made by most of the students when discussing how articulation 
was used for identifying design keys and style elements that led lo their development of 
design ideas and working practices . 
. ,, whell we got going together the ideas flowed. He talked about the 
client brief the kind or stuff that he saw as his personal design style. I 
also came up with some ideas that we worked through together. We 
looked at other things along the way and I thought maybe I could do 
that and that's how I came up with the design for my latest assignment 
using the same techniques that I used with the mentor. (Student 9) 
This approach of using articulation to express how and why a design was being 
developed in particular ways was observed to occur throughout all ofthe Phase Tirrec 
work sessions. Its use is regarded by me to be one means through which the students 
developed procedural knowledge in design, based on methods model!ed by the mentors 
and reinforced by student application to their authentic design project. The following 
comments were made by Student IS when discussing how his mentor provided 
information and procedures that helped him to develop design solutions: 
... I had some ideas and took in some notes und sketches to that first 
mei:ling and we so we were able to talk ubout the bricJ: I le was really 
insistent that we follow the brief exactly 11ml incorporate it in our own 
designs so that the client can benefit from it, but it had to follow the brief 
all the wny. He had n particular approach to doing the work that was very 
organised and structured. His method wo.s to break the brief down into 
client needs, site requirements, regulations and orientation issues, It was 
oil mapped out before we began to sketch-out any design ideas. That 
worked we[! for me because it gave me a plan to work to, where l could 
sort it out one-step-at - a -time. Each time that we got together he would 
help me to lllllp out what I nce<led to do in preparation for the next 
session. 
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By working in this manner the students acquired ways for organising and 
applying client-brief focussed design procedures typical ofthc mentor's usual practices. 
Mentor sequencing of design tasks by using a structured approach as described by 
Student 13 (above) assisted student learning by providing order to the design process, 
with tasks organised around readily achievable stages. 
Category 1.2.4 Multiple Solutions. 
Most of the students interviewed during Phase Two and all of the students who 
participated in Phase Three, said that they explored multiple design solutions as a result 
of having mentors articulate and model ways of developing variations on basic design 
concepts. When commenting on how his mentor had introduced multiple design ideas 
and solutions during work sessions, Student 13 said: 
He had a Jot of different ideas and different ways of putting it across. 
That was the great thing obout it, he has had such a lot of experience he 
is able to say look l'\'e tried it this way or that way and he gave me 
examples of where it worked or failed. I learnt heaps from trying out 
different ways of designing, for each part of the project. 
The manner in which most ofthe mentors introduced multiple design methods 
or solutions was through rapid sketching ofideas, supported by articulation of the 
reasons for using or rejecting the ideas being explored. This manner of working also 
included explanation of the methods or procedures necessary to refine design ideas and 
to resolve emergent problems. When commenting on how his mentor helped him 
through the design process by modelling different techniques and supporting his ideas, 
Student 8 said: 
Having the mentor show you a few different design techniques they use 
and then support your ideas is really good because it confirms that you 
are on the right track, they are out there doing it for a living and they 
know what works. 
- -
"' 
Observation of Phase Three work sessions showed that the stm.lents 
and the mentors worked together in this way to exchange ideas, transfer knowledge 
about the situntions being explored, the procedures for addressing emergent prohlcms 
nnd the suitability of possible solutions presented. Information cxchungcd in this WtlY 
was mostly tacit knowl�dgc, which includt'tl design methods and regulatory 
requirements, as well as procedural knowledge about how to apply heuristic design 
strategies nnd problem solving processes. Analysis of Phase Three data showed that 
students and mentors together used 39% of the work session times exploring multiple 
design solutions by applying typical design omce procedures which were supported by 
mentor tacit knowledge of other successful authentic design commissions. 
As nn example, Student 8 said that he nnd his mentor worked in this manner at 
first, then they independently developed ideas based on what each of them had 
expressed when articulating their individual design preferences. Student 8 commented: 
... after we had each said what we thought should be in the design and 
put some ideas down together, we decided to work independently on 
sketches or ideas then we compared what we had done nnd put it together 
and decided what we could build from it, we did it together and the end 
design ended up being a mix of his and my likes. 
Working in this way supports a cognitive apprenticeship approach to learning in 
that the mentor extended to the student the status of apprentice designer by working in 
collabomtion with him on the design. He then provided sufficient guidance to initiate 
student independent application of design skills, before reflecting on the work produced 
and working collabomtively to refine solutions. This he did by articulating his views 
and encouraged the student to do the same, while applying multiple design strategies to 
the problems that emerged during exploration of the authentic tasks oftbc design 
project. 
Observation of Mentor 3 working with Student 22 showed that together they 
used 65% of the work session time articulating their views about design, problem 
solving strategies and the reasons for working in particular ways. During these sessions, 
Mentor 3 focussed on providing personal insights into his ways for interpreting design 
problems and the strategies needed to resolve them. For example, nt the commencement 
of each work session, Mentor 3 spent between JO and 15 minutes describing ill detail 
the progress ofa current design office project, verbalising why he had used particular 
methods to resolve emergent problems. He also sketched for Student 22 numerous 
variations of proposed design solutions, explaining as he sketched his thoughts about 
the suitability of each, while pondering aloud other possible problems or solutions that 
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emerged through that process. Working in this way he rcilied his uich 
knowledge of 11U1.ny different design situations 11ml working methods, 11.� well ns 
procedural knowledge of methods he employed lo resolve problems emergent from 
nuthcntic projects. When commenting on how Mentor 3 assisted him tu acquire design 
knowledge and procedures, Student 13 said: 
Whnt is really good also is that I nm now working with Mario (nn ex 
studcnVcmployec of lhe mentor in this collaboration) and I can sec 
myself using ITIElny of the working habits and design ideas that I learnt 
from working with Barry (the mentor) and that makes it cosy for me 
because Mario works in much the same way now. Yeah Barry's office is 
very similar in the Way it docs design work to Mario's. They both use 
similar work procedures with their designs and they organise their time 
on a job just the same. 
When Interviewed during Phase Two, Mentor 3 said that he always tried to talk 
students through design examples by verbalising the thought processes that he used to 
create and resolve designs, He also applied this approach to working with students on 
their own design problems. This he did by expressing aloud his thoughts when 
modelling ways for resolving emergent problems and when coaching students in their 
use of heuristic design strategies. Student 13 confirmed this aspect of working with 
Mentor 3, saying: 
He was great because he let me put up all sorts of ideas and we worked 
through them. He made me discuss and justify everything thut I 
suggested, just as he did the same by always saying why he did things 
the way he did. He was really open about saying what he thought, even if 
sometimes the things he tried hadn't worked. 
Coding of numerous data such as these indicated that most of the mentors used 
discussion and articulation to explain and defend design ideas or solutions. Most of the 
mentors also verbalised their reasons for adopting decisions in their own authentic 
design commissions when assisting students lo explore multiple design solutions to 
address problems emergent from their design project. Some mentors also showed and 
explained examples of design fuilures by articulating the reasons for design decisions 
taken and the reasons why the design failed. In this way, the mentors reifled their tacit 
knowledge of multiple design situations, as well as the procedures used to create and 
evaluate solutions for them. By using these methods, the mentors provid ' ways for the 
students lo acquire declarative knowledge of many different design situntions, design 
strategies and design solutions, as well as procedural knowledge of ways for resolving 
similar situatiD"IIS that they were likely to encounter in their own projects. 
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Throughoul the Phnse Three work sessions, I obscrvc!.I Mentor 3 
nrticulnting his rcnsons for using problem solving �1rulcgics und design solutions in his 
own design office commissions. These he Jinked to similar problems that he und 
Student 13 bud identified in the outhcntic design pro}!ct on which they worked tog�1hcr. 
An example of how Mentor 3 rcificd his lncil knowledge of different design situations, 
methods and solutions for Student 13 is evident in lh{' Tn!!owing interview excerpt; 
I stnrted out by questioning him about how transportable houses arc put 
together, I did this to find out what he knew, but also so thnt I could fill 
in the gaps so that we could both be taking the same language when we 
started to design it, I nskcd him things like: How do they fix the walls? 
How do they drop them on site? How do they do the stumping when do 
you use a slab base to build on or when to use steel girders ete? Then I 
talked about the structural problems and how they jack them up and so 
on, you know, the sort of things tlwt you just pick up with experience of 
doing these jobs. The process we used in getting him going on the 
project was to first-of-all discuss generally the problems of 
transportablcs. Then I explained in detail how they are dealt with by 
industry and the rensons for doing things in particular ways. I also talked 
about industry standards and my own interpretation of good practice 
methods. Then I asked him to reflect on those and don't let it stop (the 
design process). He tuned into that pretty quickly and was soon asking 
me more questions than I was asking him. 
In the example shown above, Mentor 3 began by using questioning to detennine 
what the student knew about the design situation at hand, as weJJ as to inform and 
encourage him to visualise the design situation problems by providing declarative 
knowledge ab;.,ut a number of key elements such as the fixing and placing oft he 
building panels. He then went on to explain other aspects of the situation using tacit 
knowledge that he had developed from experience of similar authentic projects. Finally 
he discussed common industry practices ruxl struxlan:ls, (Then I explained in detail how 
they are deall with by induy/ry) flagging these for the student to reflect upon throughout 
the design process. This I regard as revealing his procedural knowledge of effective 
design methods typical of his usual practices. 
During Phase Three, Mentor 3 was observed using this approach in two work 
sessions with Student 22. For 40% of the work session times Mentor 3 used articulation, 
discussion and sketching to provide tips and techniques (as evident in the example 
above) to support student learning. He also used similar methods to encourage Student 
22 to reflect on design ideas and to express his thoughts aloud. 
In the four different design office situations studied in Phase 11uee, activities in 
which students were encouraged to reflect on their work and articulate their reasons for 
design decisions they had made occurred during 20% of the work session times. From 
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this 11nd other Phase Two dntn, l concluded lhnl 11t1icul111ion wns used by lhc 
students !100 the mentors to exchange explicit infonnalion including declarative 
knowledge about design situations ond working methods. Articulation was also used by 
students and mentors to express their tacit knowledge of successful design pructiccs and 
procedural knowledge required for upplicntion of those pmclices to problems thut 
emerged fi'om authentic tRSks, For exumplc, Student 13 made the folluwing comments: 
There are h�11ps of things thnt I learnt there with Barry that I now use, 
Perhaps not everyday, but usually you come across a little problem 
similar lo things I did there nnd I find myself thinking of what llarry hos 
said worked for thnt siluntion nnd then I try it out for the problem that's 
there and it usually works, or I can adapt it 10 suit the situation. I now use 
things that ) learnt fi'om his explanation of his design experiences in my 
work nll thc lime. 
Findings from analysis of data about articulation suggested that the students and the 
mentors used articulation to: 
• explain aspects oftncit knowledge; 
• express declarative knowledge about multiple design situations 
• explain procedural knowledge necessary of application of design processes 
• explain the use of heuristic design strategics and to provide reasons their 
applicatiom 
• provide insights into decision making methods employed for problem solving and 
the exploration of multiple design ideas or solutions; and 
• rcllect on and defend design decisions. 
Category J,3 Sketching 
Analysis of Phase Two data suggested that sketching wns regarded by most of 
the participants to be equal in importance to that of discussion and articulation ns o tool 
for communication of design concepts, design strategics and solutions. Three aspects of 
the use of sketching presented frequently throughout the overall data analysis as key 
elements that support learning in the design office situation. They are: 
• sketching used as a communication tool; 
• sketching used in design office practices affecting learning; and 
• sketching as used to scaffold student learning. 
In this section, findings about the use of sketching as a tool for communication 
are presented. The use of sketching in design office practices affecting learning is 
discussed later in this Chapter in section 3.1.5 and as part ofSca!Tolding section 3.4.1. 
1bis approach was adopted in order to fully display the extensive role played by 
sketching in the study situation and lo demonstrate the different ways in which 
sketching was used by the study participants in many different contexts. 
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Slietchlng as a communication tool. 
Sketching wos used by 1111 of the study participunts to explore, explain, reline 
and present design idcns, All oflhc mcnttlrs st1id that it was cs.wntUll for students lo be 
able to visualise design concepts and to be able to communicate their ideas using 
sketching and discussion. Commenting on this, Mentor I said: 
We are always drawing while talking with them {the students) and they 
need to be able to rend your rough sketches. Unless they can follow 
sketched idcns., you need lo spell it all out for them and that just doesn't 
achieve anything. 
Most oft he students when interviewed said that the mentors used drawings and 
sketches as an integral port of their work sessions. The following comment l1100e by 
Student 14 is typical of many others found throughout the data: 
••. listening to his ideas, having him sketch and explain things, that 
was the most vo[uable part of communic11ting with him, that's how we 
gradually relined the design and worked through nil the problems that 
came out of the brief. 
Student 16 reported similar experiences when working with Menlor 6. She said: 
He sketched and talked all the time, in fact he sketched everything rather 
than describing what he meant. That's where I got a lot of my ideas-, then 
I incorporated them into my design. 
From these comments Wld other similar data I determined that sketching was 
used for the transfer oftn�it knowledge and procedures used to create and develop 
design solutions by providing fast visual representations of concept forms and potential 
solutiorui. For example, Figure 4 (p. 123) shows how a plan form has been developed 
using quick sketching methods to show room positions, possible views from a balcony 
and a main entry foyer. 
Main plan 
form with 
suggested 
room layouts 
Two plan 
forms 
"bitJ 
lw.J:; 
lt>.uet - � 
�-¥ 
Figure 4. Quick sketch for exploring design concepts 
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At the bottom of the sketch, two different plan configurations have been 
explored with simple line sketches. At the top of the sketch, the plan forms are more 
developed with possible room layout being suggested. This use of sketching provided 
students with procedural knowledge of design methods used by the mentors when 
exploring multiple solutions. Sketching of this type was used by most of the study 
participants to explore design variations for the development of multiple solutions and 
construction details. Sketches produced for these purposes were also used extensively to 
show the development pathways followed in the design process and design ideas that 
had been accepted or rejected as part ofrefining final solutions. The following 
comments made by Mentor 1 during Phase Two interviews are typical of many others 
coded about the use of sketching as a communication and design development tool. 
It is a lot easier to explain things when you have a pencil in your hand 
and you just talk and sketch as the ideas unfo Id. Sketches are far better 
than just telling someone because they can be very specific and 
immediate. 
Mentor 4 used sketching similarly, using it as a communication tool to 
encourage the students to participate in making sketches with him from the outset of 
their working collaboration. In this way he brought them into his culture of practice and 
design methods through talking and sketching. Of this approach, Mentor 4 said: 
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When I gi:t a student to work with I take the wad of detail (lllpcr nnd 
sny to them: OK this is how we are going to go with this, big broad 
global npprouch with quick loose sketches to get the big picture. I show 
them some ideas using sketches, then usk them what do you think. Make 
them get involved make them tell you their idea.�, get them sketching 
with you so they can express their ideas. 
Mentor use ofskctching in lhis manner provided ways for them to reify their 
lncit knowledge of different design situations us well as procedural knowledge ust:d in 
me1hods for dealing with them. 
Mentor 5 said that he encouraged students to sketch and describe their ideas 
throughout the entire design process. This he said assisted them to develop design 
strategies "in their head" before committing to hard line drawings. Fast sketching used 
in this way provided II means for expressing complex design forms in simple thrce­
dimcnsiolllll skelches, rather than time consuming formal drawings. It also demonslrated 
an aid it trail of the students' thinking throughout !heir exploration of multiple design 
ideas, which was then used by the mentors nnd the students for reflecting on their design 
processes and solutions, leading lo metacognitivc ways for refining them. Mentor 5 
described his use ofthis approach with Student JO as fol!ows: 
Afler we talked and sketched our way through the brief, she went away, 
did some sketching up of ideas, then come back with them. We  went 
through them with her, sketching and talking about the reasons for using 
strategics for resolving each part. 
When she had developed the ideas further, she came back with an end 
result that she backed that up wilh sketches where she was able to say 
look I've tried this and tried that but it didn't work so I have come to this 
result. 
Findings from Phase lbrce data showed that the mentors and students together 
used sketching during 53% of the work session times. Most of that time sketching was 
used for the exploration and development of design ideas using quickly executed 
concept style sketches. similar to that shown above in Figure 4 (p. 123), that provided 
only the minimal information necessary to communicate the ideas being considered. 
This process involved dcelaralive knowledge and procedural knowledge of design 
situations and problem solving methods. Working in this way, the students and the 
mentors used sketching, backed up with discussion and articulation to communicate 
personal design experiences and interpretation of other similnr design situations that 
they had used to develop, explore and refine solutions to emergent design problems. 
Working in this wny assisted social construction ofknowlcdge by the students through 
their interaction with experts using verbal and visual communication methods. 
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For example, in the design concept sketch shown below in Figure 5, 
the freehand sketching of ideas can be seen in all parts of the drawing, as well as over­
sketching of ideas as new aspects of the design were discussed and explored by the 
student and his mentor. 
Elevation development 
with over-8_!(.etching �··J 
pe gola layout below :I:.1:;j�1�������C�-f-:-
Alternative roof 
form )i ) 
Figure 5. Concept design sketch showing exploration of ideas 
Some key aspects of student/mentor sketching methods can be seen in Figure 5 
(above). Two different roof forms have been explored, one a simple angled flat form 
shown in the bottom left, the other a curved form shown in the top left and bottom right 
of the sketch. This over-sketching of ideas is regarded as a common building design 
practice and was observed in use by all of the students and the mentors during Phase 
Three. It is noted here because the use of over-sketching was said by most of the 
mentors to be a successful way for quickly exploring ideas with students in a manner 
that communicated the three dimensional form of a building with few words of 
explanation needed. In this way, the mentors reified their knowledge of many different 
design solutions and communication their tacit knowledge of other successful 
applications of the design forms being explored with the students. 
Findings about how sketching was used by the mentors and the students as a 
communication tool in the study situation are listed below. 
Sketching was used as a communication tool for: 
• visual communication of concepts, ideas, problem solving methods and solutions; 
• exploration of multiple design forms and refining variations; 
t 
Over-sketch� of 
roofconceprforws 
I 
• showing a visunl uudit truil of design thinking and processes or 
procedures used in developing solutions; 
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• providing immediate feedback on concepts or ideas I hat emerge during design; und 
• visual representation of three dimensional complex planer relation5hips. 
Clltcgory 1.4 Entry lo the culture of prnclicc 
This Index Ti-cc Four category was developed by merging data first coded using 
sevcii. Iixicx Tree Three categories, Which individually held small numbers of data units 
judged to be related. These data documented comments made by the students and the 
mentors when discussing how they considered various aspects of the design omce 
culture of practice had affected learning. 
Adapting to the design office situation. 
Most ofthe students reported that they hod made changes in their manner u." 
speaking, behaviour and dress standards when they began working with a mentor in the 
design office situation. These changes, some students said, were necessary because they 
diseo\lered thai ihe design office setting required different standards of them to those of 
a TAFE classroom. Most students commented that they needed to develop "professional 
ways ofialking and behaving" to feel accepted by others in the design office setting and 
this part of their learning. Commenting on how he adapted lo the design office culture, 
Student 8 said: 
Just gettiilg ·your neat clothes ori and developing your communication, 
the Way you put yourself across. You know, TAFE language is a bit fuck 
this and fuck that but When you are working in a design office you have 
to get into WOrk mode and show them what you arc made of. It helps you 
to learn to present yourself,' you put your ideas across, you know, learn 
how to communicate with people. 
Most ofthe mentors guided the students under their direction towards 
appropriate behaviour by involving them directly in work activities that embraced all 
aspects of their office culture. The most common approach to emerg'c from the study 
data was mentor modelling of speech and behaviour lhrough intcrnction with other 
designers or consultants in the design office when the students were lherc with them. 
This often happened in student/mentor work sessions conducted in the open work areas 
ofthe design office where other designers could be observed and heard going about 
their usual activities. In situations such as this, students were able to sec and hear others 
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acting in ways typical ofthe of ice culture, us well as witnessing first hand 
interaction between the mentors and others who sought their uttcntinn during the work 
sessions. 
Some of the mentors used more dclibcrute wuys to involve the students in the 
office culture of practice. Four �1mlents in Phase Two und two �1udcn\s in Phase Three 
purticiJ)llted in authentic commissions being undertaken in the design office situ11\io115 
where they worked with II mentor. This provided them with real experience of working 
inn design team on an authentic project, as well us working with their mentor on their 
own authentic proj�'Cl. This type of experience wns described by the students as being of 
great value to them in thllt it made them foci like 11 "real designer" working in real team­
based office conditions. For r.ome students who did not participate in the design oflicc 
working commission projects, the mentors included them in other design office 
activities that provided them with insights inlo the broad practices ofthc office 
situation. For example, Mentor la said that he involved students under his direction in 
all office activities "just like any other employee or apprentice'' so as lo introduce them 
to all asp«ts of the office culture. Commenting on his approach in relation to working 
with Student 20, Mentor la said: 
He had to learn the whole office culture warts and all. This gave him heaps of indirect feedback about what we do and how we do it. We did not just sit him down and say this is how it is. He worked as part of our team, not just as a visitor to II project. 
Most of the students who participated in design office activities other than their 
own project said that it had helped them to feel accepted into the mentor's culture or 
practice and assisted their learning by providing knowledge of office practices and made 
communication with others there easier. When commenting on how his experience in 
the design office had been made easier by working with others in the design team there, 
Student 8 said: 
I was a bit nervous at first going into the mentor's design studio but they 
made me feel accepted and that really helped me get into working with them, not like I wns just a student but as a designer like others on their staff. 
Mentor modelling of the use of technical language and team-based collaborative 
working practices during work sessions was reflected in student behaviour observed 
during some Phase 3 work sessions, Activities, such as these, in which studenls 
interacted with others in the design office, took place during 25% oflhe work session 
times. As an example, when interviewed during Phase Two, Student 14 said that he had 
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carefully observed how his mentor tnlked to him and others in the design 
office. He commented further lhnt he used his observntions 10 modify his own behaviour 
and language when interacting with his mentor nml the other design onicc staff. 
Commenting on how this helped his learning, Student 14 suid: 
The guys in the design office don't tnlk and net like you sec in a TAPE 
classroom. If you want lo get taken seriously in the office, you have to be 
professional in your behaviour and how you talk. When I did that all of 
the people there occcptcd me ns an equal and didn't talk down lo me like 
you sometimes get when people think you ore just a student. I was 
accepted us n designer and that wns great, it helped me to communicate 
with the people there and I didn't feel like an outcnsl. I was able to talk to 
them about my design work and get loads of help or ideas when I got 
stuck, I didn't try to pretend that I knew ii all and that was good because 
I wns allowed to make some mistakes without getting bagged. They 
don't expect you to be an expert on the first day, 
Analysis of Phase Three data showed thnt during 81% oft he work session times 
the mentors extended to the students the status of apprentice designer by involving them 
in decision making and having them assume ownership oft he desigo problems and 
solutions. Part of this acceptance into the design office culture of practice involved the 
students in developing n professional approach to time m.1nagement and making 
commitments to getting work done to industry standards by nominated deadlines. Tbis 
emerged as an important aspect of developing appropriate behaviour standards for the 
students. Student 8 made the following comments on this aspect of his design ofliee 
experiences: 
The experience changed my presentation of myself. Communications 
with other people and also time management and being aware that when 
someone asks for a design, doing it within the time available. In TAFE 
there is no punishment for not getting it done on lime but when II rc11I 
designer is involved you want lo make a good impression, you know you 
are looking for work and you want to make the best impression that you 
can. You always want to hand it in on time. 
Analysis of Phase Three data showed that during 11% ofthc work session times, 
the mentors encouraged the students to develop and apply tim� management schedules 
as used 1n commercial design practices. Mentor 3, at the start of his first work session 
with Student 22, used the time schedule he was following for a current design omee 
commission as an exemplar for the student to follow in setting target dotes for st11ges in 
their collaborative project. In another design office, Mentor 1 provided a copy oft he 
standard time management sheet created for one of his current projects for Student 25 to 
use as a basis for the management of her project. In some design offices, the time 
management schedules were created using the same quick sketching 
methods used for developing design ideas. An example of this type of schedule 
produced by a student is shown here in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Time schedule for design project. 
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Learning to use the methods and processes typical of the design office culture of 
practice was said by most students to be an essential part of their assimilation into the 
design office setting. This they often said was necessary in order to make the best use of 
the facilities and resources offered there and to allow them to work in the same manner 
as their mentor by using the technical language modelled by him for communication. 
Mentor I said of his office practices: 
We talked ubout why our office docs it this way, it's the practicalities 
of such things thnl can shape the way we present our designs and how he 
had lo present his, 
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When I observed Student 24 working with Mentor 6 and others in that mentor's 
design office, it was clear that he Was treated as a fellow designer and was given respect 
for his contributions to his own student project, as wcll 11s other in-house projects about 
which. his views were sought. This, Student 24 SJid in 'l ryosl observation session 
interview, boosted his confidence "enormously" am.i h lpcd him to feel empowered to 
express ideas openly even ifthcy were his "rno�· dd!cal wacky'' ones. lie said Iha\ in so 
doing his work beCDme more adventurous. C,'!�tiw and innovative. When discussing 
how being accepted by his mentor assisted hi� learning, Student 24 said: 
What was really great about working with him (the mentor) wns that he 
treated me like a designer, not like I was just a student there on prac'. 
When I put ideas, even if they were a bit off the planet, he would get 
excited by it and throw in some of his own that were just as wacky, Timt 
made me feel like I could try just about anything and so I then came up 
with some pretty innt 1•11tivc ideas. We didn't use too many of them, but 
he still encouraged me to keep pushing the edges out. 
Data such as these led me to conclude that working on authentic tasks, using 
practices modelled by mentors gave the students confidence to explore new and 
innovative ideas similar to those they had seen being successfully implemented by the 
mentors In their authentic design commissions, This assisted the students to develop 
their problem solving ability when dealing with problems that emerged from their own 
authentic project solutions and when using methods they had seen modelled by the 
mentors, 
Analysis of Phase Three data showed that most of the mentors involved the 
students in activities similar to their own design problems during 54% of the overall 
work session times. This they did by basing all design problems used on authentic 
situations drawn from their own design office commissions and the students' authentic 
design project. Most of the students interviewed during Phase Two said that working 
with a professional building designer on authentic projects gave them more ofa passion 
to succeed because of their perceived accountability to the mentor and to the profession. 
Mentor 2 said that he sought to lift student interest in their design work to the highest 
level so as to "get the most out ofthem". He described his approach as follows: 
What I was hoping to get back from him was for him to be wanting to 
get involved more and getting into it not just as a task but more as an 
obsession. 
' 
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Mentor 10 11lso commented on his office practices approach to learning, l i e  said: 
The key to success in building design is to enjoy what you are doing, to 
have II real desire to do it. 
My observation of this aspect of students working and learning with II mentor in 
the design office led me to conclude that most ofthe mentors motivutcd the students to 
develop n passion to succeed in design and lo be accountable lo their mentor and other 
tenm members, Anal)'sis of Phase Three data coded about this 115pecl of sttxlcnt learning 
showed that during 54% oftbe Phase Three work session times, students were engaged 
in activities in which they showed excitement and confidence in what they were doing. 
This supported what some students and mentors said had occurred during Phase Two. 
For example, Mentor 4 described how he deliberately sought to motivate students in 
order to engage them in the design project. Mentor 4 .said: 
... within the first few minutes if they haven't been excited I make 
sure that they are. The excitement is very much about the self and self 
motivating, how you feel about yourself and this industry, for me its 
about what it gives me and has done over the years ofbeing a designer. 
When discussing how he used the authentic design project to develop student 
enthusiasm he also said: 
The projctt for the student becomes a story in itself and they usually get 
a buzz out ii, they enjoy it and that's what needs to happen, they need to 
feel a part of the process not just doing it. 
When a student comes in here I try to first of all inspire them and 
give then a structure to work with that may take them on that journey of 
discovery and lead them almost anywhere they want to go, you know, 
leave the destination open. 
Mentor 4 went on to say that he sought to develop team spirit as follows: 
••• we now have them on board, they are part of a team and they want to 
win. The enthusiasm is really important I don't want them to be a 
:peetator. OK, then they can go beyond what they are expected to do! 
That student was doing things he had never done before based on what I 
had shown him. The environment, the whole approach he loosened up, 
he was so excited, that was my approach. 
Although not all of the mentors sought to motivate the students in this way. 
Findings here have suggested that all orthe mentors made conscious efforts to motivate 
and encourage the students by demonstrating their own preparedness and enthusiasm to 
work with them. The level of dedication and enthusiasm shown by the mentors for 
tackling the student design projctl surprised some students and inspired them to give 
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their best effort to the lasks. For example, the following comments by 
Student 9 arc typical ofmuny similar duta l'Oded ubout how mentor attitudes and 
enthusiasm led to student teaming. 
I wus really pleased to Sl'C that II designer ofhis standing hud 
taken out his prcciou� time to work on something for me so I foll really 
special thut he had done that. 
As soon as we met each time we both got straight to the point uml 
didn't waste nny time. I just wanted to put in that bit extra to make the 
most of what I had learnt with him. I-lad I just' done this project by 
myself I think I would have just bashed out the first idea of a design and 
sketched it up without really working it through and knowing that it was 
the best solution for that brief. This was a great working experience and I 
learnt heaps in a short time about design and how the industry goes about 
getting projects done in an office, He inspired me to have a go and it 
wasn't nil just me sponging on him, in the end I felt that r was able to 
come up with ideas and solutions using what I had learnt. 
This led me to conclude that student confidence was boosted and they felt 
enthusiastic about working at their best level when mentors demonstrated their 
willingness to accept their ideas and were keen to work collaboratively in developing 
design solutions with them. 
Other design office social interaction skills. 
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Most of the mentors indicated that they considered successful design practice 
required more than just problem solving skills and innovative ideas. Some mentors said 
that being able to work in the everyday culture of practice of the design office also 
required skills in communicating verbally and visually with others. They also 
commented on the need for building design students to develop what they described as 
people skills in order to work successfully with a mentor or a client. The following 
comment made by Mentor la  is typical of others made by most of the mentors 
interviewed during Phase Two of this study: 
They (the students) really must develop people skills because this 
industry is all about selling your ideas to people who often cannot read 
technical type drawings. If you can't communicate successfully one-on­
one with a client then you might as well forget it, you won't make it in 
this industry. 
Being accepted as a designer by a mentor and others in the design office 
emerged as an important aspect of student learning. It assisted students in developing 
working relationships with design office personnel who provided a constant source of 
information and support for them throughout their design office project experiences. 
This social construction of knowledge emerged as a key element of student learning in 
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the design office selling. Student learning was assisted by !heir observation 
of mentor interaction with clients and other professional consul!nnts. Activities like 
these provided n model for students to learn what some mentors described as essential 
"people skills" as Usl'tl in design olTicc prnc!icc and promoted student cnlhusiirnm for 
working with others in the design selling. 
Social Conlac/, 
Most of the mentors involved also on the importance of the studcnls' lcurniog 
from the outset to relate sociully, as welt as from a work based perspective, with all 
those with whom they have contact through the design office. Even casual contact in the 
office, on site, or over the telephone with clients, consultants or other design staff, 
demanded good communication skills. This was made clear to many students starting 
out to work with their mentor and was presented to them as a necessary part oflhcir 
learning to be a building designer. Mentor 10 made the following commcn!s: 
In any business you arc selling }'OUr services and you need lo have an 
edge to survive and part of that is building up a relationship with the 
people you work with and that working environment and culture is what 
you build your business on and communicate through. Business sort of 
melts into the social thing and most of the clients come back ag11in when 
they get to know you and the way that I work. Social interaction is very 
important in making those links in the network that business relics on to 
survive. 
Student 14 when discussing how Mentor 10 included him in the social activities 
of his design office and how collaboration with others a11d contacts he made in that 
setting helped him in his work said: 
I tend to work independently but it was really good to work in a team 
approach and sec how others do it, }Ou get a lot more ideas and sec how 
other people solve things. Being with Jack gave me a good idea of what 
it is like lo be under a boss and to have others arounl yau who you have 
lo be a bit careful of how you talk to !hem and what might be OK in the 
office. They had social breakfasts and lunches there and that was good to 
be able to meet and talk to some of the people who you would sec around 
the office but not know what they did. It was a good way of finding out 
who to ask when you got stuck or just putting a face to a name that had 
come up when I was working with Jack (the mentor) and he mentioned 
someone I should talk to. 
Some oft he mentors in larger design practices noted that social interaction 
between colleagues helped to break down barriers created by the management hierarchy 
and this opened the way for a great deal ofinchlcn!al learning or case in communication 
in the workplace. Findings from analysis of Phase Two data have suggested that student 
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learning was enhanced when they worked in design ollicc situations in 
which they could internet with other designers uml observe them in nction. In some 
situations this led to others in the workplucc providing udvice nnd support to the 
students, or as in some instrmces. merely being able to observe other designers in action 
provided models upon which they could construct knowledge. Commenting on the 
importance of having a wide contact group to ossist student 1eurning, Mentor 4 said: 
said: 
You need the interaction with others to bounce ideas around und 
sometimes it is better that students go into II l11rgc work environment 
where they cnn get ideas from many people rather than just one. 
Student 1 3  supported this aspect of learning from others in the design office. He 
Just talking to some of the others there and getting their ideas on things 
l!Ild a few hints was great. 
In some offices the intemction between staff i s  more structured than in others. 
Mentor 5 said: 
Where I used to work everyone would stay back at the end of the day and 
have a few drinks and you would get to know everyone a lot better. That 
made it a lot more comfortable working with them because you felt you 
were able to talk easily with them about work stulf. Quite a lot of design 
problems got sorted out during those times because it was relaxed and 
informal and you could get together with people that during the v.urk· 
day times might otherwise be out on jobs. 
Some oft he students said that by participating in informal or casual exchanges 
with others in the design office, they had learnt much about the de�ign and problem 
solving methods used by them. In the four design office situations used for the 
observation of student/mentor work sessions in Phase Three, all the mentor s included 
the students in activities with others in the work setting. These activities included 
participation in conversations with consultants from other disciplines like engineering, 
design ses sions with other designers in the office, social interaction with clients and 
others during which work matters were discussed. Through their involvement in 
activities such ns these, students were exposed lo many different aspects oft he design 
office culture of practice and were able to experience first hand the manner in which 
other participants interacted. Having persona[ experience ofthe broad spectrum of 
design office activities assisted student entry to the culture of practice and provided 
learning opportunities based on authentic situations with all lhcdynamics of design 
focussed people. 
Student entry to lhc culture of practice nnd development nfthcir social 
construction ofknowlcdgc took place by; 
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• students adopting n professional munncr ofspcnking including not swearing uml the 
use ofn technical vocabulary; dress standards based on smart cnsunl wear as typical 
of the design office; 
• students participuting in lhe broad scope of design office activities; 
• observation of others in the design office; 
• using job 11111nagcrncnt schedules as modelled by the mentors; 
• being accepted by the mentor wtd others in the design office us a designer; and 
• development ofn passion for design and a desire to achieve professional status llS 
modelled by the mentors and others. 
Theme Two: Altitud� 
The manner in which knowledge transfer and learning were influenced by the 
study participants' attitudes towards different aspects of the learning situation and 
events is reported here. Data were coded in the following three Index Tree Four 
categories: 
2. 1 Confldr:nce; 
2.2 Team-based Learning; and 
2.3 Office expectalions. 
Category 2.1 Confidence 
Most ofthe students indicated that before slnrting work with their mentors, they 
were concerned that they did not have the skills to design at the levels expected of them. 
This. along with other concerns they had about working with an expert in a commercial 
design office setting, caused some of the students to feel II lack of confidence and 
1111Xiety at the possibility of being embarrassed or ridiculed for their Jack of skills. 
Establishing confident attitudes towardsthc lll<'!ntor, themselves and the design office 
learning situation emerged as an important step for most ofthe students and the mentors 
when commencing the design project working collaborations. 
Most students reported that their early lack ofconfidenee in their own abilities 
was quickly dispelled wlien they found that the mentors treated them as fellow 
designers and were prepared to accept their design ideas. For example, Student 16 
commented that Mentor 6 had encouraged her to speak out in work sessions to present 
her design thoughts and this had given her the confidence to interact with the design 
office staff. She said: 
I was II bit nervous 111 first going into the mentor's design studio but 
they made me foci u�ccptcd and tlwt really helped me get into working 
with them, not like I wus just a student but 11s u designer like others on 
their sta!T. 
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Throughout the data other comments similar to these were made by most of the 
students. From these I dctcnnincd that mentor acceptance ofsludcnts as follow 
designers boosted student self-confidence and helped to develop positive atlitudcs that 
potentially assisted 1heir learning. Most orthc students reported that they were inspired 
by working with a mentor and that the duties and rcsponr.ibilitics required of them in the 
design office setting had led them to taking II more positive outlook towards their 
studies in general. When commenting on how working with Mentor 6 had boosted his 
confidence, Student 24 said: 
We worked together on the design all the way through. He was great at 
gi_ving me support and tips on how to make it all work, but he did not try 
to make it his design, or to make me change anything so long as I could 
defend it. I felt more confident with it as I worked it through because he 
kept an eye on things and just chipped in when it was needed. In the end 
I felt satisfied that this was my work and that I had done it as well as any 
ofthe guys in that design office might have done. 
Comments such as these led me to conclude that student learning was l!S'liste<l 
by baving the mentor take a guiding role with the design project while also encouraging 
the students to have a sense of ownership of the design. This l!S'listed the students lo 
explore different ideas safe in the knowkdge that the mentor was keeping a watchful 
eye on them to avoid serious error being made. I concluded also that mentor practices 
that assisted student confidence led students to become more adventurous and 
innovative with their design ideas. 
The fbllowing comments by Student 13 suggest that having his mentor show 
confidence in his ability to complete the design project assisted him to learn more about 
design by having the confidence to tackle the tasks with enthusiasm. Orthis Student 13 
said: 
Because he (the mentor) was so confident about doing the design with 
me, I just wanted to put in that bit extra to make the most of what I had 
!Cllrnt with him. I tried out all sorts of different ideas because he 
encouraged me to talce a risk with design rather than just go with easy 
solutions. If hod I just done !his project by myself I think I would have 
just bashed out the first idea ofa design and sketched it up without really 
working it through and knowing that it was the best solution for that 
brief. 
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Comments such as these were mmle by most orthc students when 
discussing their design office e,cpcricnccs. From dnht such us these I concludctl that 
most mcntor.i mm.lelled selr.confidcnce and confidence in the students' ability to 
achieve their design goals. This approach I regard help�'<! lo foster in the students 
positive attitudes nnd enthusiasm to achieve well. When comparing PhiLW Two dntu 
:,bout what the students Sllid they had learned about design from the mentors, with the 
design :.olutions shoY,n in their drawings, it was evident that they had developed 
innovative design solutions that were accepted by lhe mentors lo be ofindustry 
standards. From this, I concluded thnt n key student learning outcome to emerge from 
mentor practices aimed at fostering enthusiasm and confidence was :.1udcnt innovation 
and striving for excellence in their design solutions. This aspect of student learning was 
explored further in the analysis of Phase Three data. 
Affording students the role of designer was a common practice amongst the 
mentors nnd this led to the students developing self-confidence and, positive attitudes 
towards giving their best effort to the work at hand. During 85% of the Phase Three 
work session times, Mentor 4 gave Student 23 the leading design role in activities they 
undertook together. This approach facilitated an atmosphere in which the student and 
the mentor were observed to be interacting freely in a relaxed manner, exchanging ideas 
and each contributing to the discussion and exploration of design concepts. When 
discussing how he encouraged Student 23 to be confident throughout their collaborative 
design activities, Mentor 4 said: 
The project for the student becomes a story in itself and they usually get 
a buzz out it, they enjoy it and that's what needs lo happen, they need to 
feel a part of the process not just doing it, If they are not excited by it 
when they first come in, then I make sure that they get excited pretty 
quickly, I get them feeling confident in me and in themselves to get the 
job done. 
Student 23 commented that the enthusiastic approach taken by Mentor 4 in their 
work sessions gave him confidence in the mentor's ability to resolve problems that 
emerged during the development of his design project, Mentor 4 described his approach 
to encouraging confidence and enthusiasm as follows: 
••. once you have established the environment the expectation, the 
excitement, the enthusiasm starts to flow from there, it sets the goal or 
focus or leadership aspect. 
In each work session, Mentor 4 gave non-judgemental focdMck and 
positive reinforcement to Student 23 for the ideas he presented. For example. when 
Student 23 showed Mentor 4 skelches of design ideas he had developed independently 
between their work sessions, Mentor 4 immediately praiscd his efforts. llc did this by 
singling out parts of each of the design ideas presented for special comment. then linked 
these to the design project at hond by over-sketching lo dcmonstrale how !hey might be 
applied. Ideas prcS:Cntcd in this way by the student were examined and used either in 
pnrt or in foll depending on their suitability am! on other foelors such as practiculily fur 
constmction, aesthetics, cost and lhe like 11s discussed by the mentor during their 
evaluation. Using this opproach 11ssisted Student 23 to learn how und why Mentor 4 
used his tacit knowledge and procedures to refine design solutions ns applied to the 
student's own design project. 
Working with students in this manner I regard as in keeping with the principles 
of cognitive opprcn!iceship by providing ways for the mentors to use their tacit 
knowledge to evaluate student works while using articulation to explain their reasons 
for accepting or rejecting design elements or solutions. This approach 11lso assisted 
learning through conching in ways similar to tMI reported by Carver, (1995, p. 207) 
who contends that it involves the ''teacher keeping tabs on the students as they work 
independently so that guidance, redirection and correction can be provided as 
necessary". 
Mentor 4 said that he used praise and positive reinforcement to "bring out the 
best in the students" and lo eneournge them to explore creative ideas without fear of 
embarrassment. Commenting, at the end ofPhnse lbrec, on this aspect of working with 
Mentor 4, Student 23 said: 
What really helped me was having him treat me like I was a real designer 
and let me put up all sorts of ideas that were sometimes a bit off the 
planet. We would go through them together and he'd soy what might 
work and what might be a bit hard to build, but always giving me reasons 
for his ideas. He never put me down or laughed at my stun: I felt like I 
could hove a go at 111! sorts of things ond rely on him to keep it practical 
'cause he had been there before me. 
Analysis of Phase Three data revealed that during 81% of the work session 
times, students participated in activities in which they look the role of apprentice 
designer and showed confidence in their verbal exchanges wich the mentors when 
presenting, discussing and exploring design ideas. FccdMck from the students to the 
mentors also emerged as an important aspect of developing confidence in their 
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coll11borotion. Commenting on this in relation to working with Student 13, 
Mentor 3 said: 
Burry wus very good at giving me feedback on what he was thinking and 
that really mnde ii (the team collnborntion) work nnd !hat wa.� great. 
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In Phase Three, on nvcruge, the rncntor5 spent 36% oft he work session times 
nno[ysing studem works 10 provide feedback, while spending 42% of the time to in�pirc 
new thought based on wbnl was emerging from the design collaboration. For 34 % of 
the work session times, the mentors used questioning to encourage students to explain 
their reasons fi>r using parliculnr design procedures or solutions and another 20% of the 
work 5ession times to have the students present their design solutions. 
The experience of working with a design mentor was said by most of the 
students to give them confidence to explore ideas otisile of the ways they were used to 
in their TAPE courses. Student 9 said that he had a great sense of satisfaction at having 
worked successfully with a professional designer and having been treated ns a designer. 
He expressed the view that by gaining confidence in his ability to design, he had learned 
to be more creative and adventurous with ideas and had been inspired to achieve 
excellence in his work generally. Findings from the study data suggested that student 
learning in a design office situation is assisted when mentors encourage posith•e, 
confident attitudes towards working conaboratively with students and provide 
reinforcement for creative, innovative ideas even when they may have limited 
application to the tasks at hand. Student enthusiasm for design was enhanced when their 
own design ideas become part of solutions that are supported by lll!;n!Ors and regarded 
by them to be of design office or industry standards. 
Feeling a sense of achievement and satisfaction at having successfully 
completed a design project with a mentor was said by most of the students to have given 
them confidence and a desire to apply what they had learned to new design challenges. 
This emerged as an important learning outcome. Producing a design that was almost 
entirely their own work and having that accepted by a praeticing building designer led 
to student satisfaction and validated their learning. Many commented that in so doing 
they felt confident an:f empowered to take on other design chaUenges. Student 8 said: 
After working with a mentor you get the satisfaction of knowing that you 
have completed a real project and done it well because it lms been 
assessed by a real designer. 
Student 9, when commenting on how he had devcloJ)L-d confidence and a 
positive attitude towards his work as a result of working with his mentor. said: 
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I feel more confident nnd positive nbout whnt I um doing. Before that 
I would do my design., und I'd think I would wonder if this will work und 
I'd think no that's just 11 shil idea, but now he has broadened my hori7.ons 
u bit and now I think hang on maybe that might work and I'll try it out. 
From comments like these mu.I. other similar dutu, I cunclmlcd that �'tudcnts 
developed confidence in their use of creative design methods uml autonomous ways of 
applying heuristic design slrntegies und problem solving mcthoc.ls modelled by mentors 
in their collaborative work sessions. Student development ofsclf-conlidencc emerged as 
an important nspct\ orthcir lcurriing because it ussiste<l thcir progress towards 
independent or autonomous use of design knowledge and procedures. 
Findings that emerged from analysis oft he study dala suggested that student 
learning was assisted by them having confidence in their mentor and in their own 
abilities. The following nspt:ct of working with a mentor in the design office situation 
emerged as assisting ienrning by developing student confidence: 
• being accepted by the mentor as II fellow building designer; 
• having a mentor model confidence in the student's ability to resolve complex design 
problems; 
• mentor use of  non-judgemental, positive reinforcement, in feedback when assessing, 
coaching, or scaffolding the student's work; 
• mentor support for student presentation of original ideas and design strategies; 
• mentor encouragement ofreflective practices when self assessing design ideas; 
• mentcir support for student defence of ideas; and 
• autonomous use of design strategies and procedures by students as modelied by the 
mentor. 
Category 2.2 Team-Based Learning 
Analysis of Phase Two data indicated that most of the mentors used a team· 
based approach to design, in their everyday practice and when working with students. 
When commenting on how he encouraged students to participate in a team-based 
approach to design Mentor 4 said; 
... they have to be part ofthc team and it doesn't matter what port they 
piny at first but you have to drag them into the gmne and give them a go 
... if you can get them to feel OK about working with others and baring 
tlieir soul, then they can learn from their mistakes and from others by 
being part of the process, not just a spectator. 
Some students said that although they had worked in sm111l groups on design 
projects at TAFE, they mostly worked individually on design developments, with 
didactic instruction from lecturers shnping their design solutions. Student 8 expressed 
the view that such an approach fostered 11n 11ttitudc of"waiting for un.�wcrs" 
rather than working it out with other group members. Student 8 said: 
... with n teacher relationship )OU nrc too spoon-fed idea.�. whcrctL� you 
put your ideas across to n mentor you nrc makiny yourself open to 
criticism und really testing your ideas. It makes you work II lot lumlcr for 
a good solution when you know that you have to defond it to others in 
the design office. 
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These comments arc typical of many others that emerged from data collected 
from interviews with students during Phase Two. Most ofthc students said that they 
changed their approach to design from the individual-oriented instructional methods 
used in TAFE classrooms to using the team-based methods modelled by lhe mentors. 
Data about this change were coded along with other data about how studcnls used their 
interaction with design team members to test ideas and to learn new ways for refin ing 
thelll This was done in order to determine student learning outcomes when using tenrn• 
based design methods. 
Findings that emerged from data coded in this way suggested that student 
participation in team-based activities with professioool building designers working on 
authentic commissions, as well as the stOOcnt projects, helped students to construct their 
knowledge of design and to autonomously implement design procedures modelled by 
the mentors. For example, Student 14 said that before working in collaboration with his 
mentor, he had always taken an individualistic approach to his design work and had not 
experienced the team-based approach of exploring and refining design ideas, as 
modelled by his mentor and others in the design office. Commenting on how he now 
preferred a tearn-basc:l approach to design, as a result of working with his mcncor, 
Student 14 said: 
I tend to work independently but it was really good to work in II team 
11pproach and see how others do ii, you get a lot more ideas and sec how 
other people solve things. 
An example of how II design was changed from a simple rectangular form to 
having angled wings is shown in Figure 7 (p. 142). Tiiis sketch shows a student design 
over which a mentor had sketched rooms at an angle to rnnke use of views ond to creole 
a courtylll'd space to provide weather protection for windows on the side of the building 
subject to the prevailing winds. The angled section drawn in heavier, darker lines show 
the mentor's over-sketching. This jg how most of the mentors introduced new ideas to 
the students and at the same time kept the basic fonn ofthcir original design concepts. 
This illustrates also the team-based methods used to develop the student's 
design solution. 
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Figure 7. Sketch showing introduction of ideas by mentor 
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Most of the students suggested that they felt a greater sense of accountability 
when working with a mentor and that the team-based nature of the working 
collaboration encouraged them to give their best effort to the tasks. Some said that they 
did not want to "let the mentor down" or to appear to be superficial in their approach to 
the work. Most of the students said that they sought to make the most of their 
collaboration with the mentors and to achieve excellence in design. When discussing 
how her mentor had inspired her to be confident and creative with design, Student 1 6  
said: 
Right from the first time that I went there he made it clear that we were 
going to work together as a team and that he was keen to see my ideas 
going into the design. I was not confident at first to say what I really 
wanted because he was the expert and I was a bit shy and thought that he 
might laugh at my ideas. What was great though was he encouraged me 
to throw in all sorts of ideas just as he did and we would sort them out 
together and sometimes have a bit of fun with some of the crazy ones 
that we each came up with. After while I felt confident to try just about 
anything and that's how I came to develop my final design. Because he 
encouraged me, I felt really keen to come up with something special. In 
the end we were both a bit surprised with the result. I t  was tops. 
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From data such us these I concluded that student learning wns 
enhanced when mentors applied team-based design prncticcs to working with them on 
authentic projects nnd demonstrated their commitment to cxccllerx:e wllh an cxpcctution 
for the scudcnl to do the same. Other designers and associated discipline consultants in 
some oft he design office situations studied here also contributed to �1udcnt learning by 
offering ruisistnnce and advice when needed. The community of practice found in most 
ofthe tenm-based design office situations in which this study took place provided a 
culture of practice in which students were able lo observe nod participate in activities in 
which design knowledge and methods were applied ill the context oft he domain. 
The following comments made by Student 8 arc typical ofothcrs made by most 
ofthe students who worked in team-based design office situritions. 
I went i n  there with my irlcas already sketched out but he said it was 
better for us to work togetlier and work out the design using my ideas 
and his ideas. I was used to just doing it all myself, but when I worked 
with him (the mentor) and some ofthe others in the office I got a lot of 
ideas from them and also I learnt new ways of sorting out design 
problems. 
Student comments such as these were supported by other similar data collected 
during Phase Two interviews with mentors, most of who said that the building design 
industry is run on team-based methods, The following comments made by Mentor 1 1  
are typical of other data provided by most of the mentors when commenting on the 
team-based nature oftheir working practices and student mcntoring approach: 
Jn this office we do everything as a team. Every time we do a job we are 
going through a design process and when students come here they 
become part ofthe team and they learn the office practices and ttie way 
we do things. Right from day one they become a part ofthe team in the 
office and they start doing pans of the jobs io hand straight away arxl 
their own design project is just one part of that. That's how they learn to 
design, real hands on experience as part of a team; that's how the 
industry works, they need to know that to survive. 
Most of the mentors similarly commented when discussing the role ofteam­
based design methods in student learning. Other data showed that even in design office 
situations where there is just one designer working, team methods still apply because 
building design requires input from many other consultant disciplines. This means that a 
building designer working "alone" is still part ofa wider community of practice that 
may include engineers, electrical consultants, plumbing consultants and a host of others. 
Stixleits working in office situations where they had contact with other designers or 
consultants were able to discuss with them design strategics and acquire knowledge 
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necessary for lhe applicnlion orthem to emergent problem situations. 
Commenting on this aspect orintroducing teamwork methods to Student 29, Mentor 12 
said: 
My design office is II one-man show, but I rely on up to [O or more other 
consultants on every job to deal with stnicturul problems mu! a host of 
other specialist lll'l!as of the design. When Kerry came here to do her 
design project she got quite a surprise at finding that I did not have all 
the answers, but they were there ir she got on the phone or w11lkcd into 
Ron's office next door. She discovered what it means to be part of a 
design team cnch time she needed spccinli�l advice or another opinion. 
Doring the video recorded Phase Three work sessions, the mentors in three of 
the four design office situations assigned other members of their staff to become part of 
the design learn lo assist with mentoring students under their direction. Jn the fourth 
office, the mentor did not have other office staff, but instead on two occasions included 
consultant experts in the work sessions lo provide alternative points of view or expert 
advice about particular aspect of the design being developed by his student. By having 
these arrangements in place, all of the students in Phase Three were supported in their 
design development by a wider community of experts operating using a tcam-lmscd 
approach organised by the mentors. 
Having multiple points of view and team- based methods for resolving design 
solutions as provided by the mentor and other experts assisted students to learn design 
methods in the culture and context of everyday building design practice. Being part of 
the design team and sharing ownership of the emerging design with others also led to 
students feeling a sense of ownership of the design outcomes and enhanced their desire 
to contribute i n  the work sessions. Commenting on this aspect of working in a team­
base manner with her mentor and others, Student 25 said: 
All the way through I felt really well supported because there were 
always at least four of us i n  the team working together on the design. 
Sometimes the team make-up changed when one or other of the guys 
were off on other jobs an:! someone from the office would stnnd in for 
them. Thal was rcaUy good too because they would usually have 
different ideas or little ways that they liked using for design and I picked 
upon them and used some ofit in my final project. When I worked in the 
office with the others, I often saw and heard them working through 
similar problems that I had in my design. They did it just like in the 
sessions I had with my mentors; they all helped each other and were 
constantly debating how different things needed lo be done and what you 
needed lo know about building methods to do it. There were some pretty 
hot discussions also and I learnt a lot about how the office works from 
that too. 
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Team-based design office experiences like those described ubovc by 
Student 25, as.sistcd student learning by helping them to acquire declarative knowledge 
such ns regulatory requirements, as well a s  explicit information about building methods 
nnd materials. Other design information about siluutionul fuctors wus ulso JcurnW from 
others when they cxprcSS1.-d their tacit knowledge ofsucccs.�ful design pracliccs und 
proccdurnl knowledge about the opplicntion of design methods or  processes used for 
resolving problems in design. 
In Phase Three, activities in which students worked with the mentors as u team 
were observed lo take pince during 53% of the time and with others in the design office 
during 25% ofthc work session times, Learning to become a team player in the design 
office situation was noted by some students to be a valuable part of the overall 
experience for them. Commenting on how working with Mentor 1 0  had helped him to 
learn about team-based design methods, Student 14 said: 
Being with Jack gave me a good idea of what it is like to be und-::r a boss 
and to have others around you. Everything that I did there happened as 
part ofa tewn, either with Jack or one or  more of the others in the office. 
Although I did work alone some of the time, there were always others 
working near me who I could ask advice of. Sometimes just listening to 
them talking together about problems in their own design jobs helped me 
a Jot also. I could see from what they were talking about how they sorted 
out problems like the one's I had in my design project. That helped me a 
lot. 
Being part of the design team and being part of the community of practice in the 
design office provided Student 14 with insights into many different aspects of design 
practiCe the wider context of the construction industry. This is mentioned here because 
he commented further that having a positive attitude towards sharing design ideas with 
others helped hlm lo acquire knowledge about their design experiences and problem 
solving strategies which he then used in his own works. Much of what took place during 
the work sessions involved the mentor or others modelling their design practices, then 
coaching the students in ways to apply what they had demonstrated and explained along 
with examples of authentic situations they had resolved using the methods being 
presented. 
The following comments by Mentor 7 when discussing how a student under his 
diredion was introduced to his team-based design office methods are tYPical of many 
others coded in this category. They sum up several aspects of team-based design office 
experience that assisted student learning. 
When they arc working with the mentor they will pick up design ideas 
but mos1'y they pick up techniques for doing things, particularly different 
ways of presenting things as we do hero in the practice. She was right 
there in the office working alongside the guys as they produced the jobs. 
I S!ll down with her and some of my o1hcr design staff and got her to go 
through the drawers nnd have a good look al how we do it here. 
She saw it happening (the design process) from a three-sheet project to a 
twenty-five-sheet project. 
We were mostly trying to get her to understand the basics of working 
through a design brief as we would do it here. We showed her the stages 
ofa project from the freehand concept drnwings and sketches, then to the 
CAD sketch, then to the working drawing and specification. We also ran 
through how we develop the perspective drawings from the CAD wirc­
frnme model. (Mentor 7) 
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In this quotation, Mentor 7 has made note of several aspects orteam-bascd 
design office learning. First, he comments on how students "pick up design ideas" and 
presentation methods from others in the design office. This I regard as learning tacit 
knowledge and procedural knowledge. Then, h� mentions the use of''the drawers", 
meaning the file drawers holding copies of"oftice set" drawings used to document the 
development and presentation ofauthentic office commissions. Information contained 
in those "office set" drawings when explained by others in the design office team, I 
regard as providing many different learning opportunities. These include: declarative 
knowledge of design situations, tacit knowledge based on the assisting mentors' 
experiences with those projects wtd procedural knowledge presented through 
explanations of the methods used to develop design solutions, as well as the reasons for 
using those methods and accepting the design outcomes. 
Findings about how the use of team-based methods in the design office situation 
assisted student learning are as foUows: 
• providing students with opportunities to work in design office situations where they 
can witness and participate in all aspects of usual design office practices including 
exchanges with expert consultants in disciplines associated with building designer 
wtd construction; 
• making available design office personnel lo ensure continuity of support in work 
sessions when the principal mentor was not available provided students with a 
community of practice having multiple sources ofknowledgr; and expertise to assist 
learning; and 
• including students in teams working on authentic design office commissions in ooys 
that allow them to make a contribution to design solutions and to the processes used 
to develop them. 
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Category2.3 Office Ex�clations 
Am1lysis of duti1, from student journals nnd Phase Two interviews, indicated that 
most of the students nnd the mentors entered into the authentic design project having 
expcclntions about their own and each other's performance nod rcsponsibUitics. Most of 
the mentors expressed intentionality in their approach to how they would use the 
collabomtivc work situation to assist students to learn how to create a successful design 
solution, Similarly, most of tire students said that they had set out to make the most of 
the lelllTiing opportunities they expected to find when working with a mentorin the 
design office situation. Findings that emerged from coding data about how participant 
attitudes affected student learning in the design office situation are discussed here using 
the categories SIi/dent Expectations and Mentor Expectations. 
Student expectations. 
Most oft he students entered into their work with a mentor with a very positive 
outlook and were rewnrded to find that the mentor viewed their collaboration similarly. 
The following comments made by Student 13 reflect similar views to that expressed by 
all of the students who participated in Phase Three of the study. 
When I first went there (design office) he (the mentor) told me straight 
out that his main aim was for the students to get the most out of it. He 
was not very concerned with winning any prizes, his main concern was 
for the student to get benefit out of it and nny real work experience is 
good e:<perience. That's my outlook as well so we had the same goals in 
mind. 
Analysis of the study data suggested that the students nntieipated that the mentor 
wonld be focussed assisting them to learn to design. This had encouraged them to enter 
into the collaboration with a learning focussed attitude. Student ]3 commented: 
I knew before I even met him that it wns going to be good experience 
arxl a lot of work, but having such a chance to work with a real designer 
in a real office environment was just what I wanted. Having him to set 
the guidelines was what I had hoped for because it allowed me to get the 
design done, but without having to work on a whole lot of stuff that was 
perhaps not necessary. 
Most ofthe students made comments, in their journals and when interviewed, 
that showed that they had very positive expectations about working with a mentor and 
this assisted their learning. Student 14 said: 
This was a gre11\ working experience and I learnt heaps in u short 
time about design and how the im.lustry goes about gelling proj�'Cls done 
in an office. 
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Student 16 nlso commented that nllhough nervous about working with II mentor 
al lhe stnrt, her nttitudi.? changed 11nd she became more confident in her own abilities as 
their working relationship developed and she saw that the mentor had a positive view of 
her skills. Of this aspect ofhcr learning Student 16 said; 
He really put me at case by accepting my ideas and helping me to 
develop them. I felt like a real designer then and it was really good to 
know that I had some knowledge and skills that others out there did not 
have and they sought my views, that me feel more confident in my own 
ability to do the work. I went there anticipating that something special 
would come out of working in that office and it did. 
Findings from analysis or data coded in this category indicated that most of the 
students went into the student/mentor collaborative project having a positive outlook 
and a preparedness to dedicate themselves to the work. This led me to conclude that 
having a positive attitude to working with a mentor in the design office situation 
assisted student learning. 
Mentor Expectations 
When interviewed during Phase Two, most of the mentors said that they 
expected the students to be enthusiastic about working in a design office setting and that 
the students would make an effort to capitalise on the learning opportunities 11vaifable 
there. In recognising this, most of the mentor.; set old: to show their willingness to 
provide a valuable le11rning situation for the students by preparing resource materials 
and clearly defmed procedures for developing their design skills and knowledge. For 
example, Mentor 3 said of his approach: 
I knew that the student coming to the office was working as well as 
doing his T AFE course, so he was pretty h11rd pushed. I took the 
opportunity to operate professionally and do my homework. First of all I 
made myself famili11r with the brief so that when he came to see me for 
the first time he could see that I wns prepared for him and I could 
immediately begin guiding him through the design process. I expected to 
get the show on the road straight away and I wanted him to know that he 
was expected to perfonn right from the outset also. If he saw that 1 
expected that of myself, then he might also expect it of himself. That's 
pretty much what happened. He got straight into it as 1 had hoped. 
The approach described above by Mentor 3 was similar to that used by most of 
the mentor.; when trying to establish work-focussed expectations with the students. One 
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view expressed by most of the mcnlor.; suggested thut mcn1or modelling of 
positive attitudes towards the wurk led students tu adopt similnr nUitudcs when 
replicating the mentors' work prnctices. For cxumplc, the following cummcnls made by 
Mentor 10 nrc regarded by me to typify the upprouch taken by most oflhe mentors: 
I knew that this wus a volunlnry project um! I didn't want tu put the 
student under too much pressure because he had other assignments to do 
also. I did expect though that during the times we workct.1 togclhcr that 
he would be totntly focussed on the project und follow through on the 
advice I was giving. I found that by showing him I was cnlhusiustic 
about the project und by making clear my expectations of coming up 
with a good solution, he responded well by selling his own goals to 
match mine, As the project progressed, he set himself even higher 
expectations and came back with a lot more than I first thought he could 
achieve, 
Analysis of data such as these led me to conclude that when the mentors 
expressed to the students their expectations about their responsibilities or performance 
in the design collaboration, the students responded by aspiring to meet them, As 
suggested above by Mentor 10, this encouraged students to aspire towards achieving 
higher levels ofperfonnance ir. the work session collaborations. Some mentors began 
with high expectations of student performance and this resulted in their using work 
session practices that pressured the students to extend themselves. For example, Mentor 
7 said: 
We put a bit more pressure on them (the students) to be creative. We 
assume that they have learnt a ccr1ain amount of design skills at TAFE 
and have got the basic where-with-a[ [  to put together some sort of plan. 
So we get straight down to design so ns to get several quick solutions 
together to choose from. 
Even though Mentor 7 was keen to pressure the students in order to get them 
quickly into using his design strategics, he said that he did this knowing that they also 
needed to be well supported in their efforts. This was necessary in order lo "not stifle 
their creativity" and needed to be done in ways that built their self-confidence. Of this 
approach he said: 
Most ofthe time the ideas are there but they (the students) are too shy to 
say, "this is what I think". They have this expectation that you wil l do it 
all for them. Some of them will express their ideas, but others are not 
confident to speak out. You have to first-of.all get them to the point 
where they arc confident enough to speak out and to back up their design 
solutions with reasons why they think it is good or will work. I build that 
into my teaching strategy with them. I know that at first they will be a bit 
quiet and I'll have to create that expectation of involvement in them. 
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Most ofthe mentors said they expected the students to bent leust nn 
equal contributor to their collaborutivc work sessions and design so]utiom. When 
anticipating that the students may not at first be rrepnrcd to take an �'qua] role in the 
design development, some mentors planned their uctivities to ensure lhc students 
enguged with the tusks from the outscl, 'Ibis opproach, which was common to most of 
the mentors, wns centred on creating for the students the cxpcctotion that they had to 
come up with most of the 1111swcrs in the work sessions. The following comments by 
Mentor 10 are IYPical of what most ofthe mentors said nbout this aspect oftheir work 
with the students in the design office situnlions: 
I decided that I wo.s not going to just give him answers on how to do 
it all, I wanted him to do the work for himself. I said to him what do you 
think that they (the client brief) ore asking here, what do they want? I tell 
them that you should always reflect on the work that you do and look to 
how you might do it bc1ter next time, you should never give up on trying 
to improve anything particularly in the design business. 
Data such as these led me lo contend !bat most of the mentors made a conscious 
effort to influence student expectations and lo foster positive attitudes towards design 
practice in order to assist learning. Analysis of data collected from student interviews 
support this view, For example Student 13 said: 
Oh yes be told me straight out that his main aim was for the students to 
get the most out of it. He was not very concerned with winning any 
prizes, his main concern was for the student to get benefit out of it and 
any real work experience is good experience and that's my oullook as 
well so we had the same goals in mind. He said he would support me all 
the way, bu! I ffiiJ to come up with goods, not just let him have all the 
answers. 
This view is one that is well supported in data from the mentors who mostly saw 
their role with the students as one for providing authentic design experiences with 
comprehensive support lo explain tbe effective application of their design methods. The 
following comments made by Student 14 are typical of those expressed by most oft he 
students and also in keeping with what most ofthe mentors said was their nppronch 
when working with the students: 
I went in there feeling really enthusiastic about working with a mentor 
because I thought that it would be n good chance to sec how the industry 
works from the inside without actually being in a job situation where you 
don't gel the chnnee at first to do design. Working on this project was 
great because I was treated as o designer right from the start and you 
don't get that as a student and you don't get that in your f1rst job, usually 
you gel stuck doing some part ofo project and that's all. I went in there 
with the attitude that this wns a big chance for me to gel some real 
experience and lo prove myself to a real designer. 
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Although there were some differences in the working methods used by various 
mentors. generally most ofthcm cngngt.-d with the students by extending lo them the 
stntus of apprentice designer and structured the work sessions to replicate their usual 
pmclices when working with other staff. This they achieved by introducing new 
concepts or designs tasks with small increases in th� levels of difficulty in II sequence 
that mirrored the development of the stm.len!s design projC1.!t and problems that emerged 
ns each new element was addressed. For example, Mentnr 6 said that he structured 
learning tasks for students under his mcntorship as follows :  
I find the best thing is to get lhem here in the office working on some or 
the projects that we have under way so that they first of 1111 find out 
where everything is and how we go about creating and refining design 
solutions. We get them to actuaHy do little design and detailing tasks like 
laying out bathroom areas or cupboards, then sketching up construction 
details base on our �office sd" drawings so that they build knowledge or 
our ways in small steps. I try to pick things out or our projects that give 
them elements they can use in their project. That way I can sec when 
they arc ready to move to the next level. Eventually they work through 
all the basis steps that we use lo build up a design and with that they do 
their OWil, 
The level of difficulty of the tasks introduced in this way by the mentors was 
influenced by their expectation of what the students might achieve as their skills 
developed and they adapted to the design office culture of practice. For example, the 
approach taken by the design team of Mentor I and Mentor 111 sought to keep \he 
students busy and focussed, but not to overburden them and stine learning. Of his use of 
this approach, Mentor 1 said: 
You have got to make them (students) do the work, but it is vital to keep 
it light and enjoyable otherwise they learn nothing. You need lo have 
them feel enthusiastic about what they are doing; they need to feel 
ownership of the design and have you there as a source of information 
and back-up for when small problems become mountains to climb. 
Mentor 4 said that he introduced students to design by first building their 
enthusiasm and excitement for the work, He expressed the view that by having students 
feel part ofa team, theydcvelop(rl ownership of the design problems and solu1ions and 
in so doing developed greater enthusi11sm to resolve them nnd pride in the end result. 
This, he said led to their becoming fully involved in the work which helped them to 
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ocquire tacit knowledge or design methods by applying lhc information nm! 
procedures thot he introduced during work session�. 
Most oft he mentors engaged with the students by expressing lo them their 
enthusiasm for design. They also developed with the students un cxpcctution tlwt their 
collnbomtion would be founded on self-development through involvement in the design 
tasks of their collobomtivc proj1.'CI, 
Analysis of the video record of Phase 11\J'Cc work sessions showed that when the 
mentors modelled an enthusiastic approach to introducing and exploring innovotivc 
design ideas, the students reacted similarly and expressed their creativity in an 
enthusiastic manner. During my observation ofslx Phase Three work sessions, in which 
Mentor I nnd Mentor In worked with Student 25, I noted that both ofthe mentors and 
the student equally contributed to the "bminstonning" of design ideas. Throughout all of 
those work sessions, the mentors also provided informal ion, design strategies and 
positive feedback to Student 25 by using small design tasks to address various aspects 
ofher emerging design solution. Each ofthesc tasks introduced new challenges, 
information or problem solving techniques necessary for resolving problems that 
emerged from the main design project being developed. When interviewed earlier they 
said that they expected ofthe students under their direction the same level ofenthll.'linsm 
and involvement that they modelled during the work sessions. This approach was 
clearly evident in Phase Three data, which showed that activities in which the student 
engaged with the mentors took place during 100% of the work session times. They said 
their main expectation was to have the student think about their work rather than wait 
for solutions to be provided. This was a part of their overall strategy to give ownership 
of the problems emerging from the project to the student and to have them in tum take 
responsibility and ownership for thinking through and developing the solutions. On this 
point Mentor In said: 
We want them to be able to think, we don't want to have lo hand feed 
them and the big problem is gettiug someone in here who keeps saying 
what do I do now? We want someone who goes away and thinks well 
maybe if I do this, we don't care if they make mistakes, but at least it 
show that lhey are thinking about the problems. It is easier to work with 
someone who will explore ideas rather than wait for you to give them to 
them. 
The following aspects of how student and mentor expectations affected learning 
emerged llS fmdings from analysis ofthe study data: 
• student nnxicty about having inadequate skills and mentor domination of 
the design process were dL�pcllcd by mentor confidence in students and their 
willingness to give students apprentice designer status; 
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• mentor use ofa sequenced approach to design rcmovl'tl student anxiety over work 
loads 1111d knowledge/skills development; 
• constructive feedback by mentors und acccptom.:c of student ideas built student 
confidence to be innovative nod to explore new design i deas; 
• mentor CXl)\,'Ctolions about student performance were met by affor ding students 
apprentice designer status by having them undertake smaU easily achieved design 
tnsks to build knowledge nod skills nee ded to ad dress problems emergent from their 
main design project. This cncoumged student ownership of emerging design 
solutions; and 
• mentor modelling or enthusiastic auitudes towards design led to student 
development of similar attitudes and willingness lo contribute. 
Theme Three: 
Mentor supported design office practices affecting learning 
Findings from analysis of data coded in themes represented b y  Index Tree Four 
categories 3.J Common design office practices and 3.2 Leaming me/hods using 
modelling arc now discussed, along with supporting Phase Two and Phase Three data. 
Category 3,1 Common Design Office Practices 
Analysis of data coded in this category took place using eight sub-categories. 
Data coded in each of these sub-categories focussed on mentor practices that assisted 
students to acquire declarative knowledge about mentor processes, design situations and 
regulations, as well as procedural knowledge required for implementing design methods 
and strategics used by experts to resolve emergent problems in authentic projects. The 
sub-categories used are: 
3.1.1 Preparalionfor design- the brief and olher Jae/ors; 
3. 1.2 Questioning and arliculatlon of ideas; 
3./.3 Seleclion and use of resources; 
3.1.4 Learning Using "Office Set" Methods; 
3.1.J Skelching as a design office proclice affecting learning; 
3./.6 CADoverlaysketching; 
3.1 .7 Explanatory notes and drawing annolalions; 
3. 1.8 Multiple perspectives from consultants and o/hers; 
Findings that emerged from analysis of data coded using these categories are 
now discussed, along with supporting dahl from Phase Two and Phase Three. 
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Category 3, l.l Preparation for design, 
Analysis of Phlllle Two data suggested thul most of the mentors modelled a 
mcthiidicnl npprouch to preparing for a design project. Most of the mentors interviewed 
during Phase Two said thnt they stnrtcd by showing students how to brcak down a client 
design brief into. simple structured Processes unil procedures to address each problem or 
design criteria. As the students demonstrated that they could resolve the problems being 
presented, the mentors introduced other aspects of the design brief that incorporated 
new design tasks ofinc�ascd difficulty for the students to apply the problem solving 
methods they had been using. Working in this way, the students developed their tacit 
knowledge and acquired dcclnrntivc knowledge about the design situation and 
procedural knowledge of ways for dealing with problems embedded in the authentic 
tasks detennined by the project brief. 
Mentor use of sequenced tasks structured lll'Ound design office procedures used 
to resoh·c design problems of increasing difficulty emerged as a key clement in student 
]criming in design office situations. The following comments made by Mentor 3 when 
discussing his approach to working with Student 13 are tYPical ofothcrs made by most 
of the mentors when interviewed during Phase Two that led me to conclude that 
introducing students to design using this approach was a common practice. 
I did my homework with the brief before he came to sec me. I wrote 
down all the key points from the brief to outline what it was tlmt we were 
setting out to do. I had it planned oil in small easy stages thril: gradually 
covered the more difficult aspects of the design that I khcw would 
emerge as we got further into refining a solution. During our first 
meeting I showed him how we would do it by using these notes !hat I 
had prepared (see note:r in Figure 8, p. 155) for him so that he had a clear 
idea of what we were doing and in what order. These notes were on the 
iablc and I said we start by looking at a three- bedroom one-bathroom 
design · with a courtyard, }lst a quick analysis of what the design brief 
required. 
TI1e notes referred to by Mentor 3 are shown below in Figure 8 (p. 155). They 
provide declarative knowledge about the design situation which was used by Mentor 3 
as the basis· for discussion and modelling of design procedures he said that he typically 
used for resolving problems usua!ly encountered in design sihmtions like the ones found 
in the authentic student project. Working in this manner, the mentor reificd his tacit 
knowledge of design procedures and provided declarative knowledge for students to use 
as advance organiser for dealing with their project. 
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Figure 8. Notes used to initiate the design process. 
Student 1 3, when asked about how he and Mentor 3 began the design project 
confirmed what Mentor 3 had said of his approach. The student also added that he 
immediately felt confident in the mentor because the mentor had already prepared a 
''plan of attack" for the design and gave him a clear process to follow in developing it. 
Of this approach Student 1 3  said: 
I had some ideas and took in some notes and sketches to that first 
meeting and so we were able to talk about the brief. He had already been 
through the project requirements and was really insistent that we follow 
the brief exactly and incorporate our own designs so that the client can 
benefit from it, but it had to follow the brief. Then he worked through 
some ideas with me using notes that he had already made from the brief 
and suggested how to find information about each part to sort out any 
problems. It really helped just having a path to follow and knowing that 
ifl got stuck he seemed to have all the answers. 
A similar approach was used by Mentor 7 who also started by breaking down the 
client brief for students while engaging them in the design process by encouraging their 
contribution of ideas when building the structure to follow in the development of a 
design solution. The following comments made by Mentor 7 show his way of guiding 
student learning by first providing declarative knowledge of the design situation, then 
clarifying this using tacit knowledge to explain various elements before implementing 
I 
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procedures to initi111c creative, innovative use ofth•: infornuiliun gathered. 
Mentor 7 said: 
We'll start out with u concept by first star1ing out with the brief, break 
llown the bricfinto mnnagcabk increments so that they under�tnnd every 
part :md hnvc II handle on it otherwise you can't do unylhing. Once I nm 
comfortable that they arc at that point, then we slurt to gL1 some idciL� 
down and I nm bouncing some ideas off them and gelling lhcm to think. 
Annlysls of Phase Three data showed that nil oflhe Phase Thr�c mcn!Ors used n 
similar approach. They each begun by encouraging the students to discuss and sketch 
their i deas. Then they introduced their own skctd1cs and notes to extend the 
investigation of the project brief by combining the two sources ofinformalion and 
thereby created II team-based working situation. Mentor 11nd student sketches 1100 notes 
used for this purpose were kept to succinct statements sufficient only to guide design 
development (sec Figure I 0, p. 159). Jn later stages of the design proces s, sketches and 
notes became more detailed to reflect the increased demand for explicit informalion 
necessary for use in  defending design methods used and solutions presented. Analysis 
of student sketches collected Inter in the design procc� suggested that the students had 
acquired from the mentors design knowledge and procedures needed to create rmd 
resolve solutions to the complex design problems thnt emerged from the authentic tasks 
embedded  in the design project. An e,mmp]e of such a sketch i s  shown in Figure 9 (p. 
157). 
·. 
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Figure 9. Student sketch detailing design idea, 
In Figure 9 several ru,pecls of the design development can be seen. A complex 
plan form has been developed in the centre of the sketch and around this di !Tcrent 
elevation and rooffonns have been explored along with construction details for a 
curved roof as well as a butterfly styled flat roof. This sketch demonstrates how the 
students applied the design methods modelled by the mentor.;. Evident in this sketch 
also is mentor scaffolding as seen by the upside-down butterfly roof fom1 at the top of 
the sketch. That drawing element is upside-down because the mentor, who was sitting 
across the table from the student, sketched directly on Co the student's drawing. This 
occurred as the student was explaining and sketching his ideas when presenting and 
defending them to the mentor. 
In each oflhc Phase Three design office situations, the mentors spent between 
20-30 minutes of their first work session developing the information and design process 
for the students to follow. This mostly took the fonn of discussion and sketching of 
ideas with notes nnnotating design factors nnd reasons for using particular stralcgies to 
resolve problems that emerged during analysis of the brief. Data from interviews wi1h 
the mentors and the students indicated that they regarded the sketches and notes as 
important resources for Joler reference os the design is developed. Of her 
experience of this nppronch, Student 16 suid: 
lie tnlkctl about nil his design idctL� and explained why he did things the 
wny he dif and why it worked for the urcas 11ml we were designing for. 
He then made me wrilc up u brief kind of thing selling out all the 
different points that we hnd to consider in the dc.�ign. I le :;aid that this 
would give us n list of every little thing tlr<1l ncedctl lo be worked through 
like the lropical conditions and cyclones aml all I hilt sort of111ing. 
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Most orthc mentors used n structured, client brief, focussed llpproach when 
introducing students to their design office practices. They did this by breaking down the 
client brierto establish design criteria and explicit information about the design 
sitlllltion, From this, studenls acquired declarative knowledge about key aspects oflhe 
design as well as procedures recommended by the mentor for nddrc--ssing each aspect of 
the design process. Figure 10  (p. 159) shows a typical breakdown oflhc client brief with 
notes and sketches representing the seeds of design ideas to explore. 
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Figure 10, Notes used to represent client briefnnd organise design process 
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Working in this way, students acquired declarative knowledge specifically about 
the design situation and learned new methods appropriate for resolving problems 
emergt'lnt from the tasks presented by the brief. Mentor application of their usual design 
methods Jed to student acquisition of procedural knowledge necessary for their use of 
mentor defined design practices. The sketched exploration of design ideas shown in 
Figure 9 is representative of the design methods modelled by most ofthe mentors and 
shows how Student 18 applied those methods. 
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Category J.J.2 Que.rtlonlng a,td articulation of ideu.r. 
Questioning (and nrticulntion) ofthoughts about design ideas, design slr.itcgics, 
problem solving methods and possible solutions, emerged as n key prirt of every 
student/mentor exchange. Analysis of Phase 11\l'Cc data showed that activities involving 
questioning and dcfom.ling of ideas bucked by nrticulution of personal views and 
supporting argument occurred during 34% of the work session times. In most oft he 
design offices, the mentors began by encouraging the students to nrtkufatc their 
thoughts on various nspccts of design and to sketch their ideas. Generally the mentors 
initiated design discussions, then encouraged the students to take the dominant role 
using questioning to explore problems that emerged from the authentic design tasks. 
Findings from analysis ofdnta about this aspect ofmcltor praecices suggested that 
student learning wns enhanced by mentor questioning methods that encouraged the 
students to reflect on their work and to defend their design methods and decisions. 
Commenting on how he used questioning and sketching to explore, develop and defend 
design solutions, Student 13 said: 
Towards the end I was doing a lot more of the talking to put my poiit 
across and justifying why I wanted to do things and he would discuss it 
and question me about why I wanted to do it that way. 
Questioning emerged as a key cognitive too! that enhanced student !earning 
when used by mentors and students during exploration and defending of design ideas. 
All cfthc mentors used questioning to encourage student articulation of their thoughts 
about design ideas, problem solving strategics and solutions. For example, Student 18 
said: 
She (the mentor) asked me questions all the time wanting me to explain 
why I thought things should be done in a particular way. I worked out 
pretty quickly that if! was going to put something into that design, I had 
to have a reason for doing it because I knew that she would want to know 
why. That was great, I learned heaps about design that way because if I 
couldn't work it out or defend it, then she would step in and suggest a 
few different ways and then make me justify which one to use. 
The use of questioning to determine understanding of the design situation or 
methods used was also said by Mentor 2 to be an important way of detennining 
completion in a design. Mentor 2 escribed his approach to using questioning to evaluate 
student works as follows: 
1 say to the students, you know you have the solution when every 
question you ask yourself has the answer sitting right there on the paper. 
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Mi.•ntor J said that he usi.'tl questioning to monitor s1udcnl 
understanding of design sihmtions nnd methods encountered during their co1Juborn1ion. 
He nlso cncourngcd students to qucslion c11cry nspcct of their own work and to question 
others in order to acquire krmwlcdge and skills nccdcll to rc�ilvc problem� in their own 
design project. Commcnling on one of the students under his direction Mentor 3 said: 
He wos good because he wos prepared to listen und ask the right 
questions, he got involved in the discussion and d i dn't just sit there, he 
was n participator and that was brillinnt, it was a three way discus sion. I 
could sec him learning new design methods every time we  worked 
together. In the end he was able to tell me how he had gone about c;ich 
part ofthe design and why he had used the solutions presented. 
Analysis of Phase ThrL>c data showed that the students and mentors used 
questioning along with sketching and discussion during 82% oflhe work sessions times 
to explore and defend design method s  and solutions. During these sessions, s tudents 
were required by the mentors to sketch their design ideas while responding to the 
mentors' questions about how they might be applied to the design task at hanf. When 
commenting on his use of this approach, Mentor l a  Sllid: 
From my point of view I like to look at what they are capable of drawing, 
I like to see the standard of work they can tum out, that gives me more 
insight than anything else. They also must be able to ex plain why they 
want lo use particular ideas and how they arc going to make them work. 
You know, they have to SllY it out aloud, tell me how to build it. 
The manner in which Mentor l a  used questioning with Student 25 at the 
commencement ofthe design project used in Phase Three was confirmed through 
analysis of the video record of the first work session. Jn that session, Mentor I a 
questioned Student 25 about her interpretation of the design bricfnnd encouraged her to 
use quick sketches lo communicate her ideas. This approach assisted students to 
visualise their design ideas and to learn ways for communicating and defending them to 
others using tacit knowledge they have acquired through their development of those 
designs. When discussing how this had helped her to prepare for the design project, 
Student 25 said: 
Having Neil make me talk about my understanding of lhe brief and to 
show them the first design ideas I thought of really helped me to get 
started on the design and to show them what I was cnpable of. Once I 
started sketching out ideas they just joined in with idcns of their own. 
That was great, I immediately felt like I was acccp1cd as a designer and 
that got me fired up to give it my best shot. They got me to explain and 
defend every idea I suggcs!cd before it was accepted as part of the final 
solution. 
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Used in this mnnncr questioning assis!cd slm.lcnt learning by having 
them tnkc responsibility for learning through the defence of their idcus when presenting 
them to the mentor in the work sessions. ·n1roughout each of the i'lwsc Three work 
sessions, I observed ull oft he mentors nuiking frequent use of questioning to encourage 
the stm.lcnts to nnu[ysc problems thnt emerged from the design. The mentors al.w used 
questioning to cncourngc the studenls to articulate their thoughts when explaining und 
sk<;tching their rcusons for resolving design problems in the munncr that they did, This 
manner of using questioning and sketching was applied as a usual procedure when ideas 
were presented, or when problems emerged from the design process as typical of 
everyday practice. Such procL'<lurcs were applied al every stage of the design process to 
encourage students to discuss and to defend their design ideas. It was ulso a key method 
used by all of the Phase lbrce mentors to generate new ideas and to encourage student 
exploration of variations or multiple solutions in design. Working in this way assisted 
students to acquire new design skills based on their tacit knowledge of many different 
situations and methods explored lhroughout the work sessions. 
As the students developed conlidcncc in their working collaboration, I observct.l 
them making greater use of questioning of their mentor, rather that taking the more 
passive listen and answer approach seen in some design office situations at the 
beginning oft he design project. From this I concluded that as the students gained 
confidence and took a more active role in the design process, the balance shillcd from 11 
mentor-focussed use of questioning to initiate and explore design ideas. to the students 
taking a leading role. 
Category 3.1.3 Seledion and use of resources. 
Another design office practice to emerge as an important clement for learning 
design wns the use a diverse range ofresouree materials by mentors to stimulate 
exploration of ideas, to introduce new concepts and to scaffold students through 
difficult problems that emerged from the design project. The use of resources to scaffold 
student learning is discussed later in section 3.4. 
The kinds of rr.::!eria[s used as design resources included such things as: 
• travel brochures for colour and settings; 
• design and archilceturaljoumnls; 
• photographs and drawings used in advertising; 
• codes and regulations; 
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• exemplar drawings; und 
• conslmction detail stimdurds. 
The mnnncr in wt1ich these kinds of resources were used by each oflhe mentors 
varied, but mostly they were used to stimulate new thought nml to inform design 
decisions. 
Use OJ Resources -Different mentors' methods. 
Anulysis of the video recordings of Ph11se Three work sessions showed that 
Mentor 4 used photographs and drawings of his own projects to introduce his design 
style and working practices to Student 23. for 21 % of the work session times, Mentor 4 
used such resources to model what he described as his usual design office practices. 
Mentor 3 used nn approach focussed on detailed construction drawings and work files, 
called the �office set", showed his usual design procedures. He used these ::ind other 
materials to explain his problem solving strategies during 43% of the work session 
times. 
In contrast, Mentor 6 made very little use of completed projects to demonstrate 
design ideas, but instead used parts of other designs in "office set" documents to 
demonstrate and explain how he applied different strategics for resolving problems the 
emerged during development of those designs. Mentor 6 used this approach during 1 1% 
of the work session times. TI1e use of resource materials in this manner assisted student 
learning in several ways. First, it provided declarative knowledge of various design 
situations, seconlly it revealed the mentors' tacit knowledge of how heuristic design 
strategics were applied during the design process; and finally, it made available 
procedural knowledge of the methods the mentor had used to resolve emergent design 
problems. Jn addition to using design elements to demonstrate design procedures and to 
explain the reasons for using them, Mentor 6 also used pre-drawn CAD based design 
elements and CAD component libraries to rapidly produce multiple design variations. 
When discussing how Mentor 6 made available resources that she said hlld assisted her 
learning, Student 16 said: 
They had II big library of books and pamphlets and drawing sets that J 
could use for ideas and details or partial solutions; there was heaps of 
stufTto use. They had a full CAD library of details and con1plcte kitchens 
and bathrooms that I could slot into my design. That was great because I 
could try out a lot of ideas quickly with them and build up the design in 
easy stages. 
Student 3 1  said that Mentor 17 had used "office set" exemplar drawings to show 
and explain how and why he dealt with a range of problem design situations that were 
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simulnr to those he faced in his uuthcntic project Mcntilr 17 used these 
nmterinls to rcify his tncit know]eJgc of many problem situations, in his own design 
commissions along with the methods lie had used to rcsol11c them. In u d ditiun, the 
mentor dcrnitcd procedural knowledge ufhow he upp!kd heuristic design strategics um! 
problem solving methods when developing lhc design solutions shown in the "oOicc 
set" cxcmplnr drawings. The use ufthis approach by Mentor 17  a.�sistcd Student 31  to 
acquire declumtivc knowledge of multiple design probl<:m situation.�. as well as 
procedural knowledge about ways tu resolve them. When analysed, the design drawings 
produced by Student 31 confirmed that he Jwd applied knowledge and procedures 
modelled by Mentor t 7 and had learned ways for resolving problems that emerged 
during lhc design process. Student 3 I said 111.at he had based his <lesign practices on the 
mctl1ods he had learned from Mentor 17 as explained by him using authentic 
commission drawings as exemplars. or this approach Student 31  said: 
... he gave me some drawiogs or house designs for country areas like the 
ones we were looking at. Then he went through how he had made each 
orthem suit the local conditions. I used quite a few ofthe ideas that we 
talked about in them to build my own design. I also used his way or 
linking each part in so that the traffic llow worked and the orientation 
was right. 
Most orthe mentors used a diverse array of non-context specific resources to 
stimulate ideas, introduce concepts and to scaffold student !earning in the resolution ora 
design. For example, Mentor 4 used travel brochures to demonstrate the colours and 
land scape or the areas for which the student project was being designed. Mentor 6 used 
photographs or spi der webs to demonstrate symmetry in design and focus lines. Mentor 
3 used a gardening catalogue to suggest colours  and textures for the student to use in 
presentation drawings for the project. lie also used a ltlllil-order fashion catalogue to cut 
out illustrations of people to use in the presentation drawings to set the scale of the 
buildings. 
said :  
Commenting on how he used various resources lo assist Student 29, Mcnear 7 
This place i s  full of examples they can pull out of the drawers and use to 
develop their own i deas. I gave Carol a lot of CAD tiles orentourngc and 
presentation stuff that we use so she could just plug those into her 
presentation and I said to her you will find this in i1Jmost any CAD based 
oJlice like ours, it's n resource that the induslry uses. 
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When Student 29 was interviewed h1tcr, she �id 1hut she had made 
extensive use of the CAD elements provided to produce live dif!i:rent design concepts 
from which she developed one linol solution. She contended tlml the value nfthis 
process lo her learning loy in the speed wi1h which she wus nhle to explore design 
variations nnd the llexibility that CAD methods olli:red fut manipula1i11g the design and 
viewing it from nny <lircction. This she said assisted her in visualising the three­
dimensional design form und this helped her to understand the spatial rclutionships uml 
traffic flow. 
The mnin use made by mentors of materials such as those men1ioned above was 
to stimulate student thinking about design and to provide simple ways for them to 
quickly explore and present their design ideas. Although some difft!-rcnccs were evident 
in the manner that each mentor used resource materials such as exemplar drawings, the 
common theme to emerge was that they all used similar materials. It is dear also that 
they all used the "office set" as the main means for exploring ideas and for 
implementing procedures for problem solving in design. Most of the students said 
"office set" drawings provided by lhe mentors were an important source ofinformation 
for the development of their own designs. In addition, they not only showed ways for 
resolving design problem situations, but they also showed the development pathways 
followed by the designer and thereby gave them insights inlo the processes used to 
explore multiple design ideas as the final design form was relined. When commenting 
on how she created and used her own "office set" drawings in lhis manner, Student 16 
said: 
.. . I worked through layers of sketches 10 develop my design usinii the 
same methods they did in what they calk.J their "office set". Jn that way 
I could sec the design progressing and also sec where we had 1rictl things 
out and then gone another way. I had all the infonnation in that one set of 
drawings and could go back over it at any time to try out little things that 
had come up earlier but not been fully worked through. 
Many similar comments were evident in other data coded in this category and 
from these I determined that the use of"office set" drawings was a practice common to 
111! of the design office situations studied and was a key tool for knowledge transfer and 
assisted students to learn new design procedures. for example, Mentor 6 said: 
The "office set" hns it all. Everythinii that you want to know nbout how 
we developed a design, what the client wanted, what the council said we 
could do, every idea we tried out, how we resolved all the problems, it's 
all there. When anyone comes into our office to work, the first thing we 
do is sit down with them and go through lhc "office set" of any current 
commission. From that we can explain every aspect of our working 
I 
practices, the stru1dnrds that we work to nnd c:i1pcc1 of them 11ml !he 
design style for which this office is known. It's the sumc when stm.lcnts 
come here. We tench them from chi: "office scl". Tlm1's where they get 
information, thut's where they sec our methods upplicd. OK we ul�o need 
to cxplnin it nil for lhcm al first, but it's u steep learning curve bcfi>rc 
thtynrc using the methods we use in our i:vcryduy pructicc. 
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Findings that emerged from ru111lysis of Jutu uboul thc use of different resource 
mntcrinls by mentors suggested it iwislcd student learning hy focilitating their 
acquisition of dt.-chirative knowledge ubout many different design situations and kd to 
the transfer of tacit knowledge about design procedures for resolving emergent design 
problems. The use ofu diverse range of resource rrmterinls by mentors emerged as u key 
element in student learning when applying design practices in ways typical oflhc design 
office culture of practice experienced by the students during their collabor.ition with the 
mentors. 
Calegory J,/,4 Learning using "office set" methods. 
The �office set" is a bound volume of sketches, drawings, notes and other 
m11tcrials such as trade literature, pho!Ographs and the like created by building designers 
for each new design commission and used for the development of design solutions. It 
documents all ofthe elements explored throughout the design process, along with notes 
and references linking concepts or possible solutions. Drawings. developed by 
progressive overlaying oftrnnslucent sketches used to explore design variations form 
the core of each "office set" and these are used by mentors and students to reflect on the 
progress ofa design task and to review ideas in order to refine emerging solutions. The 
"office set" was seen in use in every work session during Phase Three of this study. It 
was a tool used by mentors to provide students with declarative knowledge about many 
different design situations and procedural knowledge ofwuys for using design methods 
typical of their usual practices. It was also used by mentors 10 coach students in the 
application of design office heuristic design s1rategies and problem solving methods. 
This occurred by mentors demonstrating and articulating how and why they used design 
elements documented in the "office set" for resolving emergent design problems. For 
these reasons the "office set" was a key tool used by students to acquire tacit kn0w!cdgc 
about design and to learn design methods used by experts to resolve problems. 
Most of the mentors and the students said that they commenced their designs by 
first producing rough sketches that defined the basic geometry ofthe design concept 
conceived by them to address the criteria defined by the project bric( In using this 
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nppronch, the s1udc11ts made use ofdcclnrutivc knowledge und design 
proc�>durcs ncquircd during work scssiuns with the mentors. Dy ovcrlnyi11g ench sketch 
with layers oftru nslueenl "butler paper", they then dcvelupL'U variations 11ml 
refinements to the design with the aid of the underlying forms. For this part oflhc 
design process, lhe students used tacit knowledge built from !heir use ofinformution 
nnd methods modelled by mentors who used exemplar drawings and simple design 
t u sks  to dcmonstmtc and explain their usual design procedures. When discussing his use 
of"officc set" overlaid sketching methods for tcuching students lo design, Mentor 6 
said: 
When you use overlays on CAD drawings in the "office set" you can sec 
the subtle shifting of areas as the design gets sorted, you can sec the 
geometry evolving as the design is refined from one layer of sketching to 
the next. 
This view is also well supported in data collected from most of the other 
mentors. In add ition, most of the mentors also said that they used quick sketching 
methods to create overlay "butter paper" sketches on "office set" drawings for nll phases 
of design development and when teaching students to explore and progressively refine 
design ideas. 
To confirm this, analysis of Phase Three data showed sketching wa� used during 
53% of the work session times and this took pince simultaneously with mentor and 
student articulation of the reasons for each design decision tnkc11. Other fnetors, such as 
regulations, construction practices, situutio11nl requirement s mxl style preferences, that 
influenced design decisions were also discussed, sketched ,  or placed as notntions 011 !he 
"office set" drawings during those times. l11formntion recorded in the "office set" i11 1his 
manner added to the declarative knowledge nvnilablc for students using those drawings 
1111d provided the basis for mentors to explain their use in usual design practices, thereby 
reifying their tacit knowledge for students to use. The "office set" approach 10 
progressively build on and refine design solutions was used by most of the mentors and 
students. Initially it is used to simply docume11t ideas nnd informn1io11, but as students 
visualised their design i deas, it was used more os a design tool nnd vehicle for the 
expression and exploration of creative forms. 
Analysis of Phase Two dnta show that the "office set" sketching approach to 
design used by Mentor 6 and Mentor 6a, who together mentored Student 16 and Student 
24, was represc11tntive of the methods used by the overall group of mentors studied. For 
this reason, the following interview excerpt in which they discuss their use of this 
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tcclmiquc has been included here ns nn example. Much of what is rcvcitlcd in 
this interview excerpt shows how these mentors introduced thei r work practices und 
rcified their tacit knowledge and heuristic design stru1cgies when working with the 
,stu dents. The approach used by Mentor 6 !Uld Mentor 6a is rcprcsentuti'>:'c of that used 
by most of the mentors. A key aspect of this npproach is the use of mentor articulation 
of the reasons for using particular design methods or for accepting different design 
solutions. This assisted students to develop lacit knowledge about which practices urc 
ap.proiriatc to their own design project tusks and why they nrr. used in particular ways. 
Mentor 6a: We would sturt with a global picture of the design and 
progreg;ivcly resolve it through talk and sketch to iron out all of the 
details. That's where the "office set" comes in. Each sketch or note that 
goes in there is part of the overall design process. Having it there to sec 
nt any time means that students cnn go bock and reflect on what they 
have already explored and perhaps use parts of it to try another pathway 
in design, o r  resolve part of some parts of their design that have become 
barriers. It's nll about having control of the pi'occss, we have n tried and 
true methodology that progressively build s  up the design u�ing layers of 
drawings one over the other. You need to remain true to the geometry of 
the design and thal is where Steve llild I work well together, I can pick up 
his work at any time and sec where he is coming from. We just set small 
steps or stages of the design lo resolve one at a time so that the who!e 
thing builds progressively. That works well with students because they 
are lhen not overwhelmed with all of the problems nt once. 
Researcher: How do you communicate this to a student who i s  trying to 
learn how to design? 
Mentor 6: I think that you hnvc to separate it out and siiy what arc you 
doing;·nrc you d rawing or arc you designing? You first have 10 identil)' 
what the student is doing are they d rawing or are they designing, if you 
are just drawing then you have no chance of learning to design, that's just 
a mechanical skill, design is d ifferent. 
If they are not designing then go away and look at some crees, change the 
pattern of thinking. You sec with d rafting you arc taught to look rcal!y 
closely at sorr lthing, design is taking a view ITom a satellite and then 
coming back iu progressively to look at the details. 
Researcher: In what ways did you guide students towards using your 
. design methods? 
Mentor 6a: We make each part of the design one snmll easy step at a 
time so that they can readily achieve it. You just gel them to fly lower 
and lower to examine the design in progressively greater detail. When 
they do this the detail starts appearing more and more. That's what the 
"office set" is best for, build ing up layers to explore new ideas und to 
resolve them, that's how we get the students lo learn to design. 
{Mcn1or 6 and Mentor 6a). 
' 
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In Phase Three lhc mentors used "o!licc S<!t" mntcrials to provide the stodcn!s 
with dcclnrntivc knowledge about different design situations, tacit knowledge about 
their own experiences in design and proccdurul knowledge of how various design 
methods could be applied for resolving problems that emerged during the design 
process. This took pince during 32% of the work session times. When commenting on 
how Mentor 3 used "office set" drawings to assist his learning, Student 22 said: 
Barry was great in the way he always seemed to hnve some drawings 
there that showed me three or four different ways of sorting out the 
problems that came up  in my design. I think he must hnve done it all 
before because his d rawings had all the answers and you could sec how 
he got to them because he still had all the rough sketches there nnd he 
would ta!k me through how and why euch one came about. 
Analysis of data such as these led me to conclu de that mentor use of"office set" 
drawings facilitated student learning. In particular it assisted the students to acquire 
procedural knowledge necessary for implementing heuristic dcsi,:,n strategies when 
reflecting on design problems. This led to student development of design solutions. 
Men!or use of"offiee set" d rawings also provided ways fur them to rcify their 
knowledge of many d ifferent design situations, heuristic design strategies nod solutions 
they had used. This assisted transfer of tacit knowledge and helped students lo acquire 
deelaralive knowledge and design procedures which they then used to resolve problems 
that emerged from the development of solutions to their authentic design project. TI1is 
was clearly evidenced in the resulting design solutions presented by the students for 
assessment by a panel ofexpertjudges. Findings from this process nre presen!ed later in 
this thesis. 
Category 3.1.5 Sketcl,ing: A design office praclice. 
Earlier in this Chapter the extensive role that sketd1ing played in building design 
practice was discussed in relation to its use as n communication tool. In this section, 
findings from analysis of data about the use of sketching a !Teeting learning are 
presented along with examples of supporting data. Jn another part of this Chapter, 
findings about the use of sketching as II tool for scaffolding learning arc presented. This 
three part analysis and prescntntion oflindings about the various applications of 
sketching in learning building design has been taken in order 1o ad dress all aspects of its 
use in answering the research questions. 
The use ofskclehing as a design tool was said by most oft he study participants 
to be an essential port oflearoing in a design oOicc, because it provided immediate 
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visual representation ofidcns or concepts ns they emerged during design 
development, Analysis of Phasi: Two data indicated that sketching was initially used to 
make visible declarative knowledge about design situations, including regulatory 
requirements, pl1ysicnl features of the design scUing, style elements, con struction details 
and elements oft he client bric[ When design development commences, sketching is 
used to  crente, explore ru,d refine design solutions. Throughout the entire design 
process, all ofl�c mentors studied used sketching lo demonstrate and to explain their 
use of heuristic design strategics lllld problem solving methods lo students. The mentors 
used sketches to facilitate student acquisition of procedural knowledge for use with 
design practices modelled by them, Sketching was used when coaching students to 
ensure the clllrity of exp!rutll!ions when applying design methods to the development of 
their own design solutions. This facilitated transfer of tacit knowledge based on the 
mentors' design experiences and procedural knowledge necessary for implementing 
their usual design practices. For example, Student 1 4  said that he had acquired ways to 
resolve design problems by having his mentor sketch and explain strategics for dealing 
with emergent problems a s  follows: 
. . .  listening to his ideas, having him sketch and explain things, that 
was the most valuable part of conununicating with him, that' s how we 
gradually refined the design and worked through all the problems that 
came out of the brief. I used the methods that he has shown me, to  work 
out problems in my design. I sketched out ideas like he did so that I 
could keep overlaying new ideas or details that made it all work. 
The immediacy of the visual feedback provided by qulck sketching methods 
used by the mentors made visible to the students the mentors' design ideas and problem 
solving methods. Analysis of Phase Three data showed that !le . .  tudents used sketching 
as an integral part of discussion and articulation during 40% of the work session times 
when communicating ideas they had visualised and refined during the design process. 
Like the mentors, the students used sketching to present their ideas and problem solving 
strategies and in so  doing demonstrated their learning outcomes in  a form that was 
readily unlersfood by the mentors. Sketching used in this way provided the students 
with a means to demonstrate how they lmJ resolved problems that emerged during the 
design development and to articulate their reasons for decisions taken throughout that 
process. This aspect ofusing sketching provided important insights into how knowledge 
was trans ferred in this learning situation as sought by the research questions. Jn Phase 
Three work sessions, the mentors used sketching 38% ofthe time to communlcutc many 
ofthcir heuristic design strategics and problem solving methods, 
. 
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Frcclmml sketching emerged us being the principal method used by 
building designers to communicntc idcus or conccpcs und to explore and reline these in 
metocognitivc ways. In respect ofusing sketching when mcnloring students, Mentor I 
said: 
I think what l111ppc11s is you talk as you draw more, whcrcns if you were 
dm\;Ving for someone else you might just sketch it out, When you arc 
doing it for n student you need to Calk it through so they know the 
reasons for what you ore doing, no\just how to do it. 
During six different Phase Three work sessions I observed Mentor I working in 
this manner. Mentor I used sketching together with detailed description to present 
information, heuristic design strategics and problem solving procedures during 65% of 
the overall work session times. When working with Mentor 1 during these sessions, 
Student 25 used sketching during 30% ofthe time to explore, refine and communicate 
design idea�, based on the information and design methods presented by Mentor I. 
From this and other similar exchanges I ohservcd during Phase Three work sessions, I 
concluded that sketching was used by mentors and students for the :mnsfer of 
declarative, tacit and procedural knowledge about design situations and the application 
of heuristic design strategies for resolving emergent problems. For example, Student 16 
said that she acquired most of her design ideas and design strnlegics for applying them 
from her mentors who used sketching and articulation to show and explain how and 
why particular aspects of the design could be resolved using various methods. Student 
16 said: 
He sketched and talked all the time, in fact he sketched everything rather 
than describing what he meant, that's where I got a lot of my ideas from 
that I incorporated into my design. They kept talking to me about the 
design and usually suggested little changes or adding in things like 
verandahs and so on. They would sketch over the top of my drawings 
and say have you tried out this or thought of doing this another way and 
then sketch little ideas all around the sides ofmy drawings. 
Working in this way facilitated knowledge transfer between mentors and 
students. The mentors reificd their tacit knowledge and design methods by introducing 
new design elements and procedures for resolving problems lhnt emerged throughout 
the design development, as shown earlier in Figure 9 (p. 157). 
During wo'rk sessions, the mentors and the students used fast freehand sketches 
on translucent �butter paper" (n low cost translucent paper) 10 develop and explore ideas 
or design concepts. Most oft he students nnd mentors when sketching also used 
discussions to involve others in the ideas being developed and nrticulntion to express 
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personul points or view or tacit knowledge based on experience ofsimilur 
situntions to tlwt being explored. This combinntion of sketching nnd urliculution usual]y 
Jed to multiple layers ofdrnwinys being combined into one design concept from which 
many vnrintions were then explored ns the designs were progressively refined. Mentor 4 
encouraged students to use very "loose" freehand sketches to explore variations for each 
orthcir design ideas to dctcnninc their suitability for inclusion in the final solution, An 
cxnmple of one such sketch that shows how 1hrcc tliffcrcnl roofforfl!s were explored in 
the one simple sketch is shown below in Figure \I.  
�- .· -�i-· · . . .  - - .. 
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Figure 11. Typical quick sketch showing exploration of three roof forms. 
Jn contrnst to this very open sketching approach used by Mentor 4, Mentor 3 
used sketching, backed up with discussion and articulation, in a more structured nnd 
deliberate fashion. Using this approach focilitated rapid exploration of design forms tlrnt 
were then progressively refined us part of multiple solutions or design variations. 
Mentor 6 used a similar approach when working with Student 24 by opp lying freehand 
sketching over hard lined drawings created using CAD techniques (see Figure 12, p. 
173). Mentor 6 sketched with Student 24 over the top ofhis simple CAD drnwings that 
were progressively relined ns ideas were explored, then tested nnd accepted or rejected 
for inclusion in lhe finul design. Working inn similar manner, hut with a more 
traditional hand drawing approach, Mentor I nnd Mentor la sketched over Student 25's 
.,· 
1.........;\ 
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CAD drnwings to develop design ideas. An example of frcclmnd sketching 
over n CAD base drnwing is shown below in Figure 12  which shows room layout and 
elevation concepts hand sketched over a CAD print. 
' ' 
/ 
Figure 12 Freehand sketching over a CAD based drawing 
.. 
In each of the design office situations :itudicd in Phase Three, the mentors 
encouraged the students to sketch ideas while articulnl ing theirthough!s on how the 
spuces they were drawing might be used and detailed for construction. The mentors said 
that using this approach encouraged visualisation of the building form on u three­
dimensional level. I regard the use of this approach assisted students to develop 
mctacognitivc tools for resolving and communicating design concepts, For example, 
Student 18  found that Mentor 26 could readily use his roughly sketched ideas to 
visualise design concepts he had developed, then analyse and comment on  their 
suitability. By then analysing and evaluating the design deeisioo$ he had made in order 
to refine the design solutions, Student 1 8  demonstrated his development of 
metacognitive ways for resolving design solutions. By following his mentor's lead, 
Student 18  was then able to explore further his and the mentor's ideas using the same 
methods for evaluating what he had seen modelled by the mentor. Commenting on how 
this approach helped him to learn new design strategies and problem solving 
procedures, Student 18  said: 
.. .I come up with quite a few ideas tlmt sha was ublc to look at nml say 
this will work and that won'l._Shc was able lo tell me why, so that helped 
me to understand why so1nc ofmy ideas were not going to be practical in 
.• id'£' 
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the situution. She nlso gave me he11ps of o1hcr ideas lo consider am.I 
altcmntivc ways of sorting dUl the design problems. Mostly she just 
talked me through by gelling me to imagine difTcrcnl situations nnd 1111 
the time she was sketching little part of the building m1d making me do 
the same with ideas that I chipped in with. She kept n!lking me to decide 
what wus going lo be the best way to solve problems that came out ofmy 
design. I had to think it through on the �pot and come up with solut ions. 
When interpreting these comments, I concluded that the mentor h:id expressed 
her tacit knowledge ofdilTerent design situations while articulating reasons for 
accepting or rejecting the student's ideas. At the Slime time she had also encouraged and 
sup)Xlrted the student's creative thinking by stimulating his imagination with sketches 
and verbal pictures. In this way, the mentor facilitated student learning about design in 
ways that encouraged visualisation of ideas and multiple solutions. 13y encouraging the 
student to visualise and to evaluate his own ideas, the mentor supported the student in 
his development ofmctacognitivc ways for refining design solutions. 
Most of the mentors defined their design and drawing standards by using "office 
set" exemplar drawings and sketches of their own designs to show and discuss the 
methods they use. These "office set" drawings were also used by the mentors lo 
establish for the students benchmark standards used by the wider community of design 
practice for the documentation of authentic projects. Most of the mentors indicated that 
they used sketches and drawings from multiple design projects to sca!Told student 
learning. Mentor 3 said that he used this approach so as to lead by example. He said: 
I talked about every aspect of the design and ske!chcd out ideas with him 
when we wanted something done in II particular way. 
By sequencing design tasks to progressively introduce information and strategies 
necessary to resolve a design, the mentors assisted students to trnnsfer learning about 
one situation or aspect of design, to a different one. For example, Mentor 3 said that he 
used sketching to do this as fol!ows: 
We used little sketches to make sure that he got the birnie stuffright like 
the orientation and the entry etc. When we got a!l of that sketched out 
right for Ute Bridgetown one, we then used the same plan and strategics 
as a basis for designing the one for the Kimberley. 
The sketch used for this purpose (as well as for commencing the next step in the 
design process using overlaid bubble fonns for room positions) hy Mentor 3 is shown 
Figure 20 (p. 209). Analysis of datn coded in this category led me to conclude thnt 
mentors and students used sketching along with discussion nnd nrticulation to develop, 
reline and present design ideas and solutions. As n learning tool in the design office 
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situntion, sketching provided tl means for fast reprc!!Cntation of design 
concepts and idcns, o s  well 11s demonstrating methods used by expert building designers 
to resolve problems that emerge during development of design solutions. 
As the students developed their ski]]s to visualise and communicate design 
concepts, they i1!so developed cognitive skills like the evalu�tion of di lTercnt possible 
solutions for exploring ond refining designs, which developed their problem solving 
ability. 
CQ/egory J,J.6 C1D 01•erlay sketching. 
In all but one of the design office situations studied, CAD based design and 
drawing method s  were used ns part of the mentors' everyday practices. J n  Phnse Three, 
Mentor 3 used sketching together with articulation during 21 % of the work ses sion 
times to model his approach to design and to coach Student 22 in the use of his 
methods. Then, the freehand sketclies produced during the work sessions were 
interpreted by Student 22 into CAD drawing files that were printed ofTin preparation 
for the next work ses sion. In the next work session, "butter paper" was plnced over the 
CAD drawings and further freehand sketching took place as design ideas were explored 
and refined. An es sential part of the sketched overlay drawings was the use of notes 
made on the sketches by the student and the mentor to cxplnin design decisions. These 
provided reasons for particular elements being included or excluded following 
exploration and evaluation and were used for reference later when construction 
drawings were produced. Commenting on how Mentor 3 encourngcd him to use 
sketching as part of the exploration and d evelopment of multiple d esign solutions he 
had visualised during work sessions, Student 13 said: 
I did heaps of sketching to d evelop the designs. When we worked 
together we.mostly talked about the sketched ideas and worked over the 
top ofthem trying 01 ; new solutions. We made a Jot of notes while we 
talked and sketched and I used these Inter to sketch out other ideas ihat 
we discussed. 
An example of the type of sketches produced by the students and the mentors in 
these work sessions i s  shown below in Figure 13  (p. I 76). This sketch has n CAD base 
that consis!s mostly of circles with radiating lines used to define zones. Most of what 
can be seen �mugh is heavy pencil overlay sketching which shows rnulliplc ideas being 
explored by the student and the mentor as they developed various parts of the design. 
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Figure 13. Overlay sketching of CAD drawing showing exploration of ideas 
Working with CAD based design and drawing methods provided the students 
with tools to explore greater numbers of design variations based on their own works. 
CAD methods assisted the students to incorporate design elements or even whole plan 
forms in electronic format from the mentors' exemplars into their own design solutions. 
Analysis of Phase Two data indicated that this approach was said by the mentors 
and the students to enhance their creative development by making it easier to quickly 
explore ideas that might include complex shapes and technical detailing. In Phase 
Three, Mentor 3 used CAD based "office set" drawings in this way during 54% of the 
work session times and Mentor 6 did likewise during 68% of the work session times. 
Commenting on his use of CAD based design and sketching methods for 
brainstorming ideas and rapidly producing drawings, Mentor 6 said: 
We work on a print and scribble system, just throw the ideas down, 
doesn't matter if it's wrong just throw it down, print it out then hack 
it up with a pen, manipulate it a bit then print it out again. We chew 
through a lot of paper but that is how we do it. We don't actually take 
something away and sketch it, we resolve it on the machine and by the 
time we get to print it out for sketching on we already have the guts of 
the job. 
Mentor use of this approach provided ways for transfer of procedural knowledge 
about design methods, as well as transfer of their tacit knowledge of successful design 
practices and failures. Student 8 was encouraged by his mentor to use this technique to 
explore every aspect of ideas he hud sketched, to dctcnnine their suitability 
for inclusion in the Jina[ design. Of this upprouch Student 8 said: 
He (the mentor) would say to me "1nkc a big bundle {of buucr pap.:r) I 
use heaps (the mentor) why don't youT' Then he told me to just get into 
it nnd sketch ideas as fast as I could lhink of them without worrying 
about the dclails, you know, if they arc proctical or not. The idea of this 
wns to get some concepts happening, then sort out the problems Inter. 
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The use of CAD based "office set" drawings and quick freehand sketching 
techniques emerged ns key elements which cm1btcd students to learn ways for exploring 
design ideas, problem solving methods nnd for developing design solutions. The use of 
oveMketching on drawings was common to most of the study design office situations. 
It provided a means for progressively building up a design solution, while having a 
visual record of the ideas explored available to rcllect upon when branching to the 
design process to investigate other ideas or potential new design solutions. 
Findings from analysis of data coded in this category led me to conclude that 
the students acquired skills in the use ofskc1ching and with CAD based drawings by 
replicating methods modelled by mentors during work sessions. When applying 
sketching and CAD drawing to the development of design solutions, students also 
utilised discussion and articulation to explain the reasons behind 1heir design decisions 
and in so doing defended their design ideas and communicated their solutions. As the 
students acquired ways for creating and documenting design ideas as modelled by the 
mentors, they made greater use of cognitive tools to explore, evaluate and refine design 
ideas. Student development ofways to visualise complex design problems situations 
and possible solutions was assisted by their use of CAD and hand sketching methods for 
rapidly exploring multiple solutions. Reflection on possible solutions and evaluation of 
these led to student use ofmetaeognitive design practices in ways similar !o that 
modelled by the mentors during work session with the students. 
Category J,J, 7 Exp/a11atory 11otes a11d drawirJg a111,otatio11.\'. 
Most of the mentors required the students co use report styled informntion sheets 
and notes on drawings as a mcnns for describing design foutures or eonstmction detnils 
when defe11ding their design solutions. Student use ofno!cs and mmotations is in thi$ 
way I regarded as port of their orticulntion of the reasons for using design methods nnd 
rea.�ons for hnving tuken pnrticular design decisions. Mentor 10  snid thut he mude 
extensive use of reports and no!cs in his own works ns II ustml oflice prnc1ice and hud 
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insisted that Student 1 4  employ the :iamc methods for the authentic design 
project on which they collnbomtcd. On this point Mentor JO  said: 
After we had workl'<I through the design ideas I go! him to sit down nm.I 
write n report cxp!uining what the design was all about and why certain 
decisions had been mnde. It was prclly much a summary of the whole 
design process and how it related to the brief and the practicalities of 
transporting and building it. 
On each sheet of his final drawings he had a summary of what he had 
done and why. This. made him think about how he had got to that point 
and encouraged him to keep thinking back to the original assignment, the 
brief, to keep him focussed. 
The use of this approach by Mentor JO to encourage Student 14 to reflect on 
how he had arrived at his design decisions and to evaluate them as part of the emerging 
design solutions I regarded as a teaching practice that helped to facilitate the 
development of mctacognitive design practices. Student use of notes and drawing 
annotations assisted learning by providing a structure for reflecting on the processes and 
decisions that they made throughout the design process. This made visible their !acit 
knowledge of the design situation as we][ as demonstrating their procedural knowledge 
and the methods that they had used to create, refine and defend their design solutions. 
Reflection used in this way assisted student learning. 
Student 13  confirmed that his mentor encouraged him to use notes to record 
design decisions and strategies suggested or explored during work sessions. These, he 
later used when rcOecting on the pathways fo!lowed through the design process as part 
of refining the design solutions. Commenting on this, Student 13  said: 
He (the mentor) also made me take a lot of notes of what we discussed 
because he said that he found notes to be a useful to look back on aficr a 
meeting or work session where n lot had taken place :md you might not 
remember it an, or how it all filled into the design later. I le suggested 
that I keep notes about how I had developed each part ofthe design and 
why I had done it that way. This was really useful when i t  came to 
presenting the design to him because I was able to defend my ideas by 
showing him what I had tried and why I kept !he bits that I did. 
Most of the students :md the mentors made comments similar to these during 
Phase Two. Analysis of Phase Three dnta indicn!ed that notes were used duri11g 10% of 
the work session times to record ideas explored, strntegies employed to resolw 
emergent problems and ways for dealing with the prcscntu1ion ofso!ulions being 
developed. I concluded that the use of notes by stm!ents and mentors in work sessions 
and in "office set" or presentation drawing.� assisted student learning by prnviding a 
means ofref1ection that assisted mctucognition. It a!so provided reference infornmlion 
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that was used for reflecting on design procedures applied in developing 
design solutions. 
Evidence of this can be seen in the presentation drawings submitted for 
evaluation at the end of the project by all of the students. Most of the drawings 
contained detailed information aimed at clarifying the reasons for many aspects of the 
design that may otherwise have been unclear. For example, Figure 14 (p. 179) shows 
the final design presentation drawing produced by Student 22 in which he has included 
a block of explanatory notes in the bottom right side. 
... . .... NORTH 
Figure 14. Final presentation drawing showing block notes 
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The drawing shown in Figure 14 has been reduced from Al size and therefore 
the notes are not clear to read. For this reason, the notes have been transcribed as shown 
in Figure 15 (p. 180) below. 
"' 
' 
The main empha.�is on the design of this house was to 
create the feeling of casual living in a family lifestyle 
kind of way. My perception of living in  the new 
mi!lcnnhun is one of easy Jiving und w the design of the 
house wns aimed at creuting that feeling. The family eun 
enjoy the mngnilicent !\!cling of living in an out1loor 
setting but with all the protection of a climacc oriented 
house. The wide verandah invites the family to sit and 
enjoy the views down the valley and to feel iit pence with 
the water moving across the rocks below. Having the 
kitchen and family room facing into the valley view 
presents the best outlook and takes advantage of the 
prevailing breezes for cooling in the summer. The 
bedrooms have been placed on the east-side to allow 
morning sunshine to  grcel !he family when they wake. 
The large open nreas for family living have movable 
screens that assist in restricting heat tu smaller more 
personal nrcasduring winter. 
Figure 15. Notes from dr.iwing by  Student 22 (sec Figure 14) 
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The use of notes and annotations on design development sketc]1cs nnd drawings 
emerged as a common practice used by nil oft he student/mentor working teams. It 
provided students with a means for defending design decisions mxl assisted in showing 
an audit trail that demonstrated the procedures and factors that shaped the final design 
presentation. Student 14 said that his mentor used notes to explain the reasons for 
design decisions he had made so that when the drawings were viewed by the client they 
understood why the design had been developed in particular ways. Of this approach, 
Student 14 said: 
He always went through why things needed to be done a certain way :'.Ind 
he mride me put notes on 1he sketches to  explain why the design was how 
it was. 
Mentor modelling oft he use of notes on drawings led students to acquire similar 
methods for creating their own design works nnd for defending them by rclcrring to the 
design audit trail documented by those notes. This process led students to re!lcct on 
their design methods nnd decisions mid in so doing develop metueognitive ways for 
evaluating and relini11g their potential design solutions. Student 16  said that she used 
notes in the same manner she had seen her mentor using. She snid: 
I would go back on to lhc cumpulcr arul draw their ideas up with 
mine 11ml also put in a lot uf notes lo cxp)uin why [ thought it should be 
done chat wuy. They alwnys sketched il out Jirsl and then put it mi lhc 
computer; they used mites nll the time on the drawings to explain how 
they got tu tlmt design oml why it was going to !x: usctl. So I did the 
sumc and thut made it easy for us lo work through my designs together. 
Using the notes us reminders I was nhlc 10 think bnck over whnt I had 
done and why I had done it that way. This made it easy to try other ideas 
in my head before spending time drawing 1hcm out. 
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Data such us these led me to conclude that student learning about design 
strategics used by mentors and the rcusons for design decisions they made was assisted 
by their use of notes to record rmd review design activities and outcomes. Mcnlor 6 
modelled his use of notes for Student 16 and coached her in ways for applying his 
techniques to her own design project. Working in this way, the mentor made use of a 
common design office practice, notes on drawings, as a coaching tool that could then be 
used as a post organiser when reflecting on pathways followed during the development 
of design solutions. In Phase Three, I observed Student 1 6  using design methods that I 
had observed earlier being mode!Jcd for her by Mentor 6. Her approach lo design 
reflected the methods used by Mentor 6. She used noces on drawings, as part of her 
application ofheuristic design strategics and cognitive design tools, to reflect on each of 
her design decisions in order to evahmtc them before thei1 acceptance as par! ofthc 
emerging design solution. Student 9 followed much the same pathwny when working 
with his mentor, who also advocated the use of notes as tools for lhe review, 
development and defence of design solutions. When commenting on his use of this 
approach Student 9 said: 
I wrote down notes on his sketches and the drawings we worked on 
together, you know just little things lhnt he came up wilh that I wouldn't 
remember but needed to use later on. 
rn my own field note.sjourna! in which I recorded my observations of work 
sessions involving Mentor 26 and Student 18. I made note oflhe emphasis 11ntt the 
mentor put on the use of notes as a learning lool. In purticulnr, the mentor encouraged 
rhe student to keep detailed notes supporting a!! design decisions :ind 10 include lhe�e on 
drawings for submission to the client and to council so thut any discussion oflhuse 
drawings could be linkcd lo the influencing fac1ors �1ntcd. From !his I conchalcd chat 
the use of note.� on sketches and drawings wus nn important aspect of student learning 
because it provided tools for mentors to model their usun! prnclices mid the reasons for 
working in lhe manner thut they do. Jn uddition, notes nnd sketches were used hy 
I 182 students to reflect on the pathwnys rollowcd in their decision mnking 
processes in design am! to present in written form n rccortl of I heir rca.'>Oos for using the 
solutions they had nrrivcd :11 when dcfonding lhcir work to the mentors. 
Colego,y J.1.8 Multiple perspectives from con.n,ltont.r anti r1tl,er..·. 
In mosl oft he design office situations studk'd in l'hase Two nm] all oflhc design 
offices in Phnsc Three, the students hlld contact with other design stnlTworking in tho.<;c 
offices. Findings from data coded about student intcrnction with others in the design 
office situatiotis suggested that these contocts helped students to acquire multiple points 
of view about design, ns well ns alternative design methods. I regard this to have 
assisted students to learn mctacognitive ways for dealing with design. Most of the 
mentors encouraged the students to learn from others in the design office siluation so as 
to benefit from their experience and to gain multiple perspectives of design practice. 
This approach supported student social construction ofknow!cdgc through formal and 
informal work sessions. In 50mc of the design office scuings, the students \Vere 
encouraged by the mentors to participate in discussions with other design staff cnl!,llgcd 
in authentic commissions. Jn some instances the students were encouraged to contribute 
to the design and documentation of current projects. This provided the students with 
authentic design experiences and nssisted them to acquire tacit knowledge about real 
building design methods applied in the conlext and culture of the mentor's usual 
practice. 
Student learning through interaction with others in the design office was 
encouraged by the mentors. Most of the mentors highlighted the importance of 
exploring multiple solutions to design problems with the help ofothers who often 
provided opinions, advice or assistance of value to the students to assist them with the 
d evelopment of the final design solutions. In some instances that assistance came from 
individuals with expert knowledge on some aspect of the work at hand as commented 
on by Student 16, who said: 
There was a guy there who worked for them who helped me a lot with 
the computer work and he was more skitfed than they were in usin111 the 
computer. I talked lo a couple ofthe guys who were doing all the design 
woik: aOO they gave me some pointers on what to do with transportables 
and they asked me quite a Jot about using computers which J am pretty 
good at. So we helped each other. 
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All oflhe students in Pha."C Three said that they learned new design 
methods nnd problem solving strategies by working with n mentor 11nd other design 
office personnel o r  consulumts. Most orthc students said thut they lcamcd much from 
others in the design office when they d iscussed urd sketch-:d dilTcrcnt asJX.-cls of cun-cnt 
design office commissions (IS n means of providing cxumplcs ofwuys to resolve the 
stud_cnts' design project. In lhis way the student� acquired information, design processes 
nnd problem solving procedures modelled by others. Similarly, the mcn!ors provided 
information and procctlures based on their CXJX."l"iem:c-buscd tacit knowledge for the 
students to use in resolving emergent problems in their design works. 
For example, when commenting on his mentor's approach Student 13 said: 
He had some good schcnmtic Jcsign ideas and we sort of combined his 
ideas and mine in the final design. He had a Jot of different idcus and 
different ways of pulling it across. That was the great thing about it, he 
hus had such a lot of experience he is able to say look I've tried it this 
way or that way and he gave me examples of where it worked or failed. 
11ml really put me at ease because I felt it w11.-. no shame to have 
something not work. I realised that you just had to try it ou! lo know. 
11ml tn.'lde me explore more ideas even if they were a bit offlhe planet. 
Most oft he students who had contact with other design office stafTor 
consultants in the study settings said that their .:xpcrienccs hud provided them with 
alternative points of view, multiple design strategics and multiple design solutions to 
explore, From this type ofintcraetion with others. the students developed tacit 
knowledge of design mclhods and procedural knowledge of ways to implement 
heuristic design strategics including the reasons for applying particular methods to 
commonly occurring design situations. For example, Mentor 4 explained his reasons for 
encouraging students to seek out the views of others in the design office in order to 
assist learning by commenting: 
You need the interaction with others to bounce ideas around am 
sometimes it is better that students go into a large work environment 
where they can gel ideas from many people rather than just one. That 
apprenticeship style of learning needs to be in a sharing environment. 
Some mentors arranged for students to have contact with an cxteOOed network of 
dcSign experts and consultants. The mentors who worked in this manner contended that 
contact with other professionals created opportunities for students to expand their 
design pcrs;wctives and provided models for multiple design mclhods as shaped by the 
strategics used by others to resolve problems in discipline areas that support building 
design. 
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As well ns working on their authentic design project wi1h a mentor, 
six orthc stutlcnts also participatctl in other projects that were the mentors' current 
design office commissions. This provided the students with authentic experience of 
design tlcvelopmcnt and problem solving in the context nnd culture of the mentor's 
everyday design ofiicc work prncticcs, outside orthc student project they had 
undertaken. In four such situations, the �1udcnts worked with more than one mentor, 
opening the way for multiple viewpoints or perspectives to be explored. This approach 
wns said by the mentors to encourage the stmlcnls to develop their own klcas from 
multiple viewpoints, with the possibility of the students coming up with something 
spccinl that was still essentially theirs, but having well proved design elements from 
recognised experts al its foundations. 
Some mentors said that contact with multiple designers, other design office staff, 
or consultants from other disciplines. provided opportunities to enhance student learning 
by introducing them to the broad spectrum or their everyday culture or practice 
activities. Student 13 said that he wns greatly assisted in his learning by having a "back 
up" mentor assigned to him by Mentor 3 so that there was always someone available to 
him, or another opinion or point ohiew to consider. Of this, Student 13  said: 
Burry brought in  another designer (Jack) from the office to sit in on 
meetings so that ifl needed help when Barry was not around Jack would 
be up to speed on the design and be able to help out and that wa� really 
good because he gave me II fow pointers on how things were done there 
1111d where I get could information on some parts oflhe work. 
In another office setting, Student 23 worked one-on-one with Mentor 4. but with 
no other in-office staff. In order to introduce the student to experts from other 
disciplines that were to be part of the design project nt hand, Mentor 4 involved Student 
23 in discussions with consultant engineers and builders visiting his office as part orhis 
own current commissions. In Phase Three, Student 23 was included in activities 
involving Mentor 4 and three other design experts during 1 1% or the work session 
times. This contact with other experts assisted student ]corning by contributing 
altemntivc perspectives as well os information 11nd solutions that were later explored 
and opp lied by Student 23 and Mentor4 os they worked through the project. 
Commenting on this following one work session, Student 23 said: 
It really helped me seeing him (Mentor 4) having to explain to the 
engineer what h e  wanted out of the roor rorm and hearing the reasons 
that he gove for insisting on not hnving n box gutter and highlight 
window. I ilad a similar problem in my design and that got sorted out just 
by my being !here at the right time to sec how he did it in his 0\\111 job. 
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As noted earlier for Student 13, Mentor 3 also IIITllngcd for n hack-up mentor to 
be nvnilnblc throughout lhc project lo provide nltcmativc points of view, problem 
solving slrotc.�ies and logisticnl ussistnnce lo Student 22 nt times when he wus 
mwvallnblc. Mentor 6 nlso used his other in-house stulTlo support Student 24 
throughout the design project, but did so by nmmging for the student to have his OWJJ 
CAD work station in the design office. This npproa�h nUowcd Student 24 to work 
nlon&sidc other designers where he could sec and hear their everyday praclkcs in 
action, us well ns cull on them for assistance when needed. Working as he did in the 
design office of his mentor gave Student 24 first hand experience of the authentic design 
office cullurc ofpmcticc and facilitated his use of the office services and resources in 
ways typical of the culture of practice there. 
Working in this situation also meant that interaction l:ctwccn Student 24 and 
Mentor 6 took place frequently and on an as-needed basis, reducing the need for 
extended work sessions. Mentor 6 said that he arranged for student 24 to be located in 
the open office space used by the mentor and all of the other office sta!Tto ensure that 
he experienced the same working �ituation ns any other designer there. Being located in 
the general work area meant that Student 24 could hear and sec all that took place in the 
design office and was able to participate in exchanges between sta!Tmcmbcrs or seek 
their assistance whenever needed. Jn this way, Student 24 experienced the authentic 
culture of practice and worked with his mentor in thi: context oft he commercial 
operations of the discipline domain. He was able to exchange ideas with others and in so 
doing acquired new ways of designing and developed multiple perspectives of design 
practice which he applied to the authentic projects he was undertaking with his men1or. 
Mentor I and Mentor 1 a arranged for one of their design office staff to sit in on 
all work sessions with Student 25 sons lo provide alternative viewpoints and back-up 
services. The person they chose for this task had recent experience ns a men tee and as a 
TAFE sludenl. Having this background, plus experience ofworking for a year in the 
mentors' culture of practice situated them well to advise Student 25 on many aspects of 
working with a mentor and of design office practices, On 15 occasions throughout the 
Phase Three work sessions, Student 25 was given support or input to her design effort 
by staff or consultants operating in the design office ofMen!or I. Assistance provided 
by others in this way included their tacit knowledge about various Uesign situations thnt 
had similarities or relevance to the problems that cmergeU during development of her 
project and procedural knowledge of ways they had used to resolve problems in their 
I 186 own commissions. Although these activities took place in just 12% of the 
work session times. they arc design office procticcs that assisted learning for Student 25 
by providing expert knowledge nt those times when it was most nc�'dcd. 
Commenting on this inn post work session in1crvicw, Mentor l a  said that 
having others particiJlll1C in nclivitics involving students in the design was a common 
practice that stemmed from usual office teamwork methods. I le said that such contat.ts 
with consulta111 stnITnssislcd student learning by providing information about office 
procliccs. problem solving methods, resources, expertise and o.ltcmativc points of view. 
Student 25 said Iha! her contact with others in the design office had helped her to 
develop a broad view of the design industry and to beUcr understand the rclation�hips 
that existed with associated disciplines. This., she said had led to her having alternative 
perspectives on environmental and structural problems in her own work and that these 
had shaped aspects ofher final design solutions. 
Findings from data coded in this category Jed me to conclude that student 
learning was enhanced by having multiple views of problems. Contuct with others in the 
design office selling ulso provided opportunities for students to acquire tacit knowledge 
of design from various experts experienced in many different aspects ofbui]ding design 
practice. 
Participalion in site risits. 
Some of the mentors arranged for students to uccompany tl1em on visits to 
building projects under construction where they were ub!c to show outcomes from their 
own design decisions with commercial design commissions. When showing students 
design and construction details on site, the mentors nlso nrticulatrrt their reasons for 
resolving design problems in the manner that they did and demonstrated with sketches 
the processes they had used to explore and refme their final solutions. When working in 
this way, the mentors were regarded by me to use their tacit knowledge to provide 
students with a detailed picture ufthe design process from sketch to ccnstruction. In so 
doing the mentors also demonstrated links between their design procedures and design 
outcomes. Working in this way, the mentors provided students with procedural 
knowledge of their usual design methods, in the context ofauthentic practice as 
demonstrated by the solutions under construction. Student 18 said, when commented on  
this aspect of his learning with Mentor 26: 
The first day that I was there working with her she had some 
uppointments on site so J went along with her to some ofthc jobs that she 
had designed. She explained to me a Jot of things about the way she 
designs nnd showed me them in those houses. She olso krpt asking 
me questions about what I thought or how I would have designed some 
ofthc details. 
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Interaction with others on building sites or when discussing aspects ofu tlcsign 
with consultnn1s or industry experts was said by some of the participants to be of great 
vnlue in helping them to uOOcrstand the links between design office practices und uctuol 
construction techniques. 'J11is aspect ofl�arning design was noted by five students in 
their project journals as important for understanding the reasons behind the mentor's 
design decisions and in understanding construction de111ils that were otherwise difficult 
to explain. I have concluded that mentor use of articulation lo explain their reasons for 
using particular design elements or construction details during sile visits focilitn!cd 
transfer of their tacit knowledge about design to &1udcnts. This assisted the studcn1s to 
link procedural knowledge necessary for using heuristic design strategics lo problem 
solving methods npproprin1c to the ta.�ks that emerged from their authentic design 
project. When interviewed al the end of Phase Two, Studcrt 18 mar.le the following 
comment about this nspcct of his participation in site visits with his mentor: 
I learnt heaps from seeing her (!he mentor) projects as they were being 
built nnd having her 1alk about why she designed the way that she did. 
Other data transcribed from the journal kepi by Student 18 confirmed these 
comments as  follows: 
Went on site today with Susanne to check out a couple of her jobs. She 
talked all the lime about why she had put in the features that she said 
made it work and showed me how the details were worked to brick 
course heights and plastering panel sizes. I asked heaps of questions; she 
liked it when I got into it a bit and she kept questioning me about what I 
thought and how or why I might have done it differently. Got some good 
ideas from this. (Student 18, personal journal entry) 
Analysis ofdala such as these led me to conclude that student learning about 
design was assisted by their participation in visits to construction sites where mcn1ors 
showed actual examples of their design work and verbalised their reasons for 
developing the designs in the manner they did. Working in this way provided 
opportunities for students to acquire tacit knowledge oft he mentor's usual design 
practices, declarative knowledge of site co115truction techniques necessary for dctoiling 
design elements ond procedural knowledge necessary for implementing design methods 
modelled by the mentors. Site visits with mentors provided students with important 
learning opportunities in which the connections between design theory and 
practice wns readily established. 
Summary Of Flndlni:s For Calegory 3.1 
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The following practices emerged as cffcc1ive means for transfer of dcclamtive 
and tacit knowledge in the application of design proccssc.5 and procedures modelled by 
mentors as typical orthcir usual design ollice pmctice methods: 
• examination oft he design hriefnllll ull inllucncing factors in preparation for a 
design development; 
• extensive use of questioning and thinking aloud to: 
• introduce, explore and defend design idcns; 
• explain the processes used to develop design solutions; and 
• fbr evaluation and testing of design elements. 
• the use of extensive nnd diverse non-context specific resource materials; 
• extensive use ofre11ection on past and current design projects as design resources; 
• matching of proved design and construction practices to design concepts being 
explored in the studenl/mcntor collaboration; 
• use ofthe "office sctn opp-oach to provKle visual representation ofidcas explored, 
information researched, variations on design concepts Jr details, brunching of lines 
of inquiry, cvnluation of design elements and innucncing factors; 
• extensive nsc of visualisation to explore multiple pcrspcelivcs and solutions; 
• the use of CAD design and drawing methods 10 quickly explore new ideas or 
concc�s; 
• mentor availability and the extended support offered by contact with others in the 
work place or associated discipline consultants; and 
• student participation site visits and current office projects in which the mentors link 
actual practices with theory or concepts. 
Learning methods using Modelling, Coaching and Scaffolding 
This section reports findings that emerged from analysis of data about how 
student learning was assisted by mentor use of the specific cognitive apprenticeship 
teaching strategics of modelling, coaching and scaffolding. Many of the elements 
discussed here have already been mentioned as occuning in other activities or  practices 
regarded as affecting student learning in the study situation. Here, they have been 
spccilicnlly addressed because of their particular relevance to these three key cognitive 
apprenticeship teaching strategies. Findings that emerged from dala coded in categories 
used to represent the modelling, coaching and scaffolding teaching strategics are 
reported here, along with data from Phase Two interviews and the video record of Phase 
lltree work sessions. 
Earlier in this thesis, i t  was reported that mentor use of modelling and coaching 
was characterised by n constant shilling between the two during student work sessions. 
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Similnrly, mentor use ofvnrious materials to sc111Told student learning lws 
already been mentioned in the context ofcouching students in the upplication of 
heurislic design strategies 11nd problem solving methods typical oft he design office 
culture of practice. During analysis of data codcJ using entcgorics bas.:d on 1hcsc 
teaching strotegies. one hypothesis to emerge suggested that thc.,;c three teaching 
strategies together form the core practices used by mentors to communicate their tucit 
knowledge and design methods to students. This hypothesis is now expanded. 
Calegory 3.2 Learning methods Hing Mlldellini:: 
In this study. modelling is thought to include activities used to support learning 
through personal demonstration of processes or procedures used lo create building 
designs and 10 resolve problems emerging from the exploration, development and 
assessment of possible solutions. Of particular interest was the manner in which 
building designers. when working one-on-one with a student, conwyed their knowledge 
nnd skills by modelling their approach to identifying and soh"ing design problems. 
Here, modelling also included the demonstration of design strategics that affected 
personal style in building design. Personal style in design is regarded as lhc use of 
design chomcteristics or elements in ways that typify that design as having been created 
by a particular individual designer or in the manner of a recognised genre. 
Findings from analysis of data coded in this category indicated that the mentors 
reified their knowledge and design processes by modelling their ways ofusing design 
strategies and problem solving procedures. 'Ibey mostly did this by working one-on-one 
with students using sketching and discussion to link their interpretotion of the design 
brief to design and problem -solving strategics typically used in their practice. As part of 
this process, the mentors used procedures typical of what they said were their usual 
practices to schedule tasks as an advance organiser for addressing the students' design 
project. The main tool used for this purpose took the form of a set of overlaid drawings, 
known as the "office set" (sec Category 3.1.4, p. 166) that provided job planning 
schedules, as well as an audit trail of problems faced, solutions explored and ideas 
reviewed over the life oft he project. The use of this approach emerged as a practice 
common to most of the mentors in the study and was observed to occur during 23% or 
the Phase Three work session times. 
Most of the mentors used examples of their own design commissions to model 
their approach to design and problem solving. Five oft he mentors made extensive use 
oftheir own works as a modelling tool when articulating their personal views on design 
I 190 nnd coMtrnctiondctniling, Throughout the work session�. the mentors 
shifted between mmli!l//ng and coac/1/ng as they moved from n lending role to an 
ussisting, consul1nnt role when working with the students un their design project 
A1111lysis or Phase Three dnh1 imlicutcd that activities in which the mcn1ors were 
modelling their w:1ys for using hcurislic design strategics nm.I pmblcm solving methods 
and conching students in the npplicntion oflhosc methods, touk pince on nvcrngc during 
38% of the work session times. 
Analysis of data about how lhe �1udcnts used methods modelled by the mentors 
to develop their own design uppronch suggcslL'l.! thlll lhc students udoptcd the mentor.�· 
design practices. When commenting on how he initiated what he described a.� his 
structured nppronch to teaching design to mudcnts, Mcntur 7 said: 
If you don't give someone II stnrt point, a� u young person or nn 
inexperlenced person they'll sit there for three hours am/ say "whal the 
hell nm I going to doT' They will think "I don't know where to ffl.m1, do I 
start in the kitchen, do I start from here or I here", you know, they're lost 
One way in which Mentor 7 nnd some of the other mentors modelled their 
design methods wns to introduce students to their design practices by including them in 
the day-to-day events taking place in the design ollice. In some in�lnnccs, this involved 
the mentors allocating the students simple tnsks that formed pan of the authentic 
commissions being underlaken in the design office. The mentors then modelled ways 
for resolving those tasks by working with the student and othen; in the design office as 
per their usual work practices. The following comments made by Student 16 confirmed 
how this nppronch helped her to acquire tacit knowledge of common design ollice work 
prncticcs and procedural knowledge needed in order to npply the mentor's design 
methods. 
When I flfst went in there I got a good idea of whnt their work involved 
by wntching and talking to Steve and some ofthc others as they worked 
on a project that they were trying to get finished. That helped me get into 
their way of doing things. Whal was really great was they let me work on 
some of the drawings with them nnd showed me some new design and 
rendering tricks. 
Data such as these led me to conclude that through these processes students 
ncquircd declarative knowledge about the kinds ofnctivities undcrtnken in the design 
office setting using these processes. The students also nequircd procedural knowledge 
necessary for implementing the design methods used by the mentors nnd others in the 
design office. Student learning in the design office situation was assisted by their 
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observation ofmcn1ors nnd of others urxfcrlnking their cvcrydny design 
nctivitics nnd during work sessions in which lhc mentDrs mDdcllcd design mclhods. 
Some students nlso rcpor1cd tlmt they hnd Jcnrncd much by observing the 
mentors denling with problems emerging from their Dwn design commissions und office 
practices, like problems with computer technology. Commcn1ing on !his, Student J 6 
said: 
, .. sometimes I snw Doug nnd Steve (the mentors) gelling frustrated and 
swearing at the computer bi!cnusc they could not get it to do what 1hcy 
wnnted and I thought that was good bccuusc they wer11 not perfect ci1her 
1111d it made me feel OK when J lmd similar troubles. 
Most of the mentors took n structured npproach ID modelling their design 
methods for students and in so doing ercnted nnd controlled learning opportunilies 
rather than leaving them to chance. Most of the mentors sequenced design aetivitics by 
introducing new design concepts or procedures using tasks that increased in complexity 
as needed to address problems that emerged from the student's authentic design project. 
'[be following comments made by Mentor I about his use of this approach as regarded 
by me to typify the approach taken by most of the mentors when working with students: 
. . .  we work with the students mosll� by showing them the way at first. 
We work through small design tnsks with them to show 1hem how we 
resolve the sorts of problems that always come up in design work. From 
there we break the job down into easy stages nod then let them have a go 
at it themselves and have time lo think it over before we get back to 
working through their idcns with them. 
Jn some eases the mentors engaged others in the design office to model for 
students aspects of their design office practices. Mentor In, when commenting on how 
in his office a staff member with recent TAFE experience was assigned to assist Sludcnt 
31, sa.id: 
... we were lucky in that in the inilial contact with Dennis we were able 
to show him our way of doing things, but we also had Brian here who is 
an ex TAFE student and already knows the ropes in this office. Brian did 
a lot of the sp;ide-work in helping Dennis to settle in with the other 
designers in the oflicc and to get started. He showed him our set-up and 
the general approach that we take wi!h all of our design and 
documentation. 
Comments such ns these confirmed the importance of the support offered by 
having multiple mentors in design office learning situations and in providing multiple 
models of design practice with which the students developed their own methods. 
Findings from analysis oflhe study datn suggested that most of the mentors used a 
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similar nppronch when modelling I heir design practices. Typically, they 
bcgnn by s!tetching common design situations und the methods they used to resolve 
problems chnt emerged from them, while also articulating their reasons 1hr using 
heuristic design strategics or for decisions tukcn when dealing with them. Commenting 
on how he used this method lo provide Studcni 13 with the information needed tu 
commence the nuthcntic design projL-ct used in Phase Two, Mentor 3 said: 
I did these (sketches) in front of him while we were talking to get him !O 
think through the basic construction informotion nod key elements that 
he nccdtd to know. 
One oft he sketches referred to here by Mentor 3 i s  shown below in Figure 16 (p. 
193). Simple freehand sketching ofthis type was used by most of the mentors to 
demonstrate to students how to resolve design elemen!s by  having a structured approach 
lo design based on replicable procedures including sketching, schedules, lists and notes. 
Mentor modeJting of methods such ns these demonstrated for the students the mentors' 
design tools, defined directions and set time lines for completion of tasks as per the 
usual practices of the design office culture of practice. 
Findings from data coded about mentor modelling of their design practices 
suggested that they used discussion and sketching as tools to introduce their ways for 
developing design solutions, while also articulating the reasons behind design practices 
and decisions lo confirm their working practices. The sketch shown below in Figure 16 
(p. 193) was produced by Mentor J i n n  work session attended by me and video­
recorded for 1111alysis along with other data collected. As Mentor 3 sketched the 
construction details shown, he articulated reasons why the pi1ching height of the 
vemndah had to be at 2100 mm and why the minimum pitch of the roofwas set lo 5 
degrees. To reinforce the need for setting these figures, he described in detail several 
instances in which he had experienced difficulties with similar situations with clients 
and builders who sought to detail !he design dilTerently. Working in this 11\llnncr, the 
mentor provided tacit knowledge of his design experiences, as well declarative 
knowledge of different design situations the involve simulnr detailing and proccduml 
knowledge ofways used by him to resolve the problems identified using the sketched 
example. 
'" 
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Figure 16 Sketch showing const ruction details 
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The following comments made by Student 13 indicate how Men!or 3 began by 
modelling his design approach using sketching and discussion then transferred 
ownership of the design development lo the student when the basic information and 
design appr;iach had been established. Student 13 said: 
He sketched and explained things all the time. When I first went there he 
already had a few schematics drown, but he wanted me to tulle about it 
before he pulled them out. He went though some sketches that we <lid 
together before the end of the meeting and basically Sllid to me OK go 
home with this information and build on it with your oWTI ideas. 
This method of showing an approach to design, backed up with infonnation for 
students to initiate their use ofthe methods modelled, was typical of that used by most 
of the mentors. Student 9 described as follows how he and Mentor 2 similarly worked 
by building up layer oftranslueent "butter paper" drawings to progressively develop a 
design solution: 
We sketched all over my drawings together and he worked in pencil 
using tracing p;ipcr over the top so that he could use layer over layer of 
drawings as he built up different ideas. We could flick back over what 
we had done and sec how the design had developed. 
.. 
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Mentor modelling of their work pructiccs in this manner provided II means for 
trnru;fcr to the students their tacit knowledge, guincd from experience ofrrmny dif ferent 
design situations, when dcnling with the specific problems that emerged from the 
authentic design projects undertaken by the students. Most oflhc mentors modelled 
their design methods by demonstrating ways for exploring multiple design solutions or 
variations ofnn idea by usirg overlaid sketches on translucent ''butter paper" so that thc 
underlying sketches were visible us part of1hc new geometry being developed. When 
commenting on how Mentor In hod dcmons1mtcd design procedures using this method, 
Student 8 said: 
Ju� watching him doing the butter paper sketches was great, seeing him 
do dilfercnt bathroom configurations that I had never seen before like !he 
one he did with the 45 degree walls. Each new sketch was on a different 
layer or paper so that you could sec the design changing und by 
overlaying them in different ·•,..,vs he showed me how to test different 
layouts or variations on the ,., 1esign. 
The mentors encouraged the students to use heuristic design strategies and office 
practices they had found to be successful in their own commissions. They mostly did 
this by demonstrating and explaining their application using ttoffice set" drawings. 
sketching and the students own project drawings. Working in this way the mentors were 
able to sketch typical problem situations and the solutions they had used to resolve 
them, while articulating the reasons for decisions made and methods applied throughout 
that process. 
Having begun by modelling their usual design approach, the mentors then 
shifted their approach to focus on coaching students in the application of heuristic 
design strategies based on their everyday practices. Some mentors saw modelling of 
their approach to design as the key to motivating students to achieve beyond their 
previous best performance. Data collected in member check interviews at the end of 
Phase Three confirmed that the following comments by Student 14 typify what most of 
the students said about their experiences when working with a mentor in a design office . 
. .. this was a great working experience and I learnt heaps in a short time 
about design alll how the industry goes about getting projects done in an 
office. Just having him show me how to use his methods to sort out my 
design problems helped me to understand more about design and how to 
come up with the best design I've ever done. 
Comments such as these and other similar data suggested that mentor modelling 
of how their usual design practices could be used to resolve problems in the tasks faced 
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by students in their design project helped the students to ncquirc new design 
knowledge nnd skills, The mentors nlso provided the students with insights into the 
wider community orprnclicc by introducing design elements thut involved contributions 
from other nssocintcd consultnnt discipline experts. For cxump!c, Mentor 6 suid thul he 
demonstrat�'tl the ovcrillf design process for stmlcn!s so n� to give them the "big picture" 
of how whut they produced rclntcd to other ussocintcd disciplines. Oflhis 11ppronch 
Mentor 6 suid : 
It's really impot11ml for u student to sec the proces s  by which II design is 
brought up. Not just in plan form but through nil ofthc related drawings 
so thut ut nny one time the ovcrnll concept is evident for the engineer to 
sec, or the cstimnlor or uny other consuUunt who might be u part of the 
design proces s  nlong the w11y. 
Using this approach to modelling design working practices was said by some 
mentors lo "keep the energy going" for students by presenting II globnl view of design 
development while working on individual elements of a design using small t u sks that 
collectively produced a final design solution. Mentor 2 said that he regarded this to be 
an important clement in his modelling of design methods because it stopped �iudents 
from getting "bogged down" with details when larger issues needed to be addressed 
first. Mentor 2 said he motivated students to explore design variations before resolving 
the line details ofa design by giving them a quick demonstration of how the design 
might be viewed differently by reworking earlier sketched ideas. Mentor 2 said ofhis 
use of this technique : 
In the last time (working session) I saw him l grabbed a piece of paper 
and I actually went shush shush shush (demonstrated rapid sketching 
technique). I just had to get at it and throw lines everywhere. Just to say 
to him get some energy into it. He had some good ideas there but he 
needed lo work them over to explore other possible solutions. 
This approach was picked up  and used by Student 9 who worked with Mentor 2. 
When discussing what he had learnt from working with Mentor 2. Student 9 said: 
He just sort of came u p  with heaps of ideas. l don' t know how he did it, 
but it was  all fast sketching. He just created more ideas each time on top 
of the other ideas using sketches. He kept sketching everything. I-le gave 
me some basic ideas of how things were going to go u s ing sketches nod 
then I look that home and worked on it and fixed it up b;r drawing 
outlines to rooms and getting distances correct and made it work. That's 
how I got started with the des ign. 
Mentor modelling of processes, procedures nod design strategics was never 
simply a demonstration of their practices. It also mostly included elements of conching 
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nnd usually ulso sca!Tolding using resource materials to lxmsl �1udcncs prt�I 
barriers to their progrcs.�. I laving mcnlors apply an<l m1iculatc their usual practices 
mm.le visible to students the mentor's tacit knowledge, like how to deal wilh vcrnndah 
roof dclnils as mentioned curlier uni many other design situations, a� well as the 
procedures they used to deal with them. 
As their designs developed, the students usually took a mvre aclive role in lheir 
collaborutivc work sessions and the mentors movt-d more to coaching than mod�Jling, 
while also taking less of a leading role in dt"l;:ision making in the design. Evidence of 
this shift can be seen i n  comments reported earlier by Student 16 who said: 
Wl1en I went there I dilln't feel confident to talk about my ideas and 
wasn't sure about how they did things there. That changed pretty quickly 
because although they took the time to explain a lot to me about their 
design methods, they also made me talk aboul mine and got me to 
explain every part of my design as it developed. That really helped me to 
be more relaxed about talking to them and by the end I think I wns doing 
most of the talking and they just helped when I needed it. 
During Phase Three work sessions, activities in which the mentors were 
considered to be coaching students took place during 6 1  % ofthc work session time. The 
fluid nature of the balance between modelling and coaching in mentor supported design 
office activities involving Mentor 6 and Student 24 is regarded by me to be IYPical of 
what took place i n  most of the student/mentor collaborative work sessions. For that 
reason, n description of how Mentor 6 worked with Student 24 i s  provided here. 
When interviewed prior to the first work session, Mentor 6 said that when 
mcntoring students he always used e xamples of real design situations and solutions to 
model his usual approach to design. This he said provided vislllll evidence of design 
ideas and concepts that he had applied in his own commissions and about which he 
could articulate detailed informed description of the reasons underlying decisions taken 
and alternatives explored in resolving the design problems. I observed that during the 
first work session with Student 24, Mentor 6 spent 13% of the work session time 
modelling his approach by sketching forms that evolved from the design decisions taken 
leading up to the completion ofan exemplar project being discussed. The exemplar 
project used was presented by Mentor 6 as an "office set" of drawings generated as part 
ofhis usual design office practice. 
Analysis of Phase Two data suggested that the use of the "office set" approach 
was a key clement in modelling design ideas and strategics for dealing with problems 
that emerge during the design process. Findings that emerged from analysis of Phase 
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Thn .. -e data showed that the mentors used "office set" drawings when 
modelling their design approach, during 40% oft he work session times. 
During analysis of the vi<lco l'l.-cordings of the l'lia.�c Three work session.�. I 
observed that the balance between modelling and coaching constantly shillcd in II cycle 
ofdctnik-d cxplanntion building and demon�lrntion In facilirntc the student's use ufthc 
design prqccdurcs being applied. Figure 17 represents that cycle of modelling, 
demonstration, coaching and explanation building. 
Exp]aMtion 
building 
� 
Modelling 
Coaching 
Demonstration 
(verbal and visual 
Figure 17 Cycle of modelling, coaching, demon s truting and explanation building 
Mentor 6 used a multi-faceted approach to progressively build a verbal and a 
visual picture of the design problems and their possible solutions using the "office set" 
design tool, sketching and discussion. In this way he reined his tacit knowlL'Clgc and 
procedures for denling with problems emerging during the design process. Findings that 
emerged from analysis of data nbout other student/mentor design office collaborations 
showed that mentor modelling of their design methods helped the students to acquire 
declarative knowledge including regulations and standards that govern construction 
practices and information about how these influence design and structural detailing. It 
also facilitated student acquisition of procedures used by experts to deal with problems 
that emerged from tasks embedded in the authentic design projects on which they 
worked. This was evident in the work produced by Student 24 (who worked with 
Mentor 6) when his design drawings were assessed by a panel of building design 
experts (sec judging of student designs on page 269). Although this assessment did not 
form part of the main data gathering methods, it was regarded as providing data r.bout 
student learning outcomes lhat were confirmed in member check interviews wilh TAFE 
lecturers at the end of the design project. Findings from analysis of these data con finned 
other findings that emerged from this study and supported my contention th::t new 
leaming had occurred. 
When discussing how cnd1 of the students hnd performed according 
to the nsscssmcnt of their fimil d esign commissions, Lcclurcr I S11id: 
They all did really well in the projL'CI nrnl I can sec a grcnl difference in 
the slnmlnrd of their work when I compare it lo what they usuully 
produce in clu ssroom based design exercises that we dn with them. C11lin 
(Student 24) came through with the best design. The panel (group of 
building design experts who usscsst.'d the student designs) thought that 
his work was ofn professional standard nnd that he had really made the 
best of working with Mentor 6. 
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Jn addition to the structured work sessions in which the mcn!ors modelled their 
working methods for the students, other unstructured activities took place in the design 
office from which the students acquired knowledge by observing and sometimes 
particip;iting in exchanges with others. Most of the students reported that hearing and 
seeing others working with clients and consultants on real design projects had enhanced 
their learning experiences i n  the design office. When commenting on how this nspcct of 
working in a design office had assisted his learning, Student 13 said : 
I learnt heaps just by being in the office and listening to 1111 the 
conversations going on around me. Sometimes they got pretty heated and 
that was great because they had 10 defen d  their ideas if they wanted to 
get them through. 
Worir.ing with a mentor in II design office and being witness to all that takes 
place WIIS said by many students to add  new dimensions lo their learning. Student 16 
said: 
It gave me a different point of view tibout looking 111 design, you know, 
you are not so limited lo what you can use. I've got a much broader view 
of design now and know about alternative ways of doing things that you 
just don't get to see at T AFE. 
Fin dings that emerged from analysis of data about practices used by the mentors 
to model their design methods and problem solving strategies suggested that modelling 
was used by the mentors to: 
• demonstrate their usual d esign methods, pr .,iJJcm solving strategics and a structured 
approach to design through the use of authentic ttoffice set" drawings, sketching, 
over-sketching of CAD d r awings, schedules, lists and notes; 
• demonstrate to the studen t s  d esign tools, heuristic design �lralcgies. defined 
directions and set time lines for completion oftnsks; 
• provide declarative knowledge ofdcsigri situations. regulations, codes and standards 
as  well as procedural knowledge for applying design mclhods; and 
• s tructure design activitie s  to replicate the sequencing of design production in 
authentic practices. 
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Calegory J.3 Learning method!! using C()llehing 
Carver. (1995, p. 206) conten d s  th:1t coaching occur.; when "the teacher ohscrvcs 
arnl focili1ntcs while students pcrfonn a task". Thl� study supports that view with 
coaching also including activities or situations where a mcnlor a�slstcd studcnls by 
working collaboratively with them to resolve design problem.�. The use of coaching is 
considered here to inclu de mentors guiding students in their use ofheuihtic design 
strategics and problem solving methods by articulating the reawns behind design 
dcdsions, procedures and individunl style elements regarded by them as being typical of 
their usual design office culture of practice methods. 
Aoalysis of the video recordings of �tudent/mentor work sessions showed that 
all of the Phase Three mentors moved constantly between conching and modelling as 
they worked with the students on the real work design project. Activities in which the 
mentors were considered to be modelling took place during 23% of the work session 
times and activities in which the mentors were considered to be coaching took pince 
during 61% of the work ression times. These figures being taken only as a guide to the 
balance of activities given the overlap of modelling with coaching Iha! was almost 
always present. 
Mcnlor use of detailed explanations and skelching when coaching students in the 
use of heuristic design strategics and problem solving method s  was common lo all of 
the PllllSC Three design office situations. Much of what the mentors presented consi sted 
of guidance and explanations for nddressing problems emerging from the authentic 
tasks embedded in the sludent project using nrticu]alion and sketching. For example, 
Mentor 6 created the sketch shown below in  Figure 18 (p. 200) to assist with his 
explanation of how lo design on a hillside site with clay soils, when coaching Student 
24. The following excerpt has been transcribed from the work ses sion in which Mentor 
6 conched Student 24 in dealing with problems about the building site: 
Mentor 6: 
This design situation is like one I dkl recently on a steeply sloping site 
with wet clay soil n n d  large ironstone rocks. I went for a framed design 
similar to what you have suggested in your proposal. This is a good way 
lo den! with a site like this because it's best to avoid cutting into the site 
and risking mud slippage. 
Student 24: 
I thought that I could also use a flat slab and retaining wall to get a level 
area at the bottom for the cars. 
Mentor 6: 
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Let's have a look at that. Ifwe cut a section through your design this 
is how it might look. (quick sketch as shown below). If you cut into the 
site you will get slippage and water run-off through the footings and that 
might cause movement for any mass walls. Also, you will need to form 
drains behind any retailing wall or they will act like a dam and 
eventually crack and fail. Have you thought about using a fully framed 
construction to avoid the use of retaining walls? 
Student 24: 
Not really, I thought that I needed to have brickwork for some of it for 
thermal insulation reasons. 
Mentor 6: 
There are many other ways, for instance we can use multi-layer 
insulation, roof overhangs and verandahs for shade like this (see 
verandahs in Figure 1 8) and get the orientation working for us to let the 
sun in during winter through highlight windows like this (see arrow to 
window in top of Figure 1 8). 
Mentor 6 went on further to discuss reasons for refining different parts the 
design that Student 24 had presented. Working in this way, Mentor 6 coached Student 
24 through several aspects of the design by discussing reasons for using different design 
details and by sketching multiple solutions that he called on the student to develop as 
they worked together in refining the overall design form. 
-... _____ ..... -..... -.. .... 
-----:�----• -:. _ 4 _ r· ·�. i - •. 
Figure 18. Sketch used during Coaching about sloping site conditions. 
Coaching used in this way by the mentors facilitated transfer of tacit knowledge 
of different design situations or methods to students. Typically the mentors also gave 
detailed reasons for decisions they had taken when resolving particular design problems 
-
---� ..... 1£ .... 
'-----��· 
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in 11uthcntic commissiolL� used by them u.� exemplars on which s1udcn1s 
could b.,sc their own design practices. 
Most or1he mentors said 1hnt when couching students they expressed lhcir 
thoughts nloud while sketching design idens or solutions. This, 1hcy Sllid, pmvidcd 
immcdinte fccdb;ick to the s1micnts ubout how and why they resolved design problems 
in the manner tlwt they did. During l'hnsc Two, Mentor I said that he sketched IIOO 
111Jkctl nbout �is decision-making processes when conching student.� in the use orhis 
design methods. Of this approach Mentor I said: 
We sketch in front of them and we think out loud nod say look you do 
this and don't do that nod we rub bits out and develop it on 1hc fly with 
them. 
Student 18  similarly described the approach used by Mentor 26 to conch him by 
using sketching and articulation. Studen t 18 said: 
She �ketched straight on top ofmy drawings and sketches m well as 
doing her own butter paper sketches and overlays. She talked about why 
she liked doing things her own way ln design and all lhe lime explaining 
why some things worked and other didn't. 
Jn all oflhe Phase Three work sessions, mcmor use of coaching by the over­
sketching of drawings wns observed to occur in conjunction with detailed descriptions 
of why and how particular procedures might be used to resolve emergent problems in 
the design. This aspect ofthc use of sketching is described in more detail Inter as part of 
Category 3.4 Learning Methods U.fi11gScoffoldi11g (p. 206) but is mentioned here 
because it also emerged as an important clement in conching. Some mentors sketched 
over the top of drawings v.ficn coaching them in the use of design procedures. The 
purpose of working in this way was said by some mentors to provide immediate 
feedback to the student on the effect that ideas being explol'l.xl might have on the design 
form and to show a record oft he design variations considered throughout the work 
session. Commen ting on how his mcnlor used this approach Sludcnt 9 said; 
We sketched all over my drawings together. lie worked in pencil using 
tracin g paper over the top so that he could use layer over layer of 
drawings as he built up different ideas and we could flick back over what 
we has done and see how the design had developed. 
Mo& or the students made commen ts similar to this when discussin g how the 
mentors over-sketched their drawings to guide them through the design project. From 
these data I concluded that over-sketching of drawings was an important tool used by 
mentors when coaching students. Its use was slightly dillCrent from freehand sketching 
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to present new idcns or for cxplanntion purposes in I hat it utilised unc.l huilt 
upon existing g1.'0mCII)' and thereby prcscnlL-d an evolving form upon which 5tuden ts 
coulJ rcncct nnJ explore new pathways. Drnwings produced in this manner during work 
sessions were utldet.l to the st1llcntl'>' own "office set" documents that formed the biL�is 
for further tlevclopmcn t of their design solutions. They were also used in coaching 
sessions to explore multiple design solutions. In addition to these "office set� drawings, 
the mentors used their own "office set" �ocumcnts of authentic commission.� as 
exemplars when conching students in ihe application of heuristic design strategics und 
problem solving methods. When using these "office set" drawings for coaching 
purposes, the mentors were ublc to provide examples of completed design solutions that 
addressed similar design situations to those of the stu dents' authentic project. Using 
these, the mentors lhcn demonstrated their design methods and conveyed their tacit 
knowledge of variou s situations and design solutions for students 10 adajX to their own 
works. 
Stu dent 16  said that her me�ors encouraged her to develop an "office set" using 
the overlai d drawings they had developed together when coaching her through the use 
oftheir design procedures. The "office set" drawings she created were also used in later 
work sessions with the mentors to explore and refine other design solutions. Of this 
approach, Stu dent 16 said: 
... it meant that I had layer s of sketches in what they called their "office 
set" an[ from that I could i.�e the design progressing and also see where 
we had tried things c,ut and then gone another way. 
During Phase Two, Mentor I said that his approach to working with students 
was based on "sketch and talk" so that every aspect of the design process and every 
design idea explored was documented using sketches and notes that fonned the "office 
set" drawings for the design project. These drawings were lhen used during work 
sessions to further explore and refine design solutions. Other "office set" d rawings 
created for authentic commissions were used during coachlng sessions along with the 
student's drawings to introduce design strategies and for explaining how problems 
similar to those that emerged from the student's projects had been resolved in other 
projects. Findings for this category suggested that most of the mentors used "office set" 
drawings a', tools to assist their coaching of students in the application of their usual 
design practices. The following comments made by Mentor 17 arc typical of many 
similar d ata coded about coaching using d rawing sets to show different aspects of 
design practice : 
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. . .  I stress to the students that it is vital lo he confident that ynu have 
explored every llSJ)l-'CI of11 design before trying to create formal drowings 
that the client might ncccpl nnd therefore close off on dcvclnpmcnt thal 
mny still be needed, Thut's why I get students to Jcvclop their own 
�office set" drawings, so lhat they 1::an sec lhc gr11dual development of 
their idc11s and to explore every one of them before committing to a 
design. 'Il e whole time I nm working with them I also get lhcm lo use 
my own "office set" d r awings u s  II source of information. By using lhcm, 
they can sec and I can explain how and why certain design situations arc 
best rcsolv1:d. It's a great way lo guide someone else by lwving real 
eXllmplcs thllt have t>ccn built and being able to tell 1hcm about the 
successes and failures tha1 came out oflhcm. 
I have concluded that stlldcnts acquired ways for developing design solutions 
through mentors coaching them in the application of their design strategics and in ways 
for resolving problems thnt emerged during the design proces s. A key part of students 
learning to apply their mentor's design method s  involved the mentors e:icplaining the 
reasons for their design dccisioru; by using exemplar works documented in "office set" 
drawings of their authentic commissions. I regard coaching assisted student entry to the 
design office culture of practice because it revealed how and why mentors use particular 
strategics to add ress design problems in the eontc:ict and culture of their usual practice. 
Coaching using these methods also showed how the mentors applied the heuri stic 
design strategics and procedures they advocated to their own commissions and thereby 
demonstrated the success or failure of those mecho d s  along with the reasons why. 
The manner in which Mcntor I and Mentor In used coaching methods was 
rep1:!sentative of the way most of the mentors used coaching. For this reason, the 
following description of how Mentor I and Mentor I a worked with Student 25 during 
Phase Three is included here to illustrate the how coaching was used in the design office 
work sessions by the mentors to assist student learning in building design. 
Men/or Coaching In design office work sessions. 
I observed Mentor I and Mentor In coaching Sttxlenl 25 in the use of design 
strategies they described at the time as their everyday practices. Mentor l and Mentor 
111 started out in a similar fashion lo that used by  most oft he other mentors studied, by 
taking a very open view ofthe design at hand so as to "!eave it open to multiple ideas" 
for the student to explore. During 51% ofthe work session times the mentors 
encouraged Studc!lt 25 to visualise as many alternative design concepts as possible by 
placing herself mentally on site, e:icperiencing the location. During JO% oft he work 
SClision time, each of these ideas or concepts wa s  lhcn explore d  by sketching and 
discussing them to the point where they could be evaluated, then accepted or rejected 
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for further development. Conching nctivilic:s in which the mentors sought tu 
inspire ne\·,r thought by reviewing the student's w11tk look place during 32% oft he work 
session time. With each new design cxplurcd by SCudcnl 2S, lhc mentors introduced 
new approaches for resolving the problems emerging from the si1Lmtion. These uctivitics 
occurrctl during 4 1% oflhc work scs.�ion lime. Much orwlwt the mentors provided 
during these sessions invu]v�,J the introduction of multiple pcrsrx:clivcs of the design 
project being discussed, nlong with tips iind lcclmiqucs for resolving the difficulties that 
they identified as likely to emerge from the situation prcscntc<l. For 61% of the work 
session time, the mentors explained their use ofinfommtion based on their tiicit 
knowledge of similar situations they had faced in their everyday activities and the 
procedures that they had employed to resolve them. 
As the design being developed by Student 25 began to emerge from the many 
forms she had explored, the mentors coached her along a pathway nlmcd at fl!fining ha 
preferred design solution. Following the third work session, Student 25 commcn!ed that 
she had urrived at the basic form of what was to become her final dc�ign hy applying 
the ''process of elimination" that Mentor I had introduced during the fir�t work session. 
She explained that she had considered several other possible plan-forms for her design, 
but had rejected them after exploring their attributes nnd finding them unsuitable. 
Throughout the six observed work sessions involving Student 25 some aspects ofthis 
early process of exploring multiple perspectives on global scale in the design tork place 
with the mentors. Much ofit also occurred for Student 25 nt home where, according to 
her, she used the mentors' advice to make the evaluations by herself by developing and 
exploring their value within the framework of the procedures in which she had been 
coached by the mentors during the work sessions. 
The most intense work M:Ssions involving Student 25 and her mentors took place 
when she had established a plan-form that was accepted b y  the mentors as suitable to be 
refmed for a final solution. At this time, the mentors used sketching and discussion to 
introduce and explore possible variations to the design at a dctailcd level wi1hin the 
�ontext of:he overall plan layout and elevational treatments. Student 25 said that this 
stage of development was most enlightening for her because she felt that she had 
achieved freedom in design through using an open•minded approach to visualising the 
final fonn. This she said had led to her creation of multiple design  solutions for 
evaluation and integration into the final design concept. 
When Student 25 presented what she regarded as her final design, Mentor I and 
Mentor la encouraged her to evaluate its suitability by discussing at length with her 
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numerous vnrin1ions for the details of that plan that could he used to reline it. 
Throughout this process they coachl:d her in ways to explore und In 1.k1nil the ideas 
presented in the finnl design hy using multiple layers oftrunsluccnl "bu tter paper" 10 
over-sketch new kleus on the existing design genmctry. '111cy nlso used examples from 
their OMl "oOice set" drawings of commissions llmt hud similar design situations hut 
different solutions to those being tlcvclopcd by Student 25. 
During JI% of the work session time, the mentors modelled design variations 
nnd alternative approaches that were based on cxcmplar.i takcn from their own works in 
progress. Ench design clement or procedure introduced in fois manner provided 
strategics for conceptualising new ideas nod resolving cm�:rgcnt problems in the design 
being developed by Student 25, This, I contend,  cncourag•:d Student 25 to w,e 
melacognitive wnys to explore and to reline her design ideas. When discussing this 
approach with Mentor la during Phase Two, he said ;  
If  you just keep telling them what to  do  they never develop their own 
ideas, ifthey go it alone they might make mistakes but they also come up 
with the goods occasionally and when that happens it's pretty easy to 
�,. 
I give then a starting point with some sketches and then let them 
experiment with the ideas, when they come back with something too 
outrageous I just slowly pull them back by getting them to show me how 
they might actually build it. You might say to them what a grent idea but 
get back to the real world. 
Some mentors said that they encourage d students to "run off at a tangent" in 
design because it often resulted in creative, innovative ideas being explored. Other 
mentors were more focussed on monitoring student exploration of''radieal ideas" and 
used coaching methods to guide exploration and discovery by setting parameters that 
were based on the requirements of the client brief. For example, Student 13 described 
how Mentor 3 coached him through the design process, saying: 
He gave me the advantages and disadvantages of things like room sizes 
or positions. Then he let me decide on how I might use things. He let me 
do  the design but he guided me when I got bogged down or started doing 
things that he saw as running off line. 
Student 16  experienced o similar approach in her collaboration with Mentor 6 
and Mentor 6a. She said: 
Most cfthe time I did it on my own but with them helping out when I got 
stuck or just looking over my shoulder and making comments when they 
saw things that they thought could be done differently. I had to keep 
myself working at ii, but they were always there on the sidelines keeping 
an eye on me and going through my sketches asking me to explain why I 
wns doing things in thnt way. They kept lalking to me about lhc 
<lcsign and usuully suggested little chnngcs or adding in things like 
verandahs ond so on. 
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Most of the mentors USl'U coaching to u ssist �tudcnt learning by rcifying their 
tacit knowk'Uge ond design procedures when demonstrating und explaining 1heir 
npplicntion to problems the emerged from the students' authentic design project. 
Through this conching process, the stu<lents acquired the knowledge and skills needed 
to resolve design prob]elllll. Analysis of the study data suggested that coaching occurred 
by. 
• guiding students' application of design, heuristic design strategies for resolving 
emergent design prob!ellt'l and for refining design solutions; 
• explanation building lo deiail the reasons underlying design processes anti decisions, 
bnsed on personal experiences; 
• over-sketching ofstudcnts drawings to provide inunediate feedback on ideas 
explored or solutions accepted; and 
• assb1ing exploration of new design ideas thnt stemmed from earlier concepts, as 
documented in  the "office set". 
Category 3.4 Leaming methods using Scaffolding 
Carver (J 995, p. 206) contends that scaffolding occurs when the ''teacher 
provides support to help the student perform a task". This study suppons thnt view as 
well as regarding scaffolding to include tips and tricks or resource materials provided by 
the mentors to &Sist student learning or problem resolution activities in design. This 
included techniques, exrlanations or partial solutions that enable students lo progress 
beyond points of difficulty. 
Findings that emerged from analysis of the study data suggested that the mentors 
used scaffolding to assist students over barriers to their progress by providing limcly 
inform:ition and procedures, based on authentic experie11Ccs, to resolve problelllll 
emerging from lhe design process. 
All of the mentors used a range of different methods including the use ofthe 
following materials to scaffold student progress with design: 
• exemplar drawings; 
• architecluruljoumals and catalogues; 
• codes and regulations; 
• advertising materials like magazines and travel brochures; and 
• hnnd and CAD drawn sketches. 
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ScalTolding ofien also included IL'lsistimcc by consultants and other 
design office sta!Twho provided specialist knowledge or alternative procedures for 
solving problems that were preventing student pro�rcss. All ofthese elements have been 
mentioned already in the discussion of design office practices, modelling and coaching. 
"Ibeir use as scaffolding elements is further discussed here b.-cnusc sculTolding is 
universally recognised as importnnl to student learning in the design office situatioll.'l of 
this study. 
Student development of autonomous ways for using information and design 
methods modelled by mentors took place during their collaboration with the mentors 
and as pnrt of their independent design activities. The use ofsca!Tolding materials and 
methods as listed above is discussed in this section with reference to its timely 
applicntion by mentors and others in situations where students experienced difficulty in 
progressing because of problems that emerged from the authentic ta5ks of their design 
project. Scaffolding used in this way diOCrcd from the use of these same mater ials 
during expllllllltion building or coaching where new idell5 or  concepts were introduced 
along with ways for dealing with them. The essential feature of scaffolding was its 
timely application to overcome barriers to student progress. Another key aspect of using 
scaffolding was its gradlllll withdrawal as students acquired knowledge and skills 
needed to complete their tusks. The gradual withdrawal of scaffolding, referred to as 
fading, was examined using the video recordings of Phase Three work sessions. 
Four aspects of mentor use of scaffolding that assisted student learning emerged 
from this study. Each of these, observed in use by mentors during Phase Three work 
sessions, is now discussed along with emergent findings and examples drawn from the 
study data. The categories are: 
J.4.1 Mentor skerching, over-skerching of CAD drawings and notes; 
J.4.2 Resource malerials including codes and regulations: 
3.4.J Scaffo/Jing using exemplar uojficc set" and CAD drmrings; and 
3.4.4 Consultants and others with special ski/ls. 
J • .f.l Mentor sketching, ove,-..sketching of CAD drawings. 
Throughout this study, the mentors used freehand sketches and over-sketching 
of CAD drawings to introduce ideas and to explain design situations or methods. 
Sketching wns also used extensively hy mentors to provide timely tips and techniques to 
assist students to overcome design problems. What made the mentors' use or such 
sketches different from their usual application as tools to assist coaching, was that they 
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were specifically crc11t1.'U and used in responw to student miucsts for help, or 
when the mentors saw thnt the studenls hnd come to a barrier to I heir progress. The 
other aspect or sketching used in this way wns that os with other aspects of scaffolding it 
was used only us needed and progressively wilhdrawn (fading) us the students 
develop(.-d knowledge and skills to resolve emergent problems tlmt hod lx.'l:n targeted hy 
mentor scaffolding using sketching, 
For cX!lmple, some mentors made use of sketches to form links for i.1udcnls 
between room rclalionship bubble diagrams and concept design layouts. Mentor 3 said 
that working in this way was typical of his usual design procedures, but was not used by 
the students he mentored until he introduced it to them after having seen them struggle 
to move on from basis plnn forms. The manner in which Mentor 3 used an overlay 
sketch to scaffold learning can be seen by comparing Figure 19 {p. 208) which shows 11 
simple plan fonn (created by Student 22) with no room relationship links, with Figure 
20 (p. 209), which shows II plan developed over a bubble diagram, developed by Mentor 
3 with the student. Mentor 6 prepared the bubble diagram part of that sketch after 
examining tbe student's first design efforts (see Figure 19). The bubble diagram was 
then developed by Mentor 3 and Student 22 into a plan fonn. This coaching process 
utilised sketching as a scaffolding element in that it provided timely information and the 
basis for a design procedure that overcame a barrier to design development for the 
student. For this reason, I regarded this use of sketching to be a valuable scaffolding 
element for student learning. 
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Figure 19. Student design sketch without room relalionships. 
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The sketch used by Mentor 3 to scaffold Student 22 is shown below 
in Figure 20 (p. 209). In this sketch Mentor 3 has overlaid defined room shapes on a 
bubble form layout used to initiate the design by first establishing zone relationships in 
the building. 
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Figure 20. Design sketch showing defined room areas over bubble concept forms. 
Such sketches were said by most students and mentors to be valuable tools for 
overcoming barriers to student progress during the development of design projects. 
Mostly, these sketches were quickly executed using soft pencil on butter-paper, concept 
drawings, or roughed out details ready for the student to resolve into their design. 
During Phase Three, the mentors used sketches to illustrate, develop and explain 
concepts and design ideas or details, as part of their modelling and coaching efforts with 
students during 53% of work session times. An example of this form of sketching as 
used by Mentor 4 with Student 23, to scaffold learning is shown below in Figure 2 1  (p. 
2 10) . 
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Figure 2 1 .  Sketch used for scaffolding Student 23. 
Hand sketching over the top of CAD drawings was similarly used to scaffold 
student learning. For example, Mentor 6 helped Student 24 to position his design by 
showing him how to create focus lines, using over-sketching. The sketch produced by 
Mentor 6 for this purpose is shown here in Figure 22 (p. 2 1 1 ) .  The focus lines drawn by 
Mentor 6 run from the two left side comers to meet with a line from the centre of the 
right side site boundary. Secondary focus lines are shown as broken lines that were 
added when Mentor 6 coached Student 24 in his ways for developing alternative 
building positioning axes. 
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Figure 22. Over-sketching of CAD drawing showing focus lines. 
Throughout this study, I observed that most of the mentors scaffolded learning 
by using sketching and over-sketching of CAD drawings which sometimes included 
elements taken from their current works or office archives that were similar to the 
students' designs. Used in this manner, sketches enhanced and scaffolded learning by 
providing sources of exemplar materials that incorporated similar situations ( and the 
solutions used by the mentors to resolve them) to those faced by the students in their 
own works. Sketching used in this manner also provided transfer of the mentor's tacit 
knowledge of different design situations and the information needed to address them in 
order to meet regulatory requirements and industry standards for drawing 
documentation and construction. Having such materials as the basis for work session 
discussions allowed the mentors to use over-sketching of exemplar drawings or the 
student's own drawings, along with articulation, to assist student_s to resolve problems 
in their own works. Sketches produced in this way were also used to explain how other 
design strategies might be applied to problems that emerge from the student's designs. 
Student learning outcomes from mentor use of sketching to scaffold learning included: 
• acquisition of declarative knowledge about multiple design situations as seen in 
exemplar "office set" drawings of authentic commissions; 
• acquisition of tacit knowledge based on experience of using design methods reified 
by the mentors through use of sketching of similar problem design situations and the 
methods they had used to develop solutions for them; 
I 
• proccdurnl knowledge of ways to apply oltcrnativc design prnctices as 
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shown by the mcniors in their use of overlay sketching of exemplar drnwings tu 
reify their methods for opplying design procedures with reference to the student's 
own project; and 
• design methods and multiple solutions to prohlcms typically addressed in everyday 
design situations thnl emerged from 11uthcntic projects as dcmonstralt'd by the 
mentors when sketching de.�ign elcmcnls from 1hcir own works to illustrntc potcn!ial 
ways for resolving problems that emerged from the student's design project. 
When commenting on how Mentor 28 used this technique, Student 8 said: 
It was only when we started grUing stuck for ideas or close to the 
deadline, he would come back to me with an idea sketched out and say 
here is something I have thought about and we would discuss and sketch 
that lhrough. When I got stuck, I kept going back to those sketches. 
because I kept them in my own "office set" drawings nnd J would use 
them to sort the problems. 
Mentor2 said that some students were unable 10 proceed with design because 
they did not have the necessary knowledge of building codi:s and regulations, or 
industry standards for construction detailing and the like. To assist them to overcome 
such barriers to their progress, he sketched for them key elements from exemplar works 
to specifically address problem parts of their designs. This use of sketching to scaffold 
l�ing helped students to acquire declarative knowledge of different design situations 
and to develop tacit knowledge of ways others had dealt with problems simi!or to those 
encountered in their project. It also focilitntcd their use ofproci:C<1ral knowledge 
necessary to apply design methods, acquired from the mentor, to resolve their own 
design  problem situations. 
Mentor use of sketching to scaffold student learning helped students lo acquire 
tacit knowledge about design arxl drawing standards, as defined by the mentors, through 
their use of exemplars, drawings and sketches, from which the students could develop 
their own designs. Using solutions from other works to scaffold the students' designs 
facilitated the introduction of industry Md design office struidards to those designs. 
Mentor 3 said that he used this approach so as 10 lead by example. He said: 
I talked about every aspect of the design and sketched out idCl'.lS with him 
when we wanted something done in a particular way, or if it had to 
confonn to particular codes or regulations. 
I detennined that student learning was enhanced by mentor use of sketching to 
demonstrate and exp Ill in their design methods and by the use of sketches by students to 
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present nml tlefcnd their tlcsign methods and solutioll.'l. For example, the 
student design shown in Figure 23 (p. 213) was developed using the method provided 
by Mentor J (see Figure 20, p. 209) which shows the bubble diogrum and over­
sketching approach introduced by Mentor 3. Although the layout in figure 23 fa 
different from the mentor's example, Student 22 ha.� dearly npplicd the method teamed 
from Mentor 3. 
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Figure 23. Student dClllgn using over-sketching of bubble diagram. 
Additional information, in the form of notes, was often provided on sketches 
used for scaffolding learning. Mentor 3 made extensive use of notes and sketches ru; 
scaffolding tools when working with Student 13. On this point Student 13 said: 
I did heaps of sketching to develop the designs and when we worked 
together we mostly talked and sketched ideas and worked over the top of 
them trying out new solutions. We made a Jot of notes while we talked 
and sketched and I used these later to sketch out other ideas that we 
discussed. 
An example ofthe notes produced by Mentor 3 to scaffold Student 13 is shown 
here in Figure 24 (p. 214). 
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Figure 24. Notes used to Scaffold student learning, 
Notes used on sketches in this way assisted student learning by providing an 
advance organiser for each new stage of the design development. Their use was also 
important for student reflection on the design process and also important when 
defending design decisions tothi: mentor or others. 
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Where CAD technology was used in design and drawing produclion, most of the 
mentors used a print-out ofthe semi-completed student design to sketch over the 
drawing to scaffold students' progress by exploring new ideas or to assist in developing 
existing ones. An example of how Mentor 6 used over-sketching of CAD drawings to 
scaffold Student 24 lhrough parts of his design is shown here as Figure 25 (p. 216). In 
this drawing, freehand over-sketching can be scc:n in almost every part ofthe CAD base 
drawing. This demonstrates how CAD drawings were used as a means of formalising 
the emerging design geometry, which was then explored and developed using freehand 
sketching methods. The use of over-sketching of CAD drawings to scaffold student 
development of design elements often occurred as part of conching, but with the focus 
being on overeoming design problems that had presented barriers to the student's 
progress. 
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Figure 25. CAD Drawing over-sketched by Mentor 6 and Student 24. 
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During 28% o f  the work session times, Mentor 6 encouraged Student 24 to over­
sketch his own CAD drawings in the manner modelled by the mentor. This, he said, 
assisted learning by providing a scaled ( and therefore realistic) base upon which to 
explore other ideas or variations on the design. The visual record of all ideas explored 
using true to scale over-sketching gave the student an audit trail that showed the 
branching of ideas and explanatory elements concerning why certain parts of the design 
had been accepted or rejected as part of the final solution. Analysis of Phase Three data 
about over-sketching and notes on drawings suggested that they were used by the 
students as reminders of why particular decisions had been made, and this assisted them 
to make other design decisions, as informed by their earlier explorations, when not 
assisted by the mentor. The key element was the record of the design decisions 
explored, as seen through the sketched ideas and notes made by the students during the 
work session. Notes on sketches used by mentors to scaffold student learning helped the 
students to reflect on the purpose of those sketches when revising their designs and to 
utilise the information shown when implementing design methods acquired from the 
mentor. 
Another aspect of using progressive over-sketching of design ideas to scaffold 
learning was that of scheduling the sketches, drawings and models produced to give 
order and structure to the design process. Schedules were also used by many of the 
i 
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mentors when assisting studcnls to plan the time line for completion of each 
pnrt oftlteir design project and prcsentolion documents. Mentor 3 noted that this was a 
part of his usunl design office practice and wns therefore an important aspect ofwhut 
students needed to learn for professional practice. O f  his u� of schedules IO \lC!lffo!d 
learning, Mentor J soid: 
What I do when we are uctunlly doing projects here is work out what we 
are going to do, how mnny sheets of drawings we are likely to produce 
and that's part of the process of quoting financially. Students get stuck 
because they don't know what lo do next When that happens I gel them 
to produce a schedule to work to. That's how we do it in the office and 
that's what works with students. 
The mentors encouraged the students to use schedules ns a framework for design 
procedures that were broken down into incremental, readily achieved singes. For 
example, part ofn time schedule typical oflhal used by most ofthe students in this 
study is shown in Table 12 below. 
Table 12 
Sample part ohtudent design projed schedule 
o,, Design Drawings Resources 
Element required 
Thuss- Brief Schedule of Example of 
breakdown criteria client brief 
from Brian 
Friday 6'0 Site CAD layout Drawings of 
requirements with levels Winthrop 
nnd features job, council 
rcl!ulations 
Saturday?� Contour lines Plan ofsite DOPLA 
on site, plus plans (get 
geological sections on NET) 
run<y through n/s Client b:·ief 
drawing and e/w title 
dmwin!.!s 
Sunday 8°' Design zone Sketch Example 
relatior.ships layouts drawings, 
(keep it Building 
simolel Code 
Monday 9'0 Start bubble Butter paper Criteria 
dia ...... ms .�ketches from brief 
1ime taken 
4 hours 
7 hours 
4 hours 
(incomplete 
at this time) 
Allow3 
days 
Allow l day 
1ime 
allocated-
Time Jell 
I day 
28 davr. 
I dny 
27 days 
0.5 days 
26 days 
0.5 days 
25 days 
2 days 
24 davs 
Most of the mentors used schedules similar lo this to assist students to organise 
their time to complete various !asks. They were used by all of the mentors in Phase 
Three to keep track of the students' progress in the same way in which they monitored 
! I ! ! I ! 
! - I j ! I - - ! 
! ' I I 
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I - I -- ! - I 
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real work projects in their normal office practices. This helped the mentors 
to idenlify problem nspccts of:.1udcnt completion of design ta�ks within the overall time 
ovnilable for the uuthcntic project and helped them to provide additional assistance 
quickly when barriers to progress were cncounlered by the students. For this reason I 
regarded mentor use ofsch�'dules to support student learning to he another nspcct of 
scaffolding. 
1 lw.ve concluded that student use of design project sclwduling in the manner 
mod cl led by mentors assisted learning by providing nn advance organiser for tnsks 
leading to design solutions. Its use by students wns also important ns a tool for 
reflection on pathways followed during the design process nnd also important when 
exploring new perspectives or nltcmative design clcmenls, 
3.4.2 Resource tt111teriafs used to Scaffold learning, 
Scaffolding resources used by the mentors to assist students included books, 
journals, magazines and photographs covering a great range of topics, not all of which 
were necessarily nrchiteclural design focussed. Anything that included stimulating 
iDlllgery such as design or fnshion elements like those found in magazines, travel 
brochures and the like was used by some of the mentors lo inspire ideas in building 
design. AU of the building design offices situations used here had extensive libraries of 
diverse and non-context specific Dlllterials available for the students to use. In most 
cases these things were provided infonnally as coffee table items Ust"d for cnsnal 
reading in the social culture of the office. All oflhe design offices also made extensive 
use of"office set" drawing documents of authentic design commissions and CAD based 
drawings and component libraries as resources for scaffolding student learning. Most of 
the mentors said that they encouraged the students under their direction to use these 
materials to stimulate and inspire new and im:iginative ways of dealing with design 
problems. When commenting on his use of such materials, Mentor I said: 
We have a really good collection of magazines nnd books which we all 
use in the office to get ideas and keep up with what's going on in the big 
picture overseas and in Australia. 
Most of the students said that they had used a diverse range of materials supplied 
by their mentors as a source of information and inspirnlion when looking to overcome 
barriers to the progress of their designs. Mentor 2 used books and other m.. , �ials to 
introduce new ideas and to stimulate Student 9 to visnnlise a design approach for a 
country selling. Of his use of such materials with students Mentor2 said: 
I 
I said to him go and read some books nnd look ot some pictures, go 
to a travel agent uml pick up some brochures of the places you arc 
designing for. Try to get the images in your mind be:;:our,e some of this 
com1try that these houses are going to is beautiful. 
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When Student 9 wus nskcd about how Mentor 2 helped him progress beyond the 
initial design sketches he created from the criteria set by the client brief, he said: 
He brought out a couple of books, just Jundscapc and the RCA (Bui/din,: 
Code of Auslralia), as well iu some trade litcra, . that showed timber 
and mctol work building products. We pulled ideas out of them on 
balustrades and details for transportablcs We also looked at photos and 
stuff on the climatic wncs in a book called "Living With Climate" thllt 
was reolly useful for working out roof overhangs as well as window si7.cs 
and positions. He sketched out three or four dilferent ways of using roof 
shapes to get sun protection for the walls. We also used a cardboard 
model he hnd of one of his jobs to talk about how wide the verandah 
needed to be on the west.side to keep the sun olfthe kitchen windows in 
summer. Once I hnd all thnt stulfl was able to get on wilh the design. 
This statement shows that Mentor 2 used a number ofdilTerent resource 
materials to scaffold Student 9 over the barrier that had put a halt lo his progress. They 
included books for landscape and site development, the Building Code of Australia for 
construction deloils and safety standards, trade literature for lechnical information about 
building mntcrials, a text book on designing for different climate conditions, 
photographs for inspiring design style and a model for exploring design form. 
Bringing resources such as these !Ogcther was a key part of scaffolding student 
learning in the design office situation as it facilitated the progress of the student's design 
work with the immediacy of having the mentor at hand to direct its use. Many 
comments similar to those made by Student 9 were included in data coded about the use 
of resources used by mentors to scaffold student learning. For example Mentor 3 used 
commonly available magazines lo assist Student 13 when he wru; "stuck for ideas". 
Commenting on this Student 13 said: 
..• he brought along some pamphlets and magazines that had pictures 
and articles in them showing portable houses and that wns really handy 
because I got ideas from them to get my design under way. 
Student 14 said that when he was "stuck" his mentor used his own drawings as 
exemplars, as well as sketches to scaffold him through difficulties. Of this approach 
Student 14 said: 
... he didn' t have any similar projetts fo this one but he showed me 11 
Jot of presentation drawings and some details that he had used. I-le was 
good like that because when I was stuck he would not try to block out 
I 
my ideas and use his own he would jm11 guide me through and give 
me little hints an.I sketches urthing.� lo allow me to work it out. 
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Student 16 snid thut Mentor 6 and Mentor 611 used II combination ofscvcrul 
different materials us scnlTolding lo assist her in resolving problems thiit presented 
barriers to her progress in design. They also fociliht1cd her access to other experts in the 
design office who provided spctialisl advice when needed. Of this approach Student 16 
snid: 
... when J got stuck they were good nt giving me just enough to get on 
with it. They bad u big library of books and pamphlets and drawing sets 
tlmt I could use for ideas and dclnits or partial solulions; there w11s heaps 
of stuff to use. lbcre was also II guy there who worked for them who 
helped me II Jot with the computer work and he wa� more skilled lhan 
they were in using !he computer. When I got stuck he helped me out by 
showing me how to use the computer to experiment with different design 
combinations using their CAD design components library. 
Mentor 26 made use or her own past design commissions to demonstrate design 
strategies and solutions. She then coached Student 18 in ways 10 apply those methods lo 
the problem situations that were preventing his progress with his design project. 
Commenting on this Student 18 said: 
... she showed me some other designs where she had used the Mme 
technique and it had worked well there, it was a practical way of getting 
it together. She showed me several sets of drawings or other projects that 
she had done and I got xfeas from those on how to set things out and 
detail them. That got me over the first big hurdle. 
Analysis of Phase ThrL'C work sessions involving Mentor I, Mentor la and 
Student 25 showed that they used a broad range orscalTolding materials including 
exemplar drawings, inclustry journals, codes and regulations, magazines, photographs 
and models. Resources such as these were used during 15% ofihc Phase Three work 
session times to introduce new concepts or ideas, new design/building nmterials. 
dif ferent presentation techniques and design elements such as construction for01.s in 
steel. During the early part of the design process, the mentors used gene ml materials 
such as books and photogrnphs to talk about image and fonn. As the design developed, 
they made greater use of more specific examples as seen in their own design works in 
progress to demonstrate and coach tlK: student on the application oflhe elements 
provided. 
Mentor I made extensive use of simple models lo scaffold learning when 
dealing with the visualisation of concepts or three-dimensional design forms. This, he 
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said, was part of their everyday culture of practice when dealing with clients 
who were not always able to read drawings as building forms. Student 25 adopted the 
mentor's use of scaled models by making a model of her own project (see Figure 27, p. 
221 )  to communicate and develop her design ideas. Of her use of concept models, 
Student 25 said: 
The model just helped me to bridge the gap between what I could 
conceptualise and what I could sketch. We used it quite a lot during the 
work sessions to discuss the structure and the aesthetics of the building 
because it gave a real sense of the scale and proportions of the design. 
Figure 26 shows a sketch used by Mentor 1 to introduce the idea of a model 
when discussing the layout proposed for the presentation of the design. The five 
rectangles at the top of Figure 26 represent the five drawings needed for the presentation 
and the idea for using a model is shown in the bottom-centre of the sketch. Student 25 
picked up on the mentor's suggestion of using a model and implemented it in her final 
presentation as seen in Figure 27 (p. 22 1), which shows a photograph of the model that 
she built. 
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Figure 26. Sketch showing proposed presentation with model. 
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Figure 27. Design presentation model. 
This model was used by Mentor 1 and Mentor l a  to scaffold learning for Student 
25 when she was having difficultly in resolving the roof forms where the central 
horizontal section of the building meets the two square sections located at the sides. It 
was also used to assist Student 25 in her understanding of how building regulations 
about access to public areas was calculated. 
Most of the building design offices had comprehensive sets of codes and 
regulations, as well as technical documents, both of which were necessary for students 
to ensure they met legal and regulatory soundness of their designs. Many of the students 
noted that access to these codes and regulations helped them to resolve problems that 
emerged during the development of their design project and assisted them to acquire 
declarative knowledge about building practices. This, they said, greatly enhanced their 
learning and assisted them in resolving aspects of their designs that they may have 
ignored or simply guessed at when doing a fictitious classroom based project. This 
aspect of using resources in this manner was seen by most of the students as the first 
time that they felt totally accountable for their design decisions. Some students 
commented that they had been mindful to adhere to regulatory requirements because 
their mentor had demonstrated the use of regulations in relation to their work and 
therefore they felt accountable to the mentor in their use of these materials. 
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Throughout the work scssions,just a� there was o eyclicul 
overlapping use of modelling nm! conching, 111,�rc olSfl ,;;,cistcd an overlapping ufmentor 
use orthe materials discussed here for coaching und scuffolding. At times, mentor use 
of these matcriuls could he clearly dcfinctl ns them couching lhc sludcnts. Al other 
times. the mentor.i used these material� in ways that I reganlcd as scnlTolding because 
their use focussed on the provision ofnssisumce to deal with acute design problems, 
rather thnn teoching everyday design practices or procedures, 
Analysis of the study dutn suggested that when the students had access lo 
extensive rcsourees, they were more inclined to ndopt a meticulous upproach to their 
design by following through mnny detailed aspects of the work. Mentor use of 
scnffolding Jed to students acquiring declarative knowledge of design situntiol �. which 
helped them lo build their tacit knowledge ofwnys for implementing procedures they 
hod acquired from mentor modelling of their methods and conching in ways to npply 
them. Some students snid that they did not use this thorough approach when 
undertaking a classroom based design project where resources were limited. The 
extensive use of codes and regulations was evident in the notes and sketches produced 
by most of the students in the drawings presented at the end of the design project. 
Findings from analysis of these data led me to conclude that mentor use ofa 
diverse range of resource materials lo scaffold student learning helped sludcnls to 
acquire declarative knowledge of many aspects of design practice, as well as knowledge 
of procedures used by expert building designers to create and develop design solutions. 
'The fmdings also suggested that timely use of scaffolding led to student development of 
skills to visualise design problems and ways for them to resolve emergent problems 
using metacognitive design methods. 
J,4.3 Scaffolding using exemplar "office :set" and C4D drawing:r. 
The importance of"office set" drawings in design office learning was discussed 
in Calegory J. 1. 4 on page 166. This section deals with data coded about the use of 
"office set" drawings as a tool for scaffolding learning. Specific examples ofhow 
dimrent mentors used the "office set" for the purpose of scaffolding student learning 
are discussed here, along with supporting Phase Two and Phase Three data. 
Most of the mentors used sets of drawings from their own design commissions 
as exemplars to guide nnd scaffold student learning, The use of these drawing sets 
occurred during 16% oft he Phase Three work session times, Most of mentors made use 
of CAD technology and geared their design practices around the use of pre-drawn 
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design elemcnls and re.use or entire CAD based drawings. llund drnwn 
sketches ond CAD lmscd drawing elements in "office set" commission documents were 
extensively used to sculTolding students us they reached various stogcs in their designs. 
This form ofscntfolding wos used by mentors lo provide students with pre-drawn 
pnrtinl solutions for II variety ofdifforcnt design concepts and construction details, each 
showing clearly defined industry standards of documentation th11t &1udcnts applied to 
their own work. 
Findings suggested that students were guided by mentors lo regard use of CAD 
based "office set" drawings as resources for developing their own design solutions and 
to overcome barriers to their progress. The use of"office set" drawings in the full range 
of design practice mostly took place as part of coaching by mentors, but was also used 
by them to address specific problems that formed barriers to the students' progress 
when dealing with the authentic design projects undertaken. 
The use of these materials also formed part ofa process through which students 
were required lo defend and justify their design development. When discussing how he 
used exemplar drawings to scaffold Student 30 though difficult parts of her design, 
Mentor 6 said: 
We would get her going by showing her these simple ones (exemplar 
drawings) with just plans and elevations and say to her you can do that in 
your own project and she would apply the techniques herself. 
Mentor 2 similarly supported Student 9 when he was having difficulty 
progressing with his design. When discussing how the drawings used by Mentor 2 had 
helped him through, Student 9 said: 
He gave me lots of examples of other drawings and other house plans 
that he had used in those two areas (geographic locntions) and used them 
to cicplain how he had come up with designs in other similar areas. 
Most of the mentors encouraged the students lo utilise existing drawings for 
their developmental works, as these had already been proved by the mentors through 
authentic commission applications. As a scaffolding element, such drawings facilitated 
!tudent melding of many different design ideas and provided opportunities for 
individual approaches to be developed out of existing materials. Authentic commission 
"office set" documents (drawings and other materials) were used by the mentors as 
exemplars lo explain to students the problem solving strategics they had used to create 
the design solutions shown. The use of"office set" documents in this way assisted 
knowledge transfer because it provided a means for the mentors to rcify their tacit 
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knowledge and this helped students to acquire ways for resolving their own 
design solutions. Application by s!udcnts of design methods acquired in I his manner Jed 
to students developing their own "office set" documents that show the progress ofthc 
project from concept fonn to construction documentation. Sturlcnts then used these 
drawings to reflect on design ideas they hod explored nod to refine elements deemed 
suitable for inciuSion in their final design solution. Using this approach provided the 
students with n visual record of the entire design process and strategics used to resolve 
each element ofthe final solution. 
When discussing his use of"officc set" documents as scaffolding tools for 
student use Mentor  7 said: 
This pince is full of examples ihey can pull out of the drawers and use 
them to develop their own ideas. That's how we do it in here in all of our 
commissions. 
The use of"office set" drawings also provided students with industry accepted 
benchmarks against which they could evaluate their own work. This was seen my most 
ofthe mentors as a key part of student learning using authentic projects because the 
"office set" documents provided examples of design and drawings that defined 
standards ofpfOfessional practice necessary for the students to achieve in their own 
works. Mentor I noted that he used exemplar drawings to set standards for student 
perfonnance. When discussing how he did this with Student 20, Mentor 1 commented: 
We gave him swnple drawings and said this is what we expect yours to 
look like when it is finished. 
Mentor I said that he used "office set" drawings to assist students over barriers 
to their progress with aU aspects of design offie,: practice. This he said included student 
use of design drawings, detail drawings and presentation drawings from a variety of 
sources such as hand drawn sketches, CAD drawings and other materials produced by 
consultants outside ofthe office environment. All ofthcse materials were based on 
industry standards and provided students w·ith models upon which to base their own 
works. As scaffolding elements, they assisted students to overcome design problems 
that formed barriers to their progress, as well as setting standards of excellence that 
encourage higher levels ofaehievement in design thinking and drawing production. 
Making note ofthis aspect of their use, Menior 3 said: 
We have these here (showed interviewer presentation drawings of 
different projects) which we use as a basis for much of our presentation. 
This is what the student sees. It gets them over the design hurdles nOO 
sets the standard that we expect ofthem. 
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When commenting on how she wus helped through design problems by Mentor 
2 who used "office set" drawings ns the basis for much of his usual design practice, 
Student 29 s.iid: 
I had n Jot ofidens but just couldn't seem to get started with the design al 
f1rst because I had never designed anything for II tropical climate before 
and wasn't sure how to begin. lie puJlcd out three different sets of 
drawings of jobs that his office hod done up North and used them to 
show me how they dcnlt with the air flow through the buildings and the 
termites, a� well ns some ideas on cyclone protection without making the 
pince look like "Fort Knox". Once I had those drawings to work from, he 
just ]et me loose and I got into it. lle was really pleased because I came 
back with n couple of design layouts which we worked on together lo 
make the final one, 
In some of the design offices, whole CAD drawing libraries covering 1111 aspects 
or design docwnentation were made available to the students. The students were 
encouraged to extract from these ideas or component parts for their own designs, just ns 
proressional building designers do. Mentor 7 encouraged Student 29 to make use of the 
office CAD resources to develop her design. lbc use or materials in this wny sometimeR 
blurred the edges between scaffolding and conching. Commenting on how he had used 
such materials to scaffold learning for Student 29, Mentor 7 said: 
I gave Karen a lo! of CAD files of entollfage and presentation stuff that 
we use so she could just plug those inco her presentation. I said to her, 
you will find this in almost any CAD based office like ours, it's 11 
resource that the induslry uses. 
In another design office situation, Mentor 3 assisted Student 22 with the 
graphical presentation of his ideas for the development of the building site by providing 
the student with "office set" drawings as well as an electronic copy of a full library or 
CAD details. This allowed Student 22 to rapidly present ideas and explore new ones 
without having to spend time creating the geometry himself. By having such resources 
to facilitate drawing production, Student 22 was free to focus his design creativity on 11 
conceptual level, rather than being tied to the restrictions that mny have otherwise been 
presented in the docWTienlation processes of drawing production. 
Most of the mentors indicated that ns a usual practice they used pre-drawn 
design elements and CAD based drawings including construction details and commonly 
used layouts for design elements such as bathroom or kitchen areas, to assist students in 
their development of design solutions. This approach I regarded as o. key aspect of 
scaffolding that was extensively used by mentors lo assist student learning. Most or the 
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mentors used CAD design elements 11nd "office set" drawings to scaffold 
student learning nnd to acquire declarative knowledge about: 
• commonly used solutions for room layouts in kitchens, bathrooms. bedrooms and 
technical areas like medical or industrial settings; 
• relationships between rooms for traffic flow in various settings; 
• regulations ll!ld codes llS applied to specific design situations; 
• construction details such ns footings, roof structures, truss and beam fixings and the 
like; 
• colour und texture ofsurfoce finishes; and 
• the selection of materials and different construction methods as determined by 
specific design problems or situations. 
The following example of how "office set" drawings were used in various ways 
10 scaffold student learning is based on my observation of Mentor 6 working with 
Student 24 during Phase Three work sessions. I have chosen this particular 
student/mentor situation because the methods used by them were representative of most 
oft he design office situations studied. 
From the outset of their collaboration, the principal tool used by Mentor 6 to 
scaffold Student 24 through many barriers that emerged during development ofhis 
design was the various "office sets" of drawings created with each new projecl. Using 
these as a basis for overcoming problems in his own work, Student 24 was able to 
follow the progress ofthc exemplar designs by reading through the mentor's notes and 
drawings that made up the "office set" record of design methods used and decisions 
taken to resolve the design solutions. Figure 28 (p. 227) shows some over-sketching 
elements (see the darker line parts) that were introduced by Mentor 6 as successful ways 
for resolving problem areas in the student's work, but based on parts the mentor's own 
"office set" drawings being referred lo as exemplars during the work session. 1bc 
pru!icular elements discussed are room layouts and furniture and linings items shown al  
the centre of the plan displayed. 1bc manner in  which Mentor 6 had used elements such 
as these in his own works to define spaces in the plan was taken up by Student 24 in his 
organisation of space in the design shown here. Although a seemingly small design 
clement in itself, at the time it represented a conceptunl barrier to Student 24 in his 
development ofa design solution. By using his own works as an exemplar to scaffold 
learning for Student 24, Mentor 6 assisted Student 24 lo overcome that barrier. 
-
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Detailed room '� 
layouts defined 
by over­
sketching 
umiture layouts 
to define spaces 
Over-sketchin 
of morn form 
Figure 28. CAD drawing showing sketched development of fine details. 
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During Phase Three work sessions, I observed Student 24 create and use his own 
"office set" in much the same manner as modelled for him by Mentor 6. Student 24 
adopted the working practices modelled by Mentor 6 and used by him as a tool to 
scaffold learning when coaching Student 24 through areas of difficulty. Using exemplar 
"office set" design drawings in this way provided Student 24 with the means to quickly 
explore multiple design ideas and possible solutions. This I regarded as evidence of 
development of metacognition. Evidence of the exploration of multiple design ideas in 
one drawing developed by Student 24 can be seen in Figure 29 (p. 228), which has as its 
base a CAD drawing, but has been heavily over-sketched by the student when exploring 
ideas for refining the plan and elevational treatments. 
. I 
Figure 29. Over-sketched CAD drawing. 
Over-sketching: 
Alternative roof 
forms being projected 
from plan 
Roof forms being 
developed by 
dropping lines from 
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Drawings like this were compared by Student 24 to others in design office 
"office sets" which provided benchmarks against which he could evaluate emergent 
ideas and synthesise them with new ones developed for the real work design project. 
This is shown in Student 24's elevational treatment of his design which were developed 
from ideas first presented to him by Mentor 6 as part of one of his own design office 
commissions and demonstrates evidence of tacit knowledge transfer about design 
procedures acquired by Student 24 from Mentor 6. The over-sketching of the roof forms 
as seen in Figure 30 (p. 229) came about as a result of Mentor 6 and Student 24 working 
on the design together with reference to the exemplar drawings introduced by Mentor 6. 
Testing ofroof 
shape ideas for 
isolated elements 
Figure 30. CAD drawing showing roof form development. 
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Further development of the ground plan seen in Figure 28 (p. 227) also 
contributed to the formal drawing of the elevations seen in Figure 30. Very little 
evidence of over-sketching can be seen in these drawings because during coaching, 
Mentor 6 made use of translucent overlay paper to trace out new ideas over the existing 
drawings, rather than work directly on the student's most recent work. When questioned 
on this point, following completion of the project, Mentor 6 commented that he did this 
deliberately to allow the student to feel some sense of closure coming to the design, but 
to still keep an open mind on late changes explored as disposable thoughts on paper. 
This process was said by Mentor 6 to also allow Student 24 to feel ownership of 
the final design and that any changes to be made at that stage were for the student to 
initiate and decide. In so doing, Mentor 6 contended (post project interview) that at this 
stage of the design, "the student becomes the designer, no longer the apprentice" 
(Mentor 6) and thus takes responsibility for the design, working in autonomous ways at 
a higher level of decision making and project management. From these and other data 
about student transition from being dependent on scaffolding support, to working 
independently, I determined that most students had at this stage developed autonomous 
use of metacognitive design methods for exploring and refining design solutions. 
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3.4.4 Consul/ants and others wilh .rpecial .tklllf. 
In most of the design office situations., the mentors llf'J'llnged for experienced 
personnel to advise 11ml guide students at limes when the mentor was not uvailahlc. 
Most of the students said thnt this wns of great value because it provided them with 
altemntivc points of view and !hey often provided the a.-.sistance they needed to resolve 
some difficulty which would otherwise have halted their progress while they waited for 
the return ofthcir mentor, When discussing his use of a backwup mentor, Mcn!or 3 said: 
Wilen the student came for the first meeting I bought in Jack ns my 
assistant so that he could be involved and to be there IL'l a back up for 
times when I may not be available ns well. 
One key aspect of having experts on hand to assist students to work through 
difficult parts of their design involved coaching methods and scaffolding materials 
linked to current design office works in progress. The use of such projects gave the 
students authentic examples of the mentors' problem solving strategics and methods of 
application used by the mentors and olhers in their everyday culture ofpraeticc 
activities. Student 16 said ofthis aspect of working with Mentor 6 and his stare 
When I got stuck they were good at giving me just enough lo get on with 
it, Some ofthe time when I was working there they got me to work on 
projects that they were doing in the business and that showed me a lot 
about how they worked through problems in design and how they ran the 
business. 
Student experience with working on authentic commissions with the mentor and 
others in the design office assisted them to acquire tacit knowledge of design procedures 
and declarative knowledge required for their application. This was an important part of 
student learning in the design office situations of this study. 
Most of the students commented that their mentor used examples of their current 
works to assist them in resolving the design problems of the study project. This they 
said taught them a great deal because the examples were real and represented actual 
solutions lo authentic problems that the mentor had resolved. Some students said they 
felt confident when incorporating elements of the mentors' work into their own designs 
because they valued the mentor's expertise. On this point Sludent 8 commented: 
He sprung an idea because he said look I am currently working on this 
and we looked at how we could adapt what he was working on to what 
we were doing together on the project. 
Analysis of Phase Three data showed that during 32% of the work session times 
Mentor 3 nnd his assistant mentor used scaffolding materials consisting mostly of 
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sketches, drawings mld contmct documents that had been produced in the 
design ollicc us part ofrcul work commission�. Uy using these m!lh:riuls throughout the 
work sessions, Mentor 3 wiL� ublc to scnffohl Student 22 over dillicu:tics he had 
encountered with his own design by applying work pmcticcs, dcsi1::n solutions und 
methods for n<ldrcssing emergent problems to the student's project. When Mentor 3 was 
not nvuilable, his assistant wus able to use the same mntcrinls to SCllfTold student 
learning, adding his own intcrprclntion of situations and heuristic design strnti:gies in so 
doing. An important ospcd of using design oflicc commission drawings for scaffolding 
was that when a "back up mentor" or other person in the setting USL-tl the same resource 
materials os the mentor when assisting the students. This often provided the students 
with another interpretation of the design methods or solutions shown and thereby 
introduced oltemative perspectives, to assist problem solving. 
Both Mentor 3 and his assistant also provided scaffolding by using exemplar 
materials and quick sketches of design ideas or possible solutions. They also included 
notes on thci, sketches about design strategics used a!KI the reasons for decisions taken, 
for later reference by the student when further exploring the ideas thus introduced. For 
example, during one work session, I observed Mentor 3 and Student 22 create the sketch 
and notes shown here in Figure 3 1  (p. 232). Mentor J snid that this was typical of his 
work practices and that he used this approach with students to ensure that they 
documented design decisions and the reasons for using design elements so that they 
could refer to these later when defending their proposed solutions. 
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Figure 31. Sketch and notes format as used in exemplar office drawings 
Analysis of Phase Two data showed that the timely provision (see quote below 
from Student 9) of specialist knowledge or problem solving tips by the mentors and 
others was said by many students to be a key part of overcoming barriers to their 
learning. For example, Student 9 said that much of what Mentor 1 5  did to help him 
through difficult aspects of the work centred on discussion and sketching. Associates of 
the mentor provided other help. He also said that when he became "bogged down" with 
a complex roof form, a building consultant who worked with his mentor provided 
detailed explanations with quick sketches that helped him to visualise and understand 
the interrelationship of components needed to resolve the roof design. Commenting on 
this, Student 9 said: 
After I managed to get the plan reasonably right, I started on the sections 
and elevations. I couldn't work out the roof plan and so he (building 
consultant in office) showed me how to extend the roof out this way so 
that it came out a bit and sorted it out. 
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Analysis of Phase Two data also showed that the s1udcnts, who 
worked in design office situations where Ibey had contact with other designc:-s r,r 
consultants from llSSOCiatcd di�ciplincs working in associotinn with their mentor, were 
ossisted in their learning by the advice and assistance provided by them. For cAamp!e, 
Student 13 made the foUowing comment when discussing how 1111 n.�sociate ofhis 
mentor had helped him to take a different view of design when she was not progressing: 
He had a lo! of different ideas and different ways of putting it across. 
That was the great thing about it, he had such a lot of experience he is 
able to say look I've tried ii this way or that wuy and he gave me 
examples of where it worked or foiled. 
Student learning was enhanced by the students having access lo the experience 
of multiple experts who provided opinions, heuristic design strategics and working 
practices, together with their tacit knowledge of typical design procedures Mown by 
them to be successful when applied to authenlic projects. 
1bc mentors and others used the following scaffolding methods lo assist student 
learning: 
• freehand sketching backed up with detailed explanations of the reasons for using the 
design/construction strategies or delllils presented; 
• exemplar "office set" drawings illustrating heuristic design strategics, problem 
solving procedures and benchmarking st011dards; 
• over-sketching of hand drawn and CAD based drawings to show multiple alternative 
design strategies or solutions; 
• timely presentation of"tips and tricks" based on authentic commissions and tacit 
knowledge; 
• use ofa diverse range of non-context speeinc materials such as mag117Jncs, journals, 
pictures and the like, as well as discipline specinc codes and regulations; 
• notes on sketches and drawings for focussing student use of design procedures and 
to convey declarative knowledge of design situations, regulations or usual office 
practices; 
• use of notes and schedules for sequencing of learning events in design and to link 
these to lncremenllll tasks that progre:.sivcly build on student knowledge and design 
skills; and 
• providing a CAD data base of pre-drawn elements to address individual problem 
aspects of design and facilitate rapid exploration of multiple design ideas. 
Theme 4: Design office Hpilrlence and learning 
In this section findings are reported from analysis of data coded nsing the 
following categories: 
4./ Developing a creative, innovative approach to design; 
4.2 Rei.fying knowledge in design office learning: and 
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./.3 Explorolion, Rt'}lt'clitm and Yi.fuulisut/o11 In the development tif 
design style. 
Findings that emerged from anulysis of data using each of these categories urc 
now discussed itlong with supporling dulu. 
Category 4,1 Dcveloplng a creative, innovative approach lo design 
Analysis of Phase Two data showed !hat most orthc students considered I hat 
working with a mentor inspired them to achieve excellence in their design work and 
most also said that they had lenmcd a great deal lrom the experience. for example, the 
following comments made by Student 8 arc regarded by me to be typical of many others 
in data coded in this c:utcgory. 
Working with him I felt really charged up. It made me aware of how 
important it was to get stuff done on time and it made me then put in a 
big effort to get every thing else done that I had been letting go for some 
time. I feel more confident and positive about what I am doing. Before 
that I would do my designs and I'd think I would wonder if this will work 
and I'd think no that's just a shit idea, but now he has broadened my 
horizons a bit and now I think hang on maybe that might work and I'll try 
it out. 
In these comments, Student 8 has mentioned several points said by most oft he 
mentors to be key goals they sought to achieve when working wi!h students. These arc: 
• development ofa confident positive attitude; 
• feeling inspired about design work; 
• planning design stages by using time schedules; and 
• being innovative and adventurous when exploring alternative design ideas. 
Most of the mentors said that they sought lo inspire students to develop an 
imaginative, creative and innovative approach to design. Findings from analysis of 
study data showed that they used various methods to achieve this including discussion, 
showing pictures and drawings of other works, going to the site of works in progress 
and hand sketching ofidellS with the students during work sessions. Mentor 4 explained 
that he sought to generate enthusiasm with the students as a means of taking them on a 
'journey of discovery" in which he stimulated their imagination using a diverse range of 
verbal and visual images, including those displayed in his own work environment. 
Mentor 4 said of this approach: 
My approach is fo generate enthusiasm. This enthusiasm can be 
inte,prctcd in a couple of ways, one: it can be on the project which they 
have; two, ls about the future they have in the industry itself, their career. 
Essentially what they do when they come into my office is they arc 
impreSSl-d by the cnvironmcnl, the environment suys everything, this 
is the lead or key point. Once you lwvc cstublishcd the environment the 
expectation, the cxcitcmcnl, the cnlhusiusm starts to fiow from there, it 
sets the gonl or focus or lcndcrship aspect. 
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lltc video recordings of work ses.�ions in which Mentor 4 worked with Student 
23 were studied to dctcnninc how Mcncor 4 npplicd the approach that he described 
oho\:'. In those work sessions, the mentor began by tulking nbout different design 
commissions that he had undertaken nnd showed Student 23 examples of these by using 
photographs and drawings that were displayed on thc office walls. With cm;:h project 
discussed, he describctl what it was that in.�pircd J1im in the design and what he hoped to 
portray in its aesthetic lrentmcnl and spatial construction. Throughout this process, he 
placed great emphasis on inspiring new thought by using descriptive language with 
sketching to encourage Student 23 lo visualise ideas and design concepts. At !he same 
time, he encouraged Student 23 lo skc!ch out ideas for his own design project. When the 
student had umn out of ideas", Mentor 4 used photographs and images in travel 
brochures and the like to introduce new concepts, or to create an imaginary situation 
from which innovative design ideas might be created by the student. Activities of this 
kind look place during 44% ofthc work session times. Commenting on this approach, 
Student 14 said: 
I try to be creative and innovative in my design work so it was good to 
have II mentor who did the same and was prepared to look 111 things that 
were a bit out of the ordinary even if they were a bit radical. He came up 
with ideas from almost anything. He used pictures of nil sorts of 
situations to make up stories about peoples' lifestyles, like the shots of 
those houses that the opal miners live in. From those I got some radical 
ideas going like building it partly underground. 
The manner in which Mentor 4 used imoges in resource materials he introduced 
to inspire creotive ideas was to start out by sketching geometric shapes in loose form 
sketches. These, he said, provided II vehicle for him to explore with Student 23, 
alteJ'lllltivc ideas before settling on a design theme to fol!ow. During my observation of 
the work sessions involving Mentor 4 and Student 23, I saw them develop the rough 
concept sketch, shown here as Figure 32 (p. 236) and Figure 33 (p. 236), to a final 
presentation design. Much of what took pince in those work sessions consisted of quick 
sketching over CAD drawn outline plans, supported with very descriptive explanations 
of how the details of the design might be developed and the reasons for excculing them 
in particular ways. Throughout this process, Mentor 4 sought to inspire Student 23 to 
explore and develop his own solutions, rather than have him provide them. l ie did this 
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by encouraging Student 23 to articulate each stage of design development 
from visualised concepts of raw ideas down to structural systems and finishing details, 
often with very little of this being put to paper. For example, the bold triangular forms 
explored by Student 23 in a work session with Mentor 4 dominate the concept design 
sketch shown here in Figure 32 and again in Figure 33. These forms can still be seen in 
the final presentation drawing (see Figure 34, p. 237) that Student 23 developed from 
ideas inspired during the work session with his mentor. 
Figure 32. Design concept sketch . 
Figure 33. Concept sketch for triangulated plan forms. 
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Figure 34. Presentation drawing showing triangulated forms. 
The design development seen in the Figures 32, 33, 34 demonstrate how Student 
23 applied his conceptual learning using knowledge and design skills acquired as a 
result of working with Mentor 4. A feature of the design methods used by Mentor 4 and 
applied by Student 23 in his design project was exploration of multiple potential design 
ideas using "brainstorming" discussions in work sessions. Most of the mentors said that 
they used questioning to stimulate discussion and to encourage the students to openly 
express their ideas irrespective of how radical they might be, or whether or not they 
were suitable for the design task at hand. Similarly, most of the mentors also 
encouraged the students to respond quickly to their inspirations by sketching out ideas 
in rough form without trying to resolve them immediately. This they said paved the way 
for exploring multiple solutions rapidly and branching off new ideas for further 
development. Of this approach Mentor 7 said: 
I tried to explain to him that it is most important to quickly get down 
your ideas in a basic design sketch without worrying too much about the 
details; just sketch it in roughly at first then take time later to refine it. 
During Phase Three, I observed 5 mentors using ideas presented by students in 
this manner, and encouraging the students to defend their ideas by articulating their 
views and sketching possible solutions. The mentors also encouraged the students to 
explore other aspects of those design ideas by branching off to new lines of inquiry as 
each idea was exhausted. Throughout these work sessions the mentors maintained the 
student's enthusiasm by providing immediate feedback on ideas they presented and by 
backing this up with heuristic design strategies or problem solving solutions to resolve 
I 
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emergent design problems. Some mentors said that this 11ppronch led to 
student cxplor.ition of new innovative idea�. Activities aimed at inspiring new thought 
und visualising ideas took pince during 44% of the work session times. One way in 
which the mentors in.�pirt-d the students' thinking uhout design wus by using anecdotes 
of design problem situations they had resolved for authentic commission.�. For example, 
when Mentor 6 was trying to inspire Student 24 to develop bold elevation fonns for his 
design project, he used brochures chat he had produced for a rcnl cslntc developer Co 
raise finance for u church building n..._developmenl. The student was encouraged to 
sketch elevation forms that incorporated the triangulated and arched forms of the church 
portico shown in the brochure. These elements appear in the elevation developed later 
by Siudent 24, as shown below in Figure 35, which demonstrates evidence of learning 
in his final design submission. In this way, ideas introduced by the mentor using 
brochures to stimulate exploration of new ideas, led to Student 24 creating his own 
design solution, but inspired by design elements acquired from the mentor. 
Figure 35. Elevation developed by Student 24 from Mentor inspired concept. 
Most mentors provided students with ways for resolving design forms by 
sketching solutions they had developed for their own works, while articulating the 
reasons behind design decisions made and design strategics employed. Mentor 4 said 
that he sought to balance the technical side of design against the creative/artistic side, by 
maintaining the flow of ideas to inspire II global vision of the design t11sks. Of this 
approach Mentor 4 said: 
I tcH them (the students) that we don't need to give them too much to 
begin with because we c11n get bogged dovm w1d confused. I tcH them we 
need to always be able to sec the light 11t the end of the tunnel and I talk 
to them about how they need to h11vc that vision in what they are doing 
and they relate to that. 
Analysis of Phase Three data showed that when students presented impractical 
ideas, some of the mentors used these to stimulate student creativity by helping them to 
refine useful elements into viable solutions. When discussing how he worked with 
Student 16 in this manner Mentor 5 said: 
She (the student) had n few good idcaq which worked well but it (her 
design) kept coming OOck to standard stulT, nothing tlml you would look ul nmt go wow. Wlwt we were trying to bring out in her was In do something really different. We tried to gL'I her to be more crcutivc um.I we pushed that and small elements came out but I think that if we hadn't pusht'tl it she would not have come out with it at all. 
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Mentor 1 5  also used tlclibcmtc strategics to encourage II creative approach lo 
design for Student 9, In their collabo.mtion, ideas presented by Student 9 were 
developed and explored using II variety of materials. Ofhis experience, Student 9 said; 
!just had an idea on paper i:md then we used books und drawings to come out with other ideas and then sort of created more ideas olT those and from there we came up something that looked interesting, 
Most of the mentors sail that they sought to encourage students to think 
problems through for themselves. To uchicve this, the mentors worked to find a balance 
between doing the work for the studc!Xs arxi having them develop their own creath•e 
design skills with the use of appropriate scaffolding. Findings from the data indicated 
llwt the mentors were not concerned with the stud'!fll designs being perfect solutions, 
but were looking instead to have the students develop procedures that allowed them to 
refine and resolve the designs rncthodica[[y, as well as developing Jong term skills. 
When discussing this aspect of his working practices. Mentor I comrncnlcd: 
We want them to be able to think. We don't want to have to hand feed 
them. The big problem is getting someone in here who keeps saying what do I do now? We want someone who goes away and thinks well 
maybe if I do this, We don't care if they make mistakes, but at least it shows that they are thinking about the problems. 
Analysis of work sessions involving Mer1or I ,  la  and Student 25 showed that 
the mentors introduced design activities intended to inspire new thought during 44% of 
the work session times. These activities led to other activities regarded by me to involve 
student visualisation of ideas, which they then explored and defended during 61% of the 
work session times, Mentor I used this appronch in six work sessions thnt he arxi 
Mentor la shared with Student 25. Findings from Phase Three dnla showed this 
approach to be commonly used by all of the Phase Three mcnlors when seeking to 
inspire the students under their direction to think through, present and justify ideas. 
When commenting on how Mentor 3 guided him through the design process, Student 13  
said: 
I le was great because he let me put up ull sorts of ideas und we 
worked through them. I le mmlc me discuss and justify everything Iha! I 
suggested, just ns he did lhc same by always s.iying why he did things 
the wny he did. We worked lhrough the design togclhcr by resolving one 
little bit nl n tinic, then strung it all together to g-.:t II final result. For each 
new purl llwt be brought into the design process, he nmdc me cxploin my 
n.-asons for tlc11ling with it in the wny thut I did. When I couldn't give 
him good reasons, he would go through his way of doing it and tell me 
why cnch part wns done n.� it was. Thul really hclpc<l because he 
explained ns he wcnl, 
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I concluded that mentor use of structured design tusks assisted students to 
acquire creative ways for visualising nm! defending design ideas. 'Jbroughout this study, 
most ofthe mentors commented that forcing the design process, or pushing too hard for 
results stifled creativity, enthusiasm and vision which prevented students making the 
transition from simply drawing to designing. Mentor 3 said that he took a guiding 
approach to avoid having students feel too pressured to pcrfonn and lhereby loose their 
creativity, Commenting on this, Mentor 3 said: 
Jn the beginning the students don't know much in lhe way of design but 
they get aspects of it which we can innuence by showing them how we 
would hke to go about it. We try to give them ideas by using little design 
tasks that make them come up with quick simple solutions which we can 
then use to discuss difTerent ways of resolving the problems commonly 
found in those situations. 
Most ofthe mentors said that they sought to encourage student creativity by 
inspiring students to explore new directions in their work and to develop solutions lo a 
variety of problem situations. One way in which some mentors encouraged student 
creativity was to provide positive feedback and support for the exploration and 
development of alternative solutions when students present their work for criticism. 
Mentor 3 made the following comments in relation to his use of this approach when 
working with Student 13: 
He worked his own design up, I just indicated to him areas that could be 
done beuer and offered two or three solutions that might be applied, you 
can't just soy that's no bloody good or you've lost them and crushed 
their spirit. Thnt's the natnrc of how I try to run the business it's all about 
learning new information, for all of us we never stop learning and the 
design process is a learning experience and the nature of our business is 
ever changing. So there is no point in making someone upset or 
humiliating them. what you have to do is give them the positive side by 
saying it's OK, now let's try to do Iha! better or differently. 
When discussing his approach to progressively building on a design 
development with Student 20, Mentor I commented: 
Once the basic design is in place, then we go through it again and 
suggest dmnges or extra �1uffthnl need to be included. We leave I hem llS 
much ns possible to their own. devices and when you do tl1111 they soon 
develop design noir, 
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This approach, according to Mentor I had lo be done in a manner that did not 
push the student to a point where they were overcome by the magnitude of the tusk, or 
foll that they were loo far out of their depth. Some mentors commented that being too 
critical of the student's work at !his stage might result in a Joss of conntlcncc for the 
studentsnnd reduce their ability to complete the lllllk. On this point Mentor I said; 
Sometimes., like with David they try too hard nnd that's not how design 
works, you just CIIIl't force it, when that hnppcns we just throw it away 
and start again. 
Student 8 experienced this approach first hand when working with Mentor 28. 
He said: 
In the first few meetings I came in with a Jot of stuff just sketched out but 
I had a lot of wacky ideas. They got canned pretty quick. l ie said that 
some of the ideas wouldn't work, so we put them aside and then used 
other parts to build up the design. 
When students presented ideas that are were too radical, the mentors did not 
discard them outright, but tried instead to modify and incorporate them into the design. 
Student 18 found that Mentor 26 worked through his idell!l by first discussing which 
aspects of them were likely to be nppropriatc to the design, then explored vnriations of 
those ideas with him to find creative solutions. Ofthis npproach, Student 18 said: 
I came up with quite a few ideas that she was able to look at and say this 
will work and that won't. She was able to tell me why, so that helped me 
to undersland why some ofmy ideas were not going to be prnetical in the 
situation. We picked out all the pllrls that filled together well and built up 
a good design from them. 
Commenting on how Mentor 26 used this approach when working wilh him, 
Student I 8 said: 
In the kitchen I had lhc fridge and the pantry in one comer and she 
(Mentor 26) suggested swapping them around and cutting offthe comer 
to make nccess to the room easier and putting it nil at 4S degrees to open 
it out. She did a lot of stuff like that while we were sketching out ideas 
just to test other ways of doing things. In the end the design wn.,; mostly 
my ideas, but with some of hers in there as well. 
Here, Student 18 hos highlighted how his mentor wns able to reify her tacit 
knowledge and how he then used knowledge and skills he had thus acquired to 
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synthesise the mentor's ideas with his own to develop a design solution. This 
suggested thnt the methods used be Mentor 26 had fncilitntcd lcnrniny for Student 18, 
During three Phase Two work sessions involving Student 18 lllld Mentor 26, I 
observed numerous siluntion.q similar to the one described ubove u.1 the parlicipants 
worked towards II design solution. Mentor 26 made extensive use of examples from her 
own design commissions to provide multiple design elements for Student 18 to consider 
for inclusion in his design. In this way, she reilicd her lac it knowledge of many dif ferent 
design situations llS well as the solutions that she had developed for them. She then 
encouraged Student 18 to apply the methods she had modelled as her approach to design 
to develop his own multiple design variations for each new design element explored, 
Mentor 26 also encouraged Student 18 to explain his reasons for using particular design 
methods and for including elements in the final design solution. This approach emerged 
as being commonly used by mentors lo encourage students to develop their own ideas 
even ifil meant that they were not what the mentor might choose to use as a solution. 
Mentor 3 encouraged Student 13 to explore multiple solutions, so as to create choices 
and introduce alternative ideas. Of the solutions presen!ed by Student 13, Mentor 3 said: 
It might not be what I would do but I thought it was really good and I 
commended him for that. It's not important that they gel it perfect first 
time, What is important is that they have a go at doing it for themselves 
and explore all possible variations on II design solution to evaluate their 
ideas before accepting a final solution. 
Some students said that they came to the project thinking that the mentors would 
simply come up with a design in a flash, but found inslead that the mentors used multi­
staged replicable procedures in a structured, methodical approach to develop design 
ideas. When discussing his approach to working on designs with Student 16, Mentor 6 
commented: 
There were no great thunderbolts, it was mainly little clicks and penny 
drops along the way you know, a process ofb!Jilding up one idea on top 
of another. 
In contrast to this approach, some students expressed the view that learning in 
TAFE had stifled their creativity because it supported only a single approach to design. 
Student 8 made the following observation nbout his T AFE experiences: 
As students we are taught in a way that very much knocked out our 
imagination, Maybe they (TAFE ) don't put an er ,phasis on giving you a 
way of sticking it in a certain category, or how to design a house to guide 
you on what is wrong and what is right. 
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Findings from unnlysis ofd11111 in I his c11tcgory led me to conlcml th.1t 
mentor modelling ofrnulti-stag�'tl rcplicoblc procedures to resolve difficult design IIL�ks 
nssisted student learning by bringing stmcturc lo the creative process nm.I I his fucilitatcJ 
student explorntion of multiple design concepts nnd creative thinking. Working with u 
mentor in this way gave students the conlidcnce to attempt rmlical and innovative works 
through II process of exploration and discovery based on quick sketching nnd discussion 
methods ofevulu11tion. 
Learning these different approaches from the mentors gave the students a broad 
view of design. On this point Student 8 said: 
It was good learning his approach to design and it was nlw good that he 
let me change it to my ideas. Jn the end I found that I was thinking 
through my design ideas just like he showed me he did with his. That 
really helped me because I felt like I was working like a real designer 
and I knew tlwt if I came unstuck he was there to help me sort it out 
without making me feel like shit. 
For many students. just seeing mentors develop ideas inspired them to do the 
same. For some students, it encouraged them to be inno�'!ltivc and be prepared to "have 
a go'' at the design without fear offoilure or ridicule. Most students said that the 
experience of working with a mentor had greatly enhanced I heir confidence in their ov.n 
ability lo design and document a real work design (l"Oject alll lo work with an authentic 
btiefin a design office. Student 9 said: 
I now feel more confident and positive about what I wn doing. Before 
tlwt, (working with the mentor) I would do my designs and I'd think I 
wonder if this will work and I'd think no tlwt's just a shit idea, But now 
he has broadened my horiwns a bit and now I think, hang-on maybe that 
might work and I'll try it out. 
The mentors encouraged the development ofa creative and innovative approach 
to design in the students by: 
• use ofa diverse range of resource materials and rich descriptive language to create 
verbal images, supported by visual images using sketching or other illustrations; 
• use of questioning, discussion and sketching to coach students in techniques 
supporting the exploration of ideas and branching of lines of inquiry; 
• encouraging and supporting student exploration, defence and development of ideas; 
• exploring multiple design solutions generated from the stem of each new idea 
revealed during the development of student design concepts; 
• not forcing the design process, or pushing too hard for results; 
• use ofmulti-stogcd replicable procedures to resolve difficult design tasks and to 
facilitate innovative exploration ofmultiplc design concepts; and 
• supporting students in their development ofautonomous ways of using design 
knowledge and procedures when visualising concept fonns and possible solutions. 
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Cntegory 4.2 Rell'ylng knowledge In dcidgn office Jcamlng 
A common theme to emerge from analysis oft he study Jato wn.� I hut most oft he 
mentors snid that they worked ut some singes in un utmost intuitive m.1nncr when 
lltllking design decisions and would often cull upon specialist consultunts where issues 
ofsnfoty or structural integrity arc in question. Working in this manner, the mentors 
drew upon lacit knowledge they lutvc acquired over years ufprofcs�ional prncticc in  the 
building design discipline. To make such knowledge and design practices visihlc when 
mentoring students was said by some mentors to require oflhem difTcrcnt ways of 
working. This they said wns because they had to consciously lhink about how they drew 
upon their knowledge and heuristic design strategics. These they said were largely 
invisible in their everydoy practices, something that I rcgar<lcd as illustrating their 
metacognitive wnys of dealing with design problems. Commenting on this aspect of 
working with students, Mentor 10 s:1kl: 
After working as a building designer for so Jong, I don't have to think 
about how to go about resolving difficult or new desiyn problems, I just 
rely on my accumulated knowledge of other similar jobs and apply the 
same procedures dmt have worked well for me many times. When you 
come to have a student sitting there in front of you and you want to say 
to him we'll handle this like the Massey job or the ntakcnscc job, but 
that means nothing lo them. You have to get back to thinking how do I 
do this and break it down for them with explanations and sketches that 
spell out the reasons why it's done that way. Don't give them a soil.lion, 
but give them a method and a way of thinking so they can nut it out for 
themselves. 
To understand how the mentors reified their knowledge and working practices, I 
compared Phase Two data about what was said to have occurred in the student/mentor 
collaborative work sessions with findings from analysis of Phase Three data, which was 
based on actual observation of actual work sessions. 
Each of the five mentors observed during Phase Three had slightly different 
approaches to design practice, but they shared similarities in their manner of working 
with students. Generally, they all began by eslablishing design criteria from anolysis of 
the brief and questioning the stlllenls nbout their interpretation of these. Following this, 
the mentors all modelled their own design methods with the aid of exemplar "office set" 
drawings, while sketching and articulating detailed explanations of their use of 
pnrticular work practices or design strategics. Student application oflhc mentors' work 
practices to their own design problems was supported by mentor coaching in the correct 
use ofconunon design procedures, olong with appropriate scallOkling such as ''tips and 
tricks" based on their tacit knowledge of similar situations lo those being addressed by 
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students. In this wny, students acquired skills to visualise and explore 
multiple design solutions in order to evaluate nnd defend them for inclusion in final 
design solutions. Commenting on his approach to encouraging student use of common 
design strategics, Mentor I said: 
We work with the students mostly by showing them the way at first 
then Jct them have II go at it themselves and lwvc time to think it over 
before we get back to working through their ideas with them. We said to 
him go away and think about it, then come back when you huvc the 
design under way. 
Mentor 7 used a similar approach when working with the students. l ie  summed 
up his nppronch ns follows: 
We'll slnrt out with a concept based on the brier. We break the brief 
down so that they understand each part and lwve a handle on it otherwise 
you can't do Wlything. Once I am comfortable that they are 111 that point, 
then we start. We get some ideas down. I just bounce some ideas oIT 
them and get them to think about what might be possible, you know, be 
creative, let it flow. 
I get them to sketch their ideas Wld explain lo me why they think it 
works. Then we analyse ii together and I give them reasons why I think 
it's going to work or not based on jobs that I have done. I pull out 
drawing sets to show them similar situations and solutions that have 
worked in the past. 
1\.fost of the time the ideas arc there but they (the students) arc too shy to 
say this is what I think. Some of them will jump in and talk about their 
ideas, but others are not confident to speak out. You have to get them to 
the point where they arc confident enough to speak out and to back up 
their solutions with reasons why they think it is good or will work. They 
must justify it, because they might think this really is lhc solution, but I 
might say I would have done it differently why do you think your 
solution's right and then I get them to justify it. ff they can't justify their 
ideas then they come to understand that perhaps it's not the best solution 
and then I'll do the same, I'll justify my solution nod say it's appropriate 
for these reasons, but iftheirs is just as good I'll go with thdrs. 
Findings from data coded in this category suggested that most oft he mentors 
used methods similar to those outlined above by Mentor 7. The manner in which the 
mentors reificd their tacit knowledge and heuristic design strategics was in part 
determined by the problems that emerged from the design tasks nod the procedures that 
the mentors used lo resolve them. Common to all of the mentors though was the use of 
sketching, supported by articulation of the reasons behind the methods used or 
underlying facts and procedures. Such methods were said by the mentors to be typical 
of their usual working methods with employees, other designers and consultants from 
associated disciplines. Mentor Ja  said that he sought to guide students through the 
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design process by giving detailed expla1111tions or the rca.,;i:,n.� ror doing 
things in a particular ways. curly in the design proccs.�. then reducing his use of these 
explanutions as the students develop further skills. Of his approach, Mentor l a  said: 
You 1dl them things like il's to Jct more light in there or the beam will 
not span that fur, you tend to explain the rca.'!On� for doing things in 11 
pnrticulnr way as much us you can ot first. When they stnrt showing more 
ofnn understanding, you hack off the explanations a bit and lei them do 
the explaining so that you cnn see if lhcy really know the how ond why 
ofit all. Once you sec where they ure at, you can then start filling in the 
gaps with information or techniques for solving problems that come out 
of each new part ofo design as it is developed. 
Mentor 3 rcified his knowledge of design and construction by using examples of 
his own works to explain wuys for identifying problem areas in a design and procedures 
used to resolve them. To do this, he sketched and explained in dclait the reasons behind 
the design practices used to develop each of the exemplar designs represcnccd by a 
diverse range of building types and sit nations. Oflhis approach Mentor 3 stid: 
We do all sorts of work !hat is influenced by all sorts of people and 
situations and you cnn't train for ail of that, you have to develop ways of 
solving each new task based on what you have learned from other jobs. 
Some of the students said that the most useful learning situnlions for them look 
place on building site.�. This occurred when their mentors took lhcm to projects under 
construction. then pointed out and explained the positive and ncgath'e aspects of the 
design as built. Student 18, when working with Mentor 26, visitl.'d a number of building 
sites where the mentor had design commissions under construction. Of this experience 
Student 18 said: 
The f1Ist day that I was there working with her she hnd some 
appointments on site so I went along with her 10 some oft he jobs that she 
had designed. She explained lo me a Jot of things about the way she 
designs and showed me them in those houses. Some of things that we 
looked at and talked about in her work I have put into my designs. 
Things like putting the walk-in robes awuy from the outside walls to free 
up window space and putting the balhrooms in place where there are odd 
· shapes that would make furnishing II room difficult. I learnt heaps from 
seeing her projects as they were being built and having her talk about 
why she designed the way that she did. She asked me questions all the 
time wanting me to explain why I thought things should be done in 11 
particular way. 
In work sessions involving Mentor 3 and Student 22, the mentor used 74% of 
the work session time in activities reifying his design methods by sketching and 
verbalising the rca'!Ons for using particular practices. For example, he used detailed 
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explanations and sketching lo show design practices he hnd used 10 resolve 
problems in authentic commis.�ions thnl were similar lo those faced by the student in his 
design. For each dcsi1:n sitWltion or mcthnd the mentor prc5Cnlcd, he also nrticufotctl his 
reasons for the methods used and design dcdsions laken. When interviewed prior to lhc 
work scs.,iorL�, Mentor 3 commented thnt he uscJ this technique to inlroducc to lhc 
students o brood range or design ideas that had been proved through npplication in 
completed buildings. 
During cnch oflhc work SCS3ions, I observed that Mentor J dcmonslrutcd his 
design strategics hy presenting examples ofsucccSllful works, along with examples of 
design failures to illustrate where some strategies did not work. For cxomplc, Mentor 3 
used "office set" drawings and correspondence from office flies lo show how a 
proposed design had been accepted by the client, but rejected by lhe planning authorities 
because of its impact on the "ambience oft he street". By showing the modified design 
drawings, the correspondence between the designer and the council, as well ns thc 
designer and the client, the mentor was ob!c to present a detailed cxp!onntion of why the 
design concept had failed, then how it was modified then accepted by client and council. 
Throughout his prescnlation of this authentic design situation, Mentor 3 supported his 
design processes and decisions by showing the student drawings and photographs, os 
well os giving rich anecdotal articulation of his personal views of how the various 
situations described may have been belt er handled. 
Mentor 3 compared design problems, that he 11nd Student 22 had identified in the 
project on which lhey were collaborating, with similar ones in project documents he 
presented os exemplars, along with the strategies and solutions he had used to resolve 
!hem. In this way, Mentor 3 reificd his heuristic design strategics and lacit knowledge of 
problem situations and solutions that were then used n.� models for addressing the 
student's authentic design project. Activities such as this look place during 48% oflhc 
work session limes. Mentor 3 structured activities with Student 22 to include 
exploration of multiple solutions and the reusons for accepting or rejecting them when 
developing the final design. In this way, Mentor 3 and Student 22 were able to link 
problem aspects of the student's design with solutions that the mentor hod already tested 
and then accepted for inclusion in commissions of his own. The nwnncr in which they 
worked together was highly interactive with both student and mentor each contributing 
to discussion and sketching activities. Jn this wny, the mentor wn.� able 10 introduce 
many ideas and design procedures for application to problems emergent from the 
student's design project. 
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Finding.� from nnnlysis or Phase Three data confirmed the approach 
that Mentor 3 said was his way of working with students, during Phase Two. Mentor 3 
gave Student 22 designer status during all oftheir work scs.�Klns. This, Mentor 3 said, 
helped to establish a bulanced working relationship where both he and the student 
contributed ideas and slmlcgies for resolving design solu1ions. It also a.'!Sistcd him lo 
present his usual working practices in ways that were timely and appropriate to address 
problems thut emerged from the student's project in collaborative ways ralh�r than 
having II prescriptive approach. The approach used by Mentor 3 when working with 
Student 13 in  Phase Two wn.� evident also in his work with Student 22 during Phase 
Three. When commenting on his llppronch with Student 13, Mentor 3 said; 
He struck me  us a very switched 011 self motivated young man and 
very with ii, he was good because he was prepared to listen and ask the 
right questions, he got involved in the discussion and didn't jlL�t sit there, 
he wns a participalor a11d that was brilliant, it WlL'l a three way discus.�ion 
and we worked as a team just 1111 you would with ru,y other designer. 
That's the way I sec my role with them. They arc here lo be n designer 
ruxl yau have to work openly and cooperatively if it's going to work at 
all. 
Mentor 3 placed emphasis on providing students with highly dclni/cd 
explanations of design situntioll.'l and melhods that he used in his everyday practice. Jn 
each work session he linked aspects of the design problems that emerged from the 
student's design project lo codes nnd regulalions that govern many of the decisions 
taken to resolve design solutions. By expressing his 111cit knowledge in this manner, 
Mentor 3 assisted Student 22 to acquire explicit knowledge for the interpretation and 
application of codes nnd regulations. Findings from analysis of work session data 
indicated tha t Mentor 3 used this approach during 51% of the first work session and on 
average for20% of each ofthe remaining work scssioll.'l. Knowledge shared in this way 
was set by Mentor 3 in the context ofits application 10 the procedures nnd processes 
used in his professional everyday activities. 
When Mentor 3 introduced new concepts, ideas, or tips, he suppor1ed them wilh 
examples of his own works as seen in "office set" drawings. Often he sketched the item 
heing discussed while giving a detailed description of why it  wus appropriate nnd what 
possible problems or shortfalls may be associated with its use. The highly visual nnd 
descriptive manner in which he did this helped Student 22 to ncquire ways to apply 
those design practices. 
Activities in which design ideas were explored by sludents and mentors using 
sketching and articulation to apply heuristic designstmtegies took place dnring 51% of 
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the work session limes. When interviewed following completion or the 
design project, Student 22 commented thnt this aspect of working with Mcnlor 3 grcntly 
assisted him by providing him with wnys ofdcnling with unfamiliar design pwhlcms. 
He nlso noted thut much of what he had learnt through the mentor's cxplunations lwd 
assisted him in mnny other subject nrc!L� in his building design course of study 
partJculnrly construction and struclurnl mechanics, 
I determined that the principal mcuns by which mentors reined their design 
knowledge was through the use of detailed cxphmations and skctchiny lo convey haw 
they developed design solutions and by articulation oft he rca.<;(ltlS why lhcy used 
particular design practices. 
Analysis oft he study data suggest that the mentors rcify their knowledge and 
design procedures by: 
• articulation of persona[ views and their reasorL� for working in the manner that they 
do when making design decisions; 
• providing de!ailcd explanations for ntl design procedures and decisions based on 
their tacit knowledge of codes and rcgulnlion developed through experience in lhe 
domain of practice; 
• using sketching techniques that were more detailed than their usual methods when 
seeking lo explain heuristic design strategies aOO construction details; 
• extensive use of exemplar "office set" drawings to show examples of design 
situations, problems and solutions; 
• linking problems !hat emerged from the student design projecls with similar ones in 
current commissions lo explain the use of problem solving strategics; 
• encouraging students lo use questioning to explore, defend und justify all design 
ideas, design strlllegies ruxl proposed solutions for their authentic design project; and 
• using examples of both successes and failures in design with reasons for the 
strategies used and oulcomes achieved in resolving emergent problems. 
Category 4.3 Vlsualisa(lon, Eiploralion, Rencction and Design Style 
Findings from analysis of Phase Two data suggested that most of the mentors 
contended that student development ofbnsie problem solving skills and drawing 
methods were only the f1rst stage of their becoming building designers. A view common 
to most of the mentors wns that the key to becoming a building designer was to develop 
creative, imaginative ways for visualising and resolving design solutions, a.� well as the 
technical skills needed to communication these using industry standards. Analysis ofthe 
study data suggested that students first acquired knowledge and basic design procedures 
that together were used to facilitate the resolution of simple design problems. This 
approach was said by Mentors l ,  3 and 6a lo use only procedural ways for developing 
solutions and did not utilise advanced skills for visualising and mentally manipulating 
design concepts in the manner rcquircd of building designers in their 
everyday practices. Commenting on how he encouraged s1udcnts lo develop design 
skills, Mentor 6a said: 
You first have lo identify wlwt the student is doing. Arc they druwing or 
are they designing? If they nrc just drawing !hen you have no clutncc of 
them learning to design, that's jusl n mcthunicul skill, design is different. 
First get 1hcm thinking, then gel them sketching nnd prcuy soon you'll 
find that they slnrt lo design in th.:ir heads before trying lo draw up ideas 
that are only half cocked. 
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Mentor 111 similarly encouraged creative thinking in his approach to mentoring. 
He said: 
We want them to be able to think, we don't want to have lo hand feed 
them, the big problem is getting someone in here who keeps saying what 
do I do now? We want someone who goes nwny and thinks well maybe 
ifI do this. we don'! care if they make mislttkes, but at least ii shows Iha! 
they ore thinking about the problems. 
The view of design practice expressed here by Mentor l a  suggests the need for 
student learning 10 be at a high cognitive level for them to be successful with design, 
because mere competency with drawing skills is insufficienl. 
An approach used by most oflhe mentors when guiding students through a 
design project is summed up in the following quote tnlldc by Mentor 4 when he 
described the ffillnner in which he introduced his design methods. 
When a student comes in here I try to first of al[ inspire them and give 
then a structure to work with that may lake them on that journey of 
discovery and lead them almost ruiywhcre they want lo go, you know, 
leave the destination open. 
When I get a student to work with I tttke the wud of detail paper and say 
to them, OK this is how we are going to go with this, big broad global 
approach with quick, loose sketches to get the big picture. 
You need lo go through a sequence that ls a collective thing before you 
can start to figure out where the plumbing is going to go you must know 
about a whole lot of other things first, it's a process of building 
knowblgc about the brief. I begin by getting them to visualise the 
situation, the project, you know, get them to become part of the 
environment, for which they arc designing. 
Most of the mentors interviewed during Phase Two said that they began by 
encouraging students to visualise the design setting as presented by the client brief. 
They then sought to quickly sketch out ideas that flowed from their initial thoughts, 
without getting bogged down trying lo solve all the emerging problems, until multiple 
ideas were there to work with. Of this approach Mentor l a  said: 
. 
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I give them II starting point with somu sketches und then Jct them 
experiment with the ideas, when they come back wi"lh somelhing tuo 
outrageous I just slowly pull them lmck by getting them lo show me how 
they might uctunlly build I. You migli say to lhcm whnl II great idcu but 
get back to the real world, 
Once the studcnls hnd identified key design criteria and developed a broad 
design contept, the mentors then cncourug�'d them to reflect on that design so as tn 
explore all variations to that design or multiple design solutioils. As purt of that 
exploration, the studenls were crn:oumgcd to refine each potential design by resolving 
key elements for each, before evaluating the most suitable solution for ir,clusion in the 
final design. Mentor 6a said that he tried lo lead students through the dr.lign process by 
encouraging them to constantly reflect on the overall design concept "'hile exploring 
new elements and visualising possible solutions, This. he said, was an important way 
for assisting students in making the shift from simply using "paper based procedures" to 
visualising and resolving design concepts "men!ally" before documenting solutions. Of 
this approach Mentor 611 said: 
It's really important for a student lo visualise the process by which a 
design is brought up not just in plan form but through all of the related 
drawings so that at any one time the overall concept is evident. In that 
way they can mentally test ideas and resolve them before locking into 
something that is not fully developed. 
Mentor 3 also supported this .view. He commented that each of the students he 
had mentored did not develop their design skills until I hey made the trnnsition from 
merely acquiring information and procedures to being able to visualise and explore 
design ideas "in their head" before looking to communicate them on paper or computer. 
Mentor 3 said: 
When Benny first cwne here he had exce[lcnt drawing skills and a good 
grip on construction methods. He was also quite caprble when it came to 
examining the brief and working out the design criteria. What he did then 
though was launch into a design' without thinking through or visualising 
the impact that his ideas would have on the site, or how alternative 
approaches to the development might be more appropriate. We had to get 
him thinking in II global way so that he could explore a range of options 
and reflect on what was going lo be the best to refine for the final 
concept. (Mentor 3, member check interview, post Phase Three) 
Once the students had formulated the basic design concepts for the project at 
hand, the mentors encouraged each to communicate what they had visualised by using 
sketches and three-dimensional CAD drawing methods. All of the mentors said that 
they sought lo develop in the students a freehand sketching ''vocabulary" with which 
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they �ould communicate and dcfeml their idea�. When ct>mmcnling on this, 
Mentor 7 said :  
When they lmve been doing the couri;c for two year:; there is nol lllllny of 
them who have visualisation skills. That comes nllcr years and yearn, that 
takes n lot of experience to be able to close your eyes uni to be able to 
s�'C the house there. When they come in here they can sketch OK hut 
rrom u t�-clmicul viewpoint. What we do is tench them lo use sketching 
like most people use words; its another language that lets you express a 
great deal with just a few quick Jines. That's what we arc aflcr, sec it in 
you r head, then get it on the paper. 
Mentor 7 snid that u vi!nl clement in his approach to mcnloring students was to 
recognise when n student was not able to visualise and communicate ideas and to coach 
them in ways that might assist them to develop those skiJ!s. On this point Mentor 7 said: 
That is where it is difficult for them to design and that's where the 
guidance from the mentor comes in. You should be able to pick up a 
problem quickly and say welt that's wrong. We need to do something 
there, what are your ideas and then get them to focus on certain things 
'cause they may not have the ability lo do that for themselves. 
Most of the mentors encouraged the students to develop their thinking skills in 
various ways. Some mentors sought lo inspire and stimulate the student's imagination 
with books and other design images, others used a more direct approach by silting down 
with lhe student and working one step at a time with them through the design. Student 
1 4  said that Mentor 10 iruipircd him to be imaginative in design by accepting his id eas 
no matter how ''radical" and being prepared to explore and evaluate them for use in the 
final design. Student 14  commente d :  
I try to be creative and innovative in m y  design work so it was good to 
have a mentor who did the same and was prepared to look .:.! things that 
were n bit out oft he ordinnry even if they were a bit radical. Together we 
came u p  with some really crazy ideas and that made me feel like trying 
anything atxl everything to get something different out ofit (the design). 
Mentor 10 confirmed that he look this approach with Student 14 so as to 
encourage him lo take a lateral view of design and to further encourage his creative 
input. He olso commented that he had coached Student 14 through problems that 
emerged from the developing design by introducing structured procedures to evaluate 
and focus new elements being introduced. This, Mentor 10 said, brought rigour to the 
work and demonstrated to the client or others who viewed the drawings that the design 
had evolved as a well-considered form rather than on inspired event that may not answer 
all of the demands of the original brief. On this point Menlor I O said: 
' 
I cncourngc them lo lake n hit of time to read the brief nml 
umlerstuml the <lcsign problems and to them write duwn 1H1 their design 
drawings the rcnsons for making particular decisions. When people sec 
those drawings they cun sec thut he has put a bit of thought inlo this nnd 
designed it knowing the problems and solving them. 
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Student 13 nnd Student 14 both worked with mentors, who required them to first 
visualise their ideas, then justify every aspect of the design before accepting the work. 
Student l'3 St1id: 
Anything that I did he n1[lde me explain why I did it that way, I had to 
justify everything in my work. It kept me really focussed and tied to the 
brief, I kept it practical. 
Student 14 worked with a mentor who also used this approach. I le said: 
He would get me to show him what I had donc uml he made me justify 
ench part by saying why I had done it that way. lfhe saw in my design 
something that he thought should be done a different way he would ask 
me why I had done it that way. Then he would make suggestions about 
improving it, or sometimes if! had a good reason for it he would go with 
my idea. 
Another finding to emerge from analysis of Phase Two data indicated that all of 
the mentors required the students to reflect on the development path taken and the ideas 
that had emerged. This process often led to exploration of new design ideas that 
stemmed from reflection on earlier concepts, os documented in the "office set" which 
provided o trail of evidence oflhe design development. 
Most of the students interviewed during Phase Two said that their mentors often 
worked through ideas with them until otl possible aspects orthosc ideas hod been 
exhaustively examined. lfthe idea being investigated were shown lo be unsuitable to the 
design, the mentor retraced their steps to the stem of the ilea and then took a new 
approach to solving the problem. Three students said that this way of designing was ,10! 
what they hod been used to at TAFE, where according to them, often the first idea for 
the design became the only idea to be explored. '!be sketch, discuss and justify, 
approach taken by the mentors provided the students with a structure upon which to 
base their own design investigations and for many, changed their whole manner of 
problem solving in design. Student 9 commented: 
He would go back over them and say this didn't work and then we would 
come back to that earlier design and work from that and gel awny from 
the one that didn'l work. He would fo[low 1111 idea through and if that 
didn't work he would just come back to the earlier sketch and work from 
there again and expand on that idea until that hit a dLMJd end and then sort 
of try again right from scratch. 
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This aspect of exploration in the development of design was studied using the 
video record of Phase Three work sessions. In work sessions involving Mentor 4 and 
Student 23, the mentor made extensive use ofrich descriptive language as a scaffolding 
tool to build images to suggest the lifestyle around which the design might be 
developed. For example, the following sequence of sketches and mentor comments 
were used by Mentor 4 in one work session to scaffold Student 23 when he was "lost for 
ideas" with his design. After Student 23 had compiled a list of design criteria from the 
project brief, Mentor 4 asked him to imagine first the design setting and the kind of 
lifestyle that people choosing to live in the valley site might desire. The mentor began 
by describing what he imagined it would be like in the valley where the house was to be 
built by saying: 
Just imagine the misty coolness of the morning with the sun breaking 
through the trees at the top of the site and how that might be brought into 
the house. Think also of the end of the day when you want to sit down on 
a verandah to enjoy the view and the breeze flowing in from the south­
west and imagine the relaxed life-style that goes with that kind of 
environment. 
While Mentor 4 was describing this picture of the design setting, he was also 
sketching the rough forms shown in Figure 36. He went on to use these with Student 23 
to plan the approach that they were to use together to develop the design. 
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Figure 36. Design roots sketch. 
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He then encouraged Student 23 to describe his ideas about features of the design 
setting that would influence the layout of the house, like the fall of the land, the views 
down the valley, as well as orientation factors for wind and sun penetration. Using 
, I � ______:;:'. 
I 
these, Mentor 4 and Student 23 together developed the sketch shown in 
Figure 37, which shows the first area relationships of the design. 
Figure 37. Area relationships in design. 
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This sketch was further developed to become the basis plan form shown in 
Figure 38, as both the student and the mentor discussed their visualisation of the use of 
space and form to create a design that became a "part of the setting". 
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Figure 38. Plan based on student/mentor ideas. 
In this sketch, reference to the orientation can be seen (W for West at the top) as 
well as comments that suggested the beginnings of visualisation of the three­
dimensional aspects of the design (see ''Elevated" note about section at top right of 
sketch). 
Mentor 4 encouraged Student 23 to imagine the design environment and what it 
might mean or offer to the people who were to live in the building they were designing 
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in their working collaboration. For 59% of the work session times during 
Phase Three, Mentor 4 used simple uncomplicated sketches like those shown above, 
around which he built stories of imagined events or experiences to encourage Student 
23 to visualise the design setting. 
In later interviews, Mentor 4 commented that he kept the sketches open and 
vague to allow himself and the student to fill in the details from their "free roaming 
ideas or imagination". This, he said, encouraged the development of creativity and 
design freedom in a non-scripted graphical form that opened the way to exploration 
rather than using closed forms that narrowed cognitive development of ideas. Figure 39 
shows a typical loose form sketch created by Mentor 4 for this purpose. 
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Figure 39. Loose concept forms exploring shape in design. 
Findings from Phase Three confirmed that in student/mentor work sessions the 
students were encouraged by the mentors to explore every design element through to 
resolution before branching to other lines of inquiry to build a comprehensive picture of 
the overall design situation. This approach assisted students to develop skills for 
reflecting on design problems and potential solutions by encouraging metacognitive 
ways for visualising and resolving design problems. 
Findings here have also suggested that the use of reflective design practices by 
students was a key element in their transition from simple application of the vocabulary 
and tools of design, to having a discovery focussed metacognitive approach. Other 
findings to emerge from analysis of the study data have suggested that as students 
··-'1 
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acquired ways for resolving design problems in lhc manner muddled hy 
experts, they also underwent n tnut�ition from using paper-based design procedures, to 
using more metncognitivc methods lo crcalc, cxph>rc and develop innovnlivc solutions. 
Other findings to emerge suggested thnt this led to the students making connections 
between design theory nod the methods used by experts to solve complex design 
problems in the context nod culture ofprofc�sional design procticc. 
Explomtion of potential solutions oflcn led lo testing of ideas for acceptance in, 
or rejection from, final design soltuions. Students working in this marmcr shart.'tl rich 
context specific experiences with their mentors whose collaborative involvement Jcfl. 
space for personal development and investigation. At the same lime, the students' 
exploration of design idens nnd re!lcclion on alternative solutions Jed to their 
development of personal design styles. This occurred when the students synthesised 
elements of different historical design styles with characteristics of the mentor's own 
style, those of other designers and style elements based on the student's own 
preferences. This aspect of student !earning is discussed next. 
Personal Design Style. 
Must of the mentors and most oft he students sai<l thnt they sought to have their 
own style in design. Sorne of the students said that they took note of their mentor's  
design style, but tried to develop a style of their own. The following comment made by 
Student 1 6  i s  tyoieal ofothers fouod in da ta  coded in this category. 
Working with Som and Jack gave mean insight into how they did their 
design work and what their design style was. I have my own ideas that 
are more focussed on alternative lifestyles for down South that I would 
like to design for. 
Some ofthe students said that they had copied design elements they had seen 
their mentor using and in so doing developed their design style using a synthesis oft he 
mentor's style and their own ideas. Student 18 said of his use of Mentor 26's design 
style elements: 
She likes the idea of columns to separate areas like the lounge and 
dining, that's why I have used them in my design. I saw that in the 
houses that we looked through together and on the drawings that she 
showed me. 
The most common feature of the development ofa personal style in design 
emerged as student integration of the mentor's design features and design strategics in!o 
their own design practices and personal preferences. Student 1 3  said that he had 
acquired aspects of his mentor's (Mentor 3) design methods for use in his own design 
.· 
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practices. In 1hc foilowing quotnlion, Student 13 has cxprcssctl u number cif 
key 11sp�'Cls ofhis experience of working with Mcnlor 3 that define some 11fhis learning 
outcomes. lie hns ulso rcforred to lhc cffccl !hut 1his has had on llis design practices n()W 
thnt he Is employed under nnothcr designer who hm.l also worked with Mcnlor J. 
There u heaps of things thnt I lcumt there with !Jarry tlwt I now use, 
perhaps not everyday but usually you come across II little problem 
similnr to things I did there. I find myself thinking of what Hurry has said 
worked for that situation um! then I try it out for the problem that's there. 
Sometimes I sec in the drawings that I um doing and that Mario is doing 
things lhat Barry showed me how to do. You get little reminders nil the 
time about how 1hings work nod how the aesthetics mighl be developed 
using his style of design. 
Analysis of Phase Three data showed that Mcn!Or 3 placed great emphasis on 
the importar.ce of reflective pracliccs in design for developing a personal style in the use 
ofurchitcctural features nnd problem solving methods. During 55% of the work session 
times, Mentor 3 used questioning and explanation-building methods to review every 
aspect of the design presented by Student 22. Throughout this process of review, 
Menlor 3 encouraged Student 22 to explore many other ideas and concepts by 
visualising how he might resolve them into a design style of his own. This process 
Mentor 3 said increased student understanding and led to a greater sophistication of the 
design solutions produced, as well as the emergence ofa personal design style. 
The manner in which Student 22 developed his personal design style was said by 
Mentor 3 to come from the immediate feedback he provided concerning 1hc 
fbnctioni:lity and basic guidelines for the aesthetics of the final design fonn and from 
sketching multiple variations of design ideas. Commenting on this, Mentor 3 said; 
I work on the basis of being fully infonncd before making any design 
decisions. That's what I wanted him to do also, so I gave him 
encouragement and feedback on each aspect of the design that we 
worked on so that at any time we both knew where it was at. Eve!)' time 
he came up with an idea I got him to explain the reasons why he wan!cd 
lo use it and I'd get him to sketch how he was going to implement them. 
I made sure that he understood how to resolve the problems thut came 
out of those ideas and when he could not readily explain, then I would 
give him some allematives and explain why and how I would use them. 
This went fur everything from fixing details to the aesthetics of the final 
design. 
The basic fonns suggested by the sketches developed in the work sessions (sec 
Figure 40, p.259) by this student/mentor collaboration can still be seen in !he final 
design drawings (sec Figure 41, p. 260). The curved shapes first suggested in Figure 42 
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(p. 261 )  can be seen in the final design elevations shown in Figure 43 (p. 
262). The formal box like plan layout shown in Figure 40 (p. 259) has been refined in 
the final design (Figure 4 1 ,  p. 260) by Student 22 to reflect the functional and practical 
approach for which his mentor is known. 
From my observation of the student/mentor collaborative work sessions and 
analysis of the study data, I have concluded that student development of design 
practices based on exploration and reflection contributed; to the emergence of individual 
style in design. Student personal design styles evolved from the synthesis of their own 
ideas with those of their mentor, along with other influences such as traditional design 
styles or those of other recognised designers. 
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Figure 40. Sketch showing initial formalisation of plan. 
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Figure 41. Final layout plan for student 22. 
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Student 22 commented at the conclusion of the study project that the curved roof 
forms in his design were his own idea and represented a particular style that he wished 
to develop. He noted also that he had derived inspiration for that style from project 
drawings he had seen in the office of Mentor 3 and from a book of the design works 
given to him on loan by Mentor 3 for inspiration. Note that in Figure 42 (p. 261 ), some 
parts of the drawing appear to be upside down. This occurred because the mentor and 
the student sat opposite each other at a desk sketching on the same paper as they 
developed ideas together. I observed this taking place as Mentor 3 and Student 22 
produced the sketch shown in Figure 42. 
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Figure 42. Sketch showing alternative roor and section design forms. 
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In this instance, Student 22 developed his own design style which he said was a 
"blend" or synthesis ofthnl of his mentor, influences acquired from a study of the works 
ofothcr recognised designers nncl his own personal views as expressed in the 
elevational treatments given the building. The curved roof forms explored in Figure 42 
(p. 261) can be seen in the Jinn] design elevations shown in Figure 43 {p. 262). 
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Figure 43. Elevation treatment ror final de�ign, 
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Mentor 3 mentored Student 13 in Phase Two and Student 22 in Phase Three. He 
commented that these students did not develop design skills until they had made the 
transition from merely acquiring information and procedures, to being able to visualise 
and explore design ideas "in their head" before looking to communicate them on paper 
or by using a computer. Six other mentors also supported this view in member check 
interviews conducted afier the study data were analysed aml preliminary findings were 
reported. When interviewed at the conclusion of the project, Sludcnt 22 confirmed that 
working with Mentor 3 had provided him with inspiration and support, leaving him free 
lo explore his own ideas and to discover his own design slyle. He said that he had begun 
to fee l  confident in his design ability skills nficr having first developed 1111 unders!anding 
of the tools modelled by his mentor as those typically used in the everyday practices of 
11 building design office. 
Firxlings from analysis of the study data suggested that student development of 
skills for visualising and refining design ideas was assisted by: 
• exploration of every design clement through to resolution before branching to other 
lines of inquiry to build a comprehensive picture of the overall design situation; 
• reflection on design problems and potential solutions 10 enhance visualisation skills 
and mctacognitivc resolution of design problems; 
• reflection on design processes to develop mctacognitivc ways for applying 
knowledge and design tools in creative, innovative ways; 
• mnking connections between tlesign theory untl the mclhotls used by 
2()] 
experts lo solve complex design problems in the context und culture nfprofcssinm1l 
design pructicc; 
• quick sketching methods lo explore multiple design idea� thnt stemmed frurn design 
eriteriu detennincd by the project client brief; 
• use ofprc-drnwn CAD design components und "uOicc set" document :,cts to rapidly 
explore multiple design ideas when emergent design problems could be linked to 
similDI situntions for which solution.� had u lrcady lx:cndevelopcd nrx.1 proved; und 
• development of .itudcnt persolllll design styles lhrough synthesis of their own ideas 
with those oft heir mentor Md other influences such a� traditional design styles or 
those of other eon1empornry designers. 
Summary or findings. 
Three phases of student learning in the design office situations of this study 
emerged from the study findings. They arc: 
• student entry to the design office culture of practice; 
• student acquisition of dccluralivc knowledge, procedural knowledge and 
tacit knowledge needed to resolve problems emergent from authentic 
building design tasks; aud 
• student development ofmctacognitivc ways for creating nnd relining design 
solutions. 
1be relationships between these three learning phases and the key activities 
identified in these findings as facilitating student ]earning in each phase arc dcscrilx:d in 
the following summary of findings. The study findings arc reported here using 
numbered headings thut together represent the categories used for analysis of the study 
data as well as the key leaching strategics ofa cognitive apprenticeship learning 
approach (Collins, et al., 1989). 
Findings that emerged from analysis of the study d aln have indicated that the 
students begun the first phase of their learning in the study situation by obtaining entry 
to the design office culture of practice through thclr collaboration with their assigned 
mentor. The manner in which this took place was lnllucnccd by expectations held by the 
students Md the mentors about how their collaboration might be shaped, as well as each 
individual's expectations about work practices und learning outcomes. Some oft he 
findings to emerge here suggested that student and mentor confidence assisted student 
entry to the design office culture of practice, as did team-based work practices. 
The second phase of student learning in this study took place when the students 
commenced work with the mentors on the authentic design projects. Working with the 
mentors fucilitntcd acquisition of dcclurativc knowledge, procedural knowledge and 
tacit knowledge needed to resolve design problems. 1bc mentors used discu ssion, 
nrticulntion nnd sketching when modelling, conching nnd scnlfolding 
methods to demonstrate, explain nnd assist students to implement design knowledge and 
procedures. 
In lhc third phase, the studenls implemented heuristic design strategics acquired 
rrom their design experiences with lhc mentors, who had reificd I heir lncil knowledge of 
design when using cognitive apprenticeship teaching slralegies und olhcr pructices 
tJpical of their design.office operations. This assisted the students to develop 
metncognitive ways for exploring nnd refining design ideas they lmd visualised and this 
I contend fncilitntcd their development ofercativc and innovative design prnctices. For 
example Student 13 said: 
.•. there are heaps ofthings that I learnt there with Barry that I 
now use, perhaps not everyday but usually you come across a liltlc 
problem similar to things I did there, and I find myself thinking of what 
BWT)' has said worked for that situation and then I try it out for the 
problem that's there . 
... I find that I can be a lot more creative now because I'm confident to 
have a go, nnd I can visualise a heap of different solutions before 
deciding on which one to run with. That's what I got out of doing the 
project with Barry. 
Each oft he nctivities or elements that emerged llS 11Ssisting student learning is 
summarised here using headings that together represent the ealcg(lries used for analysis 
ofthc study data. 
Phase One 
1. Student entry to the culture of practice and development of their social construction 
ofknowledge took place by: 
• students adopting a profcssio1111l manner of speaking including not swearing nnd the 
use ofa 1eehnical vocabulary; dress standards  based on smart Cl!Sual wear as tJpical 
ofthe design office; 
• students participating in the broad scope of design office activities; 
• observation of others in the design office; 
• using job management schedules as modelled by the mentors; 
• being accepted by the mentor and others in the design office as a designer; and 
• development ofa passion for design and a desire to achieve profes:iiona] stntus ns 
modelled by the mentors and others. 
2. Student and mentor expcctatiom afTccted student learning in the following ways; 
• student anxiety about hnving inadequate skill s  nnd mentor domination of the design 
process were dispelled by mentor confidence in students and their willingness lo 
give students apprentice designer status; 
• mentor use ofa sequenced approach to design removed student anxiety over work 
loads and knowledge/skills development; 
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• constn1c tivc feedback by mcntorn and acccplnocc ofs tmlcnt ideas built 
stmlcnl confidence to he innovutivc and to explore new design idcu.q; 
• mentor cxpi.'Ctotions uhout student per/hrmm1cc were ml!l by affording studcnls 
apprentice designer stulus nnd by having them undcrtnkc snwll Cllllily achieved 
design tusks to build knowledge and skills needed lo uddrcss problems emerged 
from their main design project. This cncourngcd student ownership of emerging 
design solutions; and 
• mentor mm.Jelling of enthusiastic auitudes toward s  design led to 1>1udenl 
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development of similar nUitudcs and willingness to contribute to !he collaboration. 
3. Confidence in their mentor and in !heir own abilities assis!cd student learning by: 
• being accepted by lhc mcncor n.s a fclJow building designer; 
• having a mentor model confidence in the student's ability to ref.Olve complex <lesign 
problems; 
• mentor use ornon-judgemental, positive reinforcement, in feedback when assessing, 
coaching, or sen!Tolding the student's work; 
• mentor support for student presentation or original ideas and design strategies; 
• mentor encouragement ofrcf\edive practices when seffasscssing design ideas; 
• mentor support for student defence or ideas; and 
• autonomous use of design strategics and procedures by students as modelled by the 
mentor. 
4. Team-based methods used by students and mentors in the design office situation 
assisted student learning by: 
• proviling students with opportunities to work in design office situations where they 
witnessed and participated in all aspects or usual design office practice� including 
exchanges with expert consultants in disciplines associated with building designer 
and construction; 
• making avnilub!e design office personnel to ensure continuity or support in work 
sessions when the principal mentor was not available provided students w�h a 
community of practice having multiple sources or knowledge and expertise to assist 
learning; and 
• including students in teams working on authentic design office commissions in ways 
that allow them to make a contribution to design solutions and to the processes used 
to develop them. 
Phase Two 
5. Declarative and tacit knowledge transfer was facilitated through the application of 
design processes and procedures by mentors using cognitive apprenticeship teaching 
strategics and by: 
• examination ofthe design brief and all influencing factors in preparation for a 
design development; 
• extensive use ol questioning and thinking alou d to: 
• introduce, explore and dcfond design ideas; 
• explain the processes used to develop design solutions; and 
• to evaluate and test design elements. 
• the use ofextensive and diverse non-context specific resource materials; 
• extensive use or reflection on past and current design projects as design resources; 
. 
• matching of proved design and construction prnetices to design concepts 
being exp!oml in the studen t/mentor collaboration; 
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• use ofthe "ollice sc!" upproach lo provide visual rcprescnt:llion of ideas explored, 
information researched, variations on design concepts or detuifs, brunching of lines 
of inquiry, evuluution of design clcmcnls and innuencing foctnrs; 
• extensive use of visun!isntion to explore multiple perspectives and solutions; 
• the use of CAD design and drawing methods to quickly explore new ideas or 
concepts; 
• mentor availability and !he extended support oIT'ercd by eontuct with others in the 
work pince or nssociuted discipline consultant�; and 
• student participation site visits nod current office projL'<:lS in which the mentors link 
actual practices with theory or concepts. 
6. Discussion was used to assist learning in the foHowing ways: 
• work session discussions assisted students to acquire a technical vocabulary and 
ways of speaking used in the design of ice culture of practice; 
• dt'icussions between students and mentors that facilitated transfer of declarative 
knowledge about design situations, codes, regulations and practices; 
• work session discussions focilitatcd student acquisition of ways for explaining 
design ideas arxl usiug processes, procedures and heuristic design strategies used by 
building designers to resolve complex problems; 
• work se.�sion discussions exposed students to 1he mentors '  methods of questioning, 
evaluuting and defending ideas; and 
• work session discussions assisted students to acquire ways ofrcllecting on design 
methods and creative idens leading to exploration of multiple concept fonus mxl 
d�sign solutions. 
7. Articulation was used by the mentors arKl U1e stlllcnts to: 
• facilitate transfer of tacit knowledge; 
• express declarative knowledge about multiple design situations; 
• explain procedural knowledge necessary ofupplication of design processes; 
• explain the use of heuri stic design strategies and to provide reasons for their 
application; 
• provide insights into decision making methods employed for problem solving and 
the exploration ofmu!tiple design ideas or solutions; and 
• reflect on and dcfond design decisions. 
8. Sketching was used as a communication lool and to scaIT'old lcnrning by: 
• providing vis.uni communicution of concepts, ideas, problem �olving methods and 
solutions; 
• facilitating exploration ofmu[tip!e design forms and refining varintions; 
• showing a visual audit trail of design thinking and processes or procedures used in 
developing solutions; 
• providing immediate lcedback on concepts or ideas that emerge during design; 
• representing three dimensional complex planur relationships. 
• facilitating acquisition of declarative knowledge about multiple de�ign situations as 
seen in exemplar "omce set" drawings of authentic commis�ions; 
• assisting s1udents to acquire tucit knowledge lhmugh experimentation 
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with design methods rcificd by the mentors using sketching to show similar prohlem 
design siluations and the methods they had used 10 develop design solutions; 
• showing procedures, knowledge and alternative design prneticcs used by the 
mentors through overlay sketching of exemplar dmwings to rdfy their use of 
heuristic design strntcgies as opplics to the student's own pmjccl; and 
• showing design methods and multiple solucion� to problems typically oddrc.�scd in 
cverydny design situations that emerged from authentic projects as dcmonstmlcd by 
the mentors when sketching design elements from their own works to illustrate 
potential ways for resolving problems 1h11t emerged from the student's design 
project. 
9. Muddling wos used by the mentors to: 
• demonstrate their usual design methods, problem solving strategics ond a structured 
npproach to design through the use ofauthentic "office set" drawings, sketching, 
ovcr-slcctchlng ofCAD drawings, schedules, lists and notes; 
• demonstrate to the students design tools, heuristic design strategics, defined 
directions and set time lines for completion of tusks; 
• provide declarative knowledge of design situations, regulations, codes and standards 
as well ns procedural knowledge for applying design methods; and 
• structure design activities to replicate the sequencing of design production in 
authentic practices. 
JO. Cc,1ehing took place through: 
• guiding students' applicaHoo of design, heuristic design strategics for resolving 
emergent design problems and for refining design solutions; 
• explanation building to detail the reasons underlying design processes and decisions. 
based on personal experiences; 
• over-sketching of students' drawings to provide immediate feedback on ideas 
explored or solutions accepted; and 
• assisting exploration of new design ideas that stemmed from enrlier concepts, us 
documented in the "office set". 
I I. Scaffolding was used by the mentors to assist student !earning by: 
• freehand sketching backed up with detailed explanations of the reasons for using the 
design/construction strategies or details presented; 
• use of CAD design components and exemplar "office set" drawings that illustrated 
heuristic design strategies, problem solving procedures, benchmarking standards and 
declarative knowledge about the following design situations and elements: 
• commonly used solutions for room layouts in kitchens, bathrooms, 
bedrooms and technical areas like medical or industrfol scllings; 
• relationships between rooms for traffic flow in various seUings; 
• regulations and codes as upplicd to specific design situations; 
• construction details such us footings, roof structures, truss nod beam fixings 
and the like; 
• colour and texture ofsurfocc finishes; and 
• appropriate selection of materials and different construction methods as 
dctennincd by specific design problems or situations. 
-
• over-sketching or lmnd drawn nnd CAD hnscd drawings to show 
multiple altcnmtive design stmtegics or solutions: 
• timely prcscnlution of"tips nnd tricks" based on uuthcntic eommissiuns und tucit 
knowledge; 
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• use ofu diverse range ofnon-conlcxt specific nmterinls such as magnzincs, journal�. 
pictures and the like, os well as discipline specific cudes und rcgulntiuns; 
• use of notes on sketches ond drawings for focussing student use of design 
procedures und to convey dcclnrutivc knowledge of design situutions, rcgu!ntions or 
usual office procticcs; 
• use of  notes and schedules for sequencing of!enming events in design ond to link 
these to tasks that progressively build on student knowledge and design skills: 
• provision of CAD data base ofprc-drnwn elements to add ress individual problem 
aspects of design and to faeililotc rapid exploration of multiple design ideas. 
Phase Three 
12, The mentors rcilicd their tacit knowledge, declarative knowledge und procedural 
knowledge through: 
• articulation of personal views and their rcasollll for working in the manner that they 
do when making design decisions; 
• providing detailed explanatio115 for all design procedures and decisions based on 
their tacit knowledge of codes and regulation developed through experience in the 
donwin of  practice; 
• using sketching techniques that were more detailed than their usual methods when 
seeking to explain heuristic design strategies and construction details: 
• extensive use of exemplar "office set" drawings to show examples of design 
situations, problems and solutions; 
• linking problems tbat emerged from the student design projects with similar ones in 
current commissiollll to explain the use of problem solving strategics; 
• encouraging students to use questioning to explore, defend and justify all design 
ideas, design strategics and proposed solutions for their authcn!ic design project; and 
• using examples of both successes und failures in design with reasons for lhc 
strategics used and outcomes achieved in resolving emergent problems. 
13. Visualising and Relining of design ideas by students was us.�istcd by: 
• explorntion of  every design clement through to resolution before branching to other 
lines of inquiry to build a comprehensive picture of the overnH design situation; 
• reflection on design problems and potential solutions to enhance visualisation skills 
and metacognitive resolution of design problems; 
• reflection on design processes to develop metacognitive ways for applying 
knowledge and design tools in creative, innovative ways; 
• muking conncctiollll between design theory onl the methods used by experts to solve 
complex design problems in the context and culture of professional design practice; 
• quick sketching methods to explore nmltip!c design idcns that stemmed from design 
criteria determined by the project client brief; 
• use of pre-drawn CAD design components lllld "oflicc set" document sets to rnpidly 
explore multiple dc5ign llcas when emergent design problems could be linked to 
similnr situations for which solutions hod nlrcudy been developed and proved; nnd 
I 
• development ofstudcnt personal design styles through �)'nthcsis of their 
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own ideas with those of their mentor and other inllucnccs �uch 11s tradition u l  design 
styles or those of other contemporary designers. 
14. A Creative and lnnov:itive approach to design by studcnis was facili!atcd by: 
• use ofa diverse range of resource materials and rich descriptive language to create 
verbal images, supported by visual images using sketching or other illustrations; 
• use of questioning, discussion and sketching to coach students in techniques 
supporting the exploration of ideas and branching of lines of inquiry; 
• encouraging and supporting student exploration, defence and development ofidcas� 
• exploring multiple design solutions generated from the stem of each new idea 
revealed during the development ofstudelll design concepts; 
• not forcing the design process, or pushing too hard for results; 
• use of multi-staged replicable procedures to resolve difficult design tasks and to 
fncilitnte innovative exploration ofmultip!e design concepts; and 
• supporting students in their development of autonomous ways of using design 
knowledge and procedures when visualising concept forms und possible solutions. 
Confirmation or stude n t  learning outcomes -judging of design s  
At the conclusion of each of the authentic design projects, 11 panel of judges who 
were independent from this study assessed the students' designs. Data collected from 
this process provided independent opinions about the standards of design and 
presen tation achieved by the students, assessed according to industry standards of 
practice. Findings from analysis of these data were regarded b y  me to confirm student 
!eaming outcomes as described throughout this Chapter and in the summary of findings 
shown above. 
Judging of the students' designs. 
A new judging team was selected to evaluate the student design s  for each of the 
three aulhendc design projects used for the three phases of this study. The judging of the 
student desig n s  that resulted from their working with a mentor in II design office 
situation was an in tegral part of undertaking their undertaking authentic design projects. 
This was because their evaluation involved the same processes and accountability thnt 
professional building designers cncoulller us part of their everyday culture ofprncticc 
activities in design. Therefore, the assessment of the student designs was seen as part of 
the usual process that they would experience in industry. In addition, the judging of the 
students' work by expert building designers and o1hers provided !ccdback about the 
success of their design efforts that wns independent of the mentors with whom they had 
worked. For these reason s the judging oft he students' works wns rcgurdcd as important 
I 
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to the research questions because it provided :mother source of information 
about their learning. 
111c evaluation of student designs from Phase Three was viewed with particular 
interest. This was because the results ofthc judging could readily be compared with 
other da!ll. These data included Phase Two data about what the students and the mentors 
snid had occurred and Phase Three data that were based on my observation of what took 
place in the work sessions in which the students developed their designs. Analysis of 
these data assisted in confirming some aspects ofthe students' learning outcomes. 
Each judging team included experts recognised for their specialised knowledge 
of design and industry specific aspects of the design project brief. Judging was 
conducted using checklist 5heets to address various aspects ofthe building designs, as 
per industry standards set by the judges, expert building designers and T AFE lecturers. 
An example of the check!ist used for assessment of Phase Three student designs is 
shown in Appendix H. Written comments made by the judges on the judging checklists 
(see Appendix M) when aruilysed provided information about student learning outcomes 
as seen by independent industry experts. During the judging process, and as part of 
informal discussions immediately following the judging, I recorded personal journal 
notes about what the judges said about each of the student designs. Data collected in this 
way were analysed by coding in the sam� manner as other similar data collected using 
other methods. These data provided infonnation about what experts in the building 
design profession saw as the students' design achievements compared to the experts' 
industry standards. Findings from this process provided confirmation of student Jeuming 
outcomes as assessed by the independent experts. 
Data collected by using the judging sheets served as a basis for past judging 
discussions with the expert judges to ascertain their views on the standard of work 
presented by the student/mentor col!aborativc design teams. This was done to explore 
links between what industry dctennined was an accep!nble standard and what actually 
was produced by the students in the mentor supported design office learning situations. 
J11dgi11g Criteria 
The design criteria documented in the brief used by scudents working on this 
project were developed in cOnsultution with specialist experts in the steel industry and 
with experienced building designers. The judging panel, using a ehecklist developed by 
three industry experts and two TAFE lecturers, assessed the students' design solutions. 
Having building design industry experts and a TAFE lecturer on the judging panel 
I 
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provided industry expert knowledge ns well us education expert knowledge. 
Enchjudgc wus nsked to nllocatc marks for nll categories in each of two sections oft he 
judging form. The assessment categories were; 
• satisfaction of the design bricf(40 nwrks); 
• Durngull products (use ol) (40 marks); 
• exterior ncslhctie (40 marks); 
• design for clim11te and energy efficiency (40 marks); 
• project presentation (40 marks); 
• · zoning of activities (20 marks); 
• indoor/outdoor relationships (20 marks); 
• traffic flows (20 mnrks); and 
• fumishabilty of spaces (20 marks). 
The maximum number of points available to each student from this judging form 
was 280. Six different judges assessed the student designs. The sum of all oft he judges' 
scores meant that the maximum score avni!nble to each student wos 1680. A total of20 
stuclents, u!l of whom hue! worked with a mentor in a clesign office, had their designs 
judged. Four oflhose stuclents were the ones who were closely stuclied in Phase Three 
of this stucly. All of the student designs were juclged to be ofon industry standard of 
design and presentation. Some were better than others, as evidenced by the spread of 
scores. These ranged from 975 to I !69. The top three scores were: 
First 1169 
Second 1164 
Third 1 161 
Two oft he four students who were closely studied in Phase Three ofthis study 
attained the first and second placing in the overall scores. Another of the four scored in 
top 25% of the student group and the fourth student scored in the .50· 75% range. 
Comments from the judges 
The industry representative from the steel industry commented that: 
The students and mentors have really come up with some new ideas for 
us to take back to the company. Some of the designs are quite radical 
and might be challenging to build, but that is what we wanted, you know, 
something difTcrent to gel new ilens into the market. (Judge 1). 
This view was supported by the judge from a large eons1ruction company 
commented that: 
I am amazed at the profession:il s!nndnrd of the designs, particularly the 
CAD based drawings. This is the type ofwork thnt we see coming out of 
the design offices of our consul!nnt firms. There is some really useful 
I 
said: 
material here, a lot more thnn I had expected from n student project. 
(Judge 4) 
Another of the judges, when discussing lhe lop three award winning dc�igns 
. . .  each ofthcsc has something special happening to make the be�t use of 
natural heating, cooling and ventilation. What is inccresting is that they 
all do it in different ways, but quite e!Tcctively. (Jm.lge 3) 
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This judge went on to say that the designs had provided some new ideas for him 
to incorporate in his promotional ma1erials. Judge 3 also commented that: 
The students seem to have a broad freethinking approach to the use of 
lightweight materials to do tasks that we all too often think ofns needing 
heavy masonry. They've come up with some different thinking here, so 
maybe we have to do a little rethinking ourselves now. 
Critical comment by the Building Design Association (BDA) judging panel 
member was regarded as being especially important because of his close links to the 
building design industry and current knowledge of standards of design and drawing 
presentation used by profcs�ional designers. He commented thnt: 
.. . the uverall staadnrd of the designs presented here are the best I've 
seen fm• studen( work for this type of project. The top five or six designs 
show clever use of the structural steel system that was nn essential 
requirement for this project. The designs arc creative and quite 
innovative in their use ofa variety ofother building m-.rteria!s and de5ign 
ideas like how they achieved solar energy efficiency, in an aesthetically 
pleasing but functional design. (Judge 5) 
Judge 5 also said that he was particularly impressed by !he attention paid by the 
students to detailing the designs and to the presentation of their drawings. These he said 
were key elements in selling an idea to a client in the commercial selling. When 
commenting on the top three student designs, he said that they were os good ns most 
professional desig11 offices present in their day to day operations and could thus be 
considered as meeting industry standards of professional design. 
The TAFE lecturer (Judge 6) who perfonncdjudging duties had ten year's 
experience leachi11g building design and five year's experience working wi!h students 
on authentic projects u11dcr the direction ofa mentor. With this background, Judge 6 
was well placed to assess the student designs nnd to mukc comment on them using 
comparisons with work that she had seen produced by stude11ts in classroom design 
projects thn! were not guided by professional designers ns mentors. 
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When commenling on the overall s1undard orthc design submissions, 
Judge 6 noted thut the studcnls had nchicvcd lcvcls of design mid prc�enta!ion 
signilicnntly higher than those of their peers in current design classes undertaking 
classroom based design projects. This she based on having already assessed student 
submissions based on the same design brief used by the students for their authentic 
projects, but executed by other students in classroom based situations without input 
from n practising building designer acting us a mentor. She al.so noted that '�hesc 
designs (the study project) show a greater sense of style and innovation and arc for more 
creative in  their use ofbuilding malerials". Judge 6 also commented: 
... the range of presentation methods used by the students is more 
diverse and profossion111!y executed than the sort of thing that you see i n  
the newspaper presented by most of the big firms when they urc 
promoting developments und schemes. 
Analysis of data such us  those shown in the above examples Jed me to contend 
that the students in  this study achieved standards of design and presentation that the 
judges assessed as meeting and in some instances exceeding industry standards. Overall, 
I believe that the qmi!ity of the works produced by the student/mentor.collaborations in 
the design office situations used were regarded by the judging panel to have exceeded 
standards that they normally expected of students at this level of training. From this, I 
contend that learning outcomes for students studied here were ofa higher stnndnrd and 
resulted from their learning in a mentor supported design office situation organised 
using cognitive apprenticeship teaching strategics. 
Conclusion To This Chapter 
The co!lcction, recording, transcribing and analysis of data in this study 
followed a three phased cumulative process, with analysis commencing with the first 
data collected. Multiple co!leelion methods were used to gather data that were coded 
using categories that emerged during transcription and interpretation of diflcrent ty,pcs 
ofinformation recorded. 
In this chapter, findings that emerged from analysis oft he mostly interview 
based Phase Two data nnd the mostly observation based Plmsc Three duta hnve been 
reported, along with dn1n units which supported and illuminated those findings. During 
annlysis ofdntn collected here, rcplicnble procedures were used within a coding 
framework cstnblished using NUD•IST (1998) so/lwarc. 
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Datu wcrccollcctcd over n 14-monlh period u�ing a vnricly nf 
di!lercnt methods. Data were urmlyscd using coding and other mc1hods including 
summaries and tnbles based on themes 1h11t emerged us coding categories were 
developed for Index Tree frumcworks that evolved us  new datu were collected. As new 
themes cmerg<.-d, some cutcgorics were merged um.I collapsed us similar data were 
i dentified ond re-coded. Coding ofda!a was undcrlakcn in three phnscs, us dctcnnincd 
by the collection methods and the work focussed tusks being undertaken by the study 
participants 
The ftrsl phase of coding and analysis was based on what took place in the real 
work design project implemented us part of the pilot scudy. During this first stage an 
overall view was  sough! to describe the events and activities that shaped the 
student/mentor collaborative work situations developed using authentic design projects. 
The second phase of coding and analysis focussed more on identifying the 
individual activities carried out by the study participants in the student/mentor 
eollabora!ive design work ses sions. Themes that emerged from this phase of the study 
shaped the investigative structure developed for Phn.sc Three, which involved the 
observation ofactual work sessions involving the students and their mentors. 
The third phase of data col!cction and analysis sought co confirm findings that 
emerged from analysis of Phase Two data and to also identify any new aspects of the 
study situation or events thought to influence learning. With each new phase of data 
collection and analysis, emerging trends themes defined by "intensity and frequency" 
(Ho!sti, 1969, p. 126) ofthe participants' responses were used to further develop the 
study framework as well as the tools for data collection and ongoing analysis. Key 
elements, noted as important 10 learning in the study situation, were used as major 
coding categories to organise and imp!cment other emerging aspects oft he situation, 
events, views and activities revealed through analysis oft he nccunrnlated data. 
The authentic nature of data collected in fnce-to-foce interviews, informal 
discus sions, video recorded work session in which the researcher played an active role, 
was confirmed through comparison with the physical evidence of sketches and 
drawings, as well as in member checks conducted througlmut each phase of this study. 
Every effort was made to ensure thac dnca collection methods usctl in all three phases of 
this research were consistently applied. Using the snmc melhods for collcc!ion and 
analysis within each phase assisted in ensuring the dn!a reliability and consistency of 
data through replicable procedures. This I regard added rigour lo the study. The 
intcmclive nature of nil oft he data collcc!ion me1hods used, provided opportunities at 
I 
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every st11gc for me to confirm my intcrprctu!ion ofcvcn1s as they transpired, 
by using member checks nnd for the study participants to ex change their views with me. 
i\t all times the participants rcnmined volunteers in the study uml were kept 
informed of the mcusurcs being maintained lo cn'lUrc their :monymity und the 
conlidcntinlity ofnll infbrrnation that they provided. None of the participants withdrew 
from the study, or declined to participate in any part of the study, This meant that the 
data were collected from willing particip1m!s. For this rcnson, I regard the study data to 
be from authentic sources and likely to have provided a trustworthy and rcasom1blc 
record of what the study participants actually experienced. 
This Chapter sought to provide a holistic picture of the processes used to 
inteipret the study d11ta 11nd findings that emerged during analysis. JI reported findings 
about what occurred when mentors and students worked together on authentic projects 
and how the design solutions produced by the student/mentor collaborations were 
judged as part of detennining learning outcomes. 
rn the next Chapter, the research questions arc answered using findings that 
emerged from analysis of the study data. 
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CIIAJYl'ER SEVEN 
ANSWERINGTJIE RESEARCII QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION 
Introduction 
In this chapter, !he research questions arc answered. This is followed by a 
discussion ofthc study findings with reference to pertinent litcralurc. The use generally 
of cognitive apprenticeship methods for learning in the building design discipline and 
other similar domains is also discussed here ns an extension of the fim.lings that have 
emerged from this research. 
This study set out to investigate student learning in a cognitive apprenticeship 
situation. The setting used for the ffiilin data gathering part of this study consisted of I 0 
commercial building design offices, in each of which students worked with expert 
building designer s, acting as mentors, on nuthcinic projec ts. Data about the event; 
experienced by students in their col!aboration with the mentors were collected from 
multiple sources, using n variety of collection methods. The previous two Chapters hnve 
detoilcd dnta analysis and findings about many d ifTerent aspects oflhc study situntion 
which I regarded ns affecting student !earning. Here, the research questions are 
answered using summaries of the findings from the previous Chapter. 
Research Question I 
What kind of declamtivc knowledge and proc:ed11ral knowledge is 
acquired by sluden/.i in the building design pro/cssion in a c:agnitil'c 
apprenticeship learning sifua1im1? 
Five broad aspects of student !earning emerged as being outcomes in this s!udy. 
They were: 
Students acquired ways of speaking, behaving and self-presentation simifor to 
those used by professional designers in the building d esign office culture of practice; 
2 Students acquired declarative knowledge about: 
• the organisation of a commercial design office; 
• regulatory factors governing building design; 
• the organisation of design office methods for planning and implementing nuthen!ie 
design projects; 
• multiple design situations frequently encountered by building designers when 
undert.i.'<ing authentic projects; 
• the knowledge necessary for successful upplicu1ion of heuristic design strategics 
used by expert building designers to creide urKI refine design solutions; nnd 
" building design industry standards r1pplied to conslructinn detailing nnd prcscntn1ion 
methods commonly used in drawing praeliccs, 
I 
3 Students acquitc<l procedural knowledge about 
• the methods used by building designers to analyse design bricf�pccilicution s ;  
• ways for nsscmbling resources necessary to address authentic design criteria; 
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• ways for organising authentic design projects using planned stages of development 
and review; 
• the methods used by experts to implement their usual heuristic design strotcgies to 
develop solutions to problems emergent from authentic design tasks; um! 
• the methods used by building design experts to present and defend their design 
solutions to clients and others. 
4 Students developed autonomous ways ofcrcuting, visuulisir,g, exploring and 
resolving original design ideas; and 
5 Students developed personalised, individualistic design styles that emerged from 
11 synthesis of the student's own ideas with those of the mentors', historical style 
elements and other factors. 
These five student learning outcomes indicated that mentor use of cognitive 
apprenticeship teaching strategies was an efTective means for assisting student learning 
in a design office situation. In broad tenns, the study findings have suggested that the 
students gained entry to the design office culture of practice and acquired design 
knowledge and design skills used by expert building designers to create and refine 
solutions to complex design problems. The principal learning outcome for the students 
was that they developed autonomous ways of creating, visualising, exploring and 
resolving original design ideas. In developing those skills, the students also gained 
confidence in their use ofinformation and design methods modelled by the mentors and 
developed multiple design perspectives in their application of innovative ways to 
resolve emergent design problems in ways that became their own design style. 
This led most students to develop a strong sense of achievement and a strong 
sense of satisfaction nnd confidence in learning new skills and design strategies. The 
students underwent a transition from using simple design procedures to resolve 
commonly encountered design problems, to visualising, exploring and resolving design 
problems often using metucognitive strategies. Students increasingly used articulation to 
explain the reasons for design decisions they had taken when defending design elements 
or solutions developed by them. This method of design practice was often representative 
of the working methods used by the mentors to visualise, create and refine, innovative 
design idens. Student adoption of this manner of design practice indicated their 
development of mastery of design, as used by expert building designers. 
Research Question l 
Whal kind.� r,f dcduralive knowledge and procedural know/ed?,e i.1 
1ra11ife"ed in this (design ojfke, cognilive upprenlice.yhip) learnhtx 
,ril11alio11i' 
Declarative knowledge lransrcrrcd 
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Findings from this study have suggested that the students acquired dedarative 
knowledge of many aspects of design practice, as well as other knowledge necessary for 
them to apply design procedures as modelled by the mentors. The kinds of declarative 
knowledge acquired by the students included knowledge about : 
• climatic, geographic11I, geological and environmental factors that influence design; 
• codes nnd regulations that govern building design practice; 
• building construction standards and construction details used in frequently occurring 
situations common to a variety ofbuildiJJg types; 
• various sources of information such as legal interpretations and rulings about 
planning or design guidelines, as well as existing design solutions used by building 
designers as resources to create and 1ctine new design solutions; 
• reasons why expert building designers make particular choices when using heuristic 
design strategies to create and resolve design solutions; and 
• roles played by experts in disdpline areas associated with building design and how 
they influence und support the building design domain of prncticc. 
Students acquired declarative knowledge from their mentors who provided them 
with explicit information about the organisation of the design office, availability of 
resources and the relationships that link the building designer's activities with 
associated disciplines such as engineering, electrical services, plumbing consultants and 
the like. Findings from this study showed that transfer of dcclorative knowledge of these 
kinds mostly took place using discussion and sketching. Extensive use was also made of 
"office set" contract documents for transfer ofknowledge nboul design situations and 
methods used by experts to resolve design problems encountered by them in lhe various 
disciplines that together represent the building design domain of practice. 
Mentor modelling of personal design prcforenccs or c!emcnts led students to 
acquire declarative knowledge ubout: 
• u broad range of design situations typica!!y encountered by building designers in 
their usual culture ofprnetice activities: 
• the kinds ofinformation assembled by expert building designers when preparing to 
use heuristic design strategies to develop solutions to problems emergent from the 
design process; 
• the rcn.sons given by expert building designers for using particular design strategies 
when addressing 11 range of different building design situations; 
• multiple design wlutions used by the mentors in various commissio11s 
covering u rnngc of commonly occurring design situation�; and 
• the tMls used by expert building designers to reline and present their design 
solutions in accordance with standards of practice determined hy building design 
industry common practices. 
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Tr1msll!r of declarative knowledge took place simullancously with transfer of 
procedural knowledge as the students dcvclopL'<I their overall understanding oft he 
problem situations addressed by building designers, the methods they use to rc.wlvc 
them nnd the rcnsons\vhy they 11pply porticu!ar strategics or practices. 
Procedural knowledge tran sferred 
Students acquired building design knowledge and problem solving skills as 
modelled by the mentors. Transfer of procedural knowledge mostly occurred through 
mentor modelling and conching during design office work sessions. Procedural 
knowledge acquired included the following aspects of design office practice: 
• procedures for dealing with the everyday operations ofa design office including 
management of personnel and resources such as: 
• technical information libraries including codes and regulations; 
• past project "office set" documents; 
• CAD based design clement databases; 
• client brief documentation; and 
• contract documents for authencic commiS5ions. 
• protocols and procedures found in design office hierarchies including: 
• how to participate in team-based design procedures with other design office 
stan; 
• how to incorporate design eoncributions from associmcd discipline experts or 
consultants, regulatory authorities, local government agencies and the like. 
• procedures used by expert s to assemble nrxl utilise a broad range of design resources 
including: 
• books, magazines, trade literature and advertising materials having images of 
aspects of design, colour, texture, construction materials which stimulated 
design ideas and solutions; and 
• drawing sets and photographs of completed design commissions covering a 
broad range of building design situations or other objects including furniture, 
cars and fashion item.�. 
• procedures used by expert building designers to identify, in a new design 
commission, frequently occurring design situations and appropriute l\lcthods to 
resolve them based on commonly used solutions suitable for the emerging new 
design; 
• methods used by expert buil ding designers to create, explore mid refine 11ew design 
solutions through the application ofheuristie design strategics and design office 
procedures including the "office set" overlaid drawing design technique and CAD 
based methods; and 
• methods used by ex pert building designers co ineorporulc pcrsorr.il design style 
elements  in new design so1ntions. 
Research Quc�lion 3 
l-faw is /11dt km11,,Jed.i;e /r11niferred in r1 cognillve t1pprrmliceship 
!re1rni11x .1·ihmtioni' 
Tmnsfcr oftoci! knowlc<lgc took place in the following ways: 
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• the mentors vcrb.1lisccl their thoughts und I heir reasons for using particular courses 
ofnction when modcl!ing their usual design practices and when coaching �tudcnts in 
the application of these; 
• mentors provided detailed dcscriptioJL� ofmllltiplc design situations they regarded us 
typical or frequently occurring, the design problems cncounleri:d with these and the 
solutions that they and others Imel developed lo resolve those problems in 
acconfancc with building codes nnJ regulations governing standards of construction 
practice; 
• mentors used exemplar "oflicc set" drawings of authentic commissions to 
demonstrate procedures they used to identify common design situations and the 
procedures used by them to adapt commonly u sed design solutions lo problems 
emergent from those situations; 
• students undeitook sequenced authentic design tasks of increasing complexity, with 
coaching by the mentors in the application ofheuristic design strategics based on 
their design experience, with articulation nnd sketching being used to convey their 
reasons for using particular design methods or for taking design decisions; 
• mentors' analysis ofthe student's own design project in terms oflYPical design 
problems and possible solutions based on others they had used in their everyday 
domain of practice; 
• mentors and students using notes on sketches and drawings that provided a vehicle 
for the expression and exchange of tacit knowledge about design decisions and 
procedures used in the exploration mid evnluation of ideas that led to their design 
solutions; 
• students' defence of their own design solutions to others and having them suggest 
alternative procedures for resolving emergent design problems; 
• stuJent participation in construction site visits during which the mentors linked 
theoretical design knowledge to design solutions as seen constructed, while also 
explaining their reasons for the methods used as shaped by their design experiences 
and tacit knowledge of multiple similar situations; and 
• student interaction with other designers and consultants from associated disciplines 
in design office work sessions and in informal ways as part ofeV<!ryday workplace 
exchanges or in workplace social gatherings. 
Knowledge transfer was facilitated through discussion, articulation and 
sketching being used together by students and mentors to e xchange information and to 
express their interpretation of complex design situations and design solutioms. 
, 
Research Question 4 
((problem .wll•in}.! lu:11rfrlk s/r11t.•}!ie.1· ,ire 11.11•1/, lmw 11rr lhry pidml IIJI 
by the st111ft•111? 
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Da111 col!L'Clcd here include many instuncc.� in which lhc men tors were observed 
using problem solving methods based on "rules oftlmmh" (Brown, cl. al. ] 989, p. 4(19) 
ways to resolve building Ucsign problems and other heuristic slmtcgics b;.i:;cd on thdr 
experience with resolving design problems in muny different situations. l'rob!cm 
solving heuristic stmtcgics, were modcllcJ for �1udcnts aml dcmonstmtcd fu rther in 
coaching sessions in the following ways: 
• through modelling and couching by mentors and other experts from supporting 
disciplines during collaborative work sessions in which the students imd the mentors 
explored multiple design strategics und solutions as applied tu the authentic student 
project they were underlaking; 
• in construction site visit sessions in which the mentors demonstrated their design 
commission solutions 1md described in detail various aspects oft he buildings along 
with the heuristic design strategics they had applied in developing the design 
solutions used for construction: 
• in design office critique sessions where the students and the mentors defended their 
design methods and decision making, while also sharing multiple or ultcmativc 
strategics for dealing with problems emergent from the students' authentic design 
project; and 
• application by the students of the mentor's design office pracciccs including 
prepuration nnd research of materials, scheduling and Sl'tJUCncing of design tasks 
and procedures as modelled by mentors for creating, exploring, testing and refining 
design solutions. 
Heuristic strategics were mostly implemented by the mentors and the students 
using quick sketching methods. as well as detailed over-sketching of"offiec set" 
d rawings of exemplar design projects and of the students' own design d rawings. 
Working i n  this way, the mentor s  rcified their heuristic design strategics and 
demonstrated how they could be applied by students to their own design project 
problems. A s  part of this approach. the mentors also often simultaneously explained the 
reasons for using the methods being presented. Jn design office situations where the 
students worked with other staIT on current commissions that were port of the mentor s 
usual culture of practice activities., they also parlicipatcd in design activities where 
heuristic design strategies were being applied by others. In this way, the students gained 
experience in the use of those heuristic design strategics, in the conlcxt of the domain of 
practice. 
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Research Question 5 
/Vhut Ji.•t1//lre.f <if /his Imm in,: .vil11t11ir111 pr1mmle1l .wult•I/I h•arni11J.:? 
The nuthcnlic design 0111cc sihmtions used a_q the S!.:Uing for the stmlcnVmcntor 
collnhorations provided many di!Tcrcnt opJXlrlLinitics for students In llCIJUirc design 
J...nowlcdgc nnd skills. The one-on-one nnd somclimcs multiple, mentor support that 
students experienced when tockling I heir design prnjcct provided them with 
opportunities to ucquirc knowlctlgc nnd design methods used hy experts ll'l part of their 
usunl practices. Student learning mostly took place hy having expert building designers 
model nnd discuss in detail lhcir w:,ys for resolving design problems nn<l by the mentors 
using their lncit knowledge nnd heuristic design strntcgics when coaching lhe s1Udcnts in 
their application of those knowledge nrxl &ratcgics to nuthentic projL><:t�. 
Many fentures ofthis learning environment promo1ed and supported knowledge 
transfer. Three aspects of the study situation that promoted nnd supported knowledge 
transfer emerged from the study findings nre used here to present those features. They 
nre: 
• design office culture of practice factors; 
• design office facilities and resources; and 
• work activities and practices. 
Design office culture of practice/ actors. 
These features were shown to promote and support knowledge transfer: 
• acceptance an d respect shown by the mentors and others for the student a.� a 
designer in the design office team; 
• mentor commitment to the collaboration as demonstrated b y  preparation of 
resources. provision ofback-up personnel 11nd different learning opportunities such 
as site visits; 
• implementing the student/men tor collaboration in II manner that replicated the 
working situation typical of the everyday culture of practice activities of the design 
office in which all parties contributed design ideas and problem solving stra!egies to 
develop a design solution; 
• student observation of the mentor and others reifying design knowledge and 
practices while collaborating on authentic design office commissions within the 
same work - space as the student/mentor collaboration; 
• student inclusion in design office tasks which enabled them to experience duties 
typical of design office practices as require d of all design team members: 
• social interaction wilh others in the design office which facilitatt'tl informal 
commuoication and tran.�fcr of less formal kinds of knowledge; and 
I • uccess 10 professionals from other disciplines who provided insight.� into 
busin,ss precticcs in the design uflicc und also into the wider domain of 
construction industry praclicc. 
Design ofjice/acllilies and resources. 
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The nvailuhility of the following fncililics und resources M:rc shown lo pm mote student 
lenrning: 
• provision ofn work s tation within the design office which provided rimdy usscss lo 
other designers with whom the students could readily exchange ideas or from whom 
lhcy could SL'l:k assistance which gave the students acccs.� to multiple points of view 
nnll different design practices; 
• access to a vast anay of resources such as a technic11I Jihrnry, codes and regulations, 
sets ofofficc commission drawings and files, CAD database resources and u1hcr 
materials typically used for design development which arc not lrpically available in 
classroom ha.SW learning situation.�; 
• access to computers, photocopying machines, rcprogrnphics equipment, drawing 
mounling and binding facilities which provided students with the means 10 develop 
nnd present their design works in the manner used by professional building 
designers; 
• ready access to the design office for rescard1ing infonnation and drawing 
production 11s offered by most of the design mentors; and 
• extended mentor support during out of hours times as well as having acecs s to 
design office support stalTand other expert consultants from associated disciplines 
or expert services, as provided by some oft he mentors. 
Work activities and practice.r, 
The following mentor supported de�ign office aclivities and practices emerged 
as supporting and promoting student learning: 
• frequent woik sessions with mentor and others; 
• student presentation and defence of design ideas and problem solving stra1cgies;  
• use ofttoffiec set" drawings as exemplars for creating design concepts. 
development, presentation and defence of design solutions; 
• use of"ollice scttt drawings to explore the evolution ofbui/ding designs by 
reflecting on pathways explored before accepting design elements as part of final 
solutions; 
• mentor use of methods to make the design process a guided journey of discovery to 
encourage student confidence and creative, innovative practices; 
• mentor use ofan extensive and diverse army ofscalTolding materials; 
• mentors rcifying their creative design practices to encourage student visualisation 
and exploration of ideas lo enhance metacognition; 
• mentor and student use of questioning, rcJlecting and defending of ideas to develop 
multiple perspectives and design solutions; 
• setting of standards by mentor assessment of student works using design office 
commissions to define industry siandards and benchmarks for student performance: 
• use of multi-staged, replicable procedures to resolve emerging problems in the 
context and culture of practice of usual design office method�: 
I • mentor sequencing of design tnsks to avoid pushing students loo h1ml fbr 
ideas in design so ns not to discourage crcntiYity; 
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• linking design solutions of exemplar commissions lo the processes and procedures 
used to develop them in order to scaffold students over barriers to their progress 
crcntcd by problems emerging from the real work design project; 
• placing cmpha.,is on cxpl11m1tion building nod rcJlcction on the development puth of 
design with cxplumtion of nil idcu� shown through sketching and no1cs, backed up 
by articulation oft he rcMon� behind the ucccp1nncc or rejection uflhc kkus 
prcsentctl lo facili1111c mctacognitivc ways for visualising and exploring design 
forms; and 
• over-sketching of drawings to provide a visual audit trail of the ideas explored and 
to promote greater depth of design analysis and mctucogoition in design. 
Summary or Answer11 To The Research Questions 
This study has found that the use of cognitive apprenticeship teaching methods 
by expert building designers in design office settings provided an effective means for 
assisting student learning. Findings here show that the students gainl'<I cnlry lo the 
•. 
design office culture of practice and acquired design knowledge and design skills used 
by expert building designers to crca!c and reline solutions to complex design problems. 
This gave them confidence in their autonomous use of ways for creating, visualising, 
exploring, resolving nnd presenting original design idea�. 
The students ncquircd dcclarntivc knowledge necessary for resolving problems 
:hat emerged from authentic building design tasks. Knowledge acquired from 
interaction with the mentors and through participation in authentic design tasks covered 
a broad range of topics encountered by expert building designer.� in their cvcrydny 
nctivities. These Included explicit informntion about rlcsign situations, regulatory 
factors., usual design practices and the reasons for using various design strntcgics for 
particular problems. Much ofwhal the students !earned focussed on why and how 
expert building designers work in the ma oner that they do. This nssistcd students to 
apply procedural knowledge and to implement problem-solving methods when using 
heuristic design strategies. 
Transfer of procedural knowledge mostly occurred through mentor modelling. 
coaching and 5Cllffolding during design office work sessions. The kinds of procedural 
knowledge acquired by students focussed on the use of everyday design office practices. 
These included the management of design projects. protocols for dealing with 
associated discipline professionals in the building designer domain ofprneticc, 
managing and using design resources and the opplieotion of heuristic design strategics 
with common design office procedures for resolving building design problems. 
-
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Students in this lcnrning situation also acquired lucit knowledge from 
the mentors. Transfer ortncit knowledge mostly took place hy the mentors verbalising 
their thoughts during work scssiom; in which they modclk'tl design methods and 
concbL'U students in the use of heuristic design strulcgics. /\ key fl;lrt oflhc mentors' 
reifying their tacit knowledge was their use of detailed Ucscriptions of various design 
situations they had experienced 11ml their rcnsons for using their particular strntcgics or 
solutions. As well os these descriptions, the mentors also used II diverse range of 
scalTolding materials and methods including sketches und sets of drawings to illustrate 
each or the sitmitions imd solutions that they presented. In so doing, the mentors 
provided rich verbal and visual images to confirm their tacit knowledge ofa brond mnge 
ofbuilding design practice. The mentors also encouraged the students to use this 
approach to defend their design solutions by expressing how those solutions had 
evolved and why particular design methods or decisions had been adopted. 
Mentor modelling of their heuristic design strategics followed by conching 
students in their correct application led to the students adopting for use in their own 
projects. The use of heuristic design strategics was nllcn con finned by the mentors by 
using visits to construction sites to dcmonstrntc outcomes from design onicc practices 
and in critique sessions with students in which design strategies and decisions were 
presented and defended by the students. Application of mentor modelled heuristic 
design strategics by students led them to acquire those methods for their own use and to 
adapt them os needed to resolve problems that emerged from their authentic Uesign 
tasks. 
Student learning in design office situations where cognitive apprenticeship 
methods are used was influenced by many factors. These were grouped into three broad 
areas that I regarded as promoting student learning in this situation. '[be three areas 
were: design office culture of praclicefactors; design officefacililies and resources; 
and activilies or proclices used to promote learning and knowledge tronifer. When 
used together, lhesc elements provided a learning environment in which students 
acquired from building design mentors ways for resolving design problems typical of 
the manner used by experts in their everyday culture of practice activities. 
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DISCUSSION OF 'f/lE STUDY i:JNDINOS 
Jlnving olrcudy pmvid�-d answers to the research questions, u Jiscussion of'thc 
overall nndings is now presented wilh particulur reference to the teaching strntcgics of 
the cognitive opprcnticcship lc11rning opprouch that underpins this study. 
Jn I his study, data were collected about 1he lc:urning experiences ofa group uf 
students working on authentic design projects, in real design office settings, with expert 
building designers ucling as their mentors. The mentors were initially rcgunlcd by me IO 
broadly use cognitive apprenticeship (Collins, et al., 1989) teaching strategics. As the 
study progressed, this was confirmed through their particular use of modelling, 
conching, scaffolding nnd fading, articulation, rellcction and cxp!orntion in their work 
sessions with the students. The authentic design projects undertaken by the students 
were organised by the mentors to replicate their usual professional practices and applied 
by them in the context oft he building design di' ciplinc domain. This approach utilised a 
learning sitlllltion structured in accordance with principles suggcstctl by SchUn ( 1983), 
who contended that much learning occurs as professional practitioners engage in every 
activity of their everyday world. 
The authentic nature ofthe design office situations of this study meant that 
students worked in sc-ttings where professional designers applied specialist knowledge 
and sophisticated mental modcl.q in the social and cultural context of their usual 
practices. This allowed students lo co11Struct their domain expertise, in ways similar to 
that suggested by Hennessy, (1993). 
All ofthe mentors who participated in this research were recognised by their 
professional organisation, !he BOA, as being experienced experts in the field of building 
design, a profession that demands highly developed verbal and visual communication 
skills. Most of the mentors who participated in this study were invited lo do so because 
oft heir previous classroom experience with buildiog design students. 
Good communication skills and teaching experience were regarded as valuable 
attributes for the participating mentors because successful mentor interaction and 
communication with students was central to the student/mentor collaborative working 
situation. Their communication skills and interactive working proctices basctl on 
commercial design office methods, provided an appropriate basis for !earning using 
cognitive apprenticeship mclhods. In support of this view, Casey (I 996, p. 82) contends 
that cognitive apprcnliceship is heavily dependent on the ability ofan expert to interact 
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with the learner by: "modelling expert prncticcs, observing student 
performance, supporting performance through scaffolding uml foiling of support us 
performance improves". ·111is was ch:urly evident in data �'Ollccted for this research, 
From the outset of this study, most of the mentors extended, to the students, 
designer status. Working in this wuy mc1mt that in nil oflhcir design onicc interactions, 
the students experienced the authentic culture of practice events in ways typical of the 
mentors' usun[ practices. 'l11is approach l� in keeping with thut proposed by Resnick 
(1987) who contended that authcritic learning must involve situations where actual 
cognitive processes arc involved rather than simulated processes as found in many 
classroom situations. Authentic experiences used as the basis of design tasks in this 
research study setting facilitated the students' enculturation (Collins, et al., 1989) into 
the mentors' culture ofpmclice through authentic activities and social in!eraction 
(Wilson, 1993), 
The study situation used here facilitated learning through cognitive 
apprenticeship methods by making visible to the students the largely tacit knowledge 
possessed by the mentors about design and problem solving procedures. Findings that 
emerged from this study have suggested that some of the mentors approached their 
work with the students by taking them on a guided journey of discovery. lltis, some 
mentors said, assisted students lo deal with aulhentic tasks in the context and culture of 
everyday design office practices. 
Most of the mentors commenced their work with the students by introducing 
them to tYPical design office methods for assembling resources  appropriate to the design 
project described by the client brief. The mentors then modelled for the students their 
design methods and coached them in the application of those methods to the students' 
authentic design project. By working in this way, the scudcnts were provided with 
experience based learning situations in which they used self- evaluation and reflection 
when defending their design endeavours. The authentic experience-based learning 
situation allowed students to construct their knowledge about expert practices in ways 
that were modelled by the mentors (Kaufman, 1996), 
This study has found that the cognitive apprenticeship situation developed in the 
design offices provided mentor support for progressive transfer of responsibility to the 
students for their own learning in ways similar to that suggested by Palinscar & Brown 
(1984). Collaboration belwL"Cn the students and the mentors nlso provided situntcd 
learning opportunities giving students critienl opportunity to observe, engage in, or 
invent expert strategics in context (Hennessy, 1993; Collins, et al., 1989). The students 
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then npplicd strntcgics they hnd lcnrned lo nuthcntic lnsks with the nid of 
mentors, in the design ollice culture ofprocticc of the study setting. Jn this wny, the 
students became engngcd in authentic, meaningful real work design projL'Cl tu.�ks. 'l11is 
led them to develop design expertise within n cognitive apprenticeship framework, 
implemented using collnhomtivc mcntnr/lcnm-hnscd otlicc activities (llcnncssy, 1993; 
l'ietcrs & de Bruijin, 1992; Drown c l  nl., 1989). It nlso foeilitntcd student development 
ofpcrsomiliscd wnys for solving design problems and helped, them to acquire 
dcclnrntivc and proccdurul knowlctlgc of design methods. This look pince through 
activities situated in the usual context of their use by mentor supported "lcnming­
through-guidcd-cxpcricnce on cognitive and metacognitivc, rather thnn physicnl, skills 
and processes" (Collins, et nl., 1989, p. 457). 
What has emerged from this research? 
This study sought to determine the learning outcomes for students in a cognitive 
apprenticeship situation, to understand what kinds of knowledge were acquired by those 
students, what 111:uristie strategics were learnt ond what was it in the study situation that 
foeilitoted student learning. In the Collins et al. (1989) model, some learning content is 
considered as strategic or  tacit knowledge nnd this umlcrlies an expert's ability to make 
use of concepts, facts and procedures to resolve problems emerging from authentic 
tasks. It also includes problem solving strategies and heuristic strategics used by experts 
when solv.ing emergent problems in the context of their usual practices and when 
exploring new concepts (Collins, cl al., 1989). 
In this research the domnin knowledge oft he expert building designers, acting ru; 
mentors, was grounded in the discipline of their practice and included explicit factual 
knowledge and procedures used by them to solve problems in the con!ext nnd manner of 
their usual culture of practice activities. Heuristic design slratcgics gave students 
discipline specific ways of dealing with problematic situations that emerged from the 
real work design project, These were used by the mentors in the manner of''tricks of the 
trade" (Collins, et al., 1989, p. 478) that had been tacitly acquired by them through 
professional experience in the domnin. For example, one mentor conched students under 
his direction in t�e use of CAD based pre-drawn design elements to rapidly develop 
multiple design solutions without regnrd for closure oft he geometry, in order to explore 
broadly before defining the final form of the design. Heuristic design slra!egics like this 
were used by all of the mentors, bul in individualist ways. 
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s!mtcgics here pcrtuincd to managing problem solving in building design. This occurred 
through reflective work practices nm! the sequencing of design tusks u.� schcduk'U by the 
mentors. This npprouch gave stmcturc nod forrnolity to the dcvclopmcnl of cognilivc 
processes by setting the strategics in the conlcxt of the domnin, thus making them 
purposeful through student upplicntion, which enhanced their undcrntanding oflhcir role 
(Choi & llannnnn. 1996), 
Each of the six key teaching stmtcgics oft he cognitive 11pprcnliccship learning 
uppronch used for the conccptun[ frnmcwork orthc study urc now discussed with 
rcforcm:c to findings and pertinent literature. 
Modelling. 
Modelling in this s!Udy involved mentor demonstration of design strategics and 
procedures used by them in their everyday culture ofprncticc activities, as applied to the 
authentic tasks of the students' design projects. The approach taken by most of the 
mentors when modelling their usual work practices provided highly visible 
representations of their tacit 1111{ procedural knowledge ofhuilding design. This method 
of presenting infonnation, processes and procedures in the context and domain of expert 
practice is Jlmdamental to the Collins et al., (1989) cognitive apprenticeship learning 
model. Brandt, et al., ( 1993) contend that cognitive apprenticeship can only be 
successful when someone can perform ways of dealing wi1h tasks to be learned in real 
life, this being clearly evident in emergent findings here also. During Phase Three of 
this research the mentors were observed interacting with the students by modelling their 
manner of dealing with complex cognitive problems that emergent from the authentic 
situations being resc,Jvcd in the context and culture of their usual practices (Casey, 
1996). 
Findings from this study indicated that the mentors, when working wiih students 
individually or in collaborative teams, used modelling to demonstrate II structured 
approach to design. When modelling their design methods, the mentors often gave 
explanations for using particular practices by verbalising their reasons for working in 
the manner that they did. This enabled the mentors to introduce and demom'.tratc ways 
for resolving tasks using typical design office practices such as lhe "office set" approach 
to design. 
In addition to modelling practices that externalised cognitive processes and 
activities (Collins, et al., 1989), the mentol".i also incorporated modelling into 11lmost 
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every aspect of their colloborntivc activities wilh the students. From the 
study outset, the mentors modelled elements such us uppropriulc bchuviours, language, 
dress stnnJards, tcchnicnl vocabulary, profcssiunul uttiludcs um.I respect for others 
within the hiemrchicul stmcturc of their orguniS11tion nnd the broader design industry. 
Findings that emerged concerning uJl of these us peels of the study imlicutcd thut this 
helped students to acquire knowledge and skills 1md gnve them entry to the building 
t.lcsign office culture ofpmcticc. Much ofthis learning took pince as a process of 
"cnculturotion'" (Brown et al., 1989) as the students observed how the mentors bclmvcd 
and talked with others in their professional working culture. 
While observing and working collaboratively with a mentor, many students in 
this study nlso worked in the design office as part of larger design teams and had 
experience of the working practices ofconsul!unt experts from associated disciples. 
Through such experiences, the students were provided with many examples of work 
practices, explicit knowledge and problem solving strategics, as modelled by experts 
from other discipline contexts and having multiple design models an! perspectives. 
Interaction with consultants from disciplines associated with the mentor's building 
design practice provided models of the links to other professions that exist in the wider 
community of practice of design and construction. Although the students were ofien 
only informally involved in much ofwhat took place with consulrnnts in the design 
office, the social interaction taking place around the students allowed them to ucquire 
knowledge through situated opportunity (BroWll, et al., 1989) brought about by their 
proximity to others interacting in the domain (Duncan, 1996). 
Three elements ofmodelJing emerged ns being highly cJTcctive in knowledge 
transfer in the design office situations i n  which the students worked with the mentors. 
The first aspect is that of mentors (uiid later the students) explaining their 
thought processes and reasons behind design practices or decisions by verbalising their 
thoughts about how and why they work in the ffi!IIlllet that they do. Verbal exchanges 
between designers consultants and clients, when discussing the reasons behind design 
decisions were for many students II source ofvulunble inform::ition applicable to their 
own design tasks. It also provided them with infonnation, domain specific expressions 
and common practices that assisted their communication with others and supported their 
entry to the design office culture of practice ns they were drawn into such exchanges or 
discussed !hem with their mentor Inter. 
The practice of verbalising while modelling their design practices was observed 
to be nn effective means used by the mentors and the students to rcify their t::icit 
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knowledge, problem solving slrutcgics und personalised design style 
preferences. Mcn!or use orhighly descriptive language when discussing rcnl design 
situations and when urticulnting their views nm.I problem solving strutcgics ulso 
emerged ns n vital clement in student learning. 'lbc use of this approach allowed 
mcn1ors to rcify for students the rciL�ons underpinning how they solved complex 
problems in the context of their usual culture ofpructicc activities ns described by 
Jnrvcla., (1995), 
The second vital clement of modelling used by mentors was sketching. Freehand 
sketching und over-sketching of hard-line or CJ\D drawings was extensively used in 
every student/mentor design office collaboration studied here. Sketching emerged us the 
principal too[ used by building designers for the creation, exploration, development and 
communication of design concepts, emergent problems and possihle solution�. 
Whenever sketching was used, it was always in concert with rich descriptive 
explanations of the reasons underlying design decisions or problem solving strategics, 
ns well as personal points of view or design preferences articulated by the mentors and 
later also by the students. Sketching made visible aspecls of abstract concepts or idcus 
and allowed rapid exploration of multiple perspectives or design solutions for a given 
situation, thus allowing the study participants to "criss-cross the knowledge in 
numerous ways" (Cnscy, 1996, p. 76). 
The highly interactive nature of the student/mentor collaborative work sessions 
was charai;terised by the use ofvcrbal/visuul communication methods for the rapid 
demonstratlcm and exploration of ideas. Throughout the study the mentors' use of 
modelling constantly shifted lo coaching and back to modelling ns they introduced idcns 
and strategics used by them in authentic design commissions. The mentors then acted to 
coach students in the application ofthose ideas or strategies in the context and culture of 
the tasks at hand. This approach I regarded as facilitating the students' conceptualisation 
of new design forms and their exploring new aspects of these. This approach is in 
keeping with a cognitive apprenticeship (Collins, et al., 1989) learning style because it 
incorporates concrete experience, rc!lcctivc observation, conceptualisation and active 
experimentation (Dinmore, 1997; Kolb, 1984). 
Articulation and sketching were used together as communication tools in 
modelling ofheuristie design strategics, concepts and problem solving methods typical 
of the mentors' everyday culture of practice activities. The:: provided the means for 
transfer of explicit declarative knowledge and procedural knowledge from mentors to 
students ns they worked collaboratively on a real work design project. As the students 
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acquired design nnd commun ication skills during their col!nhoration with the 
mentors, the work sessions became more inlcrnctivc with less modelling by the mentor 
1md greater input from the studen ts. The comrmmicntion focililulcd by nll of the 
porticipnnts using articulation, discussion uml sketching us  1111 integrated tool for the 
expression n d exploration oridens cnl�1nccd intcrnction between the parties und 
allowed negotiation ofmc1ming nnd u frame ofrcfcrcncc for the context of the work 
domain. This internet ion indicated II growth of reciprocal un derstanding between the 
students and the mentors nm! sclf-d ircctctlncss by the students in their development of 
mctncognitivc skills in ways similar to those reported by Jurvclu, (1995). 
The third aspect of modelling to emerge, as a key learning clement was the use 
of authentic task examples, practices and proctXlurcs in all model!cd aspects of design 
practice presented by the mentors. Authentic aeti11ities were said by Collins et al., 
(1989), to develop underst,, • , l! through socinl interaction nnd collaborntion in the 
cult ore of authentic domain <1.uvity. They conten ded that student lenrning is cnhnnccd 
through obscrvntion with guided and supported prncticc along with feedback for the 
develupment of cogniti11e and metaeognitive skills (Collins, et al., 1989). Findings from 
this study support the Collins et al. (1989) npproach to !earning. The six key teaching 
strategies of the cognitive apprenticeship npproaeh used for the framework in this 
research arc well supported by the evidence that emerged from analysis of the study 
data. 
Jn every student/mentor coltaborntive situation investigated here, the mentors 
mnde extensive use of past authentic design office commissions to provide exemplars of 
their usual practices in design, problem solving and presentation. All ofthe tasks 
required of the student/mentor collaborative teams were nuthentic real work design 
project based and e11aluated by prncticing design experts to industry established 
standards. 
Findings here ha11e suggested that student performance was enhanced when they 
explored multiple solutions by applying real work based design and problem so]11ing 
strategies they had seen successfully used by the mentors when modelling their owr1 
authentic design commissions, an approach supported by Jar11ela, (1995). Student 
acquisition of explicit knowledge and heuristic design strategies modelled by mentors 
using exemplar design office commissions wns expedited by the links made visible by 
mentors reifying their work practices when ad d ressing problems emeri:;ing from the 
students' authentic design project (Baird & Fetherston, 1999). 
-
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Another uspcet or using 11uthcntic design office commissions a� 
cxcmpfors when modelling usual pmcticcs was the mentors' inclusion of 1,1udcnts in 
visits to works under construction, which they lmd discussed earlier with the students 
during work sessions. In some instances, COIL�ullnnt discipline experts, builders, or other 
designers also occompanicd mentors and students on site visits. During these visits the 
mentors provided detailed cxplunulions about the design and construction dcluiling. 
These site sessions provided concrete evidence of outcomes from design dL>t:isions made 
nnd discuSSl.-d in the office, with the m.lvantugc ofhuving the real fonn there to sec 
successes and failures. The immediacy of feedback from the mentor and others on site 
provided ready transfer of knowledge am! strategics used i11 the development ofa design 
and encouraged discussion and exploration of ideas. 
Coaching. 
Coaching, in the cognitive apprenticeship approach to learning proposed by 
Collins et al. (1989, p. 481), is considered to be about: 
" ... observing students while they carry out a task and olTering hints, 
scaffolding, feedback, modelling, reminders and new tasks aimed at 
bringing their performance close lo expert performance." 
In the student/mentor collaborative situations studied here, coaching mostly 
took place as part of the work sessions in which the students and the mentors together 
resolved the real work design projects. Coaching also look place in the design office as 
part oft he everyday practices of the mentor and other design stalTwhcn working with 
students in an incidental manner or when addressing minor issues arising from the 
students' design development. In situations such ns this, the mentors provided the 
students with coaching and advice to assist them to learn by building on what they 
already knew, using tips and tricks and nCw knowledge or techniques (Choi & 
Hannafin, 1996). In this study, the methods used to coach students through their design 
and development ofa real work design project were focussed on guiding and advising 
them so as to maximise their use of cognitive skills and resources and 10 develop 
decision making processes and problem solving strategies. This approach is similar to 
that proposed by Tobin & Dawson (1992) and that ofCascy (1996) who contended that 
coaching needs lo occur in highly cooperative, interactive learning environmenls in 
order to be effective. 
The cx.tensivc use of discussion and articulntion by mentors in the design office 
situations examined here mostly centred on exploining the reasons why and how the 
mentors make c.kcisions when resolving authentic complex h1sb. This 
appmnch parallels findings by Casey ( 1996, p. 78) who said: 
" . . .  lhc only way to gel lcnrncr.; tu verbalise :rnd lhnroughly surface 
internal processes seems to be through :1 coopcralivc Jcnrning 
cnvirvnmcnt in which they t u lk wilh their peers". 
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In this study, the students were afforded designer status by most of the mentors 
and olhcrs in the 1.bign omcc who often treated them as peers in the team,bascd work 
situations there. This provided the students with opportunities to verbalise their thoughts 
about problems that emerged from the design tasks and strotcgics they lmd used to 
resolve them. 
The student/mentor collaborative work sessions were characterised by an ever 
shifting balance between modelling and coaching, as the students' needs changed 
according to the information, skills and strategics needed at an.y one time. When 
coaching took place, it mostly took the fonn of mentors assisting student s to apply 
heuristic design strategics and problem solving methods to their own design problems, 
but shaped by the context and culture ofthe mentor's usual practices. In this way, the 
mentors were able to clarify, describe, compare, negotiate and reach consensus on the 
meaning of various experiences they shared with the students (Hooper, 1992) pertaining 
to the tasks at haod, while operating as they nonnally would with another designer. 
A key feature of the conching methods used by aU of the mentors studied here 
was their thinking aloud (Dinmore, 1997) when articulating personal thoughts 
concerning multiple perspectives, problem solving strategics, or solutions to the tasks at 
hand. This was often done in tandem with sketching to illustrate the idens being 
discussed and questioning the students to involve them in the works. 
The very focussed nature of the working collaborations formed in the 
student/mentor teams created a highly interactive environment for the exchange ofidens 
and for !earning design practices. The building design discipline brings together creative 
skills and technical processes each with its o·vn cognitive demands and discipline 
specific elements such as style in design and CAD practices for technical aspects. 
Some aspects of coaching used by the mentors studied here were shaped by parts 
of the design discipline or other unique aspects ofthe study situation that required 
particular coaching practices. Conching Wllll observed to almost always involve some 
modeJ!iog by the mentors and the use of detailed explmmtions to rcify the reasons for 
working in  pnrticulnr ways. Often when coaching, the mentors used explanation 
building to detail the reasons underlying design processes and decisions they made as 
innucneL-<l by their professional design experiences. This usually lonk 1hc 
form ofvcrbalisntion to articukitc personal though1s ahuut the tasks being m.klrcsscd 
while using sketching to provi de visual cxplnn:Lticms for the verbal images being 
prcscn!ct.l. 
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111is appmnch to crn,ching promoted visualisution and communication of ideas 
or concepts. When using this approach, most oft he mentors also used u broad range of 
design office resource materials to siimulntc a lµtcral approach to thinking about design. 
In this way, the mentors guidL'<I students through llifficult design elements and 
procedures using a structured approach to apply heuristic design slratcgics and methods. 
Doring conching sessions, the mentors encouraged the students to reflect on the 
development path taken and the design ideas that had emerged. This process led Co 
student exploration of new design ideas that stemmed from earlier concepts, as 
documented in the "office set" which provided and audit•trnil of design d evclopmcn!. 
Although much of what took place in the studen!/mentor collaborative work 
sessions involved intense one-on•onc activities, conching was not just restricted co that 
situntion. Other designers or consultants from 11SSociatcd disciplines, provided as­
needed and ofien informal coaching that was also important to student learning. Most of 
the materials used b the stu d y  mentors to coach students were based on authentic design 
office commissions, professional practice experiences and current real work projects. 
Throughout the development of the students' authentic design project, most of 
the mentors emphasised in their coaching the vital role of exploration and reflection in 
design, for the development of multiple solutions and multiple perspectives for any 
given design situation. In this way, the students were encouraged 10 evaluate their own 
works and to model for the mentors the ideas created and their thoughts in exploring all 
possible variations on those ideas at a metacognitive level. The highly interactive 
exchanges observed during work sessions between the mentors ruxl the students 
indicated the development ofrc-ciprocal understanding between the participants as the 
students increased their use ofmetacogni tive ways to resolve problems that emerged 
from the real work design project. Optim�I social interaction in !he student/mentor 
collaborative working situations observed here wns enhanced by mentor use of 
progressive scaffolding that enhanced student self directed learning. un approach similar 
to that proposed by Jarvcla {1995). 
The complex, multi-faceted nature ofbuild ing design demand s  a broad 
understanding and declarative knowledge of many interrelated facts about situations, 
regulations and construction details. Mcinerney & Mcinerney ( 1994, p. 210) consider 
-
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dcclarutivc k11owk'tlge tu he wlmt we knnw nhout the world 11nd 
"hypolhesisL'tl to be slructurt.-d ns nn interrcla!cd network of foct., 111:ll c"ist 115 
propnsition.�". When eon.�idering lhe diverslly ofin fornu,tion und the eomple" 
re�1tionships that dc1crminc how wmc clemen1s 11f u design s'iluatiun n lfo,:t olhers. lhc 
i nteractive nnlun: nfcnaching hccomes more importnnt us new situulion.� conslantly 
evol\lC during the design processes. In ndtlitiun. the trnn.�fcr of procedural knowledge, 
"knowing how to pcrfonn \lllrinus cognitive nctivitics'' {Mcinerney & Mc!ncmcy, 1994, 
p. 21 1)  becomes more complex ns usual practices are modelled hy mentors, then 
implementL-d by students with conching by the mentors until independent 
interprctation/appl ication i s  achieved. 
1bc success ofthi= coaching melhods used by the study rrn:ntors was partly tluc 
to the sequendng of design activities introduectl by them with materials that facilitated 
the students' gradual progression through the real work design project. This coincided 
with the students' development ofmetacogniti\lC skills a.� needed to rc,<,olve problems 11s 
they emerged from the ongoing design process. As the �tudents developed their 
knowledge and skil!s, the mentors introduced new design tasks of increased number and 
complc"ity to uddrcs.� all oft he issues found in the real work design project. 
Througho11t this process, !he mentors coached the students in ways to resolve emergent 
problems anti to implement strategies enabling them to opcrale on mctacognitivc levels. 
free from the contextual bindings of the tools level individual clcmcn!s oflhc design 
situation (Collins, et al., 1989). 
Scaffolding and Fading. 
Prior lo lhe development ofthe Collins et al. , (1989) cognitive 11pprcnticeship 
model for learning, the use of scaffolding to assist learning had bl!en e"plored by many 
other researchers. For example, Scardamalia & llcrcitcr, ( 1985) and Scardamalia. 
Bereitcr & Steinbach (1984) investigated the use of physical supports in what they 
described 11s Procedural Facilitation. Palinscnr & Brown (1984) reported on the use of 
suggestions or help in rcciproc11l tear;,ing. In an earlier study, Scatdamalia & 13crcitcr 
(1983) discussed the 11se of scaffolding lo 11ssist learning IL� part ofn technique called 
co-investigntio11. Scaffolding in the Collins et al. (1989) model is considered to he one 
of the three (modelling, coaching • .  w:ajfo!ding) core leaching strntegies ofa cogni1ive 
apprenticeship approach to learning. Collins cl al. (I 989, p.482) proposed that 
scaffolding ''refers lo the supports that the teacher provides to help the student curry out 
the tasks", 
.
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Findings tlmt emerged from thi� study have suggcstt'U 1hal 
sc111lblding mostly look pince concum:rnly wi1h m1>dclling imd conching uctivitics 11ml 
was observed to lake many fornL� including: 
• physical m11tcrials to expedite resolution 11f d�ign clcmcnls or lo stimulotc 
mclncoynitivc design visuali.�nlion and rcsolu1ion: uml 
• verbal assistance from mentors, from coJL�Ultant discipline experts, or other 
design office stalT, in the form of"tips ulKI cricks" lo boost understanding und 
visualisation of problem situatio1L� 11ml potential solu!ions or �1rntcgics for 
resolving them. 
The content, nature and timing of the many different scalfo!ding methods 
observed in use here was governcd hy mentor perceptions nf student needs as seen by 
their progress with the real work design project and the level of cognitive skills they 
were using to resolve emergent problems. This aspect ofseaITolding is closely linked to 
the sequencing {Collins, et al., 1989) of learning events so as to make available to 
students information and procedures tn keep their cognitive development ahead of 
elements in the [earning situation that represent barriers to their progress. 
Findings to emerge here suggest that as students acquired knowledge und skills 
that allowed them to work with greater autonomy at each lc\'cl of design practice, 
seuffolding was gradually withdrawn by the mentors and otherB. Progressive fading (or 
withdrawal) of scaffolding is an important aspect oflcaming in a cognitive 
apprenticeship situation. 
In this study, scaffolding took many forms, was introduced by the mentors from 
the outset oft he first studcnVmcntor collaborative work session.� mid continued 
throughout the entire study as on integral part of the culture of practice through social 
interaction and defined work practices. This approach to using scaffolding to support 
learning was reported by Casey, (1996), Carver, (1995), Jarvcla, (1995), Bcnyman, 
(1991) and Collins, cl al., (1989), as being successl\illy applied in studies conducted by 
them involving cognitive apprenticeship methods. 
Greenfield (1984) contended that scaffolding closes the gap hctween task 
requirements and skill levels by creating the match between the cognitive level of the 
learner and the characteristics of the instruction. I le also reported that observed guided 
instruction using timely scaffolding elements was enhanced by the teacher/mentor being 
cognisant of the student's cognitive skill levels in order to provide appropriate support. 
An extensive range of materials and techniques was used by the mentors who 
participated in this research, to scaffold student learning. Findings here have suggested 
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that mentor use ofscnlfolding in the design ollicc situnliun mostly occurred 
when studcnls cncoun1crcd dillicultly with specific 11spcc1s of dcsii::n and when they 
needed new design slmtcyics o r  pruhlcm solving mclhmls in order lo prngrcss hcynnd 
the level of design skills th.it they had ulrcudy attained. This use of :;calfolding has its 
roots in lhe concept of the ,.,,nc ofproxinml development propt1,;cd hy Vygolsky (1 %2/. 
The very nature of the huilding design di1;dplinc demands multi-faceted .�kills in 
creative, artistic contexts and in technical contexts. Scaffolding methods and materials 
used by mentors to assist students to overcome problcm5 that emerged during their 
resolution ofn real work design project were in some instances glohal stimulants to 
encourage imnginative crcotivity arid in others, specific task focussed methods for 
dealing with details, design processes or replicable procedures. Numerous scaffolding 
elements were geared to the usual culture ofprnctiee activities of the design office and 
occasionally methods/items ofa non-contextual nature, like fa�hion magazines were 
used to encourage innovative ways of solving emergent problems. 
As the students' skills improvL'tl and they were regarded by lhc mentors to be 
able to work with greater autonomy, scaffolding was faded or withdrawn (IL� discussed 
on page 108 ofthis thesis) as reported in other studies using cognitive apprenticeship 
(Choi & Hannafin, 1996; Rogoff & Gardner, 1984). Careful monitoring of this process 
by the mcn!ors ensured lhat the students remained Cln track with their design work. This 
was achieved through frequent design evaluation meetings organised llS per the usual 
practices ofa design office and through questioning. The mentors used questioning with 
students to ensure that they could defend their design decisions and could demonstrate 
exhaustive exploration and evaluation of all design elements they had incorporated in 
their works. Where students were not able to justify their design decisions, the mentors 
used coaching and scaffolding to introduce information and procedures with which the 
students could diversify their design approach to include other perspectives, heuristic 
design strategics, or solutions. This approach is similar to findings reported by 
Hennessy (1993, p. J 1) who contends that the teacher should "assist the students to 
access and use their prior knowledge appropriately in solving problems in the new 
domain under mastery". 
One a.qpccl of undertaking authentic design tusks involves accountability lo 
design process time-lines. Part oft he mentor sequencing (Casey, 1996) of tasks 10 have 
increasing complexity, incl'l"JtSing diversity and the development of global before local 
knowledge and skills (Collin!·. et al., 1989) involved the use of design office schedules. 
These were used by mentors to scaffold student learning by bringing to the design 
I 
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process, :.1ructurc. timc frames, tasks um.I yoals. llsing scht-dulcs cru:iMcd the 
studcnls and the mentors to keep 1rnck of the design process, quickly idcntil)' problems 
presenting barriers to student progress and to put in place :-caflhlding upproprintc to 1hc 
problems encountered. Schedules usctl in !his manner IL�sistcd the mentors tu maintain 
uwnrencs.1 of student progrcs.� urxl to match their development level in the design In new 
stages orthc work to be done, in a manner that aligned learning experiences with 
intended outcomes (llcnnessy, 1993; Simpson, 1988). For many studcllts, lhc schedules 
often provided a concept map of their progress and tasks to be addressed am.I as such 
became nn advance organiser for their learning. 
The different methods used by the mentors in 1his study to assist student learning 
formed I believe part ofa cycle of learning in which modelling, coaching and 
scaffolding became an integrated vehicle for knowk'C!ge transfer and the acquisition of 
metacognitive skills. Figure 44 (p. 299), below, shows the interdependence of these 
three teaching strategics to knowledge transfer in the authentic situations used in this 
research. 
Coaching 
Modelling 
Knowledge 
Transfer 
Scaffolding 
Figure 44. Knowledge transfer using M odclting, Coaching and Scaffolding. 
The learning environment developed in the mentor supported design office 
situations studied here assisted the students in having control over their own learning 
processes and the confidence to engage in critical analysis of their own works. Student 
development of higher cognitive processes in building design in this study was born out 
of cognitive activities experienced by them in the social context ofan 11ulhcntic design 
office situation and extended by their shared cognitive experiences with experts in the 
domain. This has its roots in the learning theories ofVygotsky (1978) and echoes the 
model of COE?nithe apprenticeship presented by Collins et al., ( 1989). 
[�_ _  1 
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Articulation. 
Articulation and rellf.'Clion 11rc paired Oy Co!lins, et nl. , ( 1989, p. 481) us 
tcnching methods designed to help students lo "focus their oOOCrvation� or expert 
problem solving and conscious access to (und control ol) their own problem solving 
slmtcgics'', Jn the situntions studied here, the very focu�scd nature or the one-on-one 
studcnt/mentorcollnbomtivc work :;cssions provided excellent opportunities for the 
urticulation of personal views and problem solving strategics. Observation or 
student/mentor collaborative work sessions revealed extensive u:-c or articulation by the 
mentors and the students, usually supported by sketching and often in conjunction with 
the use of"office set" documents to confinn ideas aired, or demonstrate application or 
strategies proposed. As the students gained confidence and acquired knowledge and 
skills to develop their own building designs, the balance of articulation used in the work 
sessions shifted from mostly mentor based to mostly student based. This took place in 
response to  mentor questioning of students to encourage them to externalise their 
thought processes as they implemented problem solving strategies using mctacognitive 
design processes (see comments by Student 13, p. 160). Solving emergent problems in 
this way encouraged student learning through knowledge transfer and problem solving 
strategics embedded in one context, then applying them in multiple contexts that 
emerged from authentic situations embed ded in complex projects rnthcr than isolated 
elementary situations. This approach is founded on the elements of situated cognition 
(Brown et al. , 1989) and as incorporated by them in their cognitive apprenticeship 
model. 
Articulation during problem solving and debriefing sessions was reported in a 
study by Cash et al. (1997). In that study, the resenrchers noted the importance of 
student articulation ofthcir thought processes when using problem solving strategics 
and diagnostic skills to resolve problems emergent from authentic tasks. Evidence of 
this emerged also in this research study. In a different study that has parallels with this 
one, Scardamalin & Bereiter (1983) reported that student use ofarticulalion and 
reflective practices prompted by mentor scaffolding assisted learning during co· 
investigation. They found that students reflected on their own knowledge and 
constructed  new mcunings in the context ofthe domain after rellceting on design 
practices articulated by the mentor. This study also supports their findings. Here the 
stu dents were observed exploring new approaches to  design afler reflecting on design 
elements introduced nnd explained by the mentors as part or their current design office 
commissions. 
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Casey ( l 996) rcportL>J that student use orurticulaticm s11ppor1s 
students in dcmon.�trnting their mastery of new tuoL� aml knowledge, Evidence ofchis 
emerged in da1n from obscn'L'd work sessions in l'h.isc Thri:c where open discus.�ions 
with the ll).!ntors mu.I others in 1hc design omcc provided a lhrum for the cxprcssion of 
personal views und design strategics. De hate and personal contribution� from others in 
such n forum provided students with multiple pcr�ctivcs for reflective evaluation of 
their 0\_',1  works in the context of the donmin. This also enabled the students to compare 
problem solving slratcgics or solutions olTcrcd by experts with their own methods and 
to focus on differences at :i finite level (Casey, 1996). 
The mentors stmlicd here modelled many heuristic design strategics for the 
students to use in resolving problems that emerged from the real work design proj��t. 
The mentors backed up their use of such s1ratcgies by articulating their reasons for using 
them o.s they did. This approach is similar to that m1iculatcd by Schocnreld (1987) when 
using rules of thumb to deal with frequently occurring problem situations, or tricks of 
the trade. 
The use of articulation emerged ns 11 fcuturc common to all the student/mentor 
collaborative work partnerships observed in the design office situations studied here. 
Articulation was 1Lwd to convey individual interpretation of infonnalion and procedures 
used in design. It was also used for the expression of personal though ls or points of 
view pertaining to work practices and design style when reflecting on decisions taken 
o.nd pathways followed in the creation and development of authentic design solutions. 
Articulation was used by the mentors nnd students to rcify persCJnal knowledge and 
procedures, derived from authentic design experience in the physical :ind social context 
ofthe domain. 
Findings from this study have sugges!ed that student learning was enhanced by 
mentor articulation of personal strategics used to resolve design problems, thus making 
visible their experience based t:icit knowledge that provided o means for knowledge 
transfer to students in the context of application in the mentors' culture of practice. 
Refleclion. 
Reflection as a teaching strategy is described by Collins et al. (1989, p. 456) as 
the process that ''underlies the ability of learners to compare their own performance at 
both micro and macro levels, to that ofan expert". lbey also contended that by using 
reflective practices, students can develop a conceptual model of  their learning that can 
be continually updated through further observation o.nd feedback which encourages 
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lcnrning nutonomy. Through ongoing cxploralion mu.I rcllcclion on learning 
experiences 11nd methods modelled hy 111cntors, students diagoo.,;c difficulties and 
"incrc111cntnlly ndjust their pcrformnnce" until they reach competence (Collins, et al., 
1989, p. 456). Collins. et at. (1989, p 473) nlso contendL"tl that studen t lL<;C or reflective 
practices cnhnnccs their "sclrmonitoring and sctrdingnnsis skills" nnd this enhances 
their nbility to m1iculate their reasons for working in the manner that they do. Through 
thl� process the students gnin cont.rot over their rellcctive nod metacngnitivc processes 
in their problem solving. 
Findings from th�� study support these contentions and showed that reflective 
practices were used by the students and the mentors throughout all pha:;cs of the design 
process. Student use ofrcflcetivc practices assisted their focus on emerging design 
solutions and the strategics they had applied to  resolve them. This use of reflective 
practices throughout the entire design process is similnr !o that reported by Carver 
( 1995, p 208) who contends that "the key is to  focus student reflection on all phases of 
the process, not just the final presentation". Reflective practices used by students and 
men tors led students to investigate fully, emergent aspects ofthc design solutions being 
developed and to reflect on practices modelling by the mentor.; when denling with 
similar problem situntions emergent from authentic design projects. Collin s  et al. (1989) 
advocated two strategics to promote reflection. They nrc the comparison or expert and 
novice performances on problem solving processes and students' sclf-an;.lysis of the 
process. Both oflhcse practices occurred during the work sessions when the mentors 
monitored the students' design performance by comparing the studen ts' works with 
exemplar  design solutions of the mentor's own projects. The mentors then provided 
explicit instructions lo the students about how to apply heuristic design strategics used 
in design solutions presented in exemplar drawings, to  the students own emerging 
design solutions by reflecting on pathways followed and ideas explored. Findings here 
show that student use of reflection, supported by explicit instruction by the mentor to 
11ddrcss emergent problems assisted studen t learning by helping them to resolve design 
solutions. This learning outcome is similnr  to finding s  reported by Carver (2000, p. 5) 
who contends that "short-term explicit instruction can promote student learning, tran sfer 
and retention". In this study, the mentors encouraged the students to constantly reflect 
on the design pathways and solutions they had explored and to self-assess the suitability 
of the solutions being developed for inclusion in a linal design proposal. They also 
provided the students with explicit instructions nbout using heuristic design strategics to 
resolve problems that emerged from their reflection on different aspects ofthc design s 
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being developed. The cumhinntii:m of student rcllcctiun on lhc design 
process und mentor instrnclion in w11ys to address emergent problems led to :.1mlcnt 
acquisilion ofprohlcms solving strntcgics and tncit knowledge based un tl1cir own 
design experiences when npplying the mentor's slrntcgics. Thi:\ t1spcct of their lcurning I 
rcgnrJ ns a vi1nl part of the stm.lcnt"s <lcvclopmcnt ofmctucognitivc design skills am.I the 
main mcnns hy which they progressively refined their design solutions while working 
with grcntcr independence from the mcnlor. 
The common design tool used by most of the students and the mentors in the 
design ollicc situations of this research for reflectin g on pathways followed in the 
dc�1:lopmcnt of tlcsign solution�. was the "olTicc set" of drawings. These drawings 
provided rich sources of information and visual representation ofheuris1ic design 
st rategies implemcn1cd with problem solving procedures applied by mentors in the 
context nnd culture ofthcir usual design practices. The use oft he "office set" by 
students when reflecting on their ov..n work and when articulating the rca�ons for design 
decisions made or practices adopted, situated their ]earning firmly in the context of 
prncticc. lt also facilitated reflective exploration of design elements which led to their 
development of multiple pcrspcc1ives ofm1thcntie situations from which domain 
specific knowledge was trarufcrrcd into other settings or design applications (Choi & 
Hannafin. 1996). 
Findings here have suggested that use of the "office set" enhanced the �tudcnts' 
higher order thinking skills and the development ofmctacognitivc design methods thus 
facilitating their transition from novice to skillr.d designer, in n manner similar to that 
reported by Choi & Hannafin ( 1996). Student development of their ov..n "oflicc set" 
drawings allowed !hem to reflect on and compare their design ideas and solutions with 
those modelled by mentors in authentic commis sion "office set" documents. This 
enabled them to evaluate their own works and to focus on differences at a finite level 
(Casey, 1996). The use of"office set" drawings to  demonstrate outcomes from the 
students' cognitive design processes also facilitated student reflection on their OMJ 
performance when using problem solving processes. This was observed to occur when 
students compared their design solutions with those modelled by the mentors. Mostly 
this took the form of"replaying the performance ofboth expert and novice·• in the 
design work sessions in which the students defended their design solutions (Collin.,;. 
Hawkins, & Carver, 1991, p. 224). In those session.�. the student s  demonstrated for the 
mentor their use ofhcuristie design s t rategics nnd, in reply, the mentors modelled their 
ways for applying those methods to the snmc problems. I regard the use of reflective 
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prnc!iccs i11 this wny to have assisted slmlcnts lo nc11uirc en Im need 
visuulisution skills and lo acquire mctacognitivc wuys to conecplmlli!!t! nnd resolve 
design problems. This wns possible hccuusc it pruvidcc.l u mcnns for students to 
"compare I heir performance with that of others" in the context or expert building design 
practice upplit-'U to authentic tnsks (Collins et al. , 199 I .  p. 2211). 
Findings thnl emerged here uhout lhc use of reflective prncliccs by studcnts und 
mentors suggest thnt this helped in facilitating slue.lent transition from simple applicatio.n 
of the vocabulary nnd tools of design. to using mctncognilive wnys for exploring ar.d 
relining design solutions. Sludent use ofudvanccd sketching methods und rich 
description of their thought processes when reflecting on their application ofhcuristie 
design strategies in work scs.�ions with the mentors towards the end of their design 
project was said by some of the mentors to signify their use ofadvanced design 
metho ds. It also provided evidence of their use ofreflcc!ive practices as part of their 
development of creative, innovative design practices methods typical of the culture of 
practice activities lL'ied by expert building designers. 
Exploration. 
In  lhe Collins et nl. (I 989, p. 481) cognitive apprenticeship learning model. 
exploration is regarded as n teaching strategy "aimed at encouraging learner autonomy". 
Students, learning in a cognitive apprenticeship situation us proposed by Collins. et al. 
(1989, p. 483), ore "pushed into a mode of problem solving ufthcir own". forcing them 
to explore. This. they proposed, is the nnturnl culmination of the fading of supports 
(modelling and scaffolding) thus forcing the students to go it alone a Iler having first 
acquired the basic skills lo explore in lhc domain and act on what they find. 
From the outset of this study, the mentors encouraged the students to explore 
multiple design ideas in their quest to d evelop solutions to problems that emerged from 
their authentic design projects. This, the mentors did by first modelling ways for 
n.sscmbling and evaluating a diverse range ofmatcriuls and techniques that they used in 
their everyday culture of practice activities. Then the mentors coached the students in 
the application of I hose resources and design methods to their design project. I laving 
established the resources and the tools necessary for the s!u dcnts to develop design 
solutions, the mentors then encouraged the students tu work in  more independent ways 
to explore multiple variations of potential design solutions before accepting uny 
elements as part ofa final d esign prescnlation. This approach was mostly implemented 
using overlaid sketches to progressively build on ideas and explore alternatives us ing 
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the "office set" ns the ba.�is for reflecting on different pathways explored aml 
ideas ncccptcd or rejected along the way. The riofficc set" drnwings provided a context 
for /coming and facilitatL'U know!L'Ugc tmnsfcr hy mu king nvailublc concrete examples 
or multiple interrc!ntcd design silualions (Choi & I lunrullin, 1996). By using cxplorution 
in this way, the students in this study were regarded to conslruct undcr�lunding rut her 
than being taught specific knowledge (Winn, 1993) because their h:urning was situated 
in the context of its upp[ication to authentic tasks. 
Finding here show that the mentors encouraged the students to explore design 
ideas beyond their first solutioJL� by utilising resource malcriuls and problem solving 
strategies to address tasks of increasing levels of difficulty. Jn this way, the stut!cnts 
were able to "stretch !heir ability to nn appropriate t!egrec" in ort!er to meet the 
chnllenges of the authentic design project (Brandt, et al., 1993, p. 77). It also 
encouraged students to explore multiple design variations and design elements in the 
search for the best solution to their real work design project and thereby "explore what 
strategies work for given sitWJtions and what strategies don't work in a real world 
context" (Casey, 1996, p. 79). This led studenls to be reflective in exploring anti 
evnluating their design ideas and to then explore other design concepts they visualised 
and refined in metacognitive ways (Collins, et al., 1989). 
Phases of learning activities observed in this study. 
Findings from this study have suggested that student learning in this authentic 
design office situation is characterised by three phases thllt rcvol�e around activities and 
experiences that provided students with entry to the culture of practice, knowledge of 
the discipline domain and ways for using design strategics. The three phases arc as 
follows: 
• Phase One -Entry to the design office situation 
Involved boncfo1g with the mentor and establishing Jinks with others opcraling in 
the domain. 
• Phase Two -Acquisition ofknowlcdge and skills in the domain ofprnetice 
This phase is constructed around a three-part cycle of learning focussed 
on: 
(a) Culture of practice activities with the mentor nnd other experts in the broad 
spectre of the design industry; 
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(b) Km111'/e1/xe Ai·q11/J/t/1111, includiny Dedrtrutii•e knowl!!d}{r 
(cxplicit). /'r1Jt'rd11m/ Jr.111111•/lodxe (dcsiyn processes and pruccdurcs), 1i1d1 
kn1J111rdxe (experience based stmtcyics and undcrstundiny); and 
(c) C."t1mm1111kathm: the use of Di.1·i·11.1·.l'/m1, 1lrtil:11/111/1m ,md ,\'ke1d1i11x h1 cxprcs.� 
visualised design concepts usiny induslry 1:mytmyc aml vocahulary. 
• PlulSe Three - Development and application ofmctocognitivc woys for crcntioy, 
visuolisiny and resolving design concepts 
This phase is  constructed around a thrcc-J}llrt cycle oflcuming focus.�cd 
on: 
(n) Developmenl of Crmlivily and lnnovu//on - usiny knowledge and design 
loots; ond 
(b) Testing und Defending design ideas for acceptance or rejection - applying 
evaluation procedures. 
(c) Expforotion and Reflection - using mctocognitivc ways to creole, Cl(plorc and 
refine design idcns by rcl1ecting on multiple potential solutions 
The use of modelling, coaching and scaffolding for knowledge transfer as shown 
in Figure 44 (sec p. 299) applies to Phase Two and Phase Three of this proposed 
structure. The three phases of stu dent learning to emerge from this s tudy arc graphically 
represented us a theoretical framework in Figure 45 (p. 307) with arrow links being used 
to represent lhc interdependence of each of the cycles of learniny th111 took place. 
I 
Figure 4!i. l,c11rnlng Ph111Ws in thi:t :tludy. 
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lmplemcnlntlon Of Cognitive Apprenliccshlp Melhotb In A Cla��room 
Findings from this study have suggested thnt mentor use of the teaching 
·s1m1egics. proposed by Collins_, et nl., {1989) in their cognitive apprenticeship approach 
to lenming provided a succcssruJ means lbr tcnching building design in the situntions 
studied here. Using authentic activities, the students developed skills during their socinl 
interaction nod collaboration with e xpert building designers acting as mentor.;, in the 
context and culture of practice of their usual design activities. The combirmtion oft he 
cnfotivity based design domain with the technically based constrnclion and 
documentation domain makes the learning environment complex, much more so than a 
TAFE classroom. Many aspects or student learning with the mentors in this situation 
involved overlapping activities, ongoing activities and melacognitivc processes to  
resolve problems. Students were often required to  u se  creative design skills and 
technical procedures with construction detailing methods. 
lbroughout the work sessions, the students were observed to gain confidence in 
their use of design knowledge and fundamental problem solving procedures, then work 
in more independent ways to apply heuristic design strategies to  resolve design 
problems and to defend their solutions, Many of the students were also observed to  
undergo a trllrlsition rrom simply using information and procedures to resolve design 
problems, to using heuristic design strategics in creative, innovative ways. This i s  
consistent with findings reported in  other studies about using a cognitive apprenticeship 
approach to learning and supports the Collins.et al. (1989) contentions about students 
attaining mas(ery ofknowledgc and skills modelled by experts. 
Having first attained mastery oft he methods used by e xpert designers, the 
students then mostly applied their knowledge and design skills in creative and 
innovative ways to  explore and reflect different design ideas as  they refined and 
developed new design solutions, with personal style elements. Findings here have 
shown that using the six teaching strategics of a cognitive apprenticeship approach lo 
learning provided a successful means for learning building design when implemented 
with authentic tasks in a design office settings. They have also indicated that student 
learning was enhanced through having a well defined learning situation and authentic 
activities s t ructured lo address specific aspects of practice. 
ft i s  my conlcnlion that cognitive apprenticeship methods can be used efTcctivcly 
for classroom-based student !earning in the building design discipline. In order for 
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students to operate in the manner used by expert building designers, lhcy 
need to hnvc mentors who arc expert in the building design discipline to assist I heir 
learning. Tlicy must also hnvc n learning environment that replicates the condition.� und 
practices IYPical orthc commercial design office situations ust-d in lhis research. The 
learning tasks used must be based on authentic projects and he implemented using the 
kinds of resources am.I methods that emerged from this study as typical of those u� by 
expert building de:;igncrs in their everyday cullurc of practice activities. 
Findings about the three phases of student learning (Sl.'C Figure 44, p. 307) that 
emerged from this sludy and the manner in which cognitive apprenticeship (Collins, et 
al., 1989) teaching methods were used by the mentors suggested that II pru1iculur 
structure was needed to optimise student learning opportunities. It is proposed hem that 
student learning in the building design discipline can be facili!ated by cognitive 
apix-enticeship teaching mcfaods in conjunction wlth a four part structure that 
incorporates teaching activities and authentic tasks that together replicate everyday 
desigu office culture of practice operations. 
It is also proposed here that for teaching building design students in II TAFE 
classroom, the si:ic: teaching strategies of!l cognitive apprenticeship (Collins, et al., 1989) 
learning approach can be effectively implcmen!cd in such a learning environment if 
structured using the four elements outlined below. A summary list of elements 
recommended for constructing the learning environment, the learning activities und the 
learning tasks is also provided in Appendi:ic: I, 
J, The mentor. 
The most vital clement in creating a cognitive apprenticeship based learning 
situation for teaching building design is the mentor. The mentor must be able lo model 
expert practice which includes the knowledge and procedures for resolving problems 
that emerge from the development of design solutions. In the classroom situation 
multiple e:ic:pert mentors may be required to address problems that emerge as part of the 
many different aspects of design and construction that commonly occur in commercial 
building design practice. For this reason II team-based approach in which academic s1:iff 
with expertise in different areas of design might work in coJlaboration with experts from 
industry on an as needed or structured occasional basis. In this way, the teaching 
strategies ofa cognitive apprenticeship approach might be implemented by multiple 
experts, each of whom could contribute specific key knowledge and 5kills to a collective 
model for student learning. Having multiple experts, each of whom bring a different 
.-
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perspedivc nrnl expertise to the learning sitm1tion, may enhance student 
learning by supporting II community oflcnming as suggcsled by this study's findings. 
The inclusion of expert building designers, who urc cnyugcd in commercial 
opcmtions, in classroom based mcnloring teams may focililulc �1m.lcnt acquisition ofup· 
to-date knowledge ofbuilding design methods and construction practices in the manner 
experienced by the students studied here. !laving other experts contribute lo student 
learning by participating as consultants to the students in �upport of the classroom 
lecturer would reflect the kinds of working situations seen to be effective for 
implementing cognitive npprenliccship teaching strategies as seen in findings tluit 
emerged here. 
I contend thnl the use of modelling, coaching, scaffolding, fading, reflection and 
exploration by classroom lecturers working in ways like those observed being used by 
the mentors in this study would pro\•idc similar learning opportunities for classroom 
based students lo those experienced by the students studied here. To support this 
llpjl"oach to /earning, the leaching environment, learning activities and tasks that are 
nrranged in ways as described next. 
2. The leaming environment 
The learning environment should be structured to replicate the authentic 
environment tYPical]y experienced by expert prnctitioners in the professional discipline 
targeted. Such a learning environment should include individual student work s1ations 
equipped with al[ of the resources typically found in commercial design office settings. 
including computing and rcprographic equipment for CAD based design practices. 
Materials such ns "office set" drawings, sets of codes and regulations, trade lilernture 
and magazines, used by the mentors lo inspire innovation and scnlTold learning, should 
also be made readily avuilnble in the students' work environment. 
To replicate a commercial design office culture of practice situation in a 
classroom setting, standards ofbehaviour, dress codes and language used in the 
classroom should IYPifY those used by building design practitioners in industry, Also, 
the team-based working situation ofa commercial design office setting should be 
applied by having students working in multi-skill level teams on llllfious authentic 
projects within the one work-space lo promote peer monitoring and incidental 
assistance. 
The lc11rnln1t environment should lncorpnrulc the fnllowlnit n.1pccl�: 
• a clos.<1room situntion that replicates the working en vironment ofn typicnl design 
office with individual work stntions nod equipment arranged fur one-on-one 
tutoring, us well us for group inlcroction; 
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• lmvc uv11i111blc in dustry based cm1sultnnt designers to support the cla.'l.�room teacher 
on nn ns-nC\.'dcd basis lo mentor, advise u n d  nsscs.<1 lhc students ncconling to 
in dustry stwu.lanls of design nod prcscntntion; 
• provide access to experts in ns.wcintcd disciplines having multiple perspectives, 
design styles, working prncticcs and allcrnotive upproochcs to resolving design 
problems 
• provide within the clas.<1room u diverse range o f  resource materials including 
urchival "office set" documents of authentic commercial projects produced by 
recognised expert designers, student projects, books, nwgazincs, technical 
publications. codes and regulations, computer equipment, telcphune/fox, 
photocopier, and other similar item.� as used in commerciol design office settings; 
• include in the classroom environment the kinds or dress codes, behaviour, language 
use, an d  design office facilities and services such as music and refreshments to 
replicate the social working situation present in mo�1 commercial design offices; 
• create a !cam-based classroom environment in which student.� rrom different course 
levels work in collaborative teams on dif eren t  projects in the sume general work­
space, so that peer mcntoring and incidental assistance an d  learning may take place 
in a environment that presen ts a broa<l picture of design en deovour; 
• provide "after hours" access lo all of the classroom facilities, inclu ding access to 
expert advice an d support from rostcrcd staff, or consultant experts, either focc-to­
fnce or via the telephone or e-mail; and 
• provide ways for students to participate in building site visits invulving experts from 
nssociated disciplines to introduce multiple perspectives or each design situation, 
and to explore multiple solutions. 
3. The learning U1:tivitles. 
The learning activities should be based on authentic problems an d  work 
practices that reflect the tYPical working methods used by expert practitioners in the 
target discipline area in their everyday culture ofpractiee activities. 
Activities that encourage creative practices and support the anxiety-free 
expression of innovative ideas by students must be based on authentic situations that 
require student explomtion of multiple design ideas an d solutions. Such activities 
should include mentor modelling of heuristic design stralegies for resolving frequently 
occurring design situations and coaching in the application of those strategies to 
problems emergent from authentic design tasks. Assessment of stu dent design solutions 
should be based on in dustry standards ns dctennincd by benchmarks set by expert 
building designers and  assessed by in dustry based practicing designers. 
Projects undertaken by students in the classroom setting should be organised 
around team-based methods as used in commercial practice nnd be structured to support 
I 
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coll11borativc relationships betw�-cn group!'l and individual� opcruling al 
different levels or on different pmjccls within the s umc work-space. Design activities 
used shouli.l be planned lo encourage inlcruction hclwccn students working in the 
classroom selling in wny.\ I hat make learning u journcy o(discovcry in which they 
communicate ideas using sketching nml discussion to urticulutc design concepts nnd 
solutions when defending their design ideas. 
The learning acliviliell 9hould Include: 
• tcnching methods 1ha1 cncoumgc �udcnt sclrconlidcncc nod anxiety-free expression 
ofinnovativc ideas; 
• modelling nnd coaching in the use of sketching llJld discussion methods typically 
used by experts in the building design discipline when exploring, debating and 
defending design idens; 
• support for using coll11borative team.based work prnctices based on exploration, 
reflection. and evaluation of ideas to  resolve complex design tn.�ks in lhc manner of 
commercial design office practices; 
• support for W1 inquisitive approach (to design) with a scn..,;c of excitement and 
inspiration; 
• modelling of methods used by expert designers lo match patterns of design problems 
and solutions shown to occur frequently in authentic building design situations, to 
elements of student design projects 
• integrate with design practices the use of rich descriptive articulation of personal 
design ideas and problem solving methods as part ofvisualiSlltion and exploration of 
proposed designs. along with sketching ancJ over•skctching of formal or CAD based 
drawings; 
• incorporutc the overlaid drawing "office set� upproach into all design projects along 
with detailed notes and explanatory reporting of the methods and rationale behind 
design decisions and brunching of Uesign elements explored. cvaluatc<I. and 
accepted/rejected in the final presentation; 
• introlluce industry standards to the assessment of design presentations by having 
industry experts evaluate student works, or contribute to benchmarks lbr teacher 
assessmeot oftbe students• work; 
• create design learns similar to the student mcntorcoll11borative teams, within the 
classroom each working on different projects, but able to  interact with others by 
contributing to  their works ns consultant s-, 
• place emphasis on developing collaborative relationships between student:; .vithin 
groups, with other groups at different development levels, and with teaching staff; 
• encourage a communicative and supportive approach with all class members using 
rich explanation..� and highly visual presentation of their design methods and 
outcomes as developed for the authentic design tasks; 
• place the emphasis in design on it being a guided journey of discovery with d™ 
communication by the students of their design development path showing t[,, 
exploration of all ideas using sketching anl notes, backed up by open forum 
articul11tion ofthe reasons why they accepted or rejected the ideas presented; and 
• provision of positive reinforcement of student de,qign ideas throughout project 
development. 
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4. 11,e learning tmk.r. 
The learning tasks should be based on authentic discipline specific projects, 
struelured ror classroom delivery, sequenced to provide srnoll readily achieved units \hot 
provide knowledge nnd skills regarded ns necessary for professional practice in the 
ll1rget discipline. The outhcnlic projects used must replicate design situations 
experiences by expert building designers and provide opportunities for teacher guided 
application of design methods that represent as completely n.'I possible those used in 
commercial design office culture of practice commissions. 
The learning I asks should be arranged to: 
• use authentic projec ts that replicate broatl based design office commission� using 
design situations where teacher guided Molysis of the design brief con readily define 
key elements as linked lo replicable design processes and procedures that can be 
implemented through small singes of design development; 
• implement small singed design proce<lures ofincrcasing complexity and difficulty 
typical of design office working practices; 
• address particular aspects of design or design situations, for which authentic 
commcrciul design "oflice set" drawings arc available that show how similar 
problems to those in the student projects, were addressed by professional designers. 
Include multiple design industry disciplines and real links lo regulatory bodies ond 
municipal approval agencies; ru1d 
• provide sufficient challenge in their diversity nnd degree of difficulty to promote 
student striving to achieve excellence in creative, innovative design solutions. 
Using cognitive apprenticeship for learning building design 
The use ofa learning situation that irn:orpomtcs the working environment, 
activities W1d tasks presented in the four-part structure outlined above, in conjunction 
with the teaching strategics ofa cognitive apprenticeship (Collins, et al., 1989) approach 
lo learning can be an effective way lo tetich building design students. Such :in tippronch 
is essentially conslructivist. Findings to emerge from this reseru-ch show that the 
complex demands of the building design profession, with its need for creativity and 
technical know-how, were successfully addressed using the methods and learning 
situation described here. I contend that application ofa similar structure and teaching 
methods to a classroom setting can potentially facilitate student learning in ways similar 
to those observed in the design office settings of this study. 
Concluslon to 1h19 Cha pier 
This Chapter began by addressing each oflhc research questions using summary 
findings that emerged from annlysis of the study data. Following this, the overall study 
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findings were discussed llS part oft he six teaching strategics ofu cognitive 
apprenticeship approach to lcurning (Collins, et al., 1989) used in the conceptual 
framework that urulcrpins this study. 
In presenting II global view of how student learning look place in the design 
office situation, n model showing three phases of development Willi proposed. In that 
model, two phnses of student development were shown llS cycles ofknowlcdgc and 
skills acquisition, 'lbc first, al nn clcmcntury procedural level and the second being used 
to represent n cycle of metacognitive ways for creating, visualising and resolving design 
idens. The discussion of student learning represented in this model was based on 
findings that emerged from this study. Findings here have suggested that when students 
make the transition from application of design procedures to using metneognitive wnys 
for design development, they move from operating at technician level, to operating as a 
creative designer. 
A proposed strategy for structuring the [earning environment, activities and tasks 
nppropriatc for implementing cognitive apprenticeship Jcnrning methods was introduced 
and discussed in terms of its J>O.ssible classroom application for teaching building design 
students. 
Jn the next Chapter, conclusions to this study arc presented, along with a 
discussion of the study limitations and recommendations for further research. 
CJ IAl'TER EIGI rl' 
CONCLUSION TO TIIE STUDY 
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This research stWy set out to invcstiyntc student learning in u cognitive 
apprenticeship siluation in u building design oflicc. lts muin ;bcu� was lo ic.lcntil)' 
learning outcomes for students working with expert building designers, ucting as 
mentors in a commercial design office setting. The study also sought to dctcnninc how 
students acquired knowledge and how they acquired ways for :,olving complex 
problems emergent from tasks integral to authentic design projects, typical of those 
faced by experts in the context and culture of their everyday practices. 
The extensive body of data collected provided inforllllltion detailing the personal 
thoughts, experiences and learning outcomes for the study group. The diverse rnngc of 
data collo:tion methods and multiple sources of data concerning the same events or 
phenomena studied here provided rigour, reliability and validity to the investigation and 
interpretation of each clement that fonned part of the overall study situation. 
This research study has revealed many aspects ofstudcnl learning in design 
office, mentor supported, situations that I consider as important learning elements 
appropriate to a cognitive apprenticeship approach. Suggestions have been made here 
about how findings from each of these research questions might be applied to classroom 
teaching practices so as to replicate aspects of the design office experiences that 
enhanced student learning, in ways that could closely resemble authentic practice. 
In addition lo confirming the suitability of the six main cognitive apprenticeship 
teaching strategics suggested by Collins et al. ( 1989) as used in this study, a strategy for 
organising the mentors, the learning situation, activities and tasks emerged from the 
study fmdings. The mnin purpose of this proposed strategy is to facilitate student 
learning by linking knowledge and skills acquisition to autonomous application of 
higher order design and problem solving procedures in ways that replicate those of 
expert building designers in authentic design office operations. The proposed strategy 
for organising a learning situation in which to apply cognitive apprenticeship teaching 
strategies for building design students utilises a group ofteaching practices and study 
situation conditions. When used together in the design onicc situation� studk-d here, 
these elements provided a learning environment and support structui,. hat facilitated 
student learning. They provided ways for students to link context specific domain 
knowledge and skills with metacognitivc ways for solving complex problems. emergent 
I 
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from authentic tnsks, in the mnnncr used hy experts in their everyday culture 
of practice llctivities. 
rindings reported in this thesis show how students acquired knowledge and 
skills used by expcrt built.ling designers to visual ise, create, explore, refine, defend nm! 
present complex building design solutions in the context am.I culture ufthcir everyday 
procticcs. The teaching strategics and classroom application conditions recommended ns 
part oft he findings presented in this thesis can be readily applied in the classroom 
setting and for design office in house training methods. All of the conditions and 
strategics recommended here could focilitate student learning in a cognitive 
apprenticeship situation based on authentic problem solving experiences, guided by 
expert practitioners within the discipline domain. 
Application orthe sludy findings 
Although this study focussed on learning in the building design profession, I 
regard that findings reported here have wider upplication in education and training in 
other discipline nreas. Some aspccls of what this study has shown have application to 
any profession where there is n demand for creativity in visualising and resolving 
problem situations through the use of replicable procedures and heuristic stracegies that 
may be used for dealing with multi-factor inlluenccd situations. 
The dual domains of creative design and technical knowledge of construction 
methods required ofn building designer have similarities with other professions such as 
engineering, surveying, cartography, dental technicians and web-page design, as some 
examples. The following elements of this study can be applied to any similar discipline 
using learning situations constructed around a cognitive apprenticeship approach lo 
learning: 
• all tasks must be authentic and true lo the usual demands ofthc discipline; 
• all of the participants must be willing to contribute to the col!aborative activities 
required by modelling, coaching, scaffolding, articulation, reflection and 
exploration; 
• students need to have nt least elementary skills in the discipline in order to 
commence their collaboration with a mentor at a level that does not require the 
mentor's total attention al all times; 
• mentors are best selected (as volunteers) from expert practitioners who have shown: 
• cxecl/encc in their professional practices; 
• have established communication skills; 
• have at lcn.\1 clcmcntnl experience with lc;1ching or mcntoring in the 
commercial sector or tertiary im,1itution; nnJ 
• have an awan:ncss oflhc teaching slrutcgics and Mlurc ofn cognitive 
npprcnticcship approach lo lcnming, either fonnnlly acquired or intuitive. 
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• the mcntoring situation ncL'tls to be typical ofthc environment ond culture in which 
the expert practitioner usually operates in order to replicate the context and culture 
ofthc domain ofpracticc; and 
• the learning situation ncctls to be fully rcsvurcctl in the snmc manner that the 
students might encounter when entering profossional practice in a commercial 
setting, 
Lirnllallons OfThe Study 
This study was conducted in metropolitan Western Australia where there is only 
one teaching institution that offers the full range ofbuilding dc�ign courses as approved 
by under AU5trnli11n National Curriculum for building design. These meant !hat the 29 
students in the study sample 11[] came from II single institution population and are not 
necessarily repreu:nt11tive of other groups in other states. 
Datu collected from the small discreet sample used for this study h:ive indicated 
many similarities and some differences in the manner that the mentors used cognitive 
apprenticeship teaching strategies. These data may be interpreted differently when 
analysed by others not connected with the study situation in the manner of this 
researcher, who has close links with the study participants nnd discipline domain. For 
these reasons, findings that hnve emerged here may not be regarded as readily 
generalisable when studying other similar situations. 
The tasks undertaken by the students with the menlors were constructed around 
authentic building design problems for which there were many possible design-solving 
procedures and suitable solutions. Although this provided flexibility in the 
student/mentor collaborative work situations. it also demanded II broad view when 
nssessing student learning outcomes and therefore the effectiveness ofthe cognitive 
apprenticeship teaching straregies in assisting students to acquire new knowledge and 
skills. 
FURTHER RESEARCH 
This resenrch study has used a clearly defined situation to investigate a cognitive 
apprenticeship approach to learning. Findings reported here arc couched in terms oft he 
specific situation used, but have the potential to be applied in many dilTerent domain 
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contcx,s where there is a need for individuals to syn1hcsisc creative thinking 
with discipline specific knowlctlge and procedures, executed using mctacognilivc 
methods. 
Any discipline domain thut ri:quircs high levels of cognitive thought urnl 
conununication of concepts or solutions using verbal and graphical means is wdl suited 
to the use ofa cognitive npr,rcnticeship approach to Jcnming for its exponents and 
should be invcstigakd, In partic�lar, the propos...'d :.1ructurc for implementing cognitive 
npprenticcship in the classroom as suggested in this thesis (sec page 308) might well be 
applied lo lllllllY such disciplines. This would include any professional discipline where 
students must take n "leap offoith" from simply acquiring and applying basic 
knowledge and procedures as might a technician, to synthesising concepts then 
visualising new idcns then exploring and resolving them in mctacognitive ways. 
Further study to investigate how findings from this research may be applied to 
teaching in other disciplines may improve the generalisability offindings from this 
study. More focussed research could address specific issues such as: 
• application ofcognitivc apprenticeship methods in learning situations created using 
multimedia and Web-based learning materials utilising verbal and visual exchanges 
between student and mentor/teacher using electronic means between remote 
locations; 
• computer based coaching in virtual office situations with immediacy of feedback 
and rapid presentation of ideas being used to replicate the "look and fee[" of one-on· 
one learning with a mentor; and 
• training for work-skills intended to address the more flexible contract focussed .work 
settings that have replaced the traditional 'job for life" npproach and to nddress 
training issues about multiple career changes and "on the job" or "in house" training 
conducted using cognitive apprenticeship methods. 
Research to determine how cognitive apprenticeship teaching strategies can be 
effectively applied along with the strategy proposed here for organising the 
environment, activities and tasks, may provide new woys to deliver education and 
training in at least each ofthc areas suggested here. 
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APPENDIX A 
INTERVIEW GUIDE QUESTIONS FOR ROUND ONE MENTOR INTERVIEWS 
Introduction For Mentors 
My aim in conducting this study is to establish how students ucquircd knowledge 
and skills when working on uuthcntic projects with u building designer acting 11s their 
mentor. Understanding how students acquire the knowledge und skills that expert 
building designers use when solving complex design problems may assist in the 
development ofTAFE training courses incorporating lcnming approaches similar to 
those used in industry, and in on-the-job real work project experiences. 
Jn this interview I um seeking to understand what took place between the 
students and the mentors in the design office situations of this study and how this 
assisted the students to acquire O.esign knowledge and skills. Mostly I would like to hear 
your views about what took place 1md how you view that as having assisted student 
learning. 
In order to explore some aspects of how information was shared and how the 
mentors assisted the students to learn to apply design methods, I will ask specific 
questions that address six key teaching strategies used in a cognitive apprenticeship 
approach to learning. The teaching strategies arc: modelling, coaching, scaffolding (and 
fading), articulation, reflection, and exploration. 
General Themes For Interview Gulde Questions 
• Whal do student.� learn from working with menror.v in a desip,n office sih1ation using 
a cognitive apprenticeship learning approach? 
• How is knowledge (declarar/ve, procedural, /acit) transferred? 
• How are problem solving heurlslk strategies used? 
Begin each interview by asking: 
Could you tell me about what took place when the student first came to work with you in 
the design office? 
Using questions that stem from the mentor's response to the opening question, to 
explore the mentor's views of what took place and how this may have affected student 
learning. Focus questions on the six key teaching strategics ofa cognitive apprenticeship 
approach to learning as set out below. 
Question themes based on Cognitive Apprentkeship Teaching Strategies 
Modelling 
Please explain for me how you showed students your approach to design? 
What did you do to facilitate student learning about your approach to design? 
I 
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Couching 
How did you go nbout guUing students lo use your design mcthm.Js to resolve problems 
that they encountered in the:r design project? 
Could you explain how sketching nnd discussion wn.� used in work sessions to explore 
design ideas and to develop d�·sign solutions? 
How did you go about assisting stu<lents to work through design problems? 
Scaffolding (and fading) 
How did you keep the students on track witi. ;i design task and boost their performance 
to the next level ofdifficul·y as they pw:µcs.•,,ri through the design process'! 
Can you tell me about any ,r,Jcesses 01 p;oc.:durcs that you used to enhance the 
students' performance or tu i.1renmlhe tl-jr resolution of design problems? 
Are there tips and tricks t/JJ\ you o.;cd to keep the students going'! 
What kinds of resource materials, like drawing sets or CAD elements, did you use to 
help the students to ove11:ome difliculties that may have blocked their progress? 
How did the student react when you reduced your involvement in their work, and let 
them go it alone on the tasks? 
Articulation 
Could you explain for me how you went about explaining to students your approach to 
design and decision making in the design process? 
To what extent did you use detailed explanations of your thoughts and uctions when 
working on a project with students? 
In what ways did you encourage students to discuss their approach to problem solving 
and their design decisions? 
What role did hand sketching and drawing play in your interaction with the students? 
Reflection 
Can you tell me about the role of reflection in learning design. In what ways did the 
students use reflection to revise and refine their design solutions? 
In what ways did you encourage students to reflect on their experiences and learn from 
them? 
Exploralion 
In what ways did you guide the students to explore innovative or radical approaches to 
design while working on authentic projects? 
Can you tell me about situations where you saw students developing creative, original. 
or innovative approaches to design projects, based on their experiences in the design 
office? 
.. 
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AJ>PENrnx 8 
INTERVIEW GUIDE QUESTIONS FOR ROUND ONE STUDENT INTERVIEWS 
lnlroduellon 
My nim in conducting this study is to cstublish how students ncquircd knowledge 
und skills when working on authentic projects with a building designer acting as their 
mentor. Undcrstunding how students acquire the knowkdgc and skills that expert 
building designers use when solving complex design problems muy assist in the 
development ofT APE training courses incorporating learning approaches similar to 
those used in industry, and in on•thc-job real work project experiences, 
In this interview I wn seeking to understund what took place between the 
students nod the mentors in the design office situations of this study nod how that 
assisted the students to acquire design knowledge and skills. Mostly I would like to hear 
your views about what took place and how you view that assisted your learning. 
In order to explore some aspects of how information was shared and how the 
mentors IIS5isted the students to learn to apply design methods, I will ask specific 
questions that address six key teaching strategics used in n cognitive apprenticeship 
approach to learning. 1be teaching strategies arc: modelling, coaching, scaffolding (and 
fading), articulation, rencction, nod exploration. 
General Themes For lntenelew Questions 
• What do s111dents leornfrom working w//h mentors in a design office .1·iwatirm 11si11g 
a cognitive apprenticeship learning approach? 
• HC1w Is knowledge (declaratiw, proccd11r1.1l, lad/) transferred? 
• How are problem solving he11ristic strategies used? 
Begin each interview by nsking: 
Could you tell me about what happened first when you went to work with your mentor 
in the design office? 
Using questions that stem from the student's response to the opening question, explore 
their learning experiences using other questions based on the following cognitive 
apprenticeship teaching strategies. 
Question themes based on Cognitive Appn:nliceshlp Teaching Strategics 
Modelling 
In what ways did your mentor demonstrate for you the knowledge und skills that you 
needed to acquire to do the tasks required of you in the design office? 
Can you describe for me the manner in which your menlor used these to resolve 
problems that emerged from your design projL'Cl, 
Coaching 
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Which nspccts of working with your mentor were most useful lo you in undcr.;tnndiny 
wtd resolving design problems? 
Can you tell me about ways used by your mentor lo help you to undcrsland and apply 
design strategies and problems solving methods? 
Are there problem solving strategies that you have seen your mentor using that you now 
incorporate into your design work? 
Scaffolding (andfading) 
Can you tell me about ways i n  which you mentor provided you with assistance in 
problem solving al times when you were struggling to resolve you designs? For 
example, tips and tricks or other materials that were useful in sorting out problems that 
emerged during design. 
As you became more confident nnd competent with the work you were doing, did you 
have Jess need to consult your mentor in resolving design difficulties? 
Articulation 
Can you tell me about the sorts of discussions that took place between you and your 
mentor during the sessions where you worked together in resolving design problems? 
In what ways did your mentor explain the reasons for his approach to resolving design 
problems? 
To what extent do you think that your learning was enhanced by the hearing others in 
the design office talking about their design methods? 
Reflection 
Looking back at your experiences working with your mentor, what do you think were 
the most useful aspects of the collaboration? 
Can you tell me about problem solving strategies that you now use for design that have 
resulted from your experiences with )·our mentor? 
Are there aspects of your working with a mentor that you foci were not ofwluc? 
Expfol'Ulion 
In what ways have you been able to build upon the knowledge and skills gained through 
your experiences working with a mentor? 
Can you tell me what you might now do differently i n  your approach to design as a 
result of your design office experiences? 
- ----- - - - - - -------------
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APPENDIX C 
INTERVIEW GUIDE SUPPLEMENT FOR ROUND TWO INTERVIEWS WITII 
MENTORS AND STUDENTS 
Gencml Thcm�'S For Interview Que,llon� 
• Whal do st11de111.1· /eumfr11m 1ivrkln!{ wilh men/r,r.r In a deslxn oj}h:e .di/ml/on 11.1'/111{ 
a ,·01,:nllive appre11/ke.fhlp leurnin!{ uppmm:h? 
• ffow il' knowlrdge (deduru1i1•e, prcwedural, Wdl} trun.tjem:d? 
• Haw are pr1Jhlrm .mfring he11ri.vlic stratexie.v 11.red'! 
Emergent Themes To E1plorc 
Eight themes that emerged from analysis of data collected through the first round 
of interviews are presented here as guides for questioning mentors and students in 
second round interviews. 
1 Entry to the culture of practice: acceptance by others in the offece culture 
• How does the mentor relate to the students; 
• What status do the mentors extent to the studct1ts: apprentice designer or student; and 
• Confirming evidence of student status e.g. language, access to mentor, access to the 
office facilities, access to other staff, access to office archives, social interaction with 
others in the office. 
2 Expectations of the collaboration by both parties 
• What does the student look for in the mentor, a solution or guidance; 
• What does the student expect of themselves; and 
• What does the mentor expect oflhe student, and of themselves. 
J Value afforded to the collaboration by both parties 
• Preparation by the student and by the mentor prior to their first meeting us an 
indication of the commitment that each has to the collaboration; 
• What does the student go away with following a session with the mentor?; and 
• Explore confidence building through activities and mutual respect earned by each 
party seeing the commitment made by the other to the common goal. 
4 Making knowledge vifib/e 
. • Having the mentors reifying existing substantial knowledge by making it accessible 
to the students through articulation, discussion, sketching, explanation building, 
notes, site visits; 
• Observing how the mentors communicate their knowledge using such tools; aml 
• Role played by articulation and sketching when used by students to explore and 
communicate their design ideas, 
I 
S /leurisllc daign 5/ralegies and design p=dure!i: U'>ed in 1heir 
impl,m1tntation 
• Use ofthc "oflice set" approach by the mcmor; 
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• Use of sketching, discussion. 11ml articulation as communication und design tools: 
• Use ofnomim1tcJ usual approaches for lhc type of design problems associated with 
the particular type of design project used in this study; and 
• Preparation and research methods suggested by the mentors as tools for the students 
to use in the assembling of resources and the implementation of processes and 
procedures for the resolution of the design. 
6 Problem solving: becoming an expert and worklngfonmrd'> 
• Using questioning techniques (both mentors and students) to reveal, discover, and 
develop knowledge, ideas, concepts. and strategics for resolving designs; 
• Pullem matching experiences and solutions to the problems of the project at hand; 
• Multiple perspectives - presented by the mentor, by the situation, through 
investigation an! discovery by the students; and 
• Scaffolding- exemplars and numerous other materials, resources and expert persons 
(3 levels). 
7 Building metacognitlon 
• Having to justify xleas and have them confirmed by practi:iing designers; 
• Defending ideas, concepts, solutions, methods and strategics using sketching, 
discussion, articulation, and explanatory notes; and 
• Evaluation practices and strategics for testing, accepting and rejecting of ideas 
against industry slandards or practices; 
8 Style development 
• As a synthesis and development ofthnt of the mentor and personal views; 
• Reflective prnctices used in evolving a design and branching to alternative lines of 
inquiry; and 
• Exploration of new and diverse design ideas from the stem of design concepts 
emerging form the project brief. 
I 
. 
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APPENDIX D 
INDEX TREE ONE 
Categories used to code data collected in Phase One of this Nllldy were arranged 
ns follows: 
Primary Category Sccomlory Categories 
�I.I Groupactivlics 
I. Activities  1.2 Design exercises 
1.3 Site visits 
2, Affect �
2.1 Stimulation 
2.2 freedom in design 
� 
3. 1 Situational factors 
3. Learning  3.2 Mentor innuence 
JJ Input by others 
4. Application oe:::::::::::.:4. 1 Evaluating ideas 
4.2 Sclfdevclopmcnt 
